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schools, and 3,500 colleges through major programs and services in college
admissions, guidance, assessment, financial aid, enrollment, and teaching and
learning. Among its best-known programs are the SAT@, the PSAI/NMSQT@,
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to the principles of equity and excellence, and that commitment is embodied in
all of its programs, services, activities, and concerns.
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Foreword
Although the Advanced Placement Program' (APt) Examination provides a

valuable snapshot of a student's abilities and competencies, the power of the
AP Program lies in the AP course, which benefits students through a coordinated,
demanding curriculum. It is the APVertical Team that can make the AP

Program accessible to more students by creating a directed and focused
approach through the collaboration of teachers at multiple grade levels.

Teachers who have already established AP Vertical Teams'" have been impressed
with the impact of team planning on the overall curriculum. Students at
each level are better prepared, and there is an overall rise in the level of skills,
creating a more efficient, more inclusive, and more challengrng English
program.

-The APVertical Teams Guide for Engllsh Development Committee
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Preface

THE ADVANCED PTACEMENT PROGRAM' (AP';
Since 1955, the College Board's Advanced Placement Program (AP) has offered
high school students the opportunity to complete college-level courses while
still in high school. The Advanced Placement Program currently consists of 33

courses and exams in 19 subject areas (Art, Biology, Calculus, Chemistry
Computer Science, Economics, English, Environmental Science, French,
German, Geography, Government and Politics, History Latin, Music, Physics,
Psychology, Spanish, and Statistics). Course descriptions for Advanced
Placement classes are developed by committees composed of university profes-
sors and experienced AP teachers. End-of-course examinations provide
students an opportunity to demonstrate the knowledge they have acquired, the
skills they have developed, and the concepts they comprehend.

Participation in the Advanced Placement Program offers students many bene-
fits. They are introduced to a rich and rigorous college-level curriculum. In
addition, those who successfully complete an Advanced Placement
Examination in May have the opportunity to receive college credit or advanced
standing depending on the credit policy of the college they choose to attend.
Finally, numerous formerAdvanced Placement students speak of their easy

transition from high school to college owing to the strong academic skills,
knowledge, and academic confidence they gained through participation in the
Advanced Placement Pro gram.

Many educators believe that more students could reap the benefits of partici-
pation in AP courses if they were introduced earlier to the essential academic
skills and habits of mind necessary forSuccess in the Advanced Placement
Program. The concept of APVerticalTeams responds to this belief.

THE AP ENGLISH II\NGUAGE AND
COMPOSITION COURSE AND EXAMINAUON
An AP course in English Language and Composition engages students in
becoming skilled readers of prose written in a variety of periods, disciplines,
and rhetorical contexts and in becoming skilled writers who compose for a
variety of purposes. Both their writing and their reading should make students
aware of the interactions among a writer's purposes, audience expectations,
and subjects as well as the way generic conventions and the resources of
language contribute to effectiveness in writing.

The English Language course allows students to write in a variety of forms-
narrative, exploratory expository, and argumentative-and on a variety of
subjects from personal experiences to public policies, from imaginative litera-
ture to popular culture. The purpose of the course is to enable students to read
complex texts with understanding and to write prose of sufficient richness and
complexity to communicate effectively with mature readers.
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The AP Exam in English Language and Composition is a three-hour examina-
tion that employs multiple-choice questions in order to test the student's skills
in analyzing the rhetoric of prose passages (one-hour part of the exam).
Students also demonstrate their skill in composition by writing three essays in
various rhetorical modes (two-hour part of the examination). Performance on
the essay section of the examination counts for 55 percent of the total grade;
performance on the multiple-choice section, 45 percent.

The free-response sections of the AP Exams in English Language and Literature
are distributed annually by the College Board. These online publications consist
of the various writing topics given in the exams in past years. The multiple-
choice sections of the two English examinations (Language and Literature) are
released somewhat less frequently; however, sample tests are available in
documents published by the College Board. For further information about
College Board publications, please visit ourWeb site: www.collegeboard.com.
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tWLtat Is Pre /P'"?
In the Advanced Placement Program, Pre-AP"'professional development is avail-
able to teachers through APVertical Teams conferences and workshops and
through Building Success workshops. A broad overview of the concept of AP
Vertical Teams in English and a plan for beginning, developing, and assessing

the effectiveness of teams are discussed in the next section of this guide.

Building Success is a two-day workshop for schools serving students traditionally
underrepresented in the college-bound and the Advanced Placement Program
population. It explores teaching strategies designed to help students acquire
analltical thinking and communication skills necessary for success in AP courses.
Building Success also encourages collaboration among teachers across grade
levels. These features of Building Success are parallel to APVertical Teams.

Consequently, APVertical Teams or individual team members who attend a
Building Success workshop find it to be directly relevant to their mission.

Pre-AP is a suite of K-12 professional development resources and services.
The purpose of the Pre-AP Initiatives is to equip all middle and high school
teachers with the strategies and tools they need to engage their students in
active, high-level learning, thereby ensuring that every middle and high school
student develops the skills, habits of mind, and concepts they need to succeed
in college. Pre-AP Initiatives is a key component of the College Board's K-12
Professional Development unit.

Pre-AP rests upon a profound hope and heartfelt esteem for teachers and
students. Conceptually, Pre-AP is based on the following two important prem-
ises. The first is the expectation that all students can perform at rigorous
academic levels. This expectation should be reflected in curriculum and
instruction throughout the school such that all students are consistently being
challenged to expand their knowledge and skills to the next level.

The second important premise of Pre-AP is the belief that we can prepare every
student for higher intellectual engagement by starting the development of skills
and acquisition of knowledge as early as possible. Addressed effectively, the
middle and high school years can provide a powerful opportunity to help all
students acquire the knowledge, concepts, and skills needed to engage in a
higher level of learning.

Since Pre-AP teacher professional development supports explicitly the goal of
college as an option for every student, it is important to have a recognized stan-

dard for college-level academic work. The Advanced Placement Program (AP)

provides these standards for Pre-AP Pre-AP teacher professional development
resources reflect topics, concepts, and skills found in AP courses.
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The College Board does not design, develop, or assess courses labeled Pre-AP
Courses labeled Pre-AP that inappropriately restrict access to AP and other
college-level work are inconsistent with the fundamental purpose of the Pre-AP

Initiatives of the College Board.

As in all its programs, the College Board is deeply comrnitted to equitable
access to rigorous academic experiences. We applaud the efforts of our many
colleagues making that happen in so many different ways in classrooms around
the world.

m
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Introduction
This guide provides direction, models, and training to APVertical Teams in
English in order to help the team members organize a series of productive
activities, meetings, and workshops leading to a comprehensive, coordinated
English program that is planned and implemented by the teachers themselves.
There is not, nor is this guide proposing, one ideal English program or one
rigidly set curriculum that is right for all schools.

The guide is structured so that information and definitions are provided for
those teachers who would like to review the background information
pertaining to each discussion topic. Then, activities are provided for various
grade levels, which should help students learn more about that particular topic.
These activities vertically align the curriculum concept that is being empha-
sized.

Most of the concepts and much of the material can be used in other English
classes as well.

The concept of APVertical Teams for English incorporates the idea that AP

English should not be an isolated course but rather a planned program of
teaching skills and concepts over several years and that a planned program is
best achieved by the vertical cooperation of teachers working together to coor-
dinate their teaching efforts. An intended outcome of a successful vertical team
is the development of a continuum of skill building from one grade level to the
next. Team communication leads to a greater understanding of what has been
taught in the preceding years, which helps teachers organize strategies and
eliminate potential insistence from students that they have never been intro-
duced to a particular concept before. This knowledge serves to reduce repeti-
tion and allows teachers to encourage students to apply past instruction to new
and more challenging material.

The concept of AP Vertical Teams reflects the spirit of the AP Program, a philos-
ophy that is inclusive rather than exclusive and incorporates the belief that all
students can benefit from the skills taught in the program. The APVertical Team
concept also encourages individual teaching choices and styles.

Prior to the inception of the idea of Pre-AB when a school decided to offer an
AP English course, it typically made the leap from a traditional or honors high
school course to a college-level course taught in the high school. But the skills a
student develops are built over the entire years of formal education. All
teachers of English in a school system offering AP courses are essential in
helping to develop analytical thinking and writing skills in students that are

necessary for success in the AP Program.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF AN APVERTICALTEAM FOR ENGLISH
Every teacher of English real2es the need for vertical cooperation among
teachers, and the AP teacher, perhaps more than others, recognizes how impor-
tant previous teachers' instruction is for the success of AP students. An admin-
istrator may also notice that, in an unstructured manner, change begins to
occur in schools after an AP course is in place. Often, the AP English teacher
has been to AP workshops to learn new teaching strategies and to gather mate-
rials to improve the AP course, but that teacher is likely to teach only one or
two sections of AP English. \tVhile developing approaches for the AP class, the
teacher realizes that most of the concepts and much of the material can be
used in other classes as well (to the advantage of students who are not officially
participating in AP)

Some teachers may make the mistake of introducing more demanding selections
of literature to an earlier grade instead of changing the way the current, more
appropriate selections are taught.

Informal discussions may let one teacher know what is happening in the class-

room of another. A common response to hearing that the twelfth-grade class is
performing a certain kind of activify is that the eleventh-grade teacher
considers what changes can be made to improve preparation for the next level.
The process usually moves slowly into the other grade levels and across the
classes, gradually improving the quality of instruction for all students.

School personnel involved in improving curricula note several inherent prob-
lems in this process. First and foremost, the informal network is very slow. The
process may take several years before the ninth-grade teacher hears about and
responds to the changing expectations at the twelfth-grade level, and the sixth-,
seventh-, and eighth-grade teachers, who are likely to be working in another
building, may never be informed about the changes.

Also, misinformation or misinterpreted information can be just as unproduc-
tive as no information at all. Rather than seeing the changes that AP courses
bring to a school as movement toward improving students' reasoning and
analytical skills, some teachers may make the mistake of introducing more
demanding selections of literature into an earlier grade instead of changing the
way the current, more appropriate selections are taught. For example, the
seventh grader needs to analyze and write about a short story that is suitable
for a seventh grader.

Each teacher on the team should be allowed to pursue the goals in an indi-
vidual style with the freedom to select specific materials and classroom
methods.
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Organizing an APVertical Team for English takes advantage of what may
already exist in an informal manner and structures the dialogue among
teachers into a series of useful meetings. These meetings give the team the
opportunity to plan an English program that best suits the needs of the
students. School circumstances vary considerably and understanding the
dynamics of each situation and resolving the problems will be the challenge
and the reward for the teachers entrusted with the responsibility of teaching
English as a vertical team.

Successful AP Vertical Teams for English will recognize that once the seventh-
grade teacher understands the goals of the program, it is that teacher who is the
expert in what material should be taught and how it should be taught in that
grade. In the AP Program, there is no prescribed reading list or curriculum. EVT
members should be given the opportunity to select suitable literary works that
are most appealing to them and most appropriate for their students. Each
teacher on the team should be allowed to pursue the goals in an individual
style with the freedom to select specific materials and classroom methods.

The essence of the concept is that the skills taught in the AP Program are impor-
tant to all students in all English classes at all grade leuels.

Although one primary goal of the AP Vertical Team for English concept is to
prepare students for the AP course and ultimately the AP English Language and
Literature Exams, the essence of the concept is that the skills taught in the AP
Program are important to all students in all English classes at all grade levels.
AP instruction, with its emphasis on developing critical thinking skills, is
important to the student who earns college credit for a course taken in high
school and to the student who is successful later in the course taken in college.
The instruction is also important to a student who does not choose to go to
college because thinking, analyzing, and problem solving are fundamental
skills for every career.

WHAT IS AN AP VERTICAL TEAM?
a An APVertical Team is a group of educators from different grade levels

(with the emphasis on middle school participation) in a given discipline
who work cooperatively to develop and implement a vertically aligned
program that is anchored in the Advanced Placement Program.
The concept of an APVertical Team carries one principal goal-to increase
the quality of instruction in a particular subject at all grade levels by
improving communication among teachers.

a
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WHY CREATE AN AP VERTICAL TEAM?
. To increase standards-Since student achievement is ultimately measured

by success in the Advanced Placement Program, a nationally recognized
method of promoting educational excellence, the bar is almost always
raised in classes preceding the Advanced Placement course. In addition,
many teachers involved in AP Vertical Teams introduce some of the innova-
tive strategies they have developed into all of their classes, further affecting
the overall academic standards of a school.

. To foster greater inclusion-When AP Vertical Teams introduce students
to the essential academic skills necessary for success in AP courses in a
timely, coordinated, and systematic manner, a greater number of students
have the opportunity to develop patterns of thought necessary to succeed
in the Advanced Placement Program. Advanced Placement courses cease to
be isolated classes only available to a small number of students and
become academic opportunities for many students willing and able to
accept the challenge of completing college-level work while in high school.

. To encourage innovation-In order to develop the independent learning
skills crucial to success in AP courses, teachers generally create and imple-
ment instructional strategies that develop higher level analyical and
communication skills as well as place greater responsibility on the student
for his or her academic progress. In addition, teachers involved with AP

Vertical Teaming quickly recognize that curricular creativity and ingenuity
are essential to the process of designing and delivering a vertically aligned
curriculum.

. To bring about coordination-By promoting frequent communication
among educators about instructional standards and strategies, AP Vertical
Teams foster the development of an educational community committed to
improving student performance through the creation of a continuum of
learning among classes and across grade levels. This process can help
reduce repetition and enable teachers to encourage students to apply
previously gained skills and knowledge to new and more challenging mate-
rial. Increased coordination can also enable administrators, teachers, and
students to develop a clearer vision of how the curriculum unfolds,
enhancing their ability to understand its objectives.

. To allow for empowerment-Owing to the collaborative nature of an AP
Vertical Team and its linkage to the standards and expectations of the
Advanced Placement Program, educators generally have a greater chance of
realizingand sustaining meaningful curricular reform. No longer is one
individual trylng to move a mountain. Rather, a concerted effort involving
numerous individuals can be made to foster curricular reform. The fact that
APVertical Teams encourage the growth of critical thinking skills and
improved communication skills also empowers students to become inde-
pendent learners. These independent learners possess the skills necessary
to play an active role in and take significant responsibility for their or,vn

education.
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To stimulate enthusiasm-A more stimulating, challenging, coordinated,
and relevant curriculum aimed at giving students the tools and knowledge
to succeed in the present and the future excites many students about
Iearning. The clearer sense of purpose and community that many teachers
experience as members of an APVertical Team also promotes greater
enthusiasm for teaching and learning.

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION FOR AP
VERTICAT TEAMS* FOR ENGLISH

Raise awareness and understanding of the Aduanced Placement Program within
the school.

This goal can be accomplished in several different ways. A current AP teacher
or another well-informed speaker could be invited to present an overview of
the Advanced Placement Program to interested administrators and teachers.
Depending on the interest level, several overview sessions may need to be held.
Sending teachers and administrators to College Board sponsored workshops
and conferences designed to introduce and explore the Advanced Placement
Program is another efficient method of gathering important information about
AP These workshops vary in length from a one- or two-day conference during
the school year to a summer institute of one week or more in duration.

To receiue specific information about AP conferences and publications, contact
the College Board Office in your regton (see page x).
The importance of including guidance counselors in this process cannot be
overestimated. If guidance counselors do not understand the basic goals of the
Advanced Placement Program and AP Vertical Teams, they may be unable to
support them when they meet with students and parents. Their ability to
explain the process and to encourage students to take the most challenging
options available will be critical to the success of an APVertical Team.

Counselors must also be sensitive to the needs of students who may have prob-
lems adjusting to a more rigorous course load and must be certain that support
mechanisms are in place to assist students in need of more guidance. Through
the efforts of dedicated counselors, students who in the past may have been
assigned low-level courses will flnd their options increasing as they continue
through middle school and high school.

Work with administrators to prouide support for an APVertical Team.

Creating a cohesive and productive AP Vertical Team and facilitating the devel-
opment of a clearly articulated, vertically aligned, and well-implemented skills
continuum require a great deal of time and effort on the part of team members.
The more support that both central office and building administrators provide,
the more AP Vertical Team members will understand that their efforts are not
just an additional assignment, but rather a coordinated and comprehensive
attempt at districtwide reform.
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Administrators can assist an AP Vertical Team by:
. Creating time for AP Vertical Teams for English to meet before, during, or

after school
. Coordinating meetings involving educators from several different

campuses
. Providing central meeting rooms, supplies, resources, and technical

support
. Supporting ongoing professional development where APVertical Team

members have a chance to meet with colleagues from other schools to
discuss the standards and expectations of their programs, to share strate-
gies for motivating and supporting students, and to explore innovative
classroom teaching techniques

Organize a group of tnterested educators and select a leader
Interested teachers and administrators should begin by meeting and identi-
fying the standards and expectations of the Advanced Placement Program. To

establish a common vision, educators should review College Board publica-
tions such as AP Program Course Description for English Language and
Composition, English Literature and Composition and recently released AP

Examinations.

The group should also select an AP Vertical Team leader whose responsibilities
might include conducting the meetings, keeping detailed notes of the meet-
ings, distributing these notes in a timely fashion to team members, and sched-
uling future meetings. There is no typical AP Vertical Team leader. All AP Vertical
Team members are potential leaders, as successful AP Vertical Teams are

currently led by middle school teachers, high school teachers, department
chairs, AP teachers, and administrators.

Create and implement a curricular reform action plan.
The curricular work of an AP Vertical Team begins with identifying the skills and
concepts necessary for success in English courses. Once these skills and
concepts are identified, the AP Vertical Team should adopt a timeline for
designing and implementing the necessary changes in the curriculum and
present a plan to administrators seeking monetary support for resources,
professional development, and release time.

After receiving administrative approval, the APVertical Team can examine how
each of the identified skills will successfully be developed in students enrolled
in courses preceding the AP English Language or Literature courses. Through
this process, a design for curriculum reform should emerge and implementa-
tion can begin.

As part of the implementation process, the APVertical Team for English should
create procedures that provide feedback on the effects of the curricular changes
implemented by AP Vertical Team members. This feedback can help the AP
Vertical Team determine if additional curriculaS instructional, and/or assess-
ment revisions are necessary.
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Cultiuate team- building and leadership skills.
Even if suppofi for AP Vertical Teams exists and an enthusiastic
team has problems can arise within the team that may hinder its effec-

tiveness. APVertical Team members need to practice certain habits that enable

the team to work together toward common goals while respecting each other's
individual needs. This is especially important as the team begins the chal-
lenging work involved in designing a coordinated program.

Individual habits that should enable a team to work together more effectively
include:
r Attending meetings regularly and promptly.
. Ensuring that all viewpoints are explored.
. Acting in a positive and constructive manner.
. Viewing criticism as an opportunity to learn.
. Giving praise and recognition when warranted.
. Sharing ideas freely and enthusiastically.
. Encouraging others to express their ideas openly.
. Asking one another for opinions.
. Listening intently to the opinions of others.
. Criticizing ideas-not people.

Having an APVertical Team generate its ovrm list of habits can be an important
action. Since standard operating procedures have been created by, not imposed
upon, the APVerticalTeam, the likelihood of long-term commitments to these
habits is much greater.

In addition to cultivating essential team-building skills, leadership skills also

need to be fostered. These skills should be encouraged in as many individuals
as possible so that the potential departure of a leader will not result in the
collapse of the APVertical Team. Effective APVertical Teams have leaders who
possess the ability to:
. Set agendas to continue timely progmm development.
. Keep the group focused.
. Follow through on goals.
. Listen to feedback and answer questions clearly.
. Ensure meeting minutes are recorded and preserved.
. Keep meetings on schedule.
. Create an atmosphere of trust, respect, candor, and fairness.
. Give praise and recognition.
. Criticize constructively and address problems as needed.
. Work with administrators to continue and expand the necessary support.

Deuelop community-wide support for the APVertical Tbam for English.

APVertical Teams are new in many districts, and they may not be well under-
stood by all of the groups affected by them. In district publications, parent
rneetings, and other forums, administrators need to demonstrate howAP
Vertical Teams support the goal of providing a more challenging curriculum for
all students. Parental support, in particular, can play a vital role in the success

of an APVertical Team.
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Since the curriculum developed by an AP Vertical Team almost always results in
more challenging content coupled with more sophisticated assignments for
students, some parents may become concerned because their children, who
struggle at first, are being asked to do something that is too rigorous.
Occasionally, parents respond by requesting that teachers simplify assignments
or, at least, be less demanding in their grading of assignments. Parents and
teachers should discuss these concerns to come to an understanding that some
academic struggle is inevitable and, indeed, is at the core of the learning
process.

TEAM SIZE AND MEMBERSHIP
Each school must make individual decisions about team size and membership
because every situation is different. All grades should be represented on the
team; ideally, all English teachers would participate on the team.

When schools are extremely large, it might be useful to form more than one
team, each with representation from grades 6 through 12, thus involving more
teachers without creating teams that are too large to function effectively.

Tb be effictiue, APVertical Team meetings must be regular and prescheduled,
with the team setting an agenda for each meeting.

Teachers who understand the need for AP Vertical Teams and who volunteer for
a team will create a stronger vertical team. Ideally, teachers themselves will
request to stafi a team and participate in it. Teams can also be formed by an
administrator asking a teacher to be part of a team.

Of prime importance is that the leadership within a school provides an atmos-
phere that makes team membership attractive to teachers. One reason the AP
Program has lasted and groum so rapidly is that it has encouraged creativity in
the classroom. The program does not dictate, demand, restrict, or prescribe an
inflexible approach that teachers must follow. That same regard for a teacher as

the expert must be part of the development of a coordinated curriculum
through the AP Vertical Teams, and that sense of professionalism will
contribute to teachers' eagerness to be on a team.

Teachers often respond positively to having opportunities for social involve-
ment with other teachers and to having their views considered and imple-
mented. Also, teachers usually react with enthusiasm when given opportunities
to attend conferences. Choosing to send the whole team to an AP conference
provides practical information for the team to discuss in subsequent meetings.
It also provides social interaction and a sense of purpose and unity for the
team. In addition, the interaction with teachers and teams from other schools
may broaden a team's perspective and create new possibilities for thinking and
planning.
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Middle school teachers are a vital part of the team, and special consideration
should be given to their involvement. Meeting times and locations are often
inconvenient for middle school teachers and, sometimes unwittingly, high
school teachers may dominate the discussions and presentations. The team
leadership can improve this situation by holding some meetings in the middle
school building and by planning meetings where middle school teachers
present the approaches and materials that have proven to be most successful
within their classes.

Sample Agend.a for First AP Vertical Teams Meeting
1. Identifii the audience. lVho are the potential members of the AP Vertical

Team?
2. Conduct an opening activity. Determine what you have in common with

the other members. Use an ice-breaking, team-building activity. It is impor-
tant that the group bonds.

3. Provide an overview of the Advanced Placement Program and the Pre-AP
concept.

4. Outline the benefits to the schools and to the teachers involved.
5. Define AP Vertical Teams and discuss the formation of an AP Vertical Team

for English. Explain how an AP Vertical Team for English works and what is
required.

6. Allow time for questions and answers.
7. Establish the nex steps. lVhere does the group go from here?

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION
The team chooses its orrrrn topics for discussion based on its perception of the
instructional needs of the school. At an early meeting, the agenda might be to
decide what the most important topics are and to establish which topic to
address first. One of the best ways to determine suitable topics for discussion is
to review past AP English Language and Literature Exams noting the various
literary terms used. Since these terms are important for students to have
mastered, teachers will probablywant their students to become familiar with
the concepts associated with the terms.

Teachers may choose a topic because the subject is difficult to teach or because
the concept is one that needs to be developed in a coordinated manner from
one grade level to the next. In this guide are several topics that are likely to be
useful for AP Vertical Team discussions. Among them are literary analysis, close
reading, rhetoric, writing tactics, and modification ofAP examination questions
to meet classroom objectives.
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. diction/word choice

. imagery

. syntax/sentencestructure

. style

. tone/attitude

. juxtaposition of ideas

. choice of details

. manipulation of language

. mood

. functions of character

. resources oflanguage

. rhetorical devices/features/strategies/elements/figures of speech
- argument
- support
- challenge
- qualify

. assumptions/assertions/commentary

. allusion
- biblical
- historical
- mythological
- literary

o point of view/voice
. speaker/persona
. narrative pace
o theme/purpose

- the meaning of the work as a whole
- the understanding of the work

. repetition

. comparison/contrast (contrast implied in comparison)
o parallel structure

POSSIBLE AP VERTICAL TFAMS ACTTVITIES
I. Develop shared terminology.
2. Identify protected texts.
3. Identiflz areas of frustration for teachers and students, and design shared

solutions.
4. Calibrate scoring guides.
5. ModiffAP tasks.
6. Identiff successfuI strategies.
7. Publish clear expectations (contract, standards).
B. Design culminating activities.
9. Establish benchmarks.

10. Share best practices and professional development information.
11. Grade student performance (portfolios, presentations, papers).
12. Design action plans based on assessment results (AP grades, other grades).

TERMINOLOGY FROM RECENT AP ENGLISH EXAMS
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13. Surveyparents, students, and graduates.
14. Tloubleshoot difflculties with particular students and design remediation

strategies.

EVALUATION OF THE TEAM'S SUCCESS
The concept of an APVertical Team carries one principal goal-to increase the
quality of instruction at all grade levels. This should be achieved by elevating
curriculum and instruction both horizontally and vertically, thus making the
benefits of the program available to all students.

Assessment is necessary to evaluate progress, and team members should
design a variety of methods to measure growth. Whenever a team decides to
implement a topic or a strategy, the team should also devise the means of
measuring the success of that strategy. Year-end assessments that are appro-
priate for each grade level will help determine the intellectual development of
students and the effectiveness of the English program designed by the AP
Vertical Team.

The external evaluation of the AP Vertical Teams' effectiveness occurs through
the results of the AP Exams. Reports from the AP Exams present data that a
school can use to chart the results and note the progress of the AP Vertical Team

over several years. The team can use the repofis to set goals, modiflz strategies
and curriculum, and share pride in the success of their students.

The APVertical Team for English process can help:
. Increase enrollment, diversiry and successful participation in upper-level

English classes, including Advanced Placement Language and Literature.
. Promote the development of well-aligned, "seamless" English curriculum-

a curriculum that presents a thoughtful progression of concepts within
courses and from one course to another, thereby avoiding redundancies,
gaps, and jarring transitions.

. Actively engage students in English, thereby improving success rates in all
English courses.

. Improve success rates on standardized English assessments.

. Facilitate students' transitions from middle school to high school.

. Increase students' attendance rates.

. Improve students' commitment to school in general, thereby having a posi-
tive impact on their work in all of their courses.

. Prepare a wider range of students for success in postsecondary education.

. Improve communication among the students, teachers, administrators,
counselors, and parents and raise awareness among them about the long-
term impact of student choices.

. Create a cohesive teacher community with greater teacher involvement in
curriculum and scheduling.
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Ltterary Analysis

INTRODUCTION
Just as painters express ideas and feelings by arranging colors and images on a
canvas, literary artists convey emotions and ideas through the skillful arrange-
ment of words. One of the most important concepts for students to understand
is that writers make conscious choices about how to use words, phrases, and
sentences to communicate meaning and effect.

This section begins with a brief overview of literary terms, is followed by sample
analyses of literary passages, and ends with a list of suggestions for possible
classroom activities that could be used or adapted by the teacher at various
grade levels.

From the time students begin to recognize the elements of imaginative writing,
they should develop a literaryvocabulary thatwill enable them to articulate
their ideas about literature with increasing confidence and proficiency.
Although some of the following literary devices may figure more prominently in
poetry they cross all genres.

LITERARYTERMS
Alliteration is the practice of beginning several consecutive or neighboring
words with the same sound: e.g., "The twisting trout twinkled below."

Allusion is a reference to a mythological, literary or historical person, place, or
thing: e.g., "He met hisWaterloo."

Antithests is a direct juxtaposition of structurally parallel words, phrases, or
clauses for the purpose of contrast: e.g., "Sink or swim."

Apostrophe is a form of personification in which the absent or dead are spoken
to as if present and the inanimate, as if animate. These are all addressed
directly: e.g., "Milton!Thou shoulds't be living at this hour."

Assonance is the repetition of accented vowel sounds in a series of words: e.g.,

the words "cry" and "side" have the same vowel sound and so are said to be in
assonance.

Consonance is the repetition of a consonant sound within a series of words to
produce a harmonious effect: e.g., "And each slow dusk a drawing-dornm of
blinds." The "d" sound is in consonance. The "s" sound is also in consonance.
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Details are the facts revealed by the author or speaker that support the attitude
or tone in a piece of poetry or prose.

Dtction is word choice intended to convey a certain effect.

Figures of speech are words or phrases that describe one thing in terms of some-

thing else. They always involve some sort of imaginative comparison between
seemingly unlike things. Not meant to be taken literally, figurative language is

used to produce images in a reader's mind and to express ideas in fresh, vivid,
and imaginative ways. The most common examples of figurative language, or
figures of speech, used in both prose and poetry are simile, metaphor, and
personification.

Flashback is a scene that interrupts the action of a work to show a previous

event.

Foreslmdowlng is the use of hints or clues in a narrative to suggest future
action.

Hyperbole is a deliberate, extravagant, and often outrageous exaggeration: e.9.,

"The shot heard 'round the world." It may be used for either serious or comic
effect.

Imagery consists of the words or phrases a writer uses to represent persons,

objects, actions, feelings, and ideas descriptively by appealing to the senses.

Irony occurs in three types. Verbal trony occurs when a speaker or narrator says

one thing while meaning the opposite. An example of verbal irony occurs in the
statement, "It is easy to stop smoking. I've done it many times." Situational
irony occurs when a situation turns out differently from what one would
normally expect-though often the twist is oddly appropriate: €.9., a deep sea

diver drovrming in a bathtub is ironic. Dramatic irony occtrs when a character
or speaker says or does something that has different meanings from what he or
she thinks it means, though the audience and other characters understand the
full implications of the speech or action: e.g., Oedipus curses the murderer of
Laius, not realizing that he is himself the murderer and so is cursing himself.

Metaphor is a comparison of two unlike things not usrng "like" or "as": e.9.,

"Time is money."

Mood is the atmosphere or predominant emotion in a literarywork.

Motiuation is a circumstance or set of circumstances that prompts a character
to act in a certain way or that determines the outcome of a situation or work.

Narration is the telling of a story in writing or speaking.
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Onomatopoeia (imitative harmony) is the use of words that mimic the sounds
they describe: e.g., "hiss," "buzz," and "bang." When onomatopoeia is used on
an extended scale in a poem, it is called imitatiue harmony.

Oxymoron is a form of paradox that combines a pair of opposite terms into a
single unusual expression: e.g., "sweet sorrow" or "cold fire."

Paradox occurs when the elements of a statement contradict each other.
Although the statement may appear illogical, impossible, or absurd, it turns out
to have a coherent meaning that reveals a hidden truth: e.g., "Much madness is
divinest sense."

Personificationis a kind of metaphor that gives inanimate objects or abstract
ideas human characteristics: e.g., "The wind cried in the dark."

Plot is the sequence of events or actions in a short story novel, play, or narra-
tive poem.

Point of uiew is the perspective from which a narrative is told.

Prosody is the study of sound and rhythm in poetry.

Tlrre protagonisr is the central character of a drama, novel, short story or narra-
tive poem. Conversely, the antagonist is the character who stands directly
opposed to the protagonist.

Pun is a play on words that are identical or similar in sound but have sharply
diverse meanings. Puns can have serious as well as humorous uses: e.9., when
Mercutio is bleeding to death in Romeo and Juliet, he says to his friends, 'Ask
for me tomorroq and you shall find me a grave man."

Repetition is the deliberate use of any element of language more than once-
sound, word, phrase, sentence, grammatical pattern, or rhythmical pattern.

Rhyme is the repetition of sounds in two or more words or phrases that appear
close to each other in a poem. End rhyme occurs at the end of lines; internal
rhyme, within a line. Slant rhyme is approximate rhyme. A rhyme scheme is the
pattern of end rhymes.

Sarcasm is the use of verbal irony in which a person appears to be praising
something but is actually insulting it e.g., 'As I fell down the stairs headfirst, I
heard her say, 'Look at that coordination."'

Setttngis the time and place in which events in a short story, novel, play, or
narrative poem take place.

Shifi or turnrefers to a change or movement in a piece resulting from an

epiphany, realization, or insight gained by the speaker, a character, or the

reader.
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Simile is a comparison of two different things or ideas through the use of the
words "like" or "as." It is a definitely stated comparison in which the poet says

one thing is like another: e.g., "The warrior fought like a lion."

Sound deuices are stylistic techniques that convey meaning through sound.
Some examples of sound devices are rhyme (two words having the same
sound), assonance (repetition of similar vowel sounds), consonance (repetition
of consonant sounds in the middle or at the end of words), alliteration (words

beginning with the same consonant sound), and onomatopoeia (words that
sound like their meaning).

Structure is the framework or organization of a literary selection. For example,
the structure of fiction is usually determined by plot and by chapter division;
the structure of drama depends upon its division into acts and scenes; the
structure of an essay depends upon the organization of ideas; the structure of
poetry is determined by its rhyme scheme and stanzaic form.

Style is the writer's characteristic manner of employing language

Suspense is the quality of a short story novel, play, or narrative poem that
makes the reader or audience uncertain or tense about the outcome of events.

Asymbol is any object, person, place, or action that has both a meaning in itself
and that stands for something larger than itself, such as a qualiry attitude,
belief, or value: e.9., the land turtle in Steinbecks The Grapes ofWrath suggests

or reflects the toughness and resilience of the migrant workers.

Synecdoche (metonymy) is a form of metaphor. In slmecdoche, a part of some-
thing is used to signify the whole: e.g., "All hands on deck." Also, the reverse,

whereby the whole can represent a part, is synecdoche: e.g., "Canada played the
United States in the Olympic hockey finals." Another form of synecdoche
involves the container representing the thing being contained: e.g., "The pot is
boiling." In one last form of synecdoche, the material from which an object is

made stands for the object itself: e.g., "The quarterback tossed the pigskin." In
metonyrny, the name of one thing is applied to another thing with which it is
closely associated: e.9., "I love Shakespeare."

Syntax means the arrangement of words and the order of grammatical
elements in a sentence.

Theme is the central message of a literary work. It is not the same as a subject,
which can be expressed in a word or two: courage, survival, war, pride, etc. The
theme is the idea the author wishes to convey about that subject. It is expressed
as a sentence or general statement about life or human nature. A literary work
can have more than one theme, and most themes are not directly stated but are
implied. The reader must think about all the elements of the work and use
them to make inferences, or reasonable guesses, as to which themes seem to be
implied. An example of a theme on the subject of pride might be that pride
often precedes a fall.

-
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Toneis the writer's or speaker's attitude toward a subject, character, or audi-
ence, and it is conveyed through the author's choice of words and detail. Tone
can be serious, humorous, sarcastic, indignant, objective, etc.

Understatement (meiosis,Iitotes) is the opposite of hyperbole. It is a kind of irony
that deliberately represents something as being much less than it really is: e.g., "I
could probably manage to survive on a salary of two million dollars per year."

As students become more skilled at recognizing and analyzing how these basic
devices and techniques are used in the literaryworks they are studying, they
can begin to add more to their repertoire, gaining a greater understanding and
appreciation of how allliterary devices work together to express tone and
theme. The SIFT Method is one strategy that may help students derive meaning
from a text.

USING THE SIFT METHOD OF LITERARYANALYSIS
When exploring how a writer uses literary elements and stylistic techniques to
convey meaning or theme, teachers may introduce the following technique to
help young readers begin to practice literary analysis. This method allows
students to "sift" through the parts in order to comprehend the whole.

SIFT Method
Symbol: examine the title and text for syrnbolism
Images: identifii images and sensory details
Figures of speech: analyze figurative language and other devices
Tone and Theme : discuss how all devices reveal tone and theme

An example of the SIFIMethod as applied to John Steinbeck's novel, The Pearl,
follows. Before reading the book, it would be a good idea for the teacher to
engage the students in standard prereading activities such as examining the
title for clues as to what the story might be about, making predictions based on
the cover illustration, and sharing some information about the author.

Teachers might assign the book ahead of time so that students can read it a
week or two before class discussion is scheduled to begin. Then, as the novel is
studied in c1ass, students can reread it with closer attention to detail.

Symbol
Steinbeck's writing is rich in the use of symbolism. Since the title of a story or
novel often contains symbols that hint at theme, students should first be
encouraged to reexamine the title. The teacher might suggest that the pearl is
the central symbol of the story and might ask students to reflect on the charac-
teristics of the pearl and speculate about its significance. The teacher might
point out that a pearl has often been used in literature to represent spiritual
purity and innocence; at this point, the class might debate the issue of whether
the pearl is used here in its traditional symbolic sense. For Kino, the pearl
seems to symbolize potential wealth, education for his son, and betterment for
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his family. A class or small $oup discussion focused on the ways in which the
meaning of the pearl changes throughout the story may reveal additional
insights about Steinbeck's use of symbolism and its contribution to theme.

A list of possible interpretations of other symbolic elements in The Pearl

follows.

The scorpionmay suggest evil or natural calamity.

Ttre doctor may represent willful evil (inhumani$.

T}ire pearl dealers may exempliSr conspiracy and exploitation.

T}rre tackers may syrnbolize a society bent on destroying an individual.

Kino couldrepresent the common man oppressed by society.

Ttre canoe may represent family tradition, something of value which Kino can
pass on to his son.

Imagery
Writers use language to create sensory impressions and to evoke specific
responses to characters, objects, events, or situations in their works. The writer
"shows" rather than "tells," thus allowing the reader to participate in the experi-
ence more fuIly. Therefore, imagery helps to produce mood and tone.

When reading a piece containing imagery students might ask themselves two
questions:

Iilhat do I see, hear, taste, smell, or feel?

lVhat ffict is the author trlingto conuey with these images?

The Pearl opens with intense imagery. Students could examine the following
excerpt for examples of imagery and discuss how these images and sensory
details contribute to meaning and effect. They might ask why the author chose
to begin with these descriptive details. lVhat kind of information do they
provide about Kino and the society in which he lives?

Kino'a:w.akene-din the near dark, The stars,,still,shone a-nd therday had
'drararyf :only, a p ale wash of light in 'the loinrel sky' to the east The ro6$ters .

had beea crowing for sorne.tirRe, and theearly pigs'were alreadybegin' '

,niqgltheir.ceaseles5,tulning,of lyqigs'and b!ts. o-f ,l11ood tp.see,,rnrhether'

anything td eat'had n-een'oVerlooked.'iQutside the brush house,in thetuna
clunrp, a.lcovery of little birdqchat&red'and flur-'ed with their,wings. , . ,,

IGriols eyes.opened,.and he loolced firqt aithe ligltening square,which i

l ad,th€ door and then heloaked,at the hangiqg,hoxwhere'Coyotito slept.
Arld,last he trlrnedrhls head to ]u4na, his. wife, p;ho laylbeside him <ln the,
,rnat:her,blue,shawl over her nose and overher breasts'andaround the
emall.of heltack, Iuenals eles wCte: olpqn too. Kino could never , 

, :'i: :

1grtiembelseei&g,them.qlosedW.hen'heawakened; He1.dark€yqs rllade:
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little reflected stars. She was Iooking at him as she was always looking ar

Figures ofSpeech
Writers form images by using figures of speech such as similes, metaphors, and
personification. Students can find examples in the story and discuss how these
figures of speech help to convey effect and meaning. Students might consider
the following questions:

. What ts the significance of Kino's comparing the pearl to his soul?

. Why is the town compared to an animal with a neruous system,limbs, and
emotions?

. tMhat musical metaphors does Steinbeck Ltse, and how are they significant?
e.g., "The Song of the Family"

. How do these figures of speech enhance meaning?

Sample quotations for discussion:

"...the great pearl, perfect as the moon..."
"The houses belched people."

'A tor,rm is like a colonial animal."

"The essence of pearl mixed with essence of men and a curious dark residue
was precipitated...."

"The black distillate was like the scorpion, or like hunger in the smell of food,
or like loneliness when love is withheld."

"The poison sacs of the tornrn began to manufacture venom, and the town
swelled and puffed with the pressure of it."

One example of irony found in this story is Kino's expectation that the pearl will
bring wealth and education for his son; instead, it causes destruction and
death. Students could find other examples of irony in the story and identify
which of the three kinds of irony is being used in each example.

Other Devices
Students could also examine other devices used in The Pearl such as trony and
allusion.
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Steinbeck's parable alludes to the biblical story of "The Pearl of Great Price" and
to an Indian legend he heard in Baja, California, called "The Pearl of theWorld."
In the Bible story the "pearl of great price" represents the soul's salvation. lVhen
it is found, one is advised to give up everything for it. The Indian legend tells
the story of a boy who discovers a valuable pearl of great size and tries to sell it
to pearl buyers who offer such a low price that he refuses to sell it to them.
Instead, he hides his treasure under a rock and is attacked for three nights in a
row. Finally, he removes the pearl from its hiding place and throws it back into
the Gulf.

Students might discuss how each of these allusions enhances the meaning or
effect of the novel. Does the author retain the original symbolic meaning from
"The Pearl of Great Price," or does he alter it? \A/hat is the relationship between
the Indian legend and Steinbeck's novel?

Tone
A close examination of word choice, imagery and detail reveals the narrator's
attitude or tone and contributes to the reader's understanding. The songs
that run through Kino's mind help to convey the tone of the novel. The "Song
of the Family" represents Kino's happiness, but the other songs symbolize
danger to the family.

With his detailed description of Kino's family's visit to the doctor, Steinbeck
effectively portrays evil, social injustice, and the inhumanity of people's treat-
ment of one another. Students could find examples of details in this and other
descriptions that reveal the author's sympathetic tone toward the oppressed
and his outrage against the oppressors.

Theme
To determine a theme, students might:

. Summarizethe story.

. Iisr the subject or subjects that emerge from their summaries, such as evil,
injustice, inhumaniry social protest, corruption, poverty, tradition, individ-
ualiry and survival.

. Write a sentence about each subject listed based on insights gained from
analyzing s)rmbolism, imagery figurative language, and other devices.
Because all rhetorical and literary devices lead to tone and theme, this
process will help students to perceive what insights about life the author is
revealing about each subject and to refine the process of determining
meaning in a text.

Students should ask themselves what life-lessons the main characters have
learned or what lessons they themselves have learned as a result of their
reading. They could also look for statements in the story by characters or the
narrator that comment on life, the world, or human nature, thereby implying
theme.
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Students could then discuss each thematic possibility and decide which seems

to be most probable based upon evidence from the text and from this "SIFTing"

process, keeping in mind the fact that many stories have more than one theme

and there is seldom just one "right" answer.

Some of the subjects students might list are greed, injustice, euil, the indiuidual
and society, ambition, social classes, pouerty, and racism.

Possible themes arising from the subjects suggested above:

. Man has no indiuidual identity and cannot exist as a single human person
apart Irom society.

. The defeat of an indiuidual is ineuitable when society sets out to destroy him.

. Euen though euerything a man possesses nxay be lost or destroyed, he need

not be defeated.
. When man becomes a threat to society, that society sets out to destroy him.
. When a poor man has an ambitton to rise aboue his station in life, he faces

fierce opposition.
. Euil forces are always conspiring to defeat the good.
. Justice is ofien withheldfrom economically depriued racial minorittes.

The Pearl,like all allegorical fiction, can be read byyoung readers on one level
and by older readers on more than one level. Therefore, the above example can
be adapted and used effectively with any student population.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
The following activities are not intended to be prescriptive. They are simply
examples of ways in which teachers can help students understand some basic
literary devices and how those devices are used to enhance effect and meaning.
These examples are provided so that teachers can use them as models to design
their or,rrn activities that will be appropriate for their students.

Students could read the above excerpt fromThe Pearl (or any descriptive
passage), find examples of sensory details, and make a Sensory Language Chart
by listing the five senses down the left-hand side of the paper and writing corre-
sponding images from the text that appeal to each of the senses.

Teachers could ask students to create "Sense Poems" to help them understand
the concept of sensory language. One idea for writing a sense poem is to begin
the first line with the words I see, the second with I hear; and so on until each of
the five senses has been listed. For each sense, the student writes a sensory
detail. An example appears below.
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I see the orange-red tongues of fire
I hear the roaring, crackling pyre
I feel warm sand between my toes
I smell the scent of charring oak
I taste the hickory flavored smoke

Students could create "I Am" metaphor poems by starting the first line with the
words I am and filling in the name of an animal or object to complete the
sentence. The second line should describe the qualities they share with that
object or animal. The third line should begin with I am and be completed by
filling in the name of a second object or animal, followed in the fourth line by
common characteristics. Following this pattern, the students could make four
or more comparisons and end the poem by repeating the first two lines.

Example:

I am the sun
Warming, shining
I am the moon
Beaming, glowing
I am the sea
Flowing, changing
I am a tree
Sharing, shading
I am the sun
Warming, shining

Students may search a story for similes and metaphors. After listing as many as

they can find, they can create "Simile Swaps" and "Metaphor Makeovers" using
different words to rer,r,rite the comparisons to see how changes in word choice
can alter meaning or effect.

Students maywork in groups and paraphrase a story, eliminating ail examples
of simile, metaphor, and personification and replacing them with simple
narration. Then students can compare these two versions and discuss why
authors choose to use similes and metaphors in a piece of vwiting. Writers
often use figures of speech to make their expressions more vivid while using
the fewest words. These activities help students understand and appreciate
the author's skillful use of figurative language to convey meaning and effect.

To introduce the concept of symbolism, the teacher could discuss the defini-
tion of a sFnbol with the students and give some examples. Students could
then write paragraphs describing animals or objects that syrnbolize themselves.
In the paragraphs, the students will also explain why they chose these syrnbols.

Students can design heraldic shields with symbols and colors that represent
some qualities, characteristics, and life experiences that are important to them
and their families. Students should be encouraged to share their shields with
the rest of the class and to explain the significance of the designs and colors
they have chosen.
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Students maydiscuss the meaning of a particular symbol as introduced in the
title of a novel they are reading, considering the following question: "Does the
symbol change its meaning during the course of the novel?" Students should
explain any changes in meaning and analyze how they contribute to the overall
significance and effect of the story. After discussing the central symbol found in
the title, students could identiff and explain the meaning of other symbols in
the piece.

After identifying examples of personification in a piece of writing, students
could draw pictures that illustrate the human characteristics given to non-
human things. The students should explain why the writer chose to use that
particular imagery.

Students might enjoyplayrng a game of "Metaphor Charades." Each person

takes a turn acting out a metaphor while the others try to guess what compar-
ison is being made. Whoever supplies the correct metaphor must explain which
characteristics the objects or ideas in the comparison share: e.9., act out the
metaphor "time is a river" or "love is a rose."

The teacher could explain that an extended metaphor is one in which a whole
poem or story compares two things. One example is "The Sea' bylames Reeves.

After reading and examining the poem, students could discuss how the things

being compared are similar and whether or not the comparison helps them see

a subject with new understanding. Later, they can write their own extended
metaphors.

Sui;ge5t ,No.VelgfurD ussi{ia,o{S ,t :.,:,,
Hatchet Gary Paulsen
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry MildredTaylor

:Draggnwi1tg,,,".,,,,.',,',"',r.'.1, :,r,:', , t,,.:,,, '!.a. r.eaeqY-9P,::..,,,l',tttr,,

$ammer.,Afthe.Swiing,,,1,. , ":'1,1,1,,.1':;1.,, ,.' ,Bg,tsY,By,ars :,.:.,,;';'.,::, ' r I

Animal Farm George Orwell
To Kill a Mockingbtrd Harper Lee

Wia,das saOn rhe:'Wind Wo,.Mitbhell,:,, ,-,'t, , "
House Made of Dawn N. Scott Momaday
,Thi::searlct''I$ttei.,,:,,"'' , ,:,..;,1'1, 

::'' " ,.,,., Nathaitid:Havmhbrng
. ::. ) ,,:....'

he'Fqrming:af&ane*":.;,'.L',.,. r,, 'i. .:,.1:r.Edrrvidgsp61fi,,gg1'.',rr -

Thi Blqpt,Eue,:,,.';' ,' Ton!,Moi.rispn, i.:,r- ,.,

Ih4'eolq Pqplgi ,,',r,, 
., ,.,.. ,, .,.,,I..; ', -., ''Alice Walker

The,Awakenlniji', , ,', Katb,pllopiuf .,_.,:,..,,,,,,

House of the Spirits Isabelle Allende
,'Inuijtlilb:Man,,. :' i,,, .' :-...r r. ::" . ..'.,, -.,..' Salph Ellison
Lord of the Flies William Golding
fteafqaf DOihhgss.,,., ..r,',.,,-'. ;' '.,;; ;::;':,, ,,,;,lo$eph Conrad
Moby Dick Herman Melville
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Working in pairs, students could define simile, metaphor, and personification.
Then the teacher could ask them to choose three natur:al phenomena, such as

sun, rain, fire, or wind, and create one original simile, one metaphor, and one
example of personification.

THE INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLAND ALTEGORY-
DANTE'S FOURFOLD METHOD
Students often have difflculty interpreting symbol and allegory; a helpful way to
think about the interpretation of allegories was invented by Dante Aiighieri,
explained in his "Epistle to Can Grande." Dante basically says that allegories
may be interpreted on four levels:

The literal or historical level: the things that are actually happening in the
story on a surface level. For example, in Sophocles' Antigone, Antigone
chooses to bury her brother despite her uncle's direct orders to the
contrary thus risking execution.
The politicallevel: the level on which human beings relate to others in a
community and in the world. ln Antigone, this level of interpretation shows
the reader that Antigone's defiance threatens King Creon's political power
and the stability of the polis.The rule of law is shaken and the city's order is
threatened. The question is this:\Mhich is more important, the state's
stability or the individual's conscience?

a

The Sea

by )ames Reeves

The sea is a hungry dog,

Giant and gray.

He rolls on the beach all day.

With his clashing teeth and shaggy jaws

Hour upon hour he gnaws
The rumbling, tumbling stones,
And "Bones, bones, bones!"
The giant sea dog moans,
Licking his greasy paws.
And when the night wind roars
And the moon rocks in the stormy cloud,
He bounds to his feet and snuffs and sniffs,
Shaking his wet sides over the cliffs,
And howls and hollos long and loud.
But on quiet days in May or June,
lVhen even the grasses on the dune
Play no more their reedy tune,
With his head between his paws
He lies on the sandy shores,

So quiet, so quiet, he scarcely snores.

@James ReevesftomCompbtePoemsfor Children(Ileinemrann). Reprintedbypermission ofthe lames Reeves Estate.

a
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Tlae moral or psychologicallevel: the way in which the self relates to the
realm of ethics. In Sophocles' play, Antigone must bury her brother because

not doing so would be both a moral crime against the family and an
inhuman denial of the brotherhood of man. It is right to show respect for
the dead; in this, the law of the gods must prevail.
The spiritualleveL: the universal level on which a person relates to the
cosmos, the way of the pilgrim soul. On this level, Antigone represents any
free spirit bound to rebel against the repression of absolute authority. She

qrmbolizes free will and the power of the individual. She shows the reader
the idealism of youth that inflexibly seeks martyrdom rather than compro-
mise.

a

The Fourfold Method lends itself to the analysis of drama, fiction, poetry and
nonfiction. Many different types of texts may be allegorical; this technique
allows students to go as far up the ladder of interpretation as they would like
while grounding their interpretation in the text itself. Each level is valid; each
can stand alone. Some works contain only two of the levels; others may exist on
all four planes.

ANALYZING TRAGEDY AND TRAGIC FICTION

Aristotelian Theory
Probably the most familiar cornerstone of critical theory to most teachers, this
critical stance is based on the work of the philosopher Aristotle, whose Poetics
(fourth century B.C.) laid out the basis for traditional analysis of drama or
"dramatic" fiction. Aristofle asserts that poetic art is "the imitation of an
action," a spiritual movement which is represented in concrete artistic form
and which then becomes universal. This imitation, or mimesis, is a writer's
attempt to represent reality or truth in artistic form.

Aristotle discusses the structure and purpose of tragedy in the following terms:

Unity of Action: tragic plots must have a clear beginning, middle, and end, and
the action should be ordered and continuous, arising through a cause and
effect process.

Catharsis: the events in the play should inspire pity and terror in its viewers,
allowing them, through vicarious participation in the dramatic event, to attain
an emotional purgation, moral purification, or clarity of intellectual viewpoint.

Tfagedy is characterized by protagonists who are "highly renornmed and pros-
perous," and whose reversal of fortune and fall from greatness are brought
about "not by vice or depraviry but by some error or frailty." The protagonist's

inner weakness or inherent error is called the hamartia, taken from the Greek

word meaning "to err" or "to miss the mark." "Ihe hamartta often concerns
excessive pride or hubris.

This reversal in fortune is characterized by "reversal of situation" (peripeteia)

and "recognitiorl' (anagnorisis).In Oedipus the King, for example, Oedipus
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reverses his position from that of the powerful and justly offended pursuer of
the evildoer who has polluted the city to being himself pursued as the abhorred
polluter of the city. This same event brings about the anagnorz'sis, as Oedipus
suddenly recognizes himself as the man who has broken unbreakable taboos
and committed unbearable, if unintentional, wrongs. Aristotle believed that in
the most successful tragedies, the moment of recognition and the reversal of
situation take place in the same narrative event.

The scene of suffering must also take place in tragedy (for example, the scene

where Oedipus blinds himself). Aristotle, and the Greeks in general, viewed
suffering as a prerequisite for wisdom.

ARISTOTLE AND HUMPTY DUMPTY
Both middle school and high school students may enjoylearning about
Aristotelian theory through the story of Humpty Dumpty.

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall...He's a noble protagonist set perilously in a
high place of power-

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall...He experiences a reversal of situation; he
falls from greatness-his tragic weakness is his frailty-a thin shell-and an
error-he probablywiggled around, showing off, on the wall or tried to stand
up on it to get even higher. His sin is his pride; likeYertle the Turt1e in the Dr.
Seuss story or Julius Caesar in Shakespeare's play, he tried to rise too high,
beyond his natural boundaries.

All the king's horses and all the king's men
Couldnt put Humpty Dumpty together again.

The readers feel pity and terror. The egg is cracked. The yolk streams out like
Duncan's "silver skin, laced with his golden blood" in Macbeth. Poor Humpty.
He'll never sit on the wall feeling the rush of the cool spring air on his shell,
never again experience the exhilaration of balancing precariously on a
temptingwall. He is dead and gone, irreparably damaged and deprived of his
once-high position and enjoyable life.

And the same thing could happen to the reader one of these fine days if they're
not carefirl. Go a bit too fast in that golden Mercedes and wind up spread
across the highway crushed in a lump of molten metal. Reach for that high-
yielding stock and end up broke. Overstep the bounds of law and morality in
reaching for a high political office and end up ruined and disgraced, resigning
ignominiously from your post, lucky to have avoided prison.

But it has not happened to us. We have vicariously experienced the story and
learned wisdom from the suffering of the protagonist. we leave the story or play
with a feeling of catharsis, an emotional release and a purification of mind,
heart, and soul.
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DICTION
In all forms of literature-nonfiction, fiction, poetry, and drama-authors
choose particular words to convey effect and meaning to the reader. Writers
employ diction, or word choice, to communicate ideas and impressions, to
evoke emotions, and to convey their views of truth to the reader. The following
definitions may be useful in helping students understand and appreciate the
deliberate word choices that writers make.

LEVELS OF DICTION
High or formal diction usually contains language that creates an elevated tone.
It is free of slang, idioms, colloquialisms, and contractions. It often contains
polysyllabic words, sophisticated syntax, and elegant word choice. The
following passage from Nathaniel Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter uses formal
diction:

Neutral diction uses standard language and vocabulary without elaborate
words and may include contractions. An example of neutral diction is taken
from Ernest Hemingway's novel, The Old Man and the Sea.

Discerning the impracticable state of the poor culprit's mind, the elder
clergyman, who had carefully prepared himself for the occasion,

nation, and seemed to derive its scarlet hue from the flames of the
infernal pit.

HaMhorne, Nathaniel. The Scarlet Lette,: Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1850.

or more during
that it assumed

upon this symbol,
rolling over the pe,

thefor hour
heads,ople's

reference
theto ultitude discourse on all1n its withbutaddressed sin, branches,m

tinualcon to the ignominious letter. So forcibly did he dwell

The shark swrrng over and the old man saw his eye was not alive and then
he swung over once again, wrapping himself in two loops of the rope. The

over the water as a speedboat does. The water was white where his tail
beat it and three-quarters of his body was clear above the water when the

by permission of Gale Croup.

rope came taut, shivered, then

jaws
old man knew that he was dead
on his back, with his tail lashing

ad. The shark
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Informal or low diction is the language of everyday use. It is relaxed and conver-
sational. It often includes common and simple words, idioms, slang, jargon,
and contractions. The following passage fromThe Bluest Eye byToni Morrison
uses informal diction:

TYPES OF DICTION
Slangrefers to a group of recently coined words often used in informal situa-
tions. Slang words often come and go quickly, passing in and out of usage
within months or years.

Colloquial expressions are nonstandard, often regional, ways of using language
appropriate to informal or conversational speech and writing. The character-
istic "ayah" of the Maine resident or the southern word "y'all" are examples of
colloquialisms.

Jargon consists of words and expressions characteristic of a particular trade,
profession, or pursuit. Some examples of nautical jargon from The Secret Sharer
by Ioseph Conrad are "cuddy," "taffrail," "mizzen," and "binnacle."

Dialect is a nonstandard subgroup of a language with its ornn vocabulary and
grammatical features. Writers often use regional dialects or dialects that reveal a
person's economic or social class. Mark TWain makes use of dialect in the
following passage from The Aduentures of Tom Sawyer :

Concrete diction consists of specific words that describe physical qualities or
conditions. The following passage from The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison uses
concrete diction to describe an experience Pecola has at Junior's house:

Three quarts of milk. That's what was in that icebox yesterday. Three
whole quarts. Now they ain't none. Not a drop. I don't mind folks coming
in and getting what they want, but three quarts of milk!VVhat the devil
does anybody need with three quarts of milk?

Morrison, Toni. The Bluest Eye. Reprinted by permission of International Creative Management, Inc.
Copyright @ i970 by Toni Morrison.

"Sho, there's ticks a-plenty. I could have a thousand of 'em if I wanted to."

"Well, why don't you? Becuz you know mighty well you cant. This is a
pretty early tick, I reckon. It's the first one I've seen this year."

Twain, Mark. The Aduentures ofTom Sawyer.New York Grosset and Dunlap, 1946.
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Abstract diction refers to language that denotes ideas, emotions, conditions, or
concepts that are intangible. Some examples of abstract diction from Joseph
Conrad's Heart of Darkness are such words as impenetrable, incredible,
inscrutable, inconceiuable, and. unfathomable.

Denotation is the exact, literal deflnition of a word independent of any
emotional association or secondary meaning.

Connotation is the implicit rather than explicit meaning of a word and consists
of the suggestions, associations, and emotional overtones attached to a word.
For example, the word house has a different emotional effect on the reader than
does the wotdhome, with its connotation of safety, coziness, and security.

Good writers value both denotation atrtd connotatton, butwhile scientists may
use more denotative words, literary artists tend to rely more heavily on conno-
tative words for deepest meaning and strongest effect. Since connotative words
have complex layers of associations and implications, writers spend a consider-
able amount of time searching for just the "right words" to convey experience
and truth.

It is essential that students understand clearly the concepts of denotation
and connotation and their role in making meaning of text. Misinterpreting
denotation and connotation in a literarywork translates into misinterpreting
tone and theme.

SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF DICTION USING A PROSE PASSAGE
One way to lead students through a discussion of diction and to help them
remember a method for analyzing how an author's word choices convey effect
and meaning in a literary work is by using the acronym LEAD.

Low or informal diction (dialect, slang, jargon)

Elevated language or formal diction
Abstract and concrete diction
Denotation and connotation

The teats'came fast;,andshe'held'hei faceinhei hands, lYl pn something
soft andrfurry moved:around her ankles,;qhe:iumped;'an4.saw it was the
cat. Hewoun-d hirnself inrand'about her, legs, Mornefiarily. distlaqted
from her feaq she squatted dornm to touch him, her hands wet from the
tears. The cat rubbed up against her knee. He was black all over, deep
sitlqy;black,andhig,sygs.,pointihgdown.toward,hisn-o-s6;:lrerebllrish"',',,
green,'The light,made them,shine,l!!g lrlue .ice. Pecola rubbed the. e 

', .'
head; he whined, his tongue flicking with pleasure. The blue eyes in the

I , . ,- _.. ,.,t:r I :t . :- .-.

black face held her.

Morrison, Toni. The Btuesr Eye.Reprinted by permission of International Creative Management, Inc.
Copright O 1970 by Toni Morrison.
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The LEAD method is demonstrated below using a passage frortThe Secret
Sharer by Ioseph Conrad:

LOW OR INFORMAL DICTION
A first step could be to check for low or informal diction such as slang, dialect,
and jargon. These expressions are often used in dialogue or directly by the
speaker in stories told from the first person point of view. One strategy for
deriving meaning from informal diction is to pay close attention to dialogue
and to read the text aloud to hear how it sounds, attempting to determine
meaning from sound and context. Another strategy is to refer to a thesaurus or
dictionary that contains word histories and definitions of informal expressions.

Teachers may ask their students to flnd the one example of jargon in the
preceding Conrad passage. The example from this passage is the word spa1
which means a wooden or metal pole used to support rigging on a ship.
Another example of Conrad's use of nautical jargon elsewhere in the story is as

follows:

"I descended the poop and paced the waist."

The dictionary reveals that poop means the rear deck of a ship, and waist rrreans
the middle part of a deck. With this information we can paraphrase the
sentence in the following way to gain a greater understanding of its meaning:

"I went do'orn to the rear deck and walked back and forth across the middle of it."

Students might find many other examples of jargon in the story and reflect on
how these and other uses of informal diction contribute to tone and theme.

The side of the ship made an opaque belt of shadow on the'darJclhg .

glassy shimmer of,the sea. But I salt 6t,onee something elangatqd and
pale,floatingvery close to the tadder, $efore I co,uld form a gqess afaint
fl ash.of phosphorescent light, which seemed to rissue suddenly from rthe

naked body of a man, flickered in the sleeprngwater with the elusive,.
silent pla,lzof sumrner lightning in,a {right sky. \tVith a gasp l sawrevealed:
to rny stare a pair'of f€eq the'long }egs, a bro.ad livid baek immersed rlght
up'to {he neet.in a greenish cadaverous glorar Ope handi awash, clutched
the.bottom rung of the ladder He was,eomplete butfor the head. A head-
Iese corpsel The cigar dropped out of rny gaping mouth with atiny'plop ',

and,a short hiss quite audible iu*'the absolute stillaese of all.thingsurlder
heaven.,At that I suppose:he raised up his face; a dirnly pale oval,in ttre '

shadsw of the shrpls side;. .I only climbed on the spare spar aud:leaqed ',

over the rail as far as 1could, to bring.rny'eyet rreater to that,rny$tery, -,

floating alongside, As he hung by the,ladder,,like a restirlg s$rimmer, the
sea lightningplayed ab'out his lirnb$at everystir;and'he appeared,in it, '

Conrad, Joseph, Tlte Secret Sharsr and.Othet.starios.Nere.York Dover Publication-s, 1993.
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ELEVATED IIINGUAGE OR FORMAL DICTION
A next step might be to check for eleuated language, indicating the use of
formal diction. Because formal diction includes more elaborate, polysyllabic
words, it may be more difficult for students to understand. Teachers might ask
students to pay close attention to complexwords and to use a dictionary to
help them define words they are unable to understand from the context.
Students could paraphrase a difficult passage by rewriting it in their own words
to determine the author's meaning.

A paraphrase of the passage from Conrad's novella might look something like this:

After paraphrasing this and other passages from the story, students could
discuss how the use of elevated language contributes to tone and how para-
phrase affects tone.

ABSTRACT AND CONCRETE DICTION
A next step in this process might be to examine the use of abstract and. concrete
diction. Writers may choose to use abstract or concrete words depending on the
response theywant to evoke from the reader. Although the more abstract words
tend to be used impersonally to convey universal truths and emotions, wtiters
in general tend to use specific, concrete words to describe people, places, and
objects. Good writers also use active verbs to describe actions. Liberal use of
abstract diction in a passage might make it more difficult to understand.
Students can look carefully at a descriptive passage to find examples of effective
descriptions of people, places, objects, and actions.

Referring again to the passage from The Secret Sharer the students could
discuss examples of concrete diction. Conrad's diction is specific when he uses

such concrete words as opaque, glassy, shimmet; pale, phosphorescent light,

flickered, liuid, immersed, and headless corp se. These words communicate
perceivable actions and states.

Conrad also uses abstract diction in this novel by leaving the captain, the ship,

and the crew nameless. Students could discuss why the author chose to use this
technique. One possibility is that Conrad may be suggesting universality.
Perhaps the captain represents humanity, and the boat represents everyone's
journey on the ship of life.

The'Clde,,of,$e$ip:cast,a.dafkshadow.on the.ealmi.dark gurfaCe:o-f,th!.,

sed;$lsudden!11.s.aw,:sCInrethin$!o1{rq,qld.w}itiqh flqaling.ne3r.thei' ..

laddef.41igh!:qeelued,to.apoearsudde.nl,- lfroni the unc.l,or&edbp,fu,of a- '

man in the dark water, lighted up every now and then by flashes of light-
ning. I was shocked to see what Iooked like a pale, headless corpse,
floating in the dim light of the green-colored water surrounding it. As my
mouth dropped open, my cigar fell out, breaking the silence by falling
into the water and making a noise. He lifted his face out of the water...As
her1es14d'r- he:laOder;rihelightning.rn:ade hlm logk like a ooss between
a ghost and a shiny fish.
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The teacher could ask students to look for other examples of abstract and
concrete diction in the story and then encourage a discussion of how an
author's choices of abstract and concrete diction enhance effect and meaning.

DENOTATION AND CONNOTATION
Students could examine both the denotatiue and connotatiue mearings of unfa-
miliar words. Many English words have more than one denotative meaning, so
the flrst strategy is to use context clues. Generally, the context (words and
sentences surrounding a particular word) tells the reader which meaning is

intended. If unable to discern the meaning of a word from its context, students
could find the word in a dictionary.

Initially, students might check the title itself for any words that are unfamiliar
or vague. In discussing Ioseph Conrad's novella The Secret Sharer; students
might discuss the denotative meaning of the title. The dictionary defines sharer
in the followingway:

1. One who divides and parcels out in shares; one who apportions
2. One who participates in, experiences, or uses in common

The denotation of "secret" is concealed, kept hidden, not uisibly expressed or
clandestine. Thus, "secret sharer" would seem to mean someone whose sharing
is kept hidden from others. In this story the secret sharing takes place between
the young captain of one ship and an escaped murderer from another ship with
whom the captain identifies and whom he harbors inside his o,,nrn cabin as a

secret guest.

A close reading of the story reveals the connotative meaning of the "secret
sharer." Not only does the hidden guest, Leggatt, share the captain's cabin, but
he shares his very soul as well. Leggatt seems to represent the captain's other
self, the dark side of his soul that remains hidden from view

The passage describes the captain's first discovery of his secret sharer Conrad
uses the following images to portend the captain's identification with his
ghostly dark self: cadauerous, darkling, pale, phosphorescent, ghastly, headless,
andfishlike. Some connotative meanings for these expressions follow:

Cadauerous suggests a rotting corpse.
Darklingrefers to the darkness of night and the evil it conceals.
Pale suggests the whitish, pallid, or wan appearance of disease.
Phosphorescence suggests death because of its association with decay.
Ghastly suggests a ghostlike, terri$ring appearance.
Headless implies lack of intellect or reason.
Fishlike has the connotation of cold-bloodedness and suggests a lack of
humanity.
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In literary works, water frequently has a s)rmbolic connection with uncon-
sciousness or the unconscious mind, and darkness often suggests evil, secrecy,
and concealment. The captain finds his "dark self" floating in the dark water
that represents his unconscious mind.

Classroom Activities
These activities are examples of how teachers can help students understand the
concept of diction and appreciate how writers make conscious word choices in
order to convey tone and theme. Not intended to be prescriptive, these exam-
ples are provided so that teachers can model and design activities that will be
appropriate for their students.

In his novel Hatchet, Gary Paulsen uses slang to try to capture the voice of the
I3-year-old main character. Students could find examples of Paulsen's use of
slang and evaluate its effectiveness.

A unique characteristic of Paulsen's writing in Hatchet is the way he combines
two verbs with a hlphen to describe one action; for example, push-paddle,
swim-craw[ and stagger-tripped. Sttdents might look for examples of these
verb pairs in the story and explain what each verb combination connotes.

Using Steinbeck's novel, The Pearl, students might discuss the denotative and
connotative meanings of the word pearl and then look the word up in a
dictionary. One dictionary definition is as follows:'A smooth,lustrous, vari-
ously colored deposit, chiefly calcium carbonate, formed around a grain of
sand, or other foreign matter in the shells of certain mollusks and valued as a
gem." In the novel, Steinbeck points out that a pearl only has the value men
give it. To the oyster, it is the remedy to an irritant. Students can work in groups,
with each one describing a different object using connotation and denotation.
Each group will provide a written description of one object.

Students might also discuss how Steinbeck's verb choices seem to imply more
than simple movements. Two examples are the words flurried and houered.
Students could find these words in the story and determine their meanings
using context clues. Then they could check the dictionary for definitions and
select those they think come closest to Steinbeck's meanings. Next, they could
look for other examples in the story and repeat this process.

To understand the connotations of the words in the title of Heart of Darkness
by Ioseph Conrad, the teacher and students can create a word web as a

prewriting activity. By developing the web, students will recognize how the
connotations of certain words inform their understanding of mood, tone, and
theme. After the word web activiry students could write extended descriptive
definitions of the word darkness or analyses of Conrad's use of the concept.
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The teacher might point out that Hawthorne begins The Scarlet Letter using
descriptions with rich connotative meaning from the very first page. He begins:

In emphasizing the oppressiveness of the Puritan culture that judges Hester
Prlmne, Hawthorne employs the word throng to suggest the collective hostility
of the community. The phrase steeple-crowned hats suggests its self-righteous-
ness, and the image of heauily timbered oak (one of the most traditionally
English, durable, and hard varieties of wood) implies the rigidity of the cultural
and religious forces that Hester defies. After some reference to the historv of the
prison, Hawthorne goes on to describe it further and introduces the reader to
its occupant, the story's main character.

A throng of bearded men, in sad-colored garments and gray, steeple-
crorarned hats, intermixed with women, some wearing hoods, and others
bareheaded, was assembled in front of a wooden edifice, the door of which
was heavily timbered with oak, and studded with iron spikes.

HaMhorne, Nathaniel. The Scarlet Lette,: Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1850.

and such unsightly vegetation, which evidentiy found something
congenial in the soil that had so early borne the black flower of civilized
sociery a prison. But on one side of the portal, and rooted almost at the

fragile beauty to the prisoner as he went in, and to the condemned crim-
inal as he came forth to his doom, in token that the deep heart of Nature
could pity and be kind to him.

after the fall of the gigantic pines and oaks that originally overshadowed
it, -or whether, u, ifr"r" is iair authority for believing, it had sprung up
under the footsteps of the sainted Ann Hutchinson, as she entered the
prison-door,-we shall not take upon us to determine. Finding it so
directly on the threshold of our narrative, which is now about to issue

moral blossom that may be found along the track,
or relieve the darkening close of a tale of human frailty and sorrow

Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The Scarlet letter Boston: Houghton Mimin, 1850.
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Students could paraphrase this opening page, discuss its connotative mean-
ings, and examine how Hawthorne's diction reveals his attitude toward the
subject. They could circle connotative words and, afterwards, write a brief
examination of the tone these words create.

Students might examine Toni Morrison's diction in The Bluest Eye and discuss

the significance of dialect, slang, and colloquialism in the story. Among the
many expressions to consider are these:

"quiet as its kept"

being "put out"

being "put outdoors"

"My mama said you ruined."

"Northern colored folks was different too. Dicty-like."

"Ought to be a law; two ugly people doubling up like that to make more
ugly. Be better off in the ground."

Students could explore the nuances of denotation and connotation by writing
sentences using two different meanings for the same word.

Students might write advertisements in which they use words with strong
emotional overtones to try to sell their products and discuss how word choice
affects our mental picture of people, places, objects, and ideas.

Students might create picture dictionaries illustrating two or more meanings
for each word.

Students might read an article that is filled with propaganda and underline all
of the "loaded" words.

Students might write a descriptive paragraph or a news article using words
with positive connotations, then give it a different spin by rewriting the same
description using words with negative connotations.

Students could create connotation collages using words and pictures to illus-
trate associations and various shades of meaning from a story or poem they are

reading.

Students might rewrite passages from The Aduentures of Huckleberry Finnby
MarkTWain, changing all dialect to correct standard English. Then they could
explain how these changes alter TWain's meaning or effect.
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Students could make connotation charts in which they classify words having
the same basic meaning but with different connotations, one being negative
and the other positive. Some examples are:

childish and childlike
poor and short of money
gaudy and ornate
skinny and slender
fat and plump
jammed and filled
stench and fragrance

SYNTAX

INTRODUCTION
The manner in which a speaker or author constructs a sentence affects what
the audience understands. The inverted order of an interrogative sentence cues
the reader or listener to a question and creates a tension between speaker and
listener. Similarly; short sentences are often emphatic, passionate, or flippant;
whereas longer sentences suggest the writer's more deliberate, thoughtful
response; and very long, discursive sentences give a narrative a rambling, medi-
tative tone. The section on slntax in this guide enriches an understanding of
how sentence structure affects tone and theme.

From the time that children begin to respond to the playful inversions of Dr.
Seuss ("I do not like you, Sam I am") through the tumbling phrases and clauses
by which Poe develops tension in "The Cask of Amontillado" to the rapidity of
the middle passage section of Toni Morrison's Beloued, readers are influenced
by qmtax. One of the goals of teachers is to transform this unconscious under-
standing into conscious knowledge that will evolve into more sophisticated
critical reading and writing skills. It is essential to remember that syntax must
be examined for its ability to contribute to and enhance meaning and effect.

a

a

a

a

a

a

Syttax should
not be studied
in isolation but
in conjunction
with other stylistic

techniques
that work
together to
deuelopmeaning

Teachers at every grade level will find within the materials
they are cunently teaching examples of passages in which
authors manipulate sentence structure to enhance
meaning. The methods outlined here can be used effec-
tively at all levels. Certainly, AP Vertical Teams for English
members will discover more techniques to share with one
another in their meetings. At its simplest level, qmtrx
consists of sentence structure, but analysis of style and
meaning never relies on one concept alone. Syntax should
not be studied in isolation, but rather it should be exam-

ined in conjunction with other stylistic techniques that work together to
develop meaning. AP Vertical Team for English members may wish to review
the information given below and then construct activities appropriate for their
o,rtm students.
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Describing Sentence Structure
Describe the sentence structure by considering these questions.

Are the sentences telegraphic (shorter than 5 words in length), shorf (approxi-

mately 5 words in length), medium (approximately 18 words in length), or long
and tnuolued (30 words or more in length)?lVhat is the effect of the sentence
length the author uses?

Examine sentence beginnings. Is there a good variety, or does a pattern
emerge?

Examine the arrangement of ideas in a sentence. Are they set out in a special
way for a purpose? Do the same for a paragraph. Does the arrangement of ideas
suggest a particular strategy on the part of the author?

SENTENCE PATTERNS
One of the most important elements of syntax is the way the words, phrases,
and clauses are arranged. This is a key element of the author's style and can
have a marked effect on meaning. Students beginning to practice literary
analysis should be familiar with many of the following sentence patterns. In
addition, the study and practice of various sentence patterns will strengthen
the students' o\ m writing and will make sgrtactical choices available to them
which will enrich their style and enhance their powers of expression. Students
should be able both to identify and to write sentences in the following patterns.
Practice with s),,ntactical variety can begin as early as the sixth grade, contin-
uing, with increasing complexity, into the high school years.

A declaratiue sentence makes a statement: e.9., "The king is sick."

An imperatiue sentence gives a command: e.g., "Cure the king!"

?n interrogatiue sentence asks a question: e.g., "Is the king sick?"

An exclamarory sentence provides emphasis or expresses strong emotion: e.9.,

"The king is dead!Long live the king!"

A simple sentence contains one independent clause: e.g., "The singer bowed to
her adoring audience."

A compound sentence contains two independent clauses joined by a coordi-
nating conjunction or by a semicolon: e.g., "The singer bowed to the audience,

but she sang no encores."

A complex sentence contains an independent clause and one or more subordi-
nate clauses: e.9., "Because the singer was tired, she went straight to bed after
the concert."
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A compound-complex sentence contains two or more independent clauses and
one or more subordinate clauses: e.g., "The singer bowed while the audience
applauded, but she sang no encores."

A loose or cumulatiue sentence makes complete sense if brought to a close
before the actual ending: e.g., " We reached Edmonton that morning after a
turbulent flight and some exciting experiences, tired but exhilarated, full of
stories to tell our friends and neighbors." The sentence could end before the
modifiring phrases without losing its coherence.

A periodic sentence makes sense fully only when the end of the sentence is

reached: e.g., "That morning, after a turbulent flight and some exciting experi-
ences, we reached Edmonton."

ln a balanced sentence, the phrases or clauses balance each other by virtue of
their likeness of structure, meaning, or length: e.9., "He maketh me to lie down
in green pastures; he Ieadeth me beside the still waters."

Natural order of a sentence involves constructing a sentence so the subject
comes before the predicate: e.9., "Oranges grow in California."

Inuerted order of a sentence (sentence inversion) involves constructing a
sentence so the predicate comes before the subject: e.g., "In California grow the
oranges." This is a device in which typical sentence patterns are reversed to
create an emphatic or rhythmic effect.

luxtaposition is a poetic and rhetorical device in which normally unassociated
ideas, words, or phrases are placed next to one another, often creating an effect
of surprise and wit: e.g., "The apparition of these faces in the crowd:/Petals on a
wet, black bough." ("In a Station of the Metro" byEzra Pound)

Parallel structure (parallelism) refers to a grammatical or structural similarity
between sentences or parts of a sentence. It involves an arrangement of words,
phrases, sentences, and paragraphs so that elements of equal importance are
equally developed and similarly phrased: e.g., "He Ioved swimming, running,
and playing tennis."

Repetition is a derrice in which words, sounds, and ideas are used more than
once to enhance rhlthm and to create emphasis: e.g., "...government of the
people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth." ('Address
at Gettysburg" byAbraham Lincoln)

Arhetorical question is a question that requires no answer. It is used to draw
attention to a point and is generally stronger than a direct statement: e.9., "If
Mr. Ferchoff is always fair, as you have said, why did he refuse to listen to Mrs
Baldwin's arguments?"

A rhetorical fragment is a sentence fragment used deliberately for a persuasive
purpose or to create a desired effect: e.g., "Something to consider."
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ADVANCED SYNTAX TECHNIQUES
The techniques listed here are powerful strategies for using language. Students
find it both interesting and valuable to identiff these techniques in the works of
authors and to use them in their ornm writing.

Anaphora is the repetition of the same word or group of words at the beginning
of successive clauses: e.g., "We shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the
landing-grounds, we shall fight in the fields and in the streets, we shall fight in
the hills." (Winston Churchill)

Asyndeton is deliberate omission of conjunctions in a series of related clauses:

e.9., "I came, I saw I conquered."(Julius Caesar)

ChiasmuslAntimetabole is a sentence strategy in which the arrangement of
ideas in the second clause is a reversal of the first: e.g., 'Ask not what your
country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country."(Iohn F.

Kennedy)

Polysyndeton is the deliberate use of many conjunctions for special emphasis-
to highlight quantity or mass of detail or to create a flowing, continuous
sentence pattern: e.g., "The meal was huge-my mother fixed okra and green

beans and ham and apple pie and green pickled tomatoes and ambrosia salad
and all manner of fine country food-but no matter how I tried, I could not
consume it to her satisfaction."

Stichomythia is dialogue in which the endings and beginnings of each line echo
each other, taking on a new meaning with each new line, as in the following
example fromHamlet:

Zeugma is the use of a verb that has two different meanings with objects that
complement both meanings: e.g., "He stole both her car and her heart that
fateful night."

CTASSROOM ACTIVITIES FOR SYNTAX PRACTICE
In a composition, students may write several types of sentences employing the
strategies listed. Then they might analyze the effect on the reader of each type
of qmtactical technique.

Go, go, you question with a wicked tongue.

Shakespeare, William. Hamlet. Second Edition 01997 by Houghton Mifflin Company.

wha

tongue.come, you answerwith anQueen: Come,
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When students find unique or beautiful sentences that are characteristic of an
author's style, they may analyze these syntactical patterns, then practice writing
"Slmtax Mad-Libs" using the author's sentences as models, as in the following
example from the short story "I See You Never" by Ray Bradbury.

Original Passage

In class discussion, the students might identify the many unique syntactical
techniques Bradbury uses to create a drowslt nostalgic, hypnotic tone. The
many types of repetition, including anaphora, impress the reader with the simi-
larity of each day in the character's past, the way each day seems to resemble
the last. The wavelike triadic patterns of the last few phrases are resonant with
the sound of the sea and bring to mind a life in which every day has the same
pattern as the waves-slightly varied, but monotonous in its regularity. The use
of polysyndeton also reinforces the feeling of fullness and lethargy created by
the images of "hot thick food," "warm beer," the "parched jackrabbits," and
"slow, dragging horses."

This is a useful way to introduce close reading of a passage to younger
students-to begin, not with a story or a novel, but with a sentence or a para-
graph. They can analyze not only the s)mtax, but also the images, figurative
language, diction, and concrete details that create a certain tone. Then, for
writing practice, students may write a sentence modeled on the author's work
but on a totally different subject, creating a completely different tone. For
younger students, working in pairs makes this an easier and more engaging
task. After doing this analysis and practice with several authors' works, the
students not only begin to notice slmtax and its effects in their reading, but
they feel freer to experiment with syntactical variety in their or,rrn writing.

Mad-Libs Sentence

She remembered a visit she had once made to some Mexican border
towns-the hot days, the endless crickets leaping and falling or lying
dead and brittle like the small cigars in the shopwindows, and the canais
taking river water out to the farms, the dirt roads, the scorched seascape.
She remembered the silent towns, the warm beer, the hot, thick food each
day. She remembered the slow, dragging horses and the parched jackrab-
bits on the road. She remembered the iron mountains and the dusty
valleys and the ocean beaches that spread hundreds of miles with no
sound but the waves-no cars, no buildings, no nothing.
Reprinted by permisson of l)on Congdon Asso.riates, Inc. O 1947, renewed 1974 by Ray Bradbury.

She remembered the (adj) (plural noun), the (adj) (noun), the (adj) (adj)
(noun) each day. She remembered the (adj) (verb + ing) (plural noun) and
ths (adj) (plural noun) on the road. She remembered the (adj) (plural
noun) and the (adj) (plural noun) and the (adj) (plural noun) that (verb
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StudentVariation

Have students trywriting sentences, paragraphs, or poems in which preposi-
tional phrases, participial phrases, or gerund phrases predominate, flooding the
eye and ear of the reader with descriptive details.

Encourage students to write "singing sentences" which pair words and phrases
on the basis of sound devices.

To write "singing sentences," students in pairs should:

. Generate a list of infinitive phrases that consist of pleasant-sounding
(euphonious) words. Then they can do the same with a list of prepositional
phrases. (Another kind of sentence can be made using lists of "ugly" or
cacophonous words.)

. Pair infinitive phrases with prepositional phrases based on their assonant,
consonant, alliterative, or rhythmic similarities.

. Connect the pairs with coordinating conjunctions (and, yet, but, for, nor, so, yet).

. End the sentence with an independent clause that gives the paired phrases
meaning and focus.

Example

Variations on this syntax construction exercise can be any graceful or unusual
series of grammatical elements that can be connected through sound devices.
Students could find examples of such sentences in their reading and bring
them to the attention of the class.

Because punctuatiorz is an important aspect of slmtax, students should explain
how unusual or interesting combinations of punctuation-the dash, the excla-
mation point, the semicolon, or parentheses-contribute to meaning. They
may then practice using these punctuation techniques in their or,rrn writing.
The work of such writers as Edgar Allan Poe, Emily Dickinson, and Cormac
McCarthy provides ample opportunities for this type of analysis.

A good way to practice reading poetry, especially in the Pre-AP years, is for
students to read poems aloud sentence by sentence, rather than line by line.
The syntax of many poems includes enjambed lines, sentences which extend
beyond the end of the line and into the next line. Learning to read poetry in
sentences is essential to a basic understanding of the text.

She remembered the shadowy woods, the shy forest animals, the long,
relaxing walks each day. She remembered the fiery, scarlet trees and the

miles
woodlandcool and the mountain that hundredspools grey peaks ranged

of end but

To play with grace [assonance] and to struggle through strife [allitera-
tionl; to win with a grin [rh]rmel but to face defeat without heat [rh)rme
and consonancel; to try beyond tribulation and to rejoice within reason

lalliteration]: these are the ways of a great man.
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SYNTN(AND STYLE
When examining an author's style or when comparing one author's sryle with
that of another, students will find it useful to \ Tite a paragraph that contains
at least one sentence describing the author's characteristic syntax, one about
his or her use of imagery and figurative language, one about the diction, and
one about s)..rnbolism and/or concrete detail. This type of description is good
practice for the Advanced Placement English Examinations, as these are some
of the elements of language analysis assessed on both tests. Throughout the
year, students should keep a running list of words that describe style and
syntax. Some examples of words that lend themselves to this kind of descrip-
tion follow.

plain, spare, aL$tere, unadorned
ornate, elaborate, flowery
j umb le d, chao tic, obfus cating,
erudite. esoteric
j ournalistic, terse, laconic
harsh, grating
mellifluous, musical, lilting, lyrical
whimsical
elegant
staccato, abrupt
solid, thudding
sp r aw lin g, di s o r gan i ze d
dry
deceptiuely simple

While students are peer-editing essays, short stories, or other writing, they
should work on their syntax as well as on mechanical problems. Some sugges-
tions for syntactical revision are listed below.

Rework most sentences beginning with the expletive "there."
Change all passive voice sentences to active voice: e.g., change "The ball
was caught by lohn," to "John caught the ball."
Add a sentence using a comparison (simile or metaphor).
Replace "be" verbs with active verbs.
Combine any two sentences to form one compound, one complex, or one
compound- complex sentence.
Change one declarative sentence into an interrogative sentence and answer
it with a rhetorical fragment.
Move one sentence to a more effective location in the paragraph.
Use a sophisticated syntactical technique (anaphora, chiasmus, polysyn-
deton, rhetorical fragment, etc.) in at least one of the sentences.

Another strategy for describing an author's style in terms of syntax utilizes the
chart that follows. Students may choose any rich passage from a novel, short
story or essay and look closely at the syntix and characteristic language of the
author. They can then formulate a statement, paragraph, or full-length essay
characterizing the author's style and showing how the author's use of syntax
affects tone and meaning.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Sentence L Sentence 2 Sentence 3 Sentence 4 Sentence 5

Number of
clauses

t

N
clauses

Use semicolon,
or exclamation point

Repeated use of coordinating
conjunctions (and, yet, but,
for, nor, so, or)

Number of polysyllabic words

Use of reverse order or
questions

Large number of prepositional
or other descriptive phrases

Use of repetition

Use of parallel structures

Use of rhetorical fragments

Use of antithetical or
balanced structures

Other unusual or distinguishing
characteristics of sentence
structure (whole passage)

Use of comparisons

Tlrpes of language
(or none used)

Use of colloquial expressions
or regionalisms

SYNTAXANALYSIS
An effective method of teaching syntactical analysis is to assist students in
closely reading opening or closing passages of novels (often the most carefully
and deliberately structured parts of the book), or other richly layered and stylis-
tically interesting passages, payrng special attention to the slmtactical tech-
niques the author uses and analyzing sentence structure for its contribution to
the tone of the piece. Sample passages and analyses are provided; teachers may
adapt this technique to almost any work of literary merit from any grade level.
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Sample Passage for SyntaxAnalysis

Passage Analysis
This passage is from a novel in which Dickens condemns the English court
system knornrn as "Chancery." Chancery courts resolve disputes over wills and
were slow-moving and ineffective in Dickens' day, with cases taking decades or
even generations to conclude, after which the proceeds of the case, if any, were
consumed by legal costs and creditors of the principals in the case. The qmtax
of this passage is revealing in many ways. First of all, it is written almost entirely
in sentence fragments, suggesting that the institution it describes never finishes
anything it begins, that its process is never complete. The first paragraph begins
with a one-word fragment, then builds to long, complex fragments with many
elements, none of which finishes a thought, mirroring the legal process that
begins with a simple claim and then complicates it. Dickens also uses inuerted
sentence order in the second paragraph to suggest the chaotic state of Chancery
Court and the people who frequent it. Everything is unresolved, topsy-turvy, in
this outmoded, ancient system. The complicated, digressive nature of Chancery
Court is suggested by the long, serpentine fragments in the center of the
passage in which parenthettcal insertions interrupt the flow of events and
thoughts, adding layers of complication. Many different types of repetition,
including anaphora, occur in the s),ntax of the passage, emphasizing the repeti-
tive nature of the court system, the sameness of the day-to-day proceedings,

London. Michaelmas Term lately over, and the Lord Chancellor sitting in
Lincoln's Inn Hall. Implacable November weather. As much mud in the
streets as if the waters had but newly retired from the face of the earth,
and it would not be wonderful to meet a Megalosaurus,

one another's umbrellas in a general infection of ill-temper and losing
their foothold at streetcorners, where tens of thousands of other foot-
passengers have been slipping and sliding since the day broke (if this day
ever broke) adding new deposits to the crust upon crust of mud.

and mire too deep, to assort with the groping and floundering condition
which this High Court of Chancery most pestilent of hoary sinners,
holds, this day, in the sight of Heaven and earth.

Dickens, Charles Bleak House. NewYork: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1951.

boats
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and the lack of resolution that characterizes these long-drawn-out court cases.

The use of many prepositional phrases in the second paragraph of the passage,

all describing the ubiquitous nature of the fog, highlights the overall confusion
and myopia that permeates the court system and makes it seem to be every-
where, blinding all its participants and preventing them from having a clear
vision of truth. The inverted order of the only complete sentences in the
passage-the last ones-gives a thunderous, outraged, biblical tone to the
condemnation Dickens heaps upon what he considered one of the travesties of
his time-an institution that wasted people's time and money, dragged on inces-
santly, and consumed uselessly the resources meant to provide justice and equity.

This passage, as well as most opening or closing passages from novels, also
provides ample opportunity for the analysis of symbolism, diction, concrete
detail, and figurative language. Syrrtactical analysis is only one aspect of close
reading and will not occur in isolation. However, it can be a key element in the
reader's understanding of the way in which an author uses language to create a
powerful emotional and rhetorical effect.

E>ramine the SyntaxWithin a Single Sentence
Write a sentence on the board and help students discover how syntactical tech-
niques support meaning.

Teachers can consider the following analysis when leading a discussion or
when encouraging students to write about how the author has used syntax
effectivelywithin a single sentence in a novel.

The sentence follows the sun, the birds, the cows, then the cars. Finally, when
the world is awake, Wilbur gets up to look for Charlotte. The movement of the
sentence takes the readers from the sunlight, which not only begins the day but
represents the farthest remove from humanity, dornrn through birds, cows, and
roosters-coming ever closer-until it gets to the cars, driven by human
beings. But no human beings appear, so the readers can continue to enjoy the
pretense thatWilbur and Charlotte are human even though they are actually a

pig and a spider, respectively.

The sentence is periodic, moving from the opening adverb phrase through the
two successive adverb clauses, the second longer than the first, to the final
main clause-the main focal and grammatical point of the sentence. In addi-
tion, it may be helpful to note that in the first subordinate clause, the subjects

Next morning when the first light came into the sky and the sparrows
rattledin the when the and the

Inc., 1952. 1952 by E. B.From Charlotte's I4reb. NewYork: HarperCollins
1980 by E. B. White.
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are the sun and the sparrows-natural and free-ranging-while in the second,
the subjects are cows in chains, a rooster, and the automobiles. So by the time
Wilbur awakes and goes back to look for Charlotte, the scene has been fully set.

IflVhite had changed the order of the sentence to "Wilbur awoke and looked
for Charlotte when the first light came into the sky and the sparrows stirred in
the trees, when the cows rattled their chains and the rooster crowed and the
early automobiles went whispering along the road," the emphasis onWilbur's
action would be forgotten by the time the reader reaches the end of the
sentence.

Examine the Syntaxwithin aSingle Page of aNovel
Teachers can duplicate a passage from a novel that the class is studying and put
the excerpt on the overhead projector. The class should work as a group in
identifiring the syntactical structures that distinguish the passage (e.g., repeti-
tion of the sentence pattern, rhetorical fragments, inverted word order). The
discussion will incorporate the effect of the choices made by the author and
how those choices contribute to the tone and meaning.

It was,a,eold grey day in lale'Novemb,er. The,weather had changed
overn-ight, when a backingwind brought a granite s$r and a mizzling rain
with.jt, and altho-ugh itwas'nqt,only,alittle after two o clockinthe after.
noorthe pallor'of a.winter evening seerned to have closed upon the,hills,
cloaking them iu mlst.Jt wo'Uld he'dafk by,foun The air was clariryy cold;
andfor allthq tightly closed windows it penetratedtheinterior of the
eoaeh.'The leather seats,felt,damp to the hands, and there r,nust have
beep asrnall crackin tho roof, beeause now and again littledrips of rain
fell softly,throqgh,'smudgifi6the leather.and leaving a dark blue stainlike
asplgdge of ink The win-d e&me in gustq, at times shaking the eoach as it
uavelled' rourd the bend,of the,road,,and. in the rexposed places on the
high:gound itbfew,Wilh:srrch force th,at'thewhole body of the coaeh'
trembled,and -s$/aycd, roeking betrveenthe highrwheelg like a drunken
man.

Thc.drivef muffledin a.greatcoatto his ear;i,berrt alrnost double in his,
seat.in:a faiqt endeirvoirr. lq gaih shelter frsm his ownshoulders, while
the.dispirite-d,,h.orses plsdded s*ilenly to,hiscoqFuand. roo brokenbythe
wind and the rain to fuel the,wtip thatnow arrd again cracked above their
head$, $rhile itswung b,etwe,en1he numb fingersof the. driver.

'The.wheels:of the coaqh creaked and goa$ed a,g,theysankmto the ruts
on the road, and sometir,neethevflung',utr,,the soft splattered mud against
the r,vindows; where it mingled with the,constant driving raini and what-
ever view there might havq been of the countryside r+ras hopelessly '

obscured.

DuMaurier,Daphlre.,lafiratca'h.ln IftfuuiGre*tCotnishNoael.xlamaierInryR*beecq.FrenelnnadsCrcek.My
eA*sln,RaeheL 1*:ndaiirY.ictor.Gollaaiz.Ltd; 1C78- i
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The teacher may choose to lead a discussion based on the analysis given below.

A syntactical analysis of the page enables the reader to predict the subject and
to anticipate the theme of the novel.

In paragraph one, the first and third sentences sandwich the second. Note the
length of each sentence. The first one is simple; so is the third. Both are imper-
sonal, beginning not even with a subject but the pseudosubject "It." In the
second, the bleakness of the weather is emphasizedby the adverb clauses that
describe the wind, sky, and rain; the time of the afternoon; and the prospect of
a winter evening in which the main quality-a pallor-already has cloaked the
hills in mist. By this point in the paragraph, the reader can feel the cold and see

the oppressive, cheerless mist.

In the second paragraph, a single sentence begins and ends with the same two
words, "the driver." As a verb, "bent" sits without energy in the first line.
Between the beginning and end are modifying phrases and clauses that pull the
reader's attention from the muffled driver to the "dispirited horses" and to the
wind and rain, already described but now enhanced by an implicit comparison
to the whip. From the whip, the author redirects the reader's attention to the
driver. By norn6 the gloomy and dreary atmosphere has permeated the horses
and the man, and no cheerful scene can be expected to return soon.

The third paragraph, itself a single sentence, concentrates on the wheels of the
coach. Here, unlike the previous sentence, the verbs work energetically: the
wheels "creak," "groan," "sink," and "fling mud." The mud takes over, mingles
with the rain, and finally obscures "whatever view there might have been."

The atmosphere developed on the first page prepares us for a disturbing story
of bleak passion and anguish.

Another Example of SyntaxAnalysis

a note the of

At 3:00 PM. onWednesday lBrh February, 1931,

chosen for before

(signed) Robert Smith,Ins. agent

Mr. Smith didnt draw as big a crowd as Lindbergh had four years
it

of
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Students and teachers analyzing the diction and syntax of this first page of
Toni Morrison's Song of Solomonwould discover the following ideas:

A fantastic event (a man planning to "fly" from "Mercy...on [his] ornrn wings") is
heralded in the simplest, most mundane language. Treating this plan in such a
nonchalant, realistic manner prepares the reader for the mixture of the
fantastic and the commonplace that, later in the novel, makes the unbelievable
more believable (reminiscent of Gabriel Garcia Marquez's "magic realisrrf').

Children were in schoot men wer€ at work; and most of rhe wornen were
fastening their carsets and getting readyto go see what tails or entrail$
the butcher might be giving away, Onlythe unemployed, the self-
employed, and the very young were available-deliberately available
because they'd heard about it, or accidentally available because they
'happened to be walking at that exaet moment in the short end af Not, :

Doctor Street, a name the post office did not recognize. Tourn maps regis*
tered &e street as Mains Avenue; but the only colored doctor ia the eify
had lived and died on that street, and when he, moved there in 1896 his
patients took to calling the street, which none of them,lived in or near,
Dostor Street. Later, whenother Negroes moved there, and When,the
postal service became a popular means of transferrirlg messages among
,them, envelopes from Louisiana,Virginia, Alabama, and Georgia,be-gaR to
arrive addressed to people at house numtrers on Doctor street. The post
office rarorkers returngd these ernrelopes or passed them on to the Dead
Letter Office. TheR in, 1918,, when colored men were beiag drafted, a few
gave,their address at the'recruitrneRt offlce as Doctor sreet. In thatway,
the earxe acquired quasi-qfficial status. But not forlong scme of the city
legislatofs, whose coRcern,for appropriate names and the maintenance
of the'city's landmarks was theprincipal part of their politicaltife, sawto
it that "Doctor Street'l was,never used in any ofHcial capacity. And slnce
they knew &at only Southside residents kept it up, they had notices
posted in the stores, barbershops, and restaumnts in that pa$ of the city
,sat'ng that the avenue' running norther$ and southerly from Shore Road
fronting the lake to the junction of routes 6 and 2l.eading to P€nnsylvaniar,
and also running.parallel ts and between Rutherford Avenue and ' ' I

Broadway, had always'been and would always be knorarn as Mains Avenue
and not Doctor Street.

Itwas a genuinely clari4ring publie notice because it gave Ssuthside residents
a uray to keep their memories alive and please the cl[riegislators as well.
They called it Not Doctor street, and were inclined to call the charity hospital
at its northcrn end No Mercv Hospital since it was 193I, on the day
follo-wing Mr smi{h's leap from its cupola before the first colored eq}ectant
mcther was allorared to give,birth inside its wards and not on its steps.

$orri.s-qn;Totri, ,5oru9 of Salotuqry:\eprinted bypermicssion of Iniernatqaal Crea-tive Managetnent, Inc..
Copy,right O 1977 by Toni Morrison.
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Offering specific details of time, date, and place (e.g., the tacking of a note to

the "little yellow house") is a shocking contrast to the seriousness of the poten-
tially suicidal event.

Robert Smiths planned flight contrasts with the use of the word "lumbered" to
describe the way news travels in the middle of a work-weary week-a week
from which many must wish to fly away.

In the sentence beginning "Children were in school...," the list of activities-
paralleled both by structure and by the use 6f "s"-gslminates with women
who fasten on "corsets" to go "see what tails or entrails the butcher might be
giving away." This accomplishes two paradoxical goals. It indicates the impor-
tance of women whose description is much longer than that of the children or
men and who supply the food for the family, yet it also denigrates their
restricted position in society (wearing of the corsets) and their povefty as they
rely on charity for "tails or entrails."

Note how the idea of names (thematically critical to the novel) is introduced
offtrandedly, even tangentially, at the tag end of the sentence mentioning "Not
Doctor Street, a name the post office did not recognize."

The lengthy, humorous story of how "Not Doctor Street" received its name
stresses the contrast between the "official" white-dominated society, with its
concern for "appropriate names," and the practical Southside community that
seeks to "keep its memories alive" with names. The black community uses

names to reflect reality and does so despite the efforts of the prevailing white
community to superimpose its facade (Mains Ave.) for a street that is not even
of central importance to it.

Satire of the city legislators' hlpocrisy and superficiality is underscored in the
length and complexity of the 78-word sentence beginning "And since they
knew..." which sounds as pompous and confused as the interaction between
the legislators and the Southside residents.

The parallel phrasing of "Not Doctor Street" and "No Mercy Hospital" calls
satirical attention to the idea that healing seems inapplicable to the poor
Southside residents.

Reevaluating this page after completing the novel would reveal additional
important ideas:

The motif of flight (from responsibiliry from guilt, for freedom, for joy) is
introduced.
The subject of love as a primary motive for many kinds of actions,
including violence, is introduced in Robert Smith's note.
Irony exists in the fact that Robert Smith, a life insurance agent, is a
murderer whose guilt spurs him to suicide.

a

a

a
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Examine the Syrrtax of a Passage from m AP Exzrmination
The followirlg passage r,vas used in the AP English Language and composition
Examination (19ll4l:

Paret was a Cuban, a proud club fighter who had become welterweight cham-
pion because of his unusual abiliry to take a punch. His sryle of fighting was to
take three punches to the head in order to give back two. At the end of ten
rounds, he would still be bouncing his opponent would have a headache. But
in the last two years, over fif1een-rouurd fights, he had started ro rake some bad
maulings.

This flght had its turns, Grffith won most of the early rounds, but paret lcrocked
Griffith dorur in the silrth. Griffith had trotrble getting up, but made it, came
alive and was dominating Paret again belore the round was over: Then paret

began to wilt. tr-r the middle oi tJre eighLh rouurcl, after a clubbing pr-rrch had
tumed his hack to Griffith, Paret walked three disgusted steps away, showing his
hindquarters. For a champion, he took much too long to turn back around. It
was the first hht of weakness Paret had eveL shornm, and it must have inspired a
particular shame, because he fought the rest of the fight as if he were seeking to
demonstrate that he could take more punishment than any man alive. hr the
twelfth, Griffith caught him. Paret got trapped in a corner. Trying to duck away,
his left arm and his head Lrecame tangled on dre \wong side of the top rope.
Grffith was in like a cat ready to rip the life out of a huge boxed rat. He hit him
eighteen right hands in a row, an act which took perhaps three or four seconds.
Griffith making a pent-up whimpering sound a]l the wtrile he attacked, the right
hand whipping Iike a piston rod which has broken through the crankcase, or
like a baseball bat demolishing a pumpkin. I was sitting in the second row of
that comer'-they werc not ten feet away from me, and like eve4fuody else, I
was hlpnotized. I had never seen one man hit another so hard and so many
times. over the referee's face came a look of woe as if some spasm had passetl its
way though him, and then he leaped on Griffith ro pull hln away. Itwas rhe act
of a brave man. Gffith was Lulconrollable. His Lrainer leaped into the ring, his
manager, his cut man, rhere were four people hokling Crufrtl, bur he was offon
an org]4 he had left the Garden, he was back on a hoodlurns street. If he had
been able to break loose frorn his handlers and the referee, he would have
jumped Paret to the flr-ror and whaled on him there.

And Paret? Paret died on his feet. As he took those eighteen punches something
happened to everyone who was in psychic range of the event. Some part of his
death reached out to us. one felt it hover in the air: He was still standing in the
ropes, trapped as had been before, he gave some little half-smile of regret, as if
he were saying "I ditlnt kno-w I was going to die just yet," and then, his head
leaning back but still erect, his death came to breathe about him. He began to
pass away. As he passed, so his iinrbs descended beneath him, and he satrk
slowly to the floor. He went donm more slowly than any flghter had ever gone
dor,rrn, he went dor,r.,n like a large ship which tums on end and slides second by
second into iG grave. As he went dovu,n, the soturd of Grffith's punches echoed
in the mind like a hear,y ax in the disrance chopping into a wet log.

Mailer, Nornran. Tlte Presitlentinl I,rrpers. NervYork: G. P Putnarn'.s Sons, 1g63.
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In the passage, Norman Mailer describes a championship boxing match. He
uses a journalistic style with a novelist's skill to re-create the action that is
associated with the event. Note the patterns of sentences in the passage. In the
first paragraph, the first three sentences are informative statements with the
subject at or near the beginning. The fourth sentence, however, begins with the
conjunction "But," and the subject appears 11 words into the sentence. The
effect of this structure is to call our attention to a change in the implications
of the information, to the length of his decline, and to the length of his fights.
Both the sentence and the paragraph end with the word "maulings." In the
second paragraph, the action suddenly accelerates. Sentences become shorter,
and most of the words are monosyllabic. In line 25, the focus shifts from the
fighters to the observers at ringside. Then, when the narrator's hlpnotized
reaction has been mentioned, the reader's attention is redirected to the ring,
but this time to an involved observer, the referee.

Further analysis would note the progression of the work building to the
dramatic last paragraph.

Examine the Syntax of a Passage Using a Sentence-BeginningActivity
(This activity has been adapted from "SOS Sentence Opening Sheet." Robert B.

Cahill and Herbert I. Hrebic. Stack the Deck. Chicago: The Stack the Deck
Writing Program, PO. Box 429, Tinley Park, IL 60477,1994.)

The SOS sheet is a useful tool that allows students to contrast the writing of two
authors, to study the style of a single author, and to improve the effectiveness of
their or,rrn writing style. A column labeled "Special Features" allows the teacher
to identify elements that focus on the particular assignment (e.g., imagery, peri-
odic sentence, figurative language, etc.). The first step is for students to fill in a
chart similar to the one below:

Sentence First Four
Number Words

Special
Features Verbs

No. of
Words Per

Sentence

I
2

The following chart of the third paragraph of the Benny Paret article reveals
Mailer's mastery of diction, skilled imagery and manipulation of sentence
length to reflect content. For example, a glance at sentence nine, which
recounts Paret's fall, illustrates this idea. This lengthy sentence (31 words) is a
series of clauses slipping irrevocably into one another, even as Paret slides
slowly to the floor. Mailer consciously manipulates syntax to stress the meaning
and effect of the sentence.
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Sentence First Four
Number Words

No. of
Words Per

Sentence
Special
Features Verbs

1

2

3

1B

9

51

31

10 25

\Mhen the chart is completed, it is examined by the student alone, by a peer
group, or by the teacher together with the student.

Examine the Syntax of a Student Composition
Using Sentence- Beginning Activity
As a revision technique for a student's or,rrn writing, completion of a chart
may signal various writing problems (repetitiveness in sentence opening,
possible run-ons or fragments, passive voice, poor verb choice, lack of variety
of sentence lengths, etc.). This technique allows students not only to revise
grammatical and usage errors but also to strengthen the meaning and effective-
ness of their writing.

Students will use their charts to revise their ornm writing. For example, the
following chart of the first paragraph on one student's essay about Mailer's
Benny Paret article reveals a number of problems.

2

5

4

5

6

5

16

7

o

I

And Paret

Paret died on his died

As he took those took,
happened,
WAS

Some part of his personification reached

One felt it hover hover

He was still
standing

personification was standing,
trapped,
had been,
gave,

were saying,
did know
was going,
came

He began to pass began

As he passed, so consonance passed,

descended,
sank

He went dor,r,rr

more
simile went,

had gone,

went, turns,
slides

As he went dor,rm simiie went, echoed
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Number Words

Special
Features
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Verbs

No. of
Words Per

Sentence

40

I

2

J

4

5

6

7

16

17

15

1B

10

6

Thus, the student maywish to revise his composition after noting the following
problems:

Repetition of identical sentence structure and especially of sentence openings in
Number 2 and Numbers 3,5, and 6. Revise to improve sentence variety.

Excessiue use of the uerb "to be" and seueral repetitions of "says" and "writes."

Revise to use more powerful verbs.

Possible opportunity for sentence combiningwith Number 2 and Numbers 3, 5,

and 6. Revise to improve rhythm and to ensure that syntax enhances meaning.

Possible grammatical problems. Evaluate Number 4 for possible run-on
sentence. Evaluate Number 7 for possible fragment.

Possible choppiness as the result of the use of the short sentence. Evaluate
Numbers 6 and 7 to see if the ideas of the sentences are important enough to
be singled out by a short sentence structure or if the ideas of the sentences are

enhanced by the short sentence structure.

Much of the power of Ianguage arises from the way diction and syntax enhance
meaning. Since this is true of good writing at all reading levels, every teacher on
a vertical team can and should focus on the examination of these elements of
language as their pupils become both students of literature and writers them-
selves.

In an article about writes,
describes

Mailer writes that
Paret

writes, is,

loses

Mailer says that
the

says, reflects

After examining
the fight

believes,
suggests, is,

reveals

The fight is an is, penetrates

The fight is also also, is

Because of the way fights
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LITERARY ETEMENTS

SETTING
Setting is the historical time and place and the social circumstances that create
the world in which characters act and make choices. Readers who are sensitive
to this world are better able to understand and judge the behavior of the char-
acters and the significance of the action. Very often readers do not see the
significance of the details associated with setting. They may read through the
information quickly, impatient to get to what they believe are more important
matters such as plot and theme. Ironically, the social circumstances of a story
will often illuminate and provide insights into the meaning of a literary piece.

The setting can be revealed through the author's use of details about one or
more of the following:

Geographic location-topography (landscape), scenery room layout (type

and position of furniture), buildings, stage set or design; the physical
dimensions of the place.
Cultural backdrop/social context/time period-occupations/working
conditions, way of life, way of talking and behaving, clothing, gender roles,
traditions, habits, attitudes, customs, beliefs, values, speech patterns, laws,
past, present, future.
Artificial environment-rooms, buildings, cities, to\^rns, villages, futuristic
settings, etc.
Props-tools, implements, gadgets, clothing/costumes, furniture.

\Alhen teachers and students consider the setting of a particular work, they may
wish to ask the following questions:

. How many locations are described?

. How effective are the visual descriptions?

. Are there connections between the locations and the characters?

. VVhat is the state of the objects, furniture, or dwellings?

. \iVhat conclusions does the author expect the reader to reach as a result of
the world of the story?

(Adapted from\MRITING THEMES ABOUT LITERATURE by EdgarV Roberts.
@Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc. Upper Saddle River, NJ)

In addition to identif,ring the setting, remote or proximate, manufactured or
natural, it is also necessary to analyze the effect setting may have on such
elements as structure, symbol, irony, tone, mood, and character.

In this regard, setting may be connected to the structure of a work in that an
author organizes the plot around the setting, for example, a frame structure
where the action begins and ends in the identical place. It may also be used as a

symbol itself where setting becomes contextual, not universal and highlights an
author's particular idea as is seen in William Golding's Lord of the Flies, where

a

a

a

a
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the island becomes a microcosm of society in general. Setting may also func-

tion as irony in that a description of a peaceful and natural scene may become

the actual place where an evil and destructive act will soon occur' thus creating

an unexpected contrast.

TWo of the above categories, mood and character, are expanded below.

SettingAs It Creates Mood orAtmosphere
Most often, people associate setting with the emotional content of a story that

is, with the mood or atmosphere. Through details about the environment, the

emotional charge of a literary piece is created and that charge prepares the

reader for what is to come. \,Vhen authors describe light, shadow, colors, shapes,

smells, and sounds, they are using setting to create distinctive moods. The

moods created. can be described using emotion-based adjectives such as "sad,"

"gloomy," "foreboding," "suspenseful," "ominous," "dreary," "brooding," "tragic,"

"hopeless," "happy," "romantic," or "mysterious."

The description of Simon's bower from William Golding's novel, Lord of the

Flies, creates a natural, serene, and peaceful mood.

Classroom Activities
Examine the opening paragraphs of I.R.R.Tolkiens novel, The Hobbit.This

work has very distinctive settings that evoke different moods for the students as

they read the text.

tips of
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Awriter often uses imagery to create moods or feelings. For example, in
Elizabeth Madox Roberts'poem entitled "Cold Fear," the images produced
create both a visual sense of a person caught in a frozen landscape while also
depicting a mood of terror.

Read the poem "Cold Fear" with the class. Students may then make a chart of
the sensory images of sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell that they experience
as a result of listening to the poem.

This poem can be compared with Nikki Giovanni's poem "Knoxville,
l-ennessee" to begin an examination of setting.

Cold Fear
As I came home through Drury's Woods,

"Cold Fear" from Under tlrc Tree by Elizabeth Madox Roberts. Coplright 1922 by B. W. Huebsch, Inc.; copyright
renewed 1950 by Ivor S. Roberts. Coplright 1930 by the Viking Press, lnc., copyright renewed 1958 by Ivor S.

Roberts & the Viking Press, Inc. Used by permission ofViking Penguirl, an imprint of Penguin Putnam Books
forYoung Readers, a dir,.ision of Penguin Putnam, lnc.

blowing

My face stung in the hard sleet.
kept its frazen

And the cold came in.

In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit. Not a nasry dirry wet hole,
filled with the ends of worms and an oozy smell, nor yet a dry bare, sandy
hole with nothing in it to sit dor,rm on or to eat: it was a hobbit-hole, and
that means comfort.

It had a perfectly round door like a porthole, painted green, with a shiny
yellow brass knob in the exact middle. The door opened on to a tube-
shaped hall like a tunnel: a very comfortable tunnel without smoke, with
panelled walls, and floors tiled and carpeted, provided with polished
chairs, and lots and lots of pegs for hats and coats-the hobbit was fond
of visitors. The tunnel wound on and on, going fairly but not quite
straight into the side of the hill-The Hill, as all the people for many
miles round called it-and many little round doors opened out of it, first
on one side and then on another. No going upstairs for the hobbit:
bedrooms, bathrooms, cellars, pantries (lots of these), wardrobes (he had
whole rooms devoted to clothes), kitchens, dining-rooms, all were on the
same floor, and indeed on the same passage. The best rooms were all on
the lefthand side (going in), for these were the only ones to have
windows, deep-set round windows looking over his garden, and meadows
beyond, sloping doum to the river.

Tolkien, l.R.R. The Hobbir: on There and Back Agaln lRevised edition ). New York: Ballantine Books, 1982, p. i .
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The poem by Nikki Giovanni entitled "Knoxville, Tennessee" uses details that
create summer imagery, evoking a sense of pleasure and a time of innocence.

Read the poem aloud to the class. Have the members of the class complete the
same chart for this poem that they did for "Cold Fear," filling in the images
associated with the five senses that they can find in the poem dealing with
summer in Tennessee.

Using the list of sensory images that the students create, the members of the
class can identify the various feelings associated with each of the outlinr:d
images. For example, in "Knoxville, Tennessee," the detailed list of foods
suggests comfort, warmth, and security. In the poem "Cold Fear," the words
"stung," "hard," "rough," "frozen," "blowing," and "tear" connote an atmosphere
of life-threatening terror. Students may then write compositions that compare
and contrast the various settings and moods of the two poems.

Using the poems by Giovanni and Roberts, students may write compositions
that examine the various images created by the two poets. Students should also

examine the syntax and structure found in the two poems. Students should
note that the poem "Cold Fear" relies on the use of adjectives and personifica-
tion to achieve its chilling effect while "Knoxville, Tennessee" incorporates

Knoxville, Tennessee
I always like summer
best
you can eat fresh corn
from daddy's garden
and okra
and greens
and cabbage
and lots of
barbecue
and buttermilk
and homemade ice-cream
at the church picnic
and listen to
gospel music
outside
at the church
homecoming
and go to the mountains with
your grandmother
and go barefooted
and be warm
all the time
not only when you go to bed and sleep

From "Knoxville, Tennessee" by Nikki Giovanni. Coplright O 1968, 1970 by Nikki Giovanni. Reprinted by
permission of Scholastic Inc. "Knoxville, Tennessee" was first published in lllack Feeling, Black Talk, Black
Jud.grnen t by Wtlliam Morrorr
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speciflc nouns that bring about pleasant connotations.

SettingAs a Reflection of Character
\Mhen analyzing the correlation between setting and character, one should
consider the way characters respond to their environment and their adjust-
ment to any changes in this setting. If an author gives details about a char-
acter's favorite room, workplace, hideaway, or manner of dress, the reader may
infer certain traits which serve to enhance character development.

In chapter XIX of Mark TWain's novel The Aduentures of Huckleberry Finn,Huck
and Jim have been on the Mississippi River for three days and nights after the
Grangerford episode. Here, the description of the river functions as a parallel to
Huck's and Iim's tranquility and also provides a contrast to the disreputable
characters they are about to meet.

Itwas,a monstrous,trigriver,down therel-sometimes a mile and a half
wide; u/enrn nighB, and laid up and hid davtimes; soon as night was

'mo,gt gone, we stopped navigating and tied up::ne&rlf always in the
, dead ,water under a toru:head; and then cut young eotton,woods and
'willours and hid the raft,with them, Thenwe setout the lines. Nextwe slid
'into the river and had a,sl,rtmi so,a$ ts freshen up and cool off; then we
iet doyir& on the, sandy bottorn w-here the water, was about knee deep; and
:watchedL the daylight come. Not a sound anywheres-perfecgy srill*jusr
like the whole world was sgleep, only sometimes the bullfrogs a-clut-
,tqring, maybe' The first thing to see, looking awav over the wat€r; lves €
.kind of dull line--thatwas'the woods on t'other,side; you couldnlt make
noth_ir.rg else outl then a pale place in the sky; thenmore paleness
spreadln$around; therr'the river.softe,ned up away'off, and warnt black
axyryrore,,but.gray; youeould sqe little dark spots drifting along eversc
far away-trading'scows, and such things; arld longblack streaks*rafts;
.sornetimes you, could,r\e&r a; $w€ep seie;rlqi4g; or iqmbled-up,voices,, it
rqas,.so stfll, and sounds gome so farl and by and lrlryou could see a streak
onthewater which you'knowby the loo.k of the,$treak that there's a snag
there'fn a s\^rift qurrent which breaks onit and makes that streak lock that
'way; end you see the rnist curl up off of the water,; and the east reddens
qpr arrd the river, artd yoU Inake- out a log cabin in the edge of the woods,
away,on.the. o-ank on t'other side of the river, treing a wood.yard, Iikely, :

a*d piled'by them cheat$ so you'ca_n throw a dog through it anl,rnrheres;
then the nice breeze spriags up, and comes fanning you from over there,
so cool and fresh and sweet to smell on accounlof the woods and the
flowers; but sometiqes not thatway, because they've reft dead fish laying
aroul}d, -gars and such, and they do get pretfy rank; and next you've got
the fullday, and everything smiling in,the sun, and the song.birds just
gsrag itl
thiai!;Ma*. TheAduektwesofHuckleberryFtxn. New\trrt:BanrarnBooks, 1981, pp. 113*114.
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Classroom Activities
In Daniel Keyes'short story "Flowers for Algernon," Charlie Gordon, a man
who has limited mental abilities, is in a hospital waiting for experimental
surgery that may improve his intellectual capacity. Both Charlie Gordon and
Algernon, a mouse that has already had the experimental operation, are "boxed
in." For both Charlie and Algernon, life is a maze.

Students may examine the following passage and list the similarities between
Charlie's world and Algernon's environment. Then they might analyze the type
of life Charlie has as a result of his limited environment.

The opening paragraph from Rudolfo Anaya's novel Bless Me, Ultima not only
describes the llano, or plains, it also provides insight into the nature of both of
the main characters, Tony and his mentor Ultima.

Students might examine the opening from the novel and then write a char-
acter sketch of Tony and Ultima based on what is learned about them from the
author's words about the setting. If students read the complete novel, they
should then review their preliminary sketches to check their validity.

Later some men in white coats took me to a difernt part of the hospitil
and gave me a game to play. It was like a race with a white mouse. They

of side

lna

rawfrom

thro mybare

waters of the
of childhood
mystery into

to

andShemy

felt

took my

before gurglingand themy eyes,

M4 Ultirna.

stoo me that all

.
ln massB/ess Cop].right

came the beauty of the llano
to

Inc. by TQS Publications. Reprinted by permission of Susan
York.
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The opening paragraph in James Joyce's short story "Araby" describes a young
man's neighborhood. What can be inferred about the inhabitants of North
Richmond Street from the details provided about the setting? Examine the
diction found in the passage provided below and then write an analysis of that
setting.

Archetypal Settings
Archetypal settings or setting elements have some universal aspect that is asso-
ciated by most people with a particular human experience. For example,
deserts are associated with spiritual quests through which the character is
cleansed of desire and materialism and in which he or she has a divine or
prophetic vision. The sea is a setting that hints at an opportunity to delve into
the subconscious. Underground, or "chthonic" places suggest a "belly of the
whale" experience in which the hero confronts the darker or more unpleasant
aspects of the sell including the fear of death. Many other archetypal setting
enrich the reader's understanding of the author's chosen theme. Other arche-
typal setting elements include:

the river
the garden
the wasteland
the maze
the castle
the tower
the wilderness
the threshold

Works such as The Grapes ofWrath, Dune, Moby Dick, Cold Mountain, Lonesome
Doue, The Crossing, The Aduentures of Huckleberry Finn, DandelionWine, Bridge
to Terabithia, Inuisible Man, Ender's Game, The Giuer The Great Gatsby, and
many others contain archetypal setting elements that serve s),rynbolic functions.

CHARACTERIZATION
When we read fiction, we tend to sl.rnpathize with one or two characters and
develop some antipathy towards their antagonists. We may identi$r sufficiently
with them so that their enemies become our enemies. The character that we like
or with whom we s),rnpathize is almost always the main character, the point of
view character, or the protagonist: three different terms for the same person.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

North Richmond Street, being blind, was a quiet street except at the hour
when the Christian Brothers' School set the boys free. An uninhabited
house of two storeys stood at the blind end, detached from its neighbours
in a square ground. The other houses of the street, conscious of decent
lives within them, gazed at one another with bror,rm imperturbable faces.

"tuaby'from Dublinersbylames loyce. Copyrighr O1916 by B.W Heubsch. Definitive ten copyrighr O1967 by
the Estate ofJames Ioyce. Used by permission ofViking Penguin, a division of Peguin Putnam Inc.
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Literary Analysis 6l

Characterization is the process of presenting the different aspects of character

and personatity of Someone in a novel or short story or any other narrative

depiction of human beings. Readers learn about characters from:

. \Nhat they say (dialogue),

. lVhat they do (actions),

. What they think (interior monologue),

. lVhat they have and wear,

. Where they are,

. The people with whom they associate,

. \,Vhat others say about them, and

. Through the author's direct statement.

The terms narrator, poittt of uiew, and characterization are so closely related
that it is difficult to discuss any one without referring to the other two. The
narrator tells the story from a certain point of view and, in doing so, develops
the character of the persons in the narrative. The omnisctent narratar and the
limited narrator present information in different ways. The omniscient narrator
knows all the thoughts of all the characters, so he or she may choose to
describe a character explicitly. The narrator may do so in an introductory scene

as the omniscient narrator describes Pat McCormick, the corrupt contractor in
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre by B. Traven.

Pat McCormick, the contractor, was an old-timer. Before he had come
dornm here, he had worked in Texas fields and afterwards in Oklahoma.
He had come dor,rrn here before the war, before there was anything that
looked like a coming boom. There wasn't a job connected with oil at
which he had had not tried his hand. He had been teamster, truck-driver,
time-keeper, driller, tool-dresser, pumpman, storeman- anything that
had come his way he had tackled. In recent years he had found out that
there is more money in rigging up camps by contract*so much for the
camp ready to start drilling. He had acquired an excellent eye for judging

the job. He could look over a lot in the jungle and name his price for the
job in such a well-calculated way that the company thought they were
buying cheap when in fact he made a large profit on every contract. His
trick was to get good and efficient labor cheap, cheaper than any
company could get it. A company cannot hire workers with backpattings
and cajoling, making them believe they are being taken on out of pity. Pat

knew how to play the good fellow even the Bolshevik comrade, to catch
his men cheap. He could curse the big capitalist companies and their
unscrupulous shareholders better than a Communist speaker when he

wanted to soft-soap good workers. According to him, he never came out
of his contract with any profit; he always lost his good money, so hard-
earned in better times, and he took contracts, he said, only because he

could not see men who wanted to work
starvation. In camp he played the good

The whole job he handled as if it were a

suffer from unempl

sort of
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is; if he had his way, the l/nited States and all South America would
become a paradise for the Communists tomorrow.

American bot s he couldtl't catch so easily with these ideas. Americans
knew this sort of Pat too well to fall for his cooperative contracts. He took
on Americans only when he could procure no others. Most welcome were
the newly arrived Hunks, Czechs, Poles, Germans, Italians, fellows who
had heard back home the stories of men working in the Mexican oil-fields
and earning from thirry to fifty dollars a day almost without bending a
finger. Having arrived in the republic, they learned during the first week
that such fantastic wages were as rare as are the wages a bricklayer gets in
Chicago, according to the fairy-tales circulatirrg in Europe. After these
men are here two months or so they kneel doy,rr before any contractor
who offers them five dollars a day, and if he offers them eight, they
worship him as they never worship the A1l-mighry and the contractor
may do with them what he likes. After six months without a job they are
ready to accept whatever is offered.

Excerpt lionr T'he TrcasLu'e ctftlrc Sierra Madreby B. Traven. Copvright O 1963 bv B. Trai,en. Reprinted by
permission of Hill and Wang, a division clf Farrar, Straus and Giroux, LLC.

The narrator may use a series of comments and observations throughout the
narrative. \A/hen taken together, these may give the reader as much information
as an introductory portrait, and this method may be used to develop suspense
or to delay the discovery of some important information about the character.
Unlike the omniscient narrator, a limited narrator does not control characteri-
zation in the narrative. Usually, this narrator tells what he or she sees without
recourse to the thoughts of any other character. Huck Finn, an innocent eye or
naTue obserue6 initially too young and guileless to understand true evil and too
respectful of society to defy its rules, manages to grow and mature sufficiently
during the novel so that at the end he can understand that the villainous king
and duke are only the extreme examples of what tl-rrns out to be an "awful
cruel" society. In his narrative, we see all characters in action, and because we
understand the motives of the characters far better than Huck does, we also
understand that he is often in greater danger than tre thinks he is. At other times,
an author may use an unreliable narrator to tell the story, one whose motives are
suspect and whose interpretation of events the reader should question. An
example of an unreliable narrator is Nellie inWuthering Heights, whose dislike
of Cathy causes her to misrepresent and misinterpret certain events.

The reader deduces from all the evidence that characters in the novel The
Aduentures of Huckleberry Finn are good or bad, strong or weak, innocent or
corrupt. The characters are revealed in action through dramatic means. The
method is the same as in a play where characterization is revealed by the char-
acters' actions, their responses to the actions of others, and their o,rrm words. In
Shakespeare's play, King Lear; the old king says, "You do me wrong to take me
out of the grave:/ Thou art a soul in bliss; but I am bound/ Upon a wheel of fire
that mine or,rm tears/ Do scald like molten lead" (King Lear;'IY, vii, 45-48). In
this emotionally powerful scene, we understand that the once-foolish king has
begun to accept his dreadful punishment and to prepare for death. His words
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show that he has been purged of his egotism and selfishness and that he is now
capable of seeing himself as fallible, foolish, and senile and his daughter,
Cordelia, not as a hateful ingrate but as an angelic figure.

The reader may get to know the characters by observing the effects that
external events or circumstances have upon them. An excellent example is the
characterization of the four narrators of William Faulkner's novel, The Sound
and the Fury.The first narrator, Benjy, whose simple mind cannot comprehend
chronology, recollects important events through sensory and verbal associa-
tion. The author does not comment in this case, so the reader must do all the
work of collecting evidence, drawing conclusions from it, and establishing a

workable chronology of the events of the novel. In this way we can understand
what Benjy cannot: the immorality and decadence of the apparently
upstanding Compson family.

Tlryes of Character
To be believable, a character must be relevant to all people throughout the
ages. The emotions and concerns of real people of all times are expressed in
concrete terms through the traits of literary characters. In novels and short
stories we come to know and understand a character most profoundly through
his or her actions. An author may choose to concentrate on a single dominant
trait (two-dimensional, angular, or flat character) to the exclusion or reduction
of others, or the author may present a complex, fully rounded personality
(three-dimensional or round character).If a single dominant trait is carried to
an extreme, caricature results; such characters may be memorable and striking,
but they lack depth. In fiction, the major characters generally need three-
dimensional treatmenq minor characters are usaully handled in two dimensions.

A character that changes little over the course of a narrative is called a static
character. Things do happen to such a character, but little happens in him or
her. This character is revealed by the action but is not changed by the action.

A character that changes in response to the actions through which he or she

passes is called a dynamic character One of the objectives of the work is to
reveal the consequences of the action upon him or her. In longer literary works,
protagonists are dynamic characters. Short fiction usually reveals static charac-
ters rather than characters changing in response to the action.

Archetypal characters are those who embody a certain kind of universal human
experience. For example, afemme fatale, siren, or temptress figure is a character
who purposefully lures men to disaster through her beauty. Instances of the
femme fatale archetype in literature include the Sirens in The Odyssey, Delilah
in the Bible story Memo Paris in Bernard Malamud's novel The Natural, Keats's

La Belle Dame Sans Merci, and Cathy in Steinbeck's East of Eden. Other exam-
ples of archetypal figures include the damsel in distress; the mentor; the old
crone, hag, or witch; the earth mother; the blind seer; the threshold guardian;
and the naive young man from the country. Many other archetypes resonate
within literary works; investigation into the ideas of Ioseph Campbell, Carl

fung, or other archetype scholars will prove valuable for those wishing to
explore further the idea of archetlpal characterization.
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PtOT
\Alhen characters are set in opposition to each other in literature, the result is
usually conflict. Conflict requires resolution, and in a novel, short story or
drama, the process of the resolution of conflict is called tlrre plot. PIot usually
involves the outline of the clearly connected and interdependent actions
undertaken by the characters. Because most plots begin with the onset of the
conflict between important characters, the middle sections should develop the
conflict as well as the characters themselves, and the end should clearly show
how the conflict has been resolved. In Hamlet's conflict with his stepfather,
King Claudius, for example, the reader sees that as the protagonist (Hamlet)
and the antagonist (Claudius) become increasingly hostile to each other,
certain events occur which result in death for important minor characters, and
when the major characters finally confront each other, the Queen, the King,
Laertes, and Hamlet himself die violently. In addition, murder is brought to
light and justice reasserts its rule.In this way, the nation is cleansed of corrup-
tion and Hamlet avenges his father's murder.

Unlike real life, plot is an artistic construct that follows an artificial sense of
order. The author selects certain items from a life or a period in a life that are
sufficiently related to share a unity of action. A. C. Bradley, aVictorian critic,
defined tragedy as "character in action." This statement can easily be expanded
to say that plot itself is character in action.

When asked what plot means, students will often answer "what happens in a
story or poem." Although such a response is correct to a point, it ignores the
crucial elements of cause and effect, which invariably drive plot. The following
exercises are designed for students to focus on causal relationships that help to
create plot.

Activities
Identi$r the causal relationships between the events in the following story that
propel the reader to the final action.

The Flowers
It seemed to Myop as she skipped lightly from hen house to pigpen to
smokehouse that the days had never been as beautiful as these. The air
held a keenness that made her nose twitch. The harvesting of the corn
and cotton, peanuts and squash, made each day a golden surprise that
caused excited little tremors to run up her jaws.

Myop carried a short, knobby stick. She struck out at random at chickens
she liked, and worked out the beat of a song on the fence around the
pigpen. She felt light and good in the warm sun. She was ten, and nothing

clutched in her dark bror,rm hand,

of her
ran into the stream made by the
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Questions
\Mhy is it important that on this day Myop "made her ornrn pathl'?

\A/hat clues in paragraphs 4 and 5 anticipate the shift the plot takes in
paragraph 6?

\A/hy does Myop lay dornrr her flowers at the end?

spring. Aro:und'the spring, where,the family, got:drinking wat€r,,'silver , ., ' i'

fefas,and wildflorryets,$rerrrr, Along,the:slrallowbanks'pigs rooted.rMyop'
watqhed thetinywhi,tebubbles.disrupt thethin,black scale'qf soiliandthe
water that silently rose and slid away dornrn the stream.

She h-ad,exploled the.woods trehind the house many tirnqs; Often;,in.late.
autulrn .h-ermother to'ok herlto'gailrer'uuts ameng the falleR leaves i '

Today she rnade her owe pathi 'bouncrng this way and that.wAyrvagUoly ,: ''

keepingan eJle out for,snakes, She',found.,in addition to various common:
but preLty lerns and leaves, an armful of strange blue flowers with velvety
tidges and a sweetguds bush'fu1l,of'the b-rowrL fragrant'b:uds,:

Bytwelve olcloik,.her:arms'laden,with spri$s.of herfindings, she was a ,

mile orinorafroril.home. Shehad'oftenbeen,asfar:beforg,trut,the,
strange.nqs$ of &e'land n:ade,itnot as pleasant'asher'usual hauats'.It',,
se,emed.gldomLqin the.little cove in:which she found herself. The'airwas ':

dalEp; &esilencerclqse an{ q9gp,,

,S{yop b,egan,to eirele hablctq:the houqe;,baek to &e peacefu}ness'ofthi ,',,

morning. It was then she stepped smack into his eyes. Her heel became

ioa,ge.il..in' ebroken:ridge'tietweenbrow and nose, and she reached "' i

dow4.quicklyl,unafraid,,to,ffee herself.'It:was orll11,u/h.n.she sawhis, ": ''

naked grin that she gave a little yelp of surprise.

He had been a,tall: man- Frolrr feet to neck reoverqd a long'space. Flis head
lall beside hinr. When,she puqhed back the l€aves and ,layers of earth'and

:debris Myop.*aw that,heid:had largewhite teeth;::all of,them uacked or, -

rbiokbn, longfingers,,arid very brig,bone.sr;-All,his':elodrqshad ro-tted'away ,

'€&ept.somethreads ofbluerdeni.m from his overaEs. The buckleeof the
overalls had turned green.

Myop gazed,around the spot with interest. Very near where shed stepped
'ints,&e head wasr a wild pink rose. As shq piekbd it,to add;to heribtrndle 'r r

she aotiod a','tdsed mollrrdl a fin$ ar-ound,the rose'e rooL : ft was ths'r : r r' :

:rotted,rerna-ins of.a noose 'l a tril of shre.dding plowline, now bleridlng ' 
' 

, ''

beqignl51lnto',the soil.,Around an ovethangir4i limb'ofia gre,at spr,eading

o:rkiclung ano,ther piece, Frayedl.qotted;' bleached,'4nd:frazeled, ;barely',,'
fuire--but'spinning restlessly in thebreeie; ffiop laid dott-.m herflowers.

And1he:summer'wasover.,' ",',
. iThe.:Flowers".froiii In Lsue & Trouble: Stories of BlackWomen, capyrlgit 0 1973 t4|Alice:\:{Ialker, reprinrcd tv -
peami$sion ofHaJcour! Inc; .
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Read the followinrg poem and consider the line "There are no rnillers any more"
in light of the eve.xts that occur in the poem. Students wiii see that the miller's
loss of livelihood leads to his suicide, which then leads to his wife's taking her
own life. Even in a short poem, the causal chain is prominent.

In reading Samuel Taylor Coleridge's "The Rime of the Ancient Marineq"
students are usual.ly involved rvith a close analysis of characteS symbolism, and
imagery (among c,ther elernents), but close attention to the causal chain
created when the mariner kills the albatross emphasizes the enormity of his sin
and leads to an arnplified understanding of the poem's thernes.

When analyzing conflict in a literary selection, students may benefit from a
consideration of its usual forms:

A person in conflict with another person
A person in conflict with his or her inner self
A person in conflict with his or her society
A person in conflict with fate
A person in conflict with nature

a

a

a

a

a

The MiIl
The miller's wife had waited long,
The tearlras cold, the flre was dead;
And there might yet be nothingwrong
In how he went and what he said:
'lThere are no millers any mere,"
lAlas allthat she had heard him say;

And he had lingered at the door
So long that it seemed yesterd4y,

Sickwith a fear that had no fcrm
She knew that she was there atlast;
And in the mill therewas awarm
And mealy fragrance of the'past.
What else there was would gnly seem
To say again what he had meant
Andwhatwas hanging from abeam
\Afordd not have heeded where she went.

And if she thought it followed her,
She may have reasoned in the dark
That one way of the few there were
Would hide her and would leave no mark:
Black water, smooth above the weir
Like starry velvet in the night,
Though ruffled once, lvould soon appear
The same as €:ver to the sight.

Robinson, Edrr.in Arl:ngton. "The N,Iill" in Edtuin Arlingtort Robinsott: Selectetl Poems, ed. Faggen, Iiobert.
NewYork: Penguin, 1977.
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Although these five types of conflict are not the only ones possible, they often
appear in literature and a knowledge of them may help students make the
connection between plot, structure, and meaning.

Students maybenefit from applylng archetypal concepts to their analysis of
plot. The journey of the hero in its numerous manifestations forms the basis of
many plots in literature. An analysis of the following "quest" structures in litera-
ture may be useful in linking plot to theme:

. The quest for identity

. The journey in search of knowledge

. The epic journey to find the promised land or to build the good city

. The tragic quest: the journey to the crossroads

. The quest forvengeance

. The quest to rid the land of danger

. The warrior's journey to save his people

. The fool's errand (because of his naiVe viewpoint, the "holy fool" or
madman succeeds where others fail)

. The search for love (including the quest to save the princess)

. The grail quest (the search for human perfection or spiritual nourishment)

Students might choose one or more of these archetypal plot structures and
r.trite short stories that fit them, and then analyze each other's work, focusing
on the link between plot and theme.

Narrative Structure
In fiction, analysis is concerned with two major aspects: structure and texture.
The term structure is usually applied to the framework: the elements of argu-
ments in essays, the plot or storyline in fiction, or the outline of other literary
works. In poetry the term structure indicates length and stanzaic form; in
drama it indicates divisions into acts and scenes; in prose fiction, it indicates
the storyline and chapter divisions.

The term texture is used to indicate the nonstructural elements of a work:
metaphor, imagery diction, tone, rh1,rne, and meter.

Narrative Pace
Every story is told at a certain pace with some variations in speed. In stories in
which the unfolding of quick or violent action is important, the narrator may
use action verbs rather than verbs of being or condition to create the effect of
headlong speed in a chase or quick, reciprocal action in a fistfight. Novels by
Daniel Defoe, RichardWright, Robert Louis Stevenson, John Buchan, and other
adventure writers may be used to illustrate brisk, action-packed narrative pace.
However, in novels of ideas or novels of manners, there may well be extended
discussions of ideas by characters or by the narrator. In such a case, very little
action may take place, and the narrative pace slows dornrn. The novels of Jane
Austen and Henry Iames may be used to illustrate the slower narrative pace.
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THEME
Theme is the central, underlying, and controlling idea of a literary work, such as

a novel, a play, or an epic poem. It is an abstract concept that may be repre-
sented by a character, by actions, or by images in the literary work. It is a gener-
alization about human conduct that may be serious or comic, profound or
unsurprising. Because theme often involves the development and revelation of
character, it is ordinarily expressed in a full sentence, and it may even require
as much as a full paragraph. It is important to understand not only what theme
is but also what it is not. It cannot be expressed in a single word as a subject
can. It is not the purpose of a work such as entertainment or instruction. Man
versus nature is not a theme-it is a conflict. Unlike the moral of a fable or
the lesson of a parable, the theme of a story is seldom if ever stated explicitly.
Theme is almost always implicit.

To ascertain theme, the reader should first understand the plot, the characteri-
zation and conflict, the imagery, and the author's tone. First, identify the
subject in one word, then explain in one or tvvo sentences what the author says

about the subject. These sentences will contain the theme of the work. The
theme stated in one or more complete sentences reveals to us what we have
learned about a particular subject.

Ask the following questions:

How has the main character changed?
\A/hat lessons has he or she learned?
V\fhat is the central conflict in the work?
\.{/hat is the subject of the work?
\.{Ihat does the author say about the subject?
Can this idea be supported entirely by evidence from the work itself?
Are all the author's choices of plot, character, conflict, and tone controlled
by this idea?

If we ask these questions about The Aduentures of Huckleberry Finn and
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, we see that the subject of each work is a
dangerous journey; the themes, however, are markedly different. In the
novel, Huckleberry Finn survives many dangerous situations that usually
involve selfishness or brutaliry and late in the novel he comes to the
conclusion that "Human beings can be a,wfully cruel to one another."
However, after Tom Sawyer's plot to rescue Iim results in unnecessary
distress and danger for all involved, the reader can expand Huck's
statement to read: all human beings, even the most pleasant and
respectable, are capable of great selfishness and cruelty. In Sir Gawain, the
heroic knight discovers that great as he is, he is as subject to errors
in judgment as everyone else and that he was wrong to presume himself
capable of perfection.

a

a

a

a
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POINT OFVIEW
Students sometimes have difficulty understanding that the author chooses the
point of view for its precise effect on the meaning of the story. Point of view is
an integral part of literary analysis. In both prose and poetry an individual tells
the story and this person provides the reader with one perspective about the
events. The author determines whose words are being read, where the narrator
stands in relation to the events, and whether the events are viewed from a fixed
or mobile position. Students sometimes have difficulty understanding that the
choice is deliberate, that a different point of viewwould change the story signif-
icantly, and that the author chooses the point of view for its precise effect on
the meaning of the story. The teacher should design activities to enable
students to comprehend point of view more readily.

Members of an AP Vertical Team for English may wish to review and discuss the
information given below and then structure appropriate activities to help
students learn to appreciate an author's deliberate choice of a point of view.
There are two basic types of point of view: participant and nonparticipant.

Participant Point of View
The participant point of view is also calledfrsf-person point of uiew because
first-person pronouns (I, me, my, we, us, our) are used to tell the story.

The participant point of view can be further subdivided into two types:

The narrator as a major character in the story (the story is told by and is
chiefly about the narrator).
The narrator as a minor character (the narrator tells a story that focuses on
someone else, but the narrator is still a character in the story).

A special type of participant narrator is called t}:re innocent-eye narrator The
character telling the story may be a child or a developmentally disabled indi-
vidual; the narrator is thus narve. The contrast between what the innocent-eye
narrator perceives and what the reader understands may produce an ironic
effect.

Stream of consciou.sness (interior monologre) is a narrative method in modern
fiction in which the author tells the story through an unbroken flow of thought
and awareness. The technique attempts to capture exactlywhat is going on in
the mind of a character.

Another special type of first person or participant narrator involves different
times in a character's life (e.9., Scout in To Kill a Mockingbird or David in Dauid
Copperfield).

Nonparticipant Point of View
The nonparticipant point of view is also called third-person point of uiew
because third-person pronouns (he, him, she, her, they, them) are used to tell
the story.

a

a
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The nonparticipant point of view can be subdivided into three types:

. Omniscient narrator The author can enter the minds of all the characters.

. Selectiue (limited) omniscient narrator. The author limits his omniscience
to the minds of a few of the characters or to the mind of a single character,

. Objectiue narrator. The author does not enter a single mind, but instead
records what can be seen and heard. This type of narrator is like a camera
or a fly on the wall.

Note: A rarely used point of uiew in literature is the second-person point of uiew.

This narratiue technique uses second-person pronouns (you, yout; yourself, etc.).

Use of second-person point of uiew ts uncommon because it directly inuolues the
reader in the story, and the reader may be unwilling and unable to identify with
the "yoL.L" in the story.

An author may choose to use more than one point of uiew in a giuen work.

Purposes of Participant Points ofView
The first-person point of view offers immediacy. The reader sees what is
perceived by the individual "I."

The first-person narrator can approach other fictional characters as closely
as one human being can approach another.
The first-person narrator can be an eyewitness, observing what other char-
acters say and do.

The first-person narrator can summarize events and retreat from a scene to
meditate on its significance.

The first person point of view allows the reader to be discerning; the reader
must determine whether the narrator is trustworthy.

The first-person narrator understands other ctraracters only by observing
what they say and do. This narrator cannot enter the minds of the other
characters and is unable to grasp their inner thoughts.
The first-person narrator outlines what a character observes and feels, and
thus the narrator's conclusions may be inaccurate.
The reader may question the validity and accuracy of the narrator's opinions.
The first-person point of view may contribute to dramatic irony; there is a
discrepancy between what the narrator knows and what the reader under-
stands.

Purposes of Nonparticipant Points ofView

Omniscient Point ofView
The omniscient point of view allows great freedom in that the narrator knows
all there is to know about the characters, externally and internally.

t
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The third-person narrator describes what characters are feeling and
thinking.
The third-person narrator describes what characters do.
The narrator may shift focus from the close view to the larger perspective.
The narrator may comment on events and characters, thus explaining their
significance to the reader.
The narrator may offer multiple perspectives on the same event.

Limited Omniscient Point ofView
The author knows everything about a particular character.

The story is portrayed through the eyes of one character, and there is a
sense of distance from the other characters.
The limited omniscient point of view approximates conditions of life in
that only one character's thoughts are knornrn. The story is more unifled
through the use of this point of view.

Objectiue Point ofView
The objective point of view allows inferences to be made by readers through
their observance of dialogue and external action. Readers are not directly influ-
enced by the author's statements. Readers' perceptions are influenced more
subtly by the author's selection of diction and details.

ClassroomActivities
The activities presented here are just examples of ways in which teachers can
develop students' understanding of point-of-view concepts. They are provided
so that teachers can model and design activities that will be appropriate for
their students. AIso note that the activities suggested for the middle grades are

more "tactile" in nature (i.e., they ask the student to draw, to write, to act, etc.),

whereas the advanced activities are more discursive in nature. This is not to say,

however, that teachers on any level cannot move up and dolrrn this continuum,
depending on the needs of their students.

Set a scene in a particular time and place and oufline people and animals who
belong in that scene. Students may choose the roles of the various human and

animal characters found in the situation or story. Each student assumes a role

and completes the situation as that character. Extensions of this activity include
dramatization and artistic representation of the characters and situations. Oral
and written work, such as diaries, journal entries, letters, etc., can be included.
This activity encourages students to think from the point of view of another

being and allows them to "get into the skinl' of the persona they have created.
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Students may take on the role of an animal or object and relate the story from
a different point of view. For example:

The trees in I{arper Lee's novel To Kill a Mockingbird or tnJohn Knowles'A
Separate Peace

The last tree in the world from A. Lentini's short story'Autumn Time"
The student's school building
The school bully
A sea creature (crab, lobster, barnacie) on a rock near the beach

This activity may enable students to realize that when point of view is manipu-
lated, meaning and perspective can be altered significantly.

Read the first three paragraphs of a novel told from the first-person point of
view. Students should discuss the reasons why the author has chosen this point
of view and speculate about the effect of the story's being told through the eyes
of the narator. Then students can break into groups and revl,rite the passage
from a different point of view. Groups may share their work with the class; indi-
viduals should then freewrite about the different effects created by the use of
different points of view.

In the following passage from Scott O'Dell's novel The Black Pearl, the story is
told through the eyes of the main character, Ramdn Salazar. This excerpt would
be an effective one to study using the method outlined above.

a

o

a

a

Everyone who lives in our:tovrrn of La,Paz, or along the far crasts -ot
among the high'mquntains of Baja Csliforniai has'heard of the'Manta,
Diablo. There are manywho live in the,great'world outslde who have '

heard of him also, I am told. But of these,thousands only twohavei'really
seen hiln. $nd of the,two, only one is alive-I, Ramdn Salarar.

There are ma$y people in,thetown of La P, az:and in Baia ealifur.aiawho,
say they have seen the Manta Diab-lo. Old men around the fires.at night
tell their grandsons of the meetings they have had riuith him. Mo-thers:,
s.eek to frighten bad children by threatening to call frqm the:deeps of the
sea this fearsome giarrt.

I am now sixteen, but when I wi*s younger and'did things Ishould not
have doae- my or,rrn mother said to,me salernnly;'Eamdn,if you do.,ttiis ,

thing,again I shall speak awoid tc the Manta Diablo.'l

She told me,that he was larger than the largest ship in the harbor sf La '

Paz, His eyes were the color of ambergris andshaped,like a.sickle moon,
and there were seven of them. He had seven rows of teeth in his mcuth,"
each tooth as long as my father'S Toledo knife, \,Vith these teeth he would
snap my bones like sticks.

Mothers of myfriends alss Ihreatened themwith theMaqtaDiablo. He
was a sorrewhat different monster from the one mv mother'knerAr, for he
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As a further extension of this exercise, students may choose the point of view
of the Manta Diablo from the story. Using the words "I am the Manta Diablo"
as a beginning, they may write a description of themselves based on what the
main character, Ram6n Salazar, has outlined from his point of view in the
opening paragraphs of the novel.

Students maywrite or draw a scene from two different points of view. The
points of view should be those of two different characters in the story. For
example, the student writers can envision themselves first as the old man and
then as the murderer in Edgar Allan Poe's story "The Tell-Tale Heart."

Students maywrite about a car accident as seen from differing points of view,
or they can discuss all the possible views of a car accident and then relate the
incident from different points of view

Students may choose a well-known piece of literature and rewrite the point
of view so that the story is told from another character's viewpoint-the point
of view of the wolf from the story "Little Red Riding Hood," the point of view of
the monster Grendel in Beowulf, the point of view of Casey from "Casey at the
Bat," or the point of view of Iay Gatsby inThe Great Gatsby.

Teachers mayread or outline to students the scenario of Santa Claus kissing
the student's mother beside the Christmas tree. (Try to refrain from singing the
song.) Have students choose the point of view of a 3-year-old, a teenager, and
an adult witnessing the scene. They must then write about what they have seen

from the viewpoint they have chosen. Through this exercise, students can

appreciate that a single situation may have several different meanings,
depending on the point of view that has been chosen.

The following activities are based on Alfred Noyes' poem "The Highwayrnan."

At any level of study, students can discuss and write about the various charac-
ters found in the poem. They may wish to assume the character of Bess, the
landlord's daughter; Tim, the ostler; the Highwal.rnan; or the two spirits at the
end of the poem.

had.:rnore tee,th or less.or;gyes''shirped,ifi rardiffdre-'nt,wlryo1, o:n$,adngle, ,

eye instead of seven.

My.gian'dtathqiwas th,q moslleargqd-man,,ir.our,tolglrHe eogld.fead:,',
a.pd'Use$.qnrand recltq long poemq right'out- :his:m,ernorfy,,$ehpd,,,:;

seea rtheVlaqtaEi*lo,sevei fu es, b'oft ,a!,night,an{::$.the daytime, sq

he said, and his descriptions were nearer the truth as t know it.

Yet I say to you, that of all the old men and the mothers and even my
grandfather, not one has been able to give a true picture of the Manta
Diablo.

FromThe Black Pearl. Copyright OI967 by Scott O'Dell. Reprinted bypermission olHoughton Mifflln
Company. AII rights reserved.
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Students may transcribe the poem into a narrative account while maintaining
the third-person point of view. Teachers could bring in newspaper articles
reporting various local events and then ask students to write about the events
that have occurred in the poem from a reporter's point of view. For a more
sensational form ofjournalism, use examples of writing from tabloids and then
have students imitate the style when dealing with the tragedy found in "The
Highwayrnan."

At the more advanced levels, teachers may desire to review some of the
concepts associated with point-of-view theory. With a little guidance from the
teacher, it is possible for students to determine that an author has used the
third-person objective point of view.

The teacher may wish to discuss with the class the advantage of the objective
point of view, where the author does not enter his characters'minds but
instead records what is seen and heard. This discussion should cause students
to think about the conscious choice of the point of view that the author has
made and why that choice is effective. Following the discussion, students will
be asked to write a paragraph dealing with the objective point of view which
allows the reader to make inferences about the characters in the poem. \.Mhat

can be inferred about the characters of the Highwayman, Bess, and Tim?

The,tliehivayr4an

Part One'

The wind was a torrent of darkness among the gusty ftees.
The moon was a ghostlli galleon.tossed upon cloudy seas-
The road was a ribbonof moonlight,over the purple moor, :

And the highwayman came dding ' ,

Riding-*66i"g--
Thehighwayman carne riding,,up to'the oldinn-door.. '

Hed a Frqnch cocked-hat on his forehead,.a bunch oilace at his chin,
A coat of the claretvelvet, and breeches of broum doe.skin.
Theyfittedwithneverawtink1e'.Hisbootswereup't0thethigh.
And he rode with a iewelled twinkle, '

Over the cobbles he clattered and clashed in the,darkinn-yard,
He tapped with his whip on the shutters, but all,was'locked and barred.
He whistled a tune to the window, andwho'should be.waiting there
But the landlord's black-e,yed daughter,

Plaiting a dark red love-knot into her Iong black haii

And dark in the dark old inn-yard a stable-wicket creaked
Where,Tirn the ostler listened.'His facewas white.and,pqaked. ., . .

His eyes were hollows of madness, hishairlifu'mo,qldyhay,
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But he loved the landlord's' daughter,

Durnb as a dog he listened, and he heard the robber seT*:-

l'One kiss,'imy'bonny sweetheart, I'm after a prize to-nlght,
But I shall be back with the yellow gold before the morning light;
Yet,if they press'me sharply; and harry me through the-day,

' Vrlatch'forme bymoonlight, '

tr'll,come to thee byfioonlight, though hell shouldbar the way,"

Fle,roseuprightin the stirrups. He scarce could reaeh her hand,

But she'loosened her hair in the,casement. His face burnt like a tirand
As:the,black eascad€ of petfume came tumbling over his breast; I

Andhekisseditswavesinthemoon1ight,.
, i , . , ', (O, sweet blackwaves in the moonlightl)

'Then he tugged at his rein in the mooniight, and galloped ar*ay to the west.

PartTvro

He did rlot come in the davrming; He did not come,at noon;

And out of the tavrmysunset; before the rise of the rnoon,

lltlhen the road was a gypsy's ribbon, looping the purple moor,

A,red-coat troop came marching-

King Georgers rnen'camemarching, up to the oldinn.door.

:They said no word to the landlord. They drank his ale instead.

Butthey gagged his'daughter, and bound her, t0 the foot of her narrow bed.

.There wasdeath at everYwindow;
]...l'.:fu1fl:}re11atonedarkwindow;...

For Bess,coqld see, through her casement, the road tJrat he would ride.

theyhaO tied her up to atlention,,with rnany a sniggeringiest,
, Thelr ha{ bound a musket beside her, with the rnuzzle.treneath her breast!

'llNovf keep good wateh!" and theykissed her. She heard the doomed man

Look for lne W moanlight;

' I'Il came ta thee by moonligltt, thoagh-hell should. bar the wary!

{he twisted her handS behind her;'but al} ttre ko-otsheld good!

She writhed her hands till her:fingers wele wet with'sweat or blood!

,,,therstretChed and'strairred in the darkness, and the hours crawled bylike

,Year$, , 
.

Till, now on the stroke oimidnight,
, : , Cold, on the stroke of midnight,

-The tip of onefinger, touched ittThe trigger at least was hers!

' 1'66 1ip of one finger touched it. Sh.e strove normore for the rest;

Up, she stood up to attention, with the rnuzzle beneath her.breasL

She woUtd not dsk their hearing; she would not strive again;

For the road lay bare in the moonlighq
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Blank and bare in,the moonlight;
And the tlood overrherveins, in the moonlight, throbu-ed to her love's
refrain.

Tlot.tLot; rtat-rrorl Had they heard it? The horse-hoofs ringing clear;
Tlat tlot; ttrot-tlat, in the distance? lVere they deaf that they did not hear?
Dovqn:the ribbon of r,noonlight, over the browof the hill,
The highwayrnan came ridirg-,

,The,rred-eoats looked to theirrpriming! she stood up, straight and stiu.

Tlat-tlot, in the frqsty sile'nce1 Tlatttlat, in the echoing nightl
l{earer he,came and nearer,rHer face was like a light.
,*Ier elres grew wide for a rnornent; she drew one last deep breath,
Then her flnger rnoved fn,the moonlight,

. Her rnusket.shattered the moonlight,
shattered her breast in,the moonlight and warned him-with her death.

He turned, He spuriedto the west he did not know who stood
Bowed' with,her head oler the mrrsket, drenched with her ornm blood!
Not till the dawrr he heard i!, and his face grew grey to hear
How Bess, the landlard'e, daughter;

: The landlord's black-eyed daughter,
Had watched for herlo-ve inthe moonlight, and died in the darkness there.

Bach he spurred llkq a m.a r4aq, sheuting a cur$e to the sky,
!Vi& the white load smokingbehind him and his r4pier brandished high.
Blood-red were his spurs in &e golden noon; wine-redlwas his velvet coat;
When, they shot him down on the highwav

: ' Doval like,adog bn the highway,
And he.lay in hiq blood on the highway, with a c-unch of lace at his throat.

And still af a winterb:night, they say, wlten the wind is in the trees,
lVhen the tnoon ts * gltosrly galteon tossed upon cloud.y seas,
When the raad is q, ribboru a{ moonlight ouer the parple rnaor
A highwa1tman cames rid;ing*

Rtding..-.riding-
Ahighwayruan cemes rid.ingl up to the oLd inn-door

Auer,the aobbles he clatters and elangs in the dark inn-yard,
He taps'with his whip on the sh,wtters, but atl ts tocked, and, barred.
He whistles a tune to'the window, and who sh,ould be waiting there
But the land.lardb black-eyed daughter,

Plaiting a d,ark red lou:e-knot ints her long black hair
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Read the following passage to the class. Then have the students pretend that
they are Mary Lennox and that they are writing about their ornm life as Mary.

Use the following beginning: "When I was sent to Misselthwaite Manor to live with
myuncle, everybody said I was the most disagreeable-looking child ever seen."

Students may read the following passages from Madeleine llEngle's novelAWrinkle
in Time and then base awriting assignment on the passages theyhave read.

'l'Who'c this ITtt'Meg'lMurryJ asked:

lAIl in good time," eharles\Ahllace said.'lYou'renot ready for IT yet. First
of all I will tell you sornething.about this beautiful, enlightened p,Ianet,of

eamoz6:tz.'r His',voice tookonthedry pedantic tones qf ME lenkins.
nPerhaps 

11ou do not realize that on Camazotz we have eonquered,all
illness, all deformity--t'

l' I4&?" Csl1rrri inteffupted.

There's No One Left

lthen Mary Lennox wasrsent to'Misselthwaite Manor to live with. her i

uncle everybody said she was,the mostdisa$eeable-looling child €vcr : 
,

ssen; It $tas- true, too. She had a thin face and a little thin body, thin l1ght
hair and a sour expression. Her hair was yellor,v, and her face was yellow
because she had beenborn,in India and had alwaye been ill in onerway or
another, Her father'had held a position under the English'Government
and'had ahlrays''been busy and ill himsetrf,'and her mother had treen a

$eat beautSr who cared only to go,to'parties ,and ,arnuse herself with gay
people; She had not wanted a little girl at all, 4nd yrhen Marlr was bom '

she handed'her over to,the care. of an {yah, w-ho was made to understand
that'if she wished to please the Mem Sahibshe rfirst keep the child out of

baby,she.was kept'out of the way,,'and when.she'tiecame a,sickly, ftetful;
toddling thing,she was kept:out of the way.also, She never remenrb-ered
seeing familiarly,anlthing but {re dark faces of her Ayah,and t-he other
native ser: nts,'and as theyalways obeyed:her and gaveher her,s'vrrn way.
in everything, because the Mem Sahib would be angryis she was
disturo-ed by,her crying; by the time she was six years old she was as

tlrrannicaland s,elfish alittle pig as ever lived..'The youngEnglish
governess who came to teaeh her to read and'write disliked her so mueh
thatshe'gavg up her plaee in three months, and when ottrer governesses
carne to try to fill it they always went away in a shorter-tirne'than the,first,
one-,So if'Maryhdd not ehosen to reallywant to know how to readrbooks
she would never have learned her letters at all.

tsutuett, Fiaflces Hodgson. The'Secret Garden: Toruntoi Schalasdc Inc., n.d.
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Take on the identity of IT of Camazolz. Outline your viervs on running the
planet.

In a stream-of-consciousness activity, students record the thoughts of a 6-
year-old child. The teacher can help them get started by suggesting examples
that may be significant to a child: e.9., the birth of a sibling, thoughts on waking
up in the morning, or moving to a new location. Students should be told to
r.rrite the way they think without paying much attention to sentence structure
and mechanical conventions.

Students then read their works to the class, and a discussion can be held that
focuses on the challenges writers face when they attempt to complete an inte-
rior monologue. This activity can be used to introduce the novel Flowers for
Algernon by Daniel Keyes, or it can serve as an introduction to the stream-of-
consciousness writing technique. Where it is used as an introduction to the
technique, the teacher may wish to read aloud the first four pages of James
Ioyce's novel A Portrait of the Artist as aYoung Marz. Following the reading, the
discussion should focus on how]oyce has managed to capture the thoughts
and experiences of a 6-year-old child. Students should be encouraged to view
the passage critically. They may find places where they can suggest alternatives
to the writer's technique.

In a multiple point-of-view activity, the teachers should choose a historcal
event that is being studied by the students. Tly to find an account of the event
in the form of a poem, a narrative account, or a diary entry by a character. It is
also possible to use a section in a social studies textbook that explains the
event. Students are to write an account of the event, choosing a point of view
that seems suitable (first person, second person, third person, stream of

Charles continued as though he had not heard. And of course he hadn't,
Meg thought. "We let no one suffer. It is so much kinder simply to annihi-
late anyone who is ill. Nobody has weeks and weeks of runny noses and

sore throats. Rather than endure such discomfort they are simply put to
sleep." (p. tZZ)

As she continued to step slowly forward as last she realized what the
Thing on the dais was.

IT was a brain.

A disembodiecl brain. An oversized brain, just ernough larger than normal
to be completely revolting and terrifying. A living brain. A brain that
pulsed and quivered, that seized and commanded. No wonder the brain
was called IT. IT was the most horrible, the morst repellent thing she had
ever seen, far rnore nauseating than anything she had ever imagined with
her conscious mind, or that had ever tormented her in her most terrible
nightmares.

Excerpts fronr A tr'[r'inlcle in Timeby Madeleine LEngle. Copl,right O 1962, renewed 1990 by N{adeleine LEngle
Franklin, Reprinted b,r permission of F'arrar, Straus and Giroux, Ll.C.
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consciousness, innocent eye naffator, etc.). For example, base the historical
event on "The Indians Lament" by Christine Park Hankinson and "John
Burnett's Journey," an account of the Trail of Tears. Play some Native American
music. Students select a part (soldier, Cherokee Indian, newspaper reporter,
etc.) and write an account of the tragedy using a point of view that seems
appropriate. Students may wish to reenact the journey, with the parts of the
soldiers and Indians being assigned. One student can narrate while the others
play drums and pantomime the event.

Students working at advanced levels are given the first two paragraphs of
various works, and can work in groups determining what they can predict
about the narrator and why the author may have chosen that particular point
of view. The effect of the point of view on the reader should also be considered.
Sample opening paragraphs have been provided below:

hr myyqungyears i,lookpridein.thq fact that luck was called 4lady,{6,
trctr there were,so, f$ pii b-lic.ackriowle d gm e n ts of th e fem ale p,resenep',r

that I felt personally honored whenever nature and large ships were

referr,€d to as,feminine. Bu{,.a$,[,firafirG.d, I began to resent bqirrg:.cortsid:,

€red.a-sistel'to,a,,q!4rrge1ing,as{!-c!lg'as:}uc}<, as a}gof as an oceaa;,aad as

frivolous as nature.

The p-hrase'A w.qtnan has the right to changqh'gr mind" :playgd, so aptly,
into,fte negative image.of,&e femal,e thatrl.made myself av,ictim to an
.un$raveri4g.deei$iqn; Evenif,I,,rnade antnand,and'sti$idchoice, I stuck 

,

by it rather than "be like a woman and change my mind."

Angelou. Maya.Wouldn'tTakeNothingforMylourneyNouNewYork: RandomHouse. Inc.. 1993.

David.,g6lixan,had livdin,EntrCmonrallrhis,.f,rit!:lr,Vears.Asrfar.baOk as.r,,,,.

childhood, whenever anger had dishevelled him, or confusion, or the tick,
:tiek, tisk oi errrpltnecq- like,he f€It today,,,he had sought the log',.load that ,,

weht,tq'the.1qp o.f the,ryr-ountai4.fu hgrrpqr,*q,alsng1his road;'5omei ,,,-i,,:

whererhe,twist o,f,anger'#ould'loOsen a shaft of clarity would-,dtrik€,r,, , " '

th{ough tfiqseud,of,co-gfuslon; blood wo.u}d,$eep:backlntothe,pulsq. .1,,

and pallor of the emptiness. He would take happiness there, to be along
with it; as another child might keep hidden for a day a toy that wasn't his.

He stood at the kitchen window now watching the highway.

The Mounrain and the Valtey byErnest Buckler. Used by permission, McClelland & stewart Ltd. The Canadian
putrlishers.
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My father's family name being Pirrip, and my Christian name Philip, m11

infant tongue could make of both names rothing longer or more explicit
than Pip. So I cailed myself Pip, and came to be called Pip.

I give Pirrip as my father's faryity name, on the authority of his tombstone
and rrqr sister-Mrs. Ioe Gargery, who married the blacksmith. As I never
saw my father or rny mother, and never saw any likeness of either of them
(for their days were long before the days of photographs), my flrst fancies
regarding what they were like were unreasonably derived from their tomb-
stones. The shape of the letters on my father's gave me an odd idea that he
was a square, stout, dark man, with curiy black hair. From the character
and turn of the inscription, *Also GeorgianaWife of theAbove,' I drew a
childish conclusion that my mother was freckled and sickly. To five litte
stone lozenges, each about a foot and a half long, which were aranged in
a neat row beside their grave, and were sacred to the memory of five little
brothers of mine-who gave up trying to get a living exceedingly early in
that universal struggle*I am indebtedfor a belief I religiously entefiained
that they had all been born on their backs with their hands in their
kousers-pockets, and had nevertaken them out in this state of existence.

Dickens,.Charles " C,reat Erpectations. Ed., Angus Calder. NewYork Viking Penguin, Inc., 1S65.

I am an invisible man. No, I am not a spook like those who haunted Edgar
Allan Poe; nor am I one ofyour Hollyarood-movie ectoplasms. I am a man of
substance, of flesh and bone, fiber and liquids*and I miglrt evea be said to
possess a mind,. I am invisible, understand, simplybecause people refuse to
see me. Like the bodiless heads you see sometimes in circus sideshows, it is,

as though I have been surrounded by mirrors cf hard, distorting glass.When
they approach me they see only my surroundings, themselves, or fi.grqents
of their imagination-indeed, everything and anyth-ing except me.

Nor is my invisibility exactly a matter of a biochemieal accident to my
epidermis. That invisibility to which I refer occurs because of a peculiar
disposition of the eyes of those with whom I come in contact. A mater of
the construction of their inner eyes, those eyes with which they look
through their physical eyes upon reality. I am not complaining, nor am I
protesting eitheE It is sor,netimes advantageous to be unseen, although it
is most often rather wearing on the nerves. Then too, you're constantly' '
being bumped against by those of poor vision. Or again, you often doubt
if you really exist. You wonder whether you arent simply a phantom in
other people's minds. Say, a figure in a nightmare which the sleeper tries
with all his strength to destroy. It's when you feel like this that, out of
resentment, you begin to bump people back. And, let me confess, Jrou
feel that way most of the time. You ache with the need to conyince your.
self that you do exist in the real world, that you're a part of all the sound
and anguish, and you strike out with your fists, you curse and you Ewear
to make them recognize you. And, alas, it's seldom successful.

Ellison, Ealph. Izuisible Man. Copl,right O 1947, 1948,1952 by Ralph Ellison. Reprinted by permissioir of .

Raldom House, Inc.
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In,rnyyoqnger:and rnore ltrlnerableyears r,ny,fatherigav€ Inesorn&,adviee
that I've been turning over in my mind ever since.

"\rvhenever you feel like criticizing anyone," he told me, "just remember
that all the,people in- this world havent had,the advantages,that you,ve
had."

Reprintedwithpermissionofscribner.aDivisionofsimon&schuster, lnc.from TheGreatGatslry(Authorized
Textl by E $citn Fitzgerald. eopyright Ig25 Charles Scribner,s Sons, Copytight renewad lg5g.by fra.ncee Scott
lit4geraldLanahan, Copltight @t99IJ 1gg?flea$or Larah.an, tuatrhewi {iuccoli, and Sa&uellana}iaa asItuslee$,ula.dated 7l3l?5 ereated iryFiances Scott Iitzgerald.smith,

,rt isra Iong w4y in,tir,ne and space, from the bathroom of my Grandmother
Mowat'c house in Oakville,'Ontario, to the bottomof awoliden in the
Earren tands,of ce.ntral Keewatin, and lhave no tntention of retracing,the
'entire road which lies belween. Nevertheleqs, there must be a beginniag
to any.tale; and the story,of my,sojournamongst'ihe,wolves uegns piop-
,erly in, Granny's bathroom. . ,: :

ltllhen l,was fiveyears old I had still not given anyindie.atign,-as,m,o$t , ,

gifted children.do well before, that,age; of wherq mt future lay. .perhaps
because thcywere'disappointed byllrnllfailpre tc,decliro rnyseld m]r, I ,,,,

I)arents took.me to oalqdlleand abandoned me to theeareof urv.grand-
pareffswhile theylr,rentoffon.,a.holiday,,,',, :'', : i

Movra! Farler AbrerCrywbf Cqpydghl..@lg63byFarleyMowar Ltd, By.p.elIllissionof Litfle, Broyenahd
C,ompahy. . . l

Atorre the 1o1v.q, on the hiU nrow, the,stone:angel used to,stand. I wonder
if s. hg stauds,there yet, in memory of her whq@inquisheo her feeble, .

$hoslas tgained rnystukiborn one, mymothells angel that mlr.father
.brught inpride to markher bcnes and proclaim hii dynastg as.he , ,

faRcied,furevei and aduy., . :

Summer an-diwinter,she viewed the town with sigfrtlessl elreq..She rlrasi
doubly blind, not only stone but unendowed with even a pretense of
sight,,lvhoever carved her had Ieft the eyi:.balls biank. rt seerned strarge

:tome that she stould stand abovethe town;harking us all to heaven
without knowing who we uiere.at all. Butr uras too young ttren tolknow
her purpose; althougtr my father ofte-n told me,she had,been brousht '

. frorn Italy,at,a 'terrible e4pense aqd w,as:,pure,white marble. r think now
she must have been carved in that distant sun by stone masons who were
the elndcal desqendants of Bernini,:gouging,out her like by the scoie, ,

gaugingwith admirable accuracythe needs of flidglingphar-aohs in an
uncouth land.

From The srone Angel. fPhoenix Fiction, t993). Copyrighr @ .1964 Margaret Laurence with permission ofNewEnd laq..Reptintedwith:&e-permisslonof New End l{c. fiie.srqn$aiga8awargwertauience. used bypenaissiox, McClelleind & Stewan Ltd. The Canadian putrlishers. - i
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Using literature appropriate for the levels of their students, teachers can

design activities in which two points of view ale compared and analyzed.lane

Eyre and.Wide Sargasso Sealendthemselves well to comparison because a

number of the characters are present in both pieces of literature.

The following passages deal with the identical incident taken from two points

of view. Students can be asked to compare the event based on the different

points of view of the two characters.

lNOw m.y, good: fellp1ry;, 1qO are you?' he' asked -

:'$els'dO ne, fu r' mq I,fgaq' was, ttte,fain:t reply

'Not awhit?_-courage! This day fortnight you'll hardly be a pin the worse

of it: you've lost a little blood; that's all-Carter, assure him there's no

danger!

'I can do that conscientiouslY,' said Carter, who had not undone the

bandages; 'only I wish I could have got here sooner: he would not have

bled so much-but how is this? The flesh on the shoulder is torn as well

as cut. This wound was not done with a knife: there have been teeth here!'

'She bit me,' he murmured.'She worried me llke a tigress, when

Rochester got the knife from her.'

'You should not have yielded: you should have grappled with her at once,'

said Mr. Rochester.

I said,lI eart't rememtrer what happened. I can't remernber.'

'W1lat he came, in,l'said Grace Poo1e, the didnt recognize you.'

"lWiU 
you tiglrt the, fire,i, L, said, ib-ecause, I'm so cold.'

l{!iS.g.en$em'an q,rqiVe! suddenly andrinsisted on seeing you and t}rat

r,yas all.th tha.rlk5 he Sot.rYqu'rughed'at:him with a knife and:whea1 he go-t

the.tr(I}iferAwayyou bit hiq arm. You wqrt't see hirn againr And where did
yotget,mat,knifei f tola&era you stde it frorn me but I'm much too

.cargfrrt,.t,m;;u416 -y.our qort You got no knife'frofi1me.You mu$ have

n-o*gtit,lt. ttrat diy lii,rren I toot y.ou our. I told Mrs,:Eff yoq oughtrt'l to be l

takenout.'...

Grace, Poole,'qaid,,lSo you dont rememb er that you attacked' this'

.genttemanwithaknifgf 1 said that you would be quiet. "I must speak tq
,heir".heiaitl.,Olhe.was warned.but he wo,uldnltlisten. I was in ttre raom

:butf,aiaathe*r atlhe id e*cep1'!lciurnotintqrferelegally hetween'
yOqqelf,and yourhuoband.'l,It waa when he sai{ lflegal$" tfuat you flew at

him,and-when he sted.ttreknife out of your handyott biqhim',Do you

rmE .to sa tha!,yio,rldonittetnqmberqqy.ofthis?1."'l
gliu;f*an W;au Sorgassu ,sear'Nr'rirl6rkr!9;W Norton land Compa*y tne'; 19821



it was he
looked so quiet at first.'
Bronte, Charlotte. Jane Eyre. New York:
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Viking Penguin, Inc., 1965.

matter. The reader does not have voice inflection
either to obscure or to carry meaning. Thus, a
student's understanding of word choice, details,
imagery and language all contribute to the under-
standing of tone. To misinterpret tone is to misin-
terpret meaning. If a student misses irony or
sarcasm, he or she may misread the meaning of an
entire passage.

TONE/ATTITUDE/EFFECT

Tone
Tone is the speaker or author's attitude toward the subject, which is revealed by
the words he or she chooses. Very young children can sense a speaker's attitude
in tone of voice. For that matter, even a dog understands the tone of his
master's voice: "You lazy old cur, how are you today? Did anyone ever tell you
that you are absolutely useless. Wish I could be as worthless as you are." The
dog wags his tail, enjoying the attention and kindness of his master's voice
despite the literal meaning of the words.

Understanding tone in written prose and poetry however, is an entirely different

To mistnterpret tone
is to misinterpret
meaning. If a student
misses irony or sarcasm,
he or she may misread
the meaningof an
entire passage.

As teachers introduce students to the concept of tone, it is important for the
students to work with literature that is appropriate for their grade level. In Poe's
"The Fall of the House of Usher," a ninth grader would sense the melancholy
attitudes of the speaker, while a twelfth grader would discover the urbane
contempt of the Duke of Ferrara in "My Last Duchess." The middle school
teacher can help the student discover the tone in works such as"The Tell-Tale
Heart," "The Cremation of Sam McGee," "Janet Waking," "The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner," All Creatures Great and Small, "The Highwayman," and "The
Night the Ghost Got In."

To introduce tone the teacher might speak the same phrase in several different
tones of voice. The phrase "I love you" or "I see you" might be said affection-
ately, questioningly, sarcastically, glibly, or coldly. A brief scene with a simple
dialogue between two students using differing tones to fit different characters
and contexts emphasizes how tone changes meaning. For example:

A. You're late!
B. I know. I couldnt help it

A. I understand.
B. I knew you would.
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a

A. I have something for you.
B. Really?\.Vhat?

A. This!

How might this scene by played by fwo lovers who are meeting at a restau-
rant where one lover is about to propose marriage?
How would two spies speak the same words?
Howwould a parent and a child who has come home late do so? In each
scenario, the tone controls audience understanding and interpretation.

a

a

A list of tone words is one practical method of providing a basic "tone vocabu-
Iary." An enriched vocabulary enables students to use more specific and subtle
descriptions of an attitude they discover in a text. Include words such as the
following:

The teacher encourages students to use dictionaries for definitions of the tone
words listed above. Students need explicit dictionary meanings to establish
subtle differences between tone words such as emotional, sentimental, and
lugubrious so that they can accurately comment on a work that appeals to
emotions, emphasizes emotion over reason, or becomes emotional to the point
of being laughable. Keeping a list of precise tone words and adding to it
sharpens students' articulation in stating tone.

peaceful horrific
mocking sarcastic
objective nostaigic
vibrant zealous
frivolous irreverent

poignant
detached
confused

humorous

cold

hollow childish

sweet

bitter audacious benevolent
seducti
candid

giddy pititul

symp

urgent
joking

dreamy shocking
restrained somber

angry
sharp
upset
silly
boring
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Shifi inTone
As students grow more aware of tone, they will discover that good authors
rarely use only one tone. To demonstrate how complex a speaker's attitude
might be or how an author might have one attitude toward the audience and
another attitude toward the subject, the teacher might give students clues to
watch for shifts in tone:

. key words (e.g., but, yet, nevertheless, however, although)

. punctuation (dashes, periods, semicolons)

. stanza and paragraph divisions

. changes in line and stanza or in sentence length

. sharp contrasts in diction

In the following poem, note how the speaker puzzles about the irony of killing
men in war who might have been neighbors or friends. As the poem continues,
however, the speaker grows more uncertain of his attitude. Note that repetition
and punctuation guide the reader to the speaker's shifting tone:

The Man He Killed

Had he and i but met
By some old ancient inn,
We should have sat us down to set
Right many a nipperkinl*

But laugecl as infantrv
And staring face to face,

I shot at him as he at me,
And killed him in his place.

I shot him dead because-
Because he was my foe,

Iust so: my foe of course he was;

That's clear enough, although

He though he'd'list, perhaps,
Off-hand-like-just as I -
Was out of work-had sold his traps-
No other reason why.

Yes; quaint and curious war is!

You shoot a feliow dor,trn

Youd treat if met where any bar is,

Or help to half-a-crown.
*l{alf-pint cup

Tlrc Corttplete Poents of Thomas Hardy Ed., Iames Gibson, Macnrillan Publishing, 1978. Copyright @ Gale Group,
Reprinled by perniission of the Gale Group.

From
1978,



A number of clues show the reader the infantry''rnans changing attitude'

Although the repetition of "because" could be viewed as a stylistic weakness,

here it effectively indicates some hesitancy of tone. The speaker is uncertain of
the reason for killing even though he has been given the standard reason to kill
"the enemy." Similarly, the word "although" in line 12 gets more emphasis at the

end of the line and the stanza, suggesting that the speaker is trying to persuade

himself. The dashes, indicating a pause, suggest a rethinking on the part of the

speaker that his former attitude of certainty about who an enemy is has

changed to doubt and ambivalence.

Using the acronym DIDLS helps students remember those elements of tone

that they should consider when evaluating prose or poetry. Diction, images,

details, language, and sentence structure all help to create the author's or

speaker's attitude toward the subject and audience (tone).

Short Passages for Discussion
Begin practicing the analysis of tone by using short passages along with a
specific strategy such as DIDLS to determine the tone. Ask students to suggest

what tone-words they would use to describe the speaker's attitude.

In his story "The Fall of the House of Ushet," Edgar Allan Poe has created a

sense of foreboding.

The passage uses word choice and imagery to create its melancholic, somber

tone. In this case, the imagery and diction also produce an oppressive atmos-

phere, or mood, which helps to establish this somber tone' Words such as

idrrll," ,,dark," and "dreary" suggest the oppressive feeling, whereas the image

"vacant and eye-like windows" creates the melancholy and somber attitude'

DIDLS
Diction the connotation of the word choice

Images vir,td appeals to understanding through the senses

Details facts that are included or those omitted
I^anguage the overall use of language, such as formal, clinical, jargon

Sentence Sructure how structure affects the reader's attitude

During the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in the autumn of the
year, when the clouds hung oppressively low in the heavens, I had been
passing along, on horseback, through a singularly dreary tract of country
and at length found myself, as the shades of the evening drew on, within
view of the melancholy House of Usher...I reined my horse to the precipi-

tous brink of a black and lurid tarn that Iay in unruffled luster by the

dwelling... lwith] vacant and eye-like windows."

poe, Edgar Allan. "The Fall of the House of Usher." The Fall of the Hotxe of Usher and Other Tales. New York:

Signet Classic, 1960.
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Look at the fotlowing passage from Frank Folsom's "Life in Caves." Teachers

may introduce the work by having students write about their attitudes toward

bats before examining Folsom's passage. In the following paragraph, the more

sophisticated students should be able to sense a shift in tone-one attitude for
the society in general and another for the subject.

Diction such as "thoroughly unreliable legend" or "unreasoned fears" suggests

that Folsom's attitude toward those who fear bats is disapproving and contemp-
tuous. On the other hand, his attitude toward the bats, indicated by diction
such as "harmless, even beneficial little beasts," shows respect and approval.

The word "beasts" no longer has a negative meaninS, and combined with the

use of "little," becomes playfully friendly. Humans are ignorant and supersti-

tious while bats are harmless.

Certainly, even young children can discover tone. Consider the poem below as

an exploration in irony:

Today IsVery Boring

Today is very boring
it's a very boring day,

there is nothing much to look at,

there is nothing much to say,

there's a peacock on my sneakers,

there's a penguin on my head,

there's a dormouse on my doorsteP,
I am going back to bed.

Today is very boring
it is boring through and through,
there is absolutely nothing
that I think I want to do,

I see giants riding rhinos,
and an ogre with a sword,
there's a dragon blowing smoke rings,
I am positively bored.

Perh4ps'because bats'are nocturnal in'hobjt,ra wealth o-f thoroughllrunre-
liablelegend has grornrn up about them, and menhavemade,cf the'harm'
less, even.beneficial littlebeasts,a,means of expres$ing'th-eir unreasoned
fears. Bats were the standardrparaphernalia foi witchesi'the fernale'half of
humanitystood'in terror that bats would become entangled in their hair.

Phrases crept intothe language expressing man's revulsion origqol ,, '
rance-'1Bats in the Belfry,? "B.atty,t'"Blind as a Bat."

Folsom. Frai*. "Life ia Citves,". Croi';n Putilishirs, krc. New.York
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Today is very boring,
I can hardly help but ya\,'n,
There's a flying saucer landing
in the middle of my lar,rrn,

it's a very boring
"Today IsVery Boring." From The New Kid on the Block.Textcopyright O 1984 by lack Prelutsky. Used by
permission of HarperCollins Publishers.

The following passage from I. R. R.Tolkierls The Hobbit shows the speaker's
attitude toward his audience to be one of gentle mockery, whereas his attitude
toward the hobbits is revealed in whimsical and complimentary details.

TONE ANALYSIS INTRODUCTORY EXERCISE
Pre-AP students who are just beginning to study the ways in which imagery
detail, and diction work together to produce tone may benefit from the following
activity. The steps can be adapted to nearly any passage from a richly layered text.

Carefully read the following passage fromWalkabout,by IamesVance Marshall.
This book is about trnro Caucasian children who become lost in the Australian
Outback and are rescued by an Aborigine boy. This passage describes one of the
many Australian animals they encounter on their journey at a time when the
children feel discouraged, lost, hungry, and frightened.

I suppose hobbits need some description nowada.vs, since they have
become rare and shy of Big People, as they call us. They are (or were) a
little people, atrout half our height, and smaller than the bearded

along, making a noise like elephants which they can hear a mile off. They
are inclined to be fat in the stomach; they dress in bright colours (chiefly

deep fruity laughs (especially after dinner, which they have twice a day
when they can get it).
Ftom The Hobbil by I. lt. R. Tolkien. Copyright O I966 b-y I. R. R. 'lblkien. Copl.right @ Renerved 1994 b-v

Christopher R. lblkein, ,ohn Fl R. Iolkein, and Priscilla M. A. R. 'lblkein. Reprinted by permission of Houghton
Mifilin Co. All rights reserved.

when

Hobbits
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Tone Analysispr Walkab out Passsage

IMAGES

After you have read the passage to find out what happens, go back and read it again,
this time with a highlighter in your hand. As you read, mark the following images:

Images of sound Images of sight Images of feeling

DETAIL
Next, think about the details the author has chosen to bring the children's expe-
rience to lif"e. \A/hat does the bird do? \A/hat happens? Do the actions of the bird

They saw a bird, an ordinary rather sad-looking bird, with big eyes,
pointed beak and long, straggling tail. He was scratching about for grubs.
To the white children the scene looked very prosaic: an anti-climax. But
the black boy was obviously enthralled; he signaled them to be quiet, and
so they knelt close to the wattle bushes: motionless, expectant. And after
about twenty minutes their patience was rewarded.

Quite suddenly the bird raised his head; he drew himself erect and, with a
stiff-legged goose step, strutted into the center of the clearing. Then he
started to sing. And in an instant all his drabness was sloughed arvay, for his
songwas beautiful beyond compare: stream after stream of limpid melo-
dious notes, flowing and mingling, trilling and soaring: bush music, magic
as the pipes of Pan. On and on it went, wave after wave of perfect harmony
that held the children spell-bound. At last the notes sank into a croon, died
into silence. The song was over. But not the performance. For now came a
metamorphosis too amazing to be believed. The drab-bronm bird with its
tatty, straggling tail disappeared, and in its place rose a creature of pure
beauty. The drooping tail fanned wide: its two outmost feathers swung erect
to form the frame of a perfect lyre; and in between spread a mist of elfin
plumage, a phantasmagoria of blue and silver, shot with gold, that trembled
and quivered with all the beauty of a rainbow seen through running water.
Then, hidden behind its plurnage, the lyre bird again burst into song. And as

he sang, he danced; prancing jol,fully from side to side, hopping and skip-
ping to the beat of a high-speed polka. And every now and then his song
broke off, was interspersed witli croaking chuckles of happiness.

Then, as suddenly as his performance had begun, it ended. The feathers drooped,
the polka came to a halt, the singing died. And he was just another bird.

The children walked on. The sun dropped lower. The western sky glowed
rose and gold.

NIarslral}, JamesVance. Walkabout. Littleton, MA: Sundance Publishing, 1995, pp. 103-105.

DICTION
Then highlight unusual or interesting words and words you dont understand.
Discuss the effect of the words; look them up in a dictionary or askyour teacher to
explain them. Discuss the ways in which an understanding of these words
increases your appreciation of the passage. lVhat kinds of feelings do you get from
the words?\tVhat connotations occur to you when the author uses certain words?
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suggest anything else that happens in human life?\.Vhat meaning do you think
the children take with them from this experience?

TONE
Think about the feeling created by the images, details, and diction (word
choice) the author has used. List as many very specific "feeling words" as you
can to describe the tone of the passage. How do you think the author or
narrator feels about the transformation and performance of the bird?

Putting It AllTogether
Now, either with a partner or alone, write a paragraph analyzing the tone of the
passage. In the first sentence, tell your reader what feelings you think the
author is trying to create through his use of diction, imagery and detail. Then,
using specific examples and short quotations from the text, explain SPECIFI-
CALLY how the author uses language to create these feelings. End your para-
graph with several statements about the passage's overall meaning.

More Short Passagesfor Discussion
Read Iohn Steinbeck's description of the doctor in the following passage from
The Pearl. What feeling toward the doctor does the author communicate
through his words? \A{rat will this doctor's attitude be toward treating a poor
Indian's baby? Consider how the diction and imagery make clear Steinbeck's
contempt for the lazy and pretentious doctor.

Examine the complex attitude in the following passage from The Bluest Eyeby
Toni Morrison, written from the point of view of Claudia, an African American
child of perhaps eight or nine years. Note the various senses to which Morrison
appeals. lVhat do you infer her attitude to be toward the subject here?Why?
Note how verbs affect tone in the last B or 10 lines. Speculate on how this
passage might relate to major thematic concerns in the book.

In his chamber the doctor sat up in his high bed. He had on his dressing
gown of red watered silk that had come from Paris, a little tight over the

drooped with discontent. He was growing very stout, and his voice was
hoarse with the fat that pressed on his throat. Beside him on a table was a

life was memory and longing for France.

Steinbeck, John. From The Pearlby ]ohn Steinbeck copFight @ 1945 by ]ohn Steinbeck, @ renewed 1973 by
Elaine Steinbeck, Thom Steinbeck, and ,ohn Steinbeck IV Used by pernrssion ofviking Penguin, a division of
Penguin Putnam Inc.
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In the following passage from The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde, the

sensuous detail suggests excess, a languid beauty that describes the character's

self-indulgence.

The studio was filled with the rich odour of roses, and when the light
summer wind stirred amidst the trees of the garden there came through
the open door the heavy scent of the lilac, or the more delicate perfume

of the pink-flowering thorn.

It had begun with Christmas and the gift of dolls. The big, the special, the
loving gift was always a big, blue-eyed Baby Doll. From the clucking
sounds of adults I knew that the doll represented what they thought was
my fondest wish...Picture books were full of little girls sleeping with their
dolls. RaggedyAnn dolls usually, but theywere out of the question. I was
physically revolted and secretly frightened of those round moronic eyes,

the pancake face, and orangeworms hair.

The other dolls, which were supposed to bring me great pleasure,

succeeded in doing just the opposite. \Arhen I took it to bed, its hard
unyielding limbs resisted my flesh-the tapered fingertips on those
dimpled hands scratched. If, in sleep, I turned, the bone-cold head
collided with my ornm. It was a most uncomfortable, patently aggressive

sleeping companion. To hold it was no more rewarding. The starched
gauze or lace on the cotton dress irritated any embrace. I had only one
desire: to dismember it. To see of what it was made, to discover the dear-
ness, to find the beauty, the desirability that had escaped me, but appar-
ently only me. Adults, older girls, shops, magazines, newspapers, window
signs-all the world had agreed that a blue-eyed, yellow-haired, pink-
skinned doll was what every girl child treasured. "Here," they said, "this is

beautiful, and if you are on this day'worthy' you may have it." I fingered
the face, wondering at the single-stroke eyebrows; picked at the pearly
teeth stuck like two piano keys between red bowline lips. Traced the
turned-up nose, poked the glassy blue eyeballs, twisted the yellow hair. I
could not love it. But I could examine it to see what it was that all the
world said was lovable. Break off the tiny fingers, bend the flat feet,

loosen the hair, twist the head around, and the thing made one sound-a
sound they said was the sweet and plaintive cry "Mama," but which
sounded to me like the bleat of a dying lamb, or, more precisely, our
icebox door opening on rusty hinges in |uly. Remove the cold and stupid
eyeball, it would bleat still, "Ahhhhhh," take off the head, shake out the
sawdust, crack the back against the brass bed rail, it would bleat still. The

gauze back would slit, and I could see the disk with six holes, the secret of
the sound. A mere metal roundness.

Reprinted by permission of Intelltational Creative Management, Inc. byToni

From the corner of the divan of Persian saddlebags on which he was

lying, smoking, as was his custom, innumerable cigarettes, Lord Henry
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Wotton could just catch the gleam of the honey-sweet and honey-
coloured blossoms of a laburnum, whose tremulous branches seemed
hardly able to bear the burden of a beauty so flame-like as theirs; and
now and then the fantastic shadows of birds in flight flitted across the
long tussore-silk curtains that were stretched in front of the huge windoW
producing a kind of momentaryJapanese effect, and making him think of
those pallid jade-faced painters of Tokio who, through the medium of an
art that is necessarily immobile, seek to convey the sense of swiftness and
motion. The sullen murmur of the bees shouldering their way through
the long unmown grass, or circling with monotonous insistence round
the dusty gilt horns of the straggling woodbine, seemed to make the still-
ness more oppressive. The dim roar of London was like the bourdon note
of a distant organ.

Wilde, Oscar. The Picture of Dorian Gray. New York Dover Publications, Inc., 1993.

The AP English Examinations often ask students about the author's attitude.
In the following example from AP English Language and Composition
Examination (Question 2, 1981), George Bernard Shaw's tone of awe and
wonder at the cremation of his mother as well as his affection for her and her
humor surprisingly contradicts the tone of gloom and despair normally associ-
ated with such an event.

The following excerpt is taken from a letter by Shaw on the death of his
mother. Read the passage carefully. Then write an essay tn whichyou
describe tLte attitude of the writer toward his mother and her cremation.
Using specific references to the text, show how Shaw's diction and use of
detail serue to conuey this attitude.

At the passage "earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust" there was a
little alteration of the words to suit the process. A door opened in the
wall: and the violet coffin mysteriously passed out through it and
vanished as it closed. People think that the door is the door of the
furnace: but it isn't. I went behind the scenes at the end of the service and
saw the real thing. People are afraid to see iu but it is wonderful. I found
there the violet coffin opposite another door, a real unmistakable furnace
door this time: when it lifted there was a plain little chamber of cement
and fire'brick. No heat, no noise. No roaring draught. No flame. No fuel.
It looked cool, clean, sunny. You would have walked in or put your hand
in without misgiving. Then the violet coffin moved again and went in, feet
first. And behold! The feet burst miraculously into streaming ribbons of
garnet coloured lovely flame, smokeless and eager, like pentecostal
tongues, and as the whole coffin passed in, it sprang into flame all over;
my mother became that beautiful fire. The door fell; well, they said that if
we wanted to see it all through to the end, we should come back in an
hour and a I remembered the wasted little figure with the
face, long" to
the Mr
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We looked dor,rm through an opening in the floor. There we saw a roomy
a two it.

scraps out of little of

In all analyses of tone, students should keep in mind the complex attitudes that
often characterize the work of great writers. Students sometimes think that
there is one specific tone in the passage that it is their task to discover. Far from
accurate, this perception may lead the student into the kind of limited and
simplistic thinking that results in a failure to comprehend the rich texture and
resonance of the literature they encounter. Teachers will want to emphasize the
broad range of tones that can be apprehended by the close reader. Although
some interpretations of the tone may be inaccurate due to a failure to ground
analysis in the text itself, any interpretation that is backed up by valid textual
proof (diction, imagery, detail, or syntax) can be considered viable.

POETRY ANALYSIS
Poetry is an excellent vehicle for the exploration of human experience, but

Identifuing
poetic deuices

is secondary to
gainingan
understanding
of how the
deuices operate
in conueying
the ffict and
meaning of the
poem.

since it may intimidate students, teaching them to value
and appreciate the artistry of poetry becomes a challenge
to teachers of literature.

Realizing that the importance of poetry lies in under-
standing meaning and how technique enhances meaning,
teachers need multiple strategies to help students explore
and enjoypoetry. This section will examine only one of
many approaches, but this one does touch the aspects of
poetry a teacher should consider when structuring
learning activities.

an end

own
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Poetic devices such as metaphor, simile, personification, alliteration,
onomatopoeia, and rhyme are mechanisms that create poetic experience in the
reader. Identi[ring poetic devices, however, is secondary to gaining an under-
standing of how the devices operate in conveying the effect and meaning of the
poem. In other words, knowledge of poetic devices empowers students to
become interpreters of the poetic experience.

As readers of poetry, we often experience the delight of sudden understanding
as we read, but that intuitive response sometimes fails us and may well desert
our students when they explore a new poem. Below is one stratagem to offer
students for beginning to interpret a poem when they do not know how to
begin.

TP-CASTT-an acronyrn for title, paraphrase, connotation, attitude, shift, title
(again), and theme-is designed to help students remember the concepts they
can consider when examining a poem. This is not a lockstep sequential
approach, but rather it is a fluid process in which the student will move back
and forth among the various concepts. For example, in examining connotations
of a line, students may also notice a shift, which in turn may give them an
insight into theme.

IanetWaking

Beautifully lanet slept
Till it was deeply morning. She woke then
And thought about her dainty-feathered hen,
To see how it had kept.

One kiss she gave her mother,
Only a small one gave she to her daddy
\44:ro would have kissed each curl of his shining baby;
No kiss at all for her brother.

"Old Chucky, old Chucky!" she cried,
Running across the world upon the grass

To Chucky's house and listening. But alas,

Her Chucky had died.

Summary of TP-CASTT Analysis
Title Ponder the title before reading the poem.
Paraphrase Translate the poem into your or,rm words.

Contemplate the poem for meaning beyond the literal.
Observe both the speaker's and the poet's attitude (tone).

Note shifts in speakers and in attitudes.
Examine the title again, this time on an interpretive level.

Theme Determine what the poet is saying.

Connotation
Affirude
Shifts
Title

It was a transm0grifuing bee

Came droning down on Chucky's old bald head
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And sat and put the poison. It scarcely bled,
But how exceedingly

Its rigor! the poor comb up

was Ianet,
brown hen
of men).

To rise and walk upon it.

And weeping fast as she had breath
Janet implored us, "Wake her from her
And would not be instructed in how deep
Was the forgetful kingdom of death.

Third

A.

Title
Although titles are often keys to possible meanings of a poem, students
frequently do not contemplate them either before or after reading poetry. As a

first step in the analysis of a new poem, the teacher points out the title and asks

students to predict what the poem may be about.

Holding wonder like a cup

Life has loveliness to sell,

Give all you have been or could be.

Sara Teasdale. Reprintecl with the permission of Simon &
(New York: Macmillan, 1937).

on

up

Spend
Buy it

Music like a curve of gold,
Scent of pine trees in the rain,
Eyes that love you, arms that hold,
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In "lanetWaking," students initially might assume that this poem deals with a
girl waking up.

In "Barter," the teacher should explore what the wordbarter means, asking students
to suggest types of exchanges in addition to the exchange of physicai objects.

Paraphrase
Another aspect of a poem often neglected by students is the literal meaning-
the "plot." Frequently, real understanding of a poem must evolve from compre-
hension of "what's going on in the poem." The teacher might ask students to
restate a poem in their or,rm words, focusing on one syntactical unit at a time-
not necessarily on one line at a time. Another possibiliry is to ask students to
w,rite a sentence or two for each slanza of the poem.

A paraphrase of stanza six of "]anet Waking" might be "Janet was kneeling on
the wet grass begging her bror,tm hen (was it the hen or Ianet who was lifted?
moved? out of the world of little girls) to come to life and walk on the grass."
Note that the ambiguous paraphrase opens the possibility of multiple mean-
ings of the lines.

A paraphrase of stanza one in "Barter" might be that the speaker describes the
wonderful experiences of the senses that life provides.

Connotation
Although this term usually refers solely to the emotional overtones of word
choice, here it indicates that students should examine any and all poetic
devices, focusing on how such devices contribute to the meaning, the effect, or
both of a poem. Students may consider figurative language (especially simile,

Other poems in which titles may be misleading, but are suggestiue of

"SteppingWestward"
"The Hollolv Men"
"The Bait"
"Sea Lullaby"

WilliamWordsworth
T. S. Eliot
John Donne
ElinorWylie

meaning:
"Dreams"
"Night Clouds"
"Petals"

Langston Hughes
Amy Loweil
Pat Mora

Additional poems in which a clear,literal understand.ing of the poem is
necessary to help students discouer meantng:
"Narcissa" Gwendolyn Brooks
"The Highwayrrarl" Alfred Noyes
"Ode on a Grecian Urn" Iohn Keats
"Sundav Morning" Wallace Stevens

Thomas Hardy"Neutral Tones"
Any Shakespearean sonnet
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metaphor, and personification), symbolism, diction, point of view, and sound
devices (alliteration, onomatopoeia, rhlthm, and rhyme). The teacher must
demonstrate an acceptance of a variety of possibilities by the phrasing of state-
ments and questions and by openness in interacting with students' responses.

1n "lnnetWaking," the line "Running across the world upon the grass" contrasts
"the forgetful kingdom of death" in the final line. The teacher might ask: "\r\{hat
do you visualize from those two images?"

Does "deeply morning" suggest an end of youth or a pun on "mourning" or a
literal awakening or something else?

Questions about connotation in "Barter" might include: "What is the signiflcance of
the children's faces being compared to'a cup'?\t/hy is music compared to'gold'?"

As students develop the skill of looking carefully at new pieces of poetry, the
teacher becomes less active in the process. Students not only flnd the devices
but also discuss how they create meaning. lVhat is important is not that
students are able to identiff poetic devices so much as that they can explain
how the devices enhance meaning and effect.

Attitude (Tone)

Having examined the poem's devices and clues closely, students are now ready
to explore the multiple attitudes that may be present in the poem. Examination
of diction, images, and details suggests the speaker's attitude toward the subject
and contributes to understanding.

In "JanetWaking," for example, the line "No kiss at all for her brother" shows

humor, while the line "Who would have kissed each curl of his shining baby"
reveals the father's love for the child.

In "Barter," such words as "beautiful," "splendid," "wonder," and "ecstasy"

suggest the speaker's awe.

Other poems in which a study
"The Sea"

"The Eagle"

"The Fog"
"The Bells"
"|abberwocky" Lewis Carroll
"Silver" Walter de la Mare
"Knoxville, Tennessee" Nikki Giovanni
"stormWarnings" Adrienne Rich
"Dulce et Decorum Est" Wilfred Owen

t,

e. e."Buffalo Bill's defunct"
"Sunset"
"I Love the Look oflMords"
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Additional poems that exhibit multiple attitudes or subtle attitudes are listed
below.

Shift (Progression)
Rarely does a poet begin and end the poetic experience in the same place. As is
true of most of us, the poet's understanding of an experience is a gradual real-
ization, and the poem is a reflection of that epiphany. Consequently, the
students' discovery of the movement is critical to their understanding of the
poem. One way to help students arrive at an understanding of a poem is to ask
them to trace the changing feelings of the speaker from the beginning to the
end, paying particular attention to the conclusion.

The discovery of shift can be facilitated if students are taught to watch for the
following:

. Key words (but, yet, however, although)

. Punctuation (dashes, periods, colons, ellipsis)

. Stanza divisions

. Changes in line or stanza length or both

. Irony (sometimes irony hides shifts)

. Effect of structure on meaning

. Changes in sound that may indicate changes in meaning

. Changes in diction (slang to formal language)

The first shift in "|anetWaking" occurs in stanza three, "But alas,/Her Chucky
had died," and the next shift takes place in stanza six with the combination of
the parenthesis and the word "Translated." The shifts indicate the alteration of
attitude and idea from an amused, affectionate tone as the speaker describes
Janet in the early stages to a magnified sense of importance and universality as

the speaker recounts the child's growing awareness of death.

The third stanza of "Barter" begins differently from the first two stanzas,
moving from observations about beauty to a command: "Spend all you have."
This shift signals the theme that the beauty of the world is worth the sacrifices
and troubles people inevitably endure.

Additional Poems for Analysis:
'A Narrow Fellow in the Grass"
"Casey at the Bat"
"The Charge of the Light Brigade"
"Mother to Son" Langston Hughes
"My Last Duchess" Robert Browning
"Ozymandias" Percy Bysshe Shelley
"Ex-Basketball Player" John Updike
"My Mistress' Eyes Are Nothing Like the Sun" William Shakespeare
'AndWe Shall Be Steeped" Leopald S. Senghor
"ThoseWinter Sundays" Robert Hayden

Emily Dickinson
Ernest Lawrence Thayer
LordAlfred Tennyson
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Title (Again)

The teacher leads the students in examining the title again, this time on an
interpretive level.

Although "IanetWaking" does literally describe a child waking up in the
morning, the word "waking" also suggests that Janet is mourning for her pet as

well as awakening to the reality of death.

The word "Barter" now indicates that some sacrifice must be made; something
must be given in exchange for this "breath of ecstasy."

Theme
In identifying theme, the student will recognize the human experience, motiva-
tion, or condition suggested by the poem. One way for students to arrive at this
is, first, summarize the "plot" of the poem in a paragraph (in writing or orally);
next, list the subject or subjects of the poem (moving from literal subjects to
abstract concepts such as death, war, discovery); then, determine what the poet
is saying about each subject and write a complete sentence. The students have
then identified theme. This method also reduces anxiety about stating the
theme.

The teacher might examine the poetry that is currently being taught at various
grade levels and determine exactly which pieces of poetry lend themselves to the
model. Or the teacher might create a new approach that accomplishes the same

objective-helping students to find meaning and effect in a piece of poetry.

Poems that exhibit shifts that are clues to meaning:
"Life Doesn't Frighten Me"
"Legacy II"
"Maggie and Milly and Moly and
"One Perfect Rose"
"The Seven Ages of Man"

May'' e. e. cummings
Dorothy Parker
William Shakespeare

"The Boarder" Louis Simpson
"The Tropics in NewYork" Claude McKay

Maya Angelou
Leroy Quintana

More Poems with StrikingTltemes:
"southern Mansions" Arna Bontemps

"lnterview"
"I'm Nobody!lVho Are You?"
"You Came Too" Nikki Giovanni
'Auto Wreck" Karl Shapiro
"TravelingThrough the Dark" William Stafford
"Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout
Woutd Not Take the Garbage Out" Shel Silverstein

Robert FrostBirches"

on
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THEME CHART

PLOT SUBIECTS THEMES

A summary of the "plot" or events Subjects of the poem (or
of apoem (or short storyornovel) short storyor novel) are

is written in paragraph form. listed as words or phrases.

After combining subjects
where appropriate, students write a

complete sentence identifying
what idea the author is
conveying about each subject.

Examples: Examples: Examples:

In "lanetWaking," Ianet awakens (1) a child's first experience (l) Children become aware of one
morning and runs to greet her with death inevitability of death and are
pet chicken only to discover that (2) loss of a pet transformed by the knowledge.
a bee had stung and killed the bird. (3) innocence (2) The death of innocence is

The discovery desolates Janet to inevitable.
such a degree that her father cannot (Note: Subjects 1 and 2 are

comfort her. combined into one theme.)

In "Barter," the poet describes the (1) beautiful things in life
beauty of the ocean, fire, childrens (2) barter/exchange
faces, music, pine trees, and (3) the suffering and
thoughts. The poet urges the problems in life
reader not to "count the cost"
but to "Count many a year
of strife well lost" and "Give all you
have" for "a breath of ecstasy."

Exchange the suffering and
problems of life for the moments
of loveliness.

PROSE ANALYSIS
Concluding this section is an analysis of "The Story of an Hour" by Kate
Chopin. This sample illustrates many of the literary analysis techniques
discussed in this chapter.

Kate Chopin's "The Story of an Hour" presents teachers of both middle school
and high school students considerable opportunities for fruitful interpretive
discussions. Although the beginning student may focus more on the plot, char-
acterization, and meaning of the ironic ending, the more experienced student
may enhance the reading of the story to consider how imagery and tone
contribute to meaning; and the advanced student may investigate the effect
narrative point of view has on creating theme.

Using the approach illustrated above is one way to help students arrive at the theme of a piece of
poetry Another strategy called TWIST is outlined in the Writing Tactics section.
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:: r1.,..1: .. t; i r : r,: l :: .r:::

t'hestiiry; o-i,an' Holrr

' ligence of ther ilroad disaster was receiV€d; with'Brentry,Maltard',s nanre

.r leading the list of "killed." He had only taken the- time.,to, assure himsef of
,.',its.tnithbya.second,telegram, and,hadhastened 1o,foreStall,anyless'' 

'' 
;

, careft{, less,tender friend inbearing thersad rnessage,

some one was singing reached her faintly, and countless sparrows were

twittering in the eaves. There were patches of blue sky showing here and
' there through the clouds that had. met and piled one above the other in

the west facing her window.

She sat with her head thror,rm back upon the cushion of the chair, quite
.' .rflotipnlesi, exc€ptw-hen a.sob came up into her throat and shook her, as '

,:,.a:,chi1d: who'h.as cried itself to :SleeB,continues to'sob in,its'dreams.. She

.'].was;young;with.afair'c.*nface,who,selines.'besp.oke:repressionand
:, ev€o' a qgrtain stqenglh.'Buirnow, thsyg Wzs a dUll stare in her eyes, whos-e

,,, gaze.was fixed.away offyonder,onone'of'those lpatqhqsrof blqe sl{1ltwa+,
,.'. not,a,Shce,ofrcflectioq but tather:indlcated a suqpension of intelligent

thought.
..:.,.. . .. . ... .: ..., ..

,.,,:TherewiS something coming to her and,she waq Waiting for it,,fearfu11Y',,,'

lVhat was it? She did not know; it was too subtle and elusive to name. But
,. ,.5 1u11 iti creeping Out:of the'sky, reach.ing toward her thmu$h the - , '' ,r

sounds, the scents, the color that filled the air.

Now her bosom rose and fell tumultuously. She was beginning to recog-

, rnizetliis thing that was approaching to poqsesq hriir,,and she,was StriYi{-lg

;,':io beat,ilbackwith'her.wi[lpasS powerl.e$s.,as.he! tll,o',white Sleilder ,,,'':.

,:,harrds'wout{:havp been. lVhen she abandoned,hqrselfa'1i,$e,@iF.Pered,

' word escaped her slig[t$'parled'lips-, S_he said it ove1, and over' under her','
.:r,'breAth: t'ftee,iifee, freel'?-The Vacant stare,and the lo.okOf,terror that had
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followed it went from her eyes. They stayed keen and bright. Her pulses
beat fast, and the coursing blood warmed and relaxed every inch of her
body. She did not stop to ask if it were or were not a monstrous joy that
held her. Aclear and exalted perception to dismiss the suggestion as triviaL

She knew that she would weep again when she saw the kind, tender
hands foided in death; the face that had never iooked save with love upon
her, fixed and gray and dead. But she saw treyond that bitter moment a
long procession of years to come that would trelong to her absolutely.
And she opened and spread her arms out to them inwelcome.

There would be no one to live for her during those comingyears; she
would live for herself. There would be no powerful will bending hers in
that blind persistence with which men and women believe they have a
right to impose a private will upon a feltrow-creature, A kind intention or a
cruel intention made the act seem no less a crime as she looked upon it
in that brief moment of illumination.

Andyet she had loved him*sometimes. often she had not. what did it
matter!lttlhat could love, the unsolved mystery count for in face of this
possession of self-assertion which she suddenly recognized as the
stronge$t impulse of her being!

"Free! Body and soul free!" she kept whispering.

Iosephine was kneeling before the closed doorwith her lips to the
keyhole, imploring for admission. "Louise, open the doorl I beg; open the
door*you will make yourself ill. \.4lhat are you doing, Louise? For
heaven's sake open the door."

"Go away. I am not making myself i11.'1 No; she was drinkingin a very
elixir of life through that open window.

Her fancy was running riot along those days ahead of her. spring days,
and summer days, and all sorts of days that would be her ovrn. She
breathed a quick prayer that life might be long. It was only yesterday she
had thought wirh a shudder thar lifu might be long.

She arose at length and opened the door to her sisteris importunities.
There was a feverish triumph in her eyes, and she carried herself ulwit:
tingly like a goddess of victory. she clasped her sister's waist, and together
they descended the stairs. Richards stood waiting for them at the bottom.

Some one was opening the front door with a latchkey. lt was Brently
Mallard who entered, a litde travel-stained, composedry carrying his srip,
sack and umbrella. He had been far from the scene of accident, and did not
even know there had been one. He stood amazed at losephine's piercing
cry; at Richards' quick motion to screen him from the view of his wife.

But Richards was too late.lllhen the doctors came they said she had died
oI heart disease-of joy that kills.
Chopin, Kate. "The Story of an Hour" tt ReadingAbour theWorld,Wt. Z, ed.pal* Bmins, et al, published by
American Heritage Books, 1999.
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Sample Discussion Questions
. What effect does the news of her husband's apparent death have on Mrs.

Mallard?
. lVhat details help us to understand her character?
. Ivvhy does Mrs. Mallard die at the end of the story?
. How does the author's use of imagery help us to understand Mrs. Mallard's

mental state?
. How would you describe the story's tone? To what extent is it constant?
. How does the story address the subject of marriage?
. Howwould you define the narrative point of view? How does it affect our

interpretation of the events in the story?
. Explain the possible meaning of the story's last line.

Analysis of Chopin's "The Storyof an Hour"
An examination of "The Story of an Hour" may center on its ironic ending. Most
students will be surprised at the death of Mrs. Mallard upon the return of her
husband, though, perhaps preceded by a second reading, they will see how
Chopin foreshadows the ending. The reader's understanding of Mrs. Mallard's
"heart trouble," her feeling of new-found freedom, her reflections on the unsat-
isfizing nature of her marriage will lessen their shock at her heart attack.

The narrator tells us that Mrs. Mallard "did not hear the story [of her husband's
"death"l as many women would have heard the same, with a paralyzed inability
to accept its significance. She wept at once...." \Alhen attentive readers take
note of the protagonist's reaction, they may anticipate unexpected, even
unconventional, behavior from Mrs. Mallard throughout the remainder of the
story.

And such behavior they do indeed observe. Chopin's inclusion of such details
and images as the "comfortable, roomy armchair" into which Mrs. Mallard
sinks, the "new spring life" with the "delicious breath of rain" and the "countless
sparrows...twittering in the eaves" that she observes predicts the rebirth that
the central character will increasingly feel with the progression of the story and
helps to create the positive tone associated with that rebirth.

Chopins refusal to identify the "something" that approaches Mrs. Mallard, a
something "too subtle and elusive to name," can prove problematic at first to
student readers. They will perceive, however, that "this thing that was
approaching to possess her" is a sense of freedom that has been gained only
after she has tried to "beat [it] back." By this time, most experienced readers
will recognize the emerging social context of the story; some may begin to
interpret it through a feminist's lens.

That the narrative makes a comment on the institution of marriage should
escape no reader. The degree to which a reader sees Chopin criticizing marriage
will depend on a number of factors, not the least of which is the reader's
personal response to a woman who feels liberated by the realization that "she
saw beyond that bitter moment a long procession of years to come that would
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belong to her absolutely," a procession that is the result of her husband's
demise. Certainly a reader should not ignore Mrs. Mallard's insight that "There
would be no powerful will bending hers in that blind persistence with which
men and women believe they have a right to impose a private will upon a
fellow creature." Nor should the reader overlook the truth that Mrs. Mallard had
Ioved her husband "sometimes."

Although the ambiguity suggested here may cause some readers to be frus-
trated, a close look at the narrative point of view may lead to a more confident
interpretation. Through her primary use of the limited omniscient point of
view, Chopin enables the reader to share Mrs. Mallard's slowly unfolding
epiphany with her and thereby to gain a measure of understanding for her. On
the other hand, the narrator's omniscience at the story's end serves to remove
the reader from Mrs. Mallard's consciousness. Instead, Chopin focuses on the
way Mrs. Mallard is perceived from the outside: "When the doctors came they
said she had died of heart disease-of joy that kills." Mrs. Mallard's doctors,
and even her sister and family friend Richards, are not privy to the protagonist's
thoughts as we are. Only the reader, through the limited omniscient narrator,
knows that the return of Brently Mallard does, in fact, kill his wife because it
eradicates the "joy" she felt in her new-found freedom, NOT because it brings
her overwhelming happiness to see her husband alive.
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Close Reading

DEFINING THE SKILL
Unfortunately, too many students are unreflective when they read. For them,
reading is a simple and straightforward process. The meaning of a text lies only
within the author's words. Reflective readers, on the other hand, experience an
interaction between themselves and what they read. Their reading is a dlmamic
process wherein they doubt, question, respond, and often reread and ponder
before they move on.

Transforming students from unreflective to reflective readers is an ongoing
task. The following strategies are possible methods for teachers to help their
students become more reflective readers. This chapter divides these tactics into
two types: metacognttiue strategies and discussion methods.

METAC O GNITTVE STRATEGIES
. Thinking notes
. Reading aloud
. Thinking aloud
. Ladders of questions
. Reading journals
. Reading strategies
. Annotating texts

DISCUSSION METHODS
. Fishbowl discussions
. Timed discussions
. Reading conferences
o Bulletin board
. Threaded discussions
o Literature circles

METACO GNITIVE STRATEGIES

THINKING NOTES
This is a simple procedure to help students become more involved in their
reading and to give them a way of recording their thoughts about the text. The
strategy consists of a notation system that records students' reactions to what
they read. Since marking in a book is an issue at times, strips of paper or sticky
notes can be labeled with the marking systems and placed on the page. [Note: It
is sometimes advisable for students to add page numbers to their thinking
notes.l
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These are sorne comon thinking notes that students might use:

yes
x
+
I

?

??
*

agree

disagree
new
wow

"Beware the Iabberwock, my son!

The frumious Bandersnatch! "

'TWas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:
AII mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

READING ALOUD: REAI), PAUSE, A]\ID THINK
Students are never too old to be read to-nor are they ever too old to read
aloud. Reading aloud allows students the chance to demonstrate their personal
interpretations of characters and stories. It also provides opportunities for
teachers to discuss audience, point of view and, especially, tone. In fact, some-
times the very same piece can be read aloud with predetermined tones so the
class can discuss how one presentation differs from another in order to depict
the appropriate tone.

An excellent piece for this exercise is Lewis Carroll's poem "]abberwocky."
Because of the nonsensical nature of the diction, students must establish the
appropriate tone through their delivery, since the language itself offers no
clues. (As an aside, this is also a useful piece of writing from which to discuss
the importance of punctuation, grammar, and word relationships. For example,
"slithy toves" is an adjective-noun combination, but how do we know this?)

Iabberwocky

The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
Beward the Iubjub bird, and shun

He took his vorpal sword in hand:
Long time the manxome foe he sought-
So rested he by the Tumtum tree,
And stood a while in thought.

And, as in uffish thought he stood,
The labberwock, with eyes of flame,
Came whiffling through the tulgeywoods,
And burbled as it came!

One two! One two!And through and through
The vorpal blade went snicker-snack!
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\,Vhen students read aloud, theyneed to...

. Hear the voice of the speaker.

. Discern the tone and rhythm of the piece.

. Understand meanings and sounds of unfamiliar words.

. Mark the text to provide themselves with cues about how to read when they
actually read aloud.

. Pause and think about the structure and meaning of the passage or poem.

For example, "Jabberwocky" opens and closes with identical stanzas. Direct
quotations from the older and wiser character follow stanza one and precede
the last stanza. He first speaks with a voice of warning and experience. Then he
embraces the main character, celebrating his success and re-establishing the
peaceful mood of the opening.

THINKINGALOUD
This technique encourages students to discuss their thinking processes inter-
mittently while they are reading aloud. Teachers can begin this process by
modeling for students how they would approach the text. For instance, in
"HazelTells Laverne," teachers might read the title and stop and muse aloud
about what the title suggests. Next, they would read the first five lines and
mention such elements as setting, characterization, the running together of
words, the lack of capital letters, and emotions associated with the poem's

diction. The reading process for students may be demystified when they hear
teachers struggle with a passage and grapple with possible meanings.

Students may also utilize this process by reading to the teacher or to other
students. The benefits from this activity will depend on its use, and they may
range from the teachers'hearing a student's thoughts, to students'reflecting
upon what they are reading and, finally, to students' receiving validation of
their own understanding by listening to others.

He left it dead, and with its head
He went galumphing back.

"And hast thou slain the Iabberwock?
Come to my arms, my beamish boyl
Oh frabjous day! Calloh! Callay!"
He chortled in his joy.

'TWas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

Carroll, Lewis. "Iaberwocky" in Classic Poems to Read Aloud, ed. James Berry. New York: Kingfisher. 1997.
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"HazelTells Laverne," which is enjoysbls to read and fun to hear, allows students to ---
wrestle with meatring and tone as they orally refer to the text while reading for undc
standing.

in the annotation that follows^ the poem has been bracketed into natural reflection
points r,rrith comntents indicating possible reflectirrns students might have during an
initial reading. With more time and/or with advanced students, a more interpretive or
analytical'thinkir:Lg aloud' might result.

funny names

I taond.er what she will "tell"

lUhy my?

words look strange-no punctuation

" s oh e lp me go d"- hard to read

Reminds me of afairy tale

She will haue to kiss him.

I'd scream too.

Funny language

Did she lose her chance?
Is slrc ktuSylting at the possibility
of being a princess?

*tg4rn#Tr'-rw" r ;*" t "ilI**1.-\.*****-_*""J
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HazelTells Larverne

last night
im cleanin out my
howard johnsons ladies rcrom
when all of a sudden
up pops this frog
musta come from the sewer
swimmin arolln and tryin ta
climb up the r;ida the bowl
so i goes ta flushm down
but sohelpmegod he starts ralkin
bout a golden ball
an how i can be a princess
me a princess
well my mouth drops
all the way to the floor
an he says

kiss me just kiss me
once on the nose
well i screams
ya little green pervert
an i hitsm with my mop
an has ta flustr
the toilet down three times
me a princess

AaL Kathl.'rr1 Machen.'lHrizel Tells Lav.etne'. ia
Robert W.f,,llaee: WritingPaetru. Glendew, ILI
ScottForesman, 1987,
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II|DDERS OF QUESTTONS
Teachers are familiar with creating study questions and questions for quizzes,

tests, and discussions. Readers also formulate questions and answer them with
varying degrees of success during a particular reading. To help students learn
how answering questions leads to greater understanding, teachers can create
sets or ladders of questions that promote progressive thinking and closer
reading.

Proficient readers actively revise their understanding of the text and its impor-
tance as they read. After a close reading, they can express a cogent sSmthesis of
the overall meaning of the text and evaluate it in light of other texts and experi-
ences-the goal for all readers.

The Iadder can be divided into three types of questions: Iiteral, interpretive, and
experience-based. The following chart labels each level with the types of ques-

tions to be asked at that level, the location of the answer, and the under-
standing students gain through responding to the questions.

T!ryes of Questions andAnswers
Interpretive Experience-Based

Questions
. Factual
. Address key elements

Questions
. Inferential
. Motive of author or a character

Questions
. Connecting
. Link text to prior knowledge,

other texts, or experiences

Answers

. Found directly in text

. Good answers lead to an
accurate and complete
summary of text

Answers

. Found by following patterns
and seeing relationships
among parts of the text

. Good answers lead to an
identification of the signiflcant
patterns

Answers

. Found by testing the ideas
of a text against readers'
schema

. Good answers lead to an
appreciation of the text
and further discussion

To hetp teachers assess student growth in understanding through these ladders

of questions, readers can paraphrase the text as they understand it both before
and after answering the questions. They can also reflect on their ovrn growth,
perhaps seeing insights in their answers that were not part of their first para-
phrase. This step is crucial; otherwise, answering questions becomes relatively
mechanical as students turn learning into mere "school work."

After teachers have modeled these types of questions and students have inter-
nalized the method and value of using ladders of questions to reach higher
understanding, students can generate their ornrn questions. Students can come
to understand which questions are most helpful and powerful in unlocking texts

and can begin to form their ornrn purposes and processes for reading closely.
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EXAMPLES OF QUESTIONING TECHNIQUES FOR IIIDDERS
The following passages provide rich opportunities for using questioning tech-
niques to get at the meaning of a complex,layered text. The questions that
accompany the selections are intended as models for teachers to use in guiding
students through similar passages.

GirI'. ,,' , r '. .., , r

'!l&sh-.the white clothes ort Monday and put them on,tfue qtone'heap; 
,

washrthe color clothes,,on,Tiregdav and.pul them on the clothesline t9,
,drv;:donitwal&,barehead:riii thehot sun; cookplrmp.kin fritters in ve4r,hot
'swe.etojl;.ssakyoql little cloths right afte,rlygutake;,t!g1r-r sff when ,

:buying cs-tton to,.makelloUrselfa:aice bloruSe'be:sers,that it,doesdthave
,glrryr,onrit; because that way it won't hold up'well after a wash;.ssul salt
fistl'overnight before yorr,Fookiti: rs it true that,you,siqg,be,nria in, Sunday,,
sehool?; always eat yodq food, in such q.way tha!, i1 wsnl turn sorr-reone,
else's.slor4ach; onStndays tryto'wau(":Iike alady...;,daat singb-ennain,
$ugday, sehool;yo-u muqtntppeak t6, w. harf- rat -b oys;,ndt even to give
,direetiq)Es;,dort'teat fruits qq the street-flies rruill,followyou;'hut I don't
gingbenna on Sundayq. at all 4ndnever in Sunday school;,ftis:is how'to ' '

sew on a,,b,utton; .this,is'how,to ,make a. buttonholg ,for the button you
,have justrsewed,on;.this is hqw tq hem a dress,when you:$ee the he1rl. :. '
coming down...; this is how you iron your father's khaki shirt so that it
doesnt have,a creqse;' this.is.how,you ifon'y-our fatherrs.khaki pants so'
:thqt,they do&t have arcre4sql,this,hgly you.grou/ okral'far ftom the
house, because okra tree harbors red ants; when you are growing

,dasheen;,make.sute it gefs plentyrof water or else it makes your throat ,

itch w-he4 you are eating: iti thii is how you sweep a ,cofneri: this'how yo-u,

.sweep a.wlole,houqe; this is how you sw€qp a yard;' this is, how yqu6$rile
totomssnq-}ou,dodt like,too: rnueh;ffs is hor,rr you sr,nile to,someo&e
you'dont, li!<g atl all this is how you qmile to,someene you tike complelelyl
this'is-how:you set a table,fur dinner with an impo,rtan! guesti thi$ is how
you set a &ble fo,r:lunqh; thjs-islslv,you set'a tablefor,.hreakfast,,this'is ,,

,h$u to,rbeh3ve in, the,presetqe of roen who donlt kno.; vou v,efy weII-- .; .

be.bure.tq wash elaqry day, even if it is withtaur owa:spit; don',t.squat' : :

down.to pla,y,marbles you are not a boy, you kaow: dont pick peoplels ' '

flowers-you might catch something; don't throw stones at blackbirds,
beearry€ itr,mg}lt not be a blackbird at alL,thjs,ishowto make abread',
pudding,i this,is,how o.rnake,dOuk0rta;, thiq iq how to makq, pepper poq
thisiS;how to make,a'goo'd.medieine foracold; ,;: 1hig is how to catsh a: '
fiqh;rthii is,how'tq.thr,ow backafish, you donlt like,. and:that,way s6fus. :,
thi-qg-b.adtwon't,falil oayotr;,this:how,to'bullyamaa;'this,is how aman
lbul'1ies,:tdu;,this:howto'l.oyea,man,.and'if thic doesnt worf< there are , ,

:qth€r w.ay.q,1 and if they donltwork donlt feel too o.ad about- gMng up;'this
i*howto'-o'pitup in the,airiif yoU,teettikeit, and this,is&ow'to move Quick
so,thAt:,it doesn?fa.ll oa'you;.ihisi:$.hornr,to;aake'ends'meet; alwqys , l

squegzebre,ad io'rnake surerit's,ftesh; butdat if.'th,e baker,wont let me
,feelthqbread?;.y.O,u.mean to qay that after all:you'6re.reall1r.going toibu
thekind'o woman who the baker won't let near therbread? '

lcjjft. b. 9m..1n tbg.Bottom olrhe .Riuerby:Lamaica Kiacaid. Cop.Fight @r 1-r$83 bJ limaica fineaid, Rir. ptinted:by '
permission of Farrar, Straus and Ciroux, LLC.
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Literal Questions
1. lVhat kinds of advice does the mother give the girl about cooking,

managing a household, and behaving?
2. In the context of the passage, what do you think "dasheen," "doukona," and

"benna" mgan?
3. lVhat does the mother tell the girl to do to make ends meet?

Interpretive Questions
1. \lVhy did Kincaid write this narrative as one sentence?
2. \iVhat are the effects of the mother's two questions?
3. \.Mhy does the girl speak only twice?
4. lVhy does the girl ask the last question?
5. lVhy does the author have the mother give the girl so much advice?
6. How is tone revealed through the mother's directives?

Experience-Based Questions
1. VVhat is the most valuable advice your mother has given you?
2. \Alhat do you know about Caribbean culture?
3. 'When does a girl become a woman?
4. What similarities and differences do you see between the ways females are

raised in your culture and the way Iamaica Kincaid's character is raised?

Additional questions based on the L\DDERS format follow. The passage is
taken from Eugenia Collier's "Marigolds."

I into the and
and de

morning and of
went and mangling and Ioey tugged
mywaist crylng, "Lizabeth stop,

And then I was sitting in the ruined little garden among the uprooted and
ruined flowers, cryrng and crying, and it was too late to undo what I had
done. Joeywas sitting beside me, silent and frightened, not what

"Lizabeth,look."

eyes a pair
to the

dress, and Indian
by stubby white hair. And there in the face,

garden was destroyed and there was nothing any longer to be

"M-miss Lottie!" I scrambled to my feet and just stood there and starcd at
her, and thatwas the momentwhen childhood faded and

violent, crazy act was act of childhood.
face with sad,
to childhood.

I gazed upon aat

who had
no longer a
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Literal Questions
1. Describe Lizabeth's actions in this scene.

2. lVhat are the meanings of the words "sterility," "verve" and "poignancy"?
3. How is Miss Lottie described?
4. lVhat sense words are used to describe the marigold garden?
5. \tVhat does Lizabeth do right after she destroys the flowers?

Interpretive Questions
1. lVhy do you think the narrator destroyed the marigolds?
2. lVhy is Lizabeth unable to stop her actions?
3. \tVhy did Miss Lottie so tenderly care for the marigolds?
4. \Mhy has Lizabeth's understanding of Miss Lottie changed?
5. How do you interpret the last line of the story?
6. Can you identiff any stylistic devices? How do they add meaning to the

passage?

Experience-Based Questions
1. Can you think of a time when your anger got out of control? lVhat were the

consequences of your behavior?
2. Have you had an experience that changed your perception of another

person? (i.e. divorce, failures, sickness)
3. lVhat information can you find about the Great Depression? How is this

information significant to this story?
4. When does childhood end and adulthood begin? Is this the same for all

people?

READING IOURNAIS
Students can enhance their close reading skills by keeping reading journals.
These journals consist of written responses that express students' under-
standing of and questions about a piece of literature. Students generate writing
that demonstrates their degree of comprehension of the reading. These
responses can range from literal comments to more complex interpretations.

and sterjlitv: She had been bornin squaltx,and had,lived. in itd her llfe' ,.

Nowat ttie ,end : o-f ttrat lifq she hqd nathilrg, except, a falling. dornm hut, a ,

wrecked body, and Iohn Burke, the mindless son of her passion.\,Vhatever

venrq lfusls wasleft inher, whateverwas,oflo-ve iind beauty,and jo.y that
had not I 'en squeezed:ou1 6 1i19lhad beeu therein,lhe,mqligo.lds :g'he ' ',.

had'scteRderl-y.caredfor...:,. "r. ::, 1, ',

There are times when the image of those.passionate yellorar mouhds '., I

returns with a painful poignancy. For one does not have to be ignorant
andpoor to.find:that his.life is barren as thedustyy,ardsof -Our,town:.And
I,taotiaye plq,qted mar,igold6;: :':rr , . "
Coluer,Eugenia."Marigolds". TheLanguageofLircrature,NY:McDougalLinelt,Inc.,1999.
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Students may use the journals to connect their reading to personal experience,
although critical and analytical commentary should complement students'
personal reflections. Teachers need not mark or line-edit reading journals but
will probably wish to search for patterns in the responses that indicate growth.
In addition, journal responses often indicate promising topics for class discus-
sion. The following section regarding reading strategies can be helpful to
students as they begin to write analytically about their reading.

READING STRATEGIES
Students should be actively engaged with the text while they are reading. They
must also be mindful of their thoughts while reading in order to write in their
journals. This activity is intended to encourage a metacognitive approach to
reading. Following is a list of reading strategies and metacognitive questions. Of
course, this list can be modified to meet the appropriate level of the reader.

Questioning
. Ask questions about what is happening.
. Explore (determine) reasons for what is going on in the story.
. Explain how a character feels.
. Write dor,nrn what confuses you.
r Determine why the author chose some distinctive words.

Connecting and Reflecting
. Describe similarities between what you are reading and what you have

experienced.
. Explore the ways this book makes you think and feel.
. Describe similarities between what you are reading and what you have

heard about or read about.

Predicting
. Try to figure out what will happen next in the story. What will the character

say or do?
. Try to predict how the story will end.

Reuiewing
. Stop at times to review what you have read.
. Summarize.

Eualuating
. Form opinions about what you read.
. Develop images and ideas about characters and events.
. Think about how this book compares to others you have read.
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Cittng Quotattons
o Cite parts of the book that you think are examples of good writing.
. Comment on your thoughts about each quotation.

RecognizingWords
. Use context r:lues to determine meaning,
. Consult a dictionary.

Self-Correction
. Read to make sense,
. Read on.
. Reread.

Following this excerpt from Harper Lee's 7o KillA Mockingbird are samples of
possible student responses to the text that illustrate various reading strategies.

Questioning
How does lem break his arm? tMhat kind of accident does Jem haue? Wrlto are
the Ewells, Dill, and Boo Radley?

When he was nearly thirteen, my brother Iem got his arm badly broken

to his thigh. He couldnt have cared less, so long as he could pass

started long before that. He said it began the summer Dill came to us,

would we be if he hadn't?We were far too old to settle an argument with

by by

Finch never

the

father were

Harper
Inc.

to
us to look back on them, we
his accident. I maintain that

but Jem,

Dill first

so we

from

elbow healed,
were

hand

was four years my senior, said it

What does the word assuage mean? It sure sounds like an adult word.
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Connecting and Reflecting
The debate between the narrator and her brother reminds me of my sibltngs.

We neuer agree.We don't fist-fight either but we do yell at each other, It is my
mom who always has to tell us to stop fighting.

Predicting
I think we will get a better idea of what happened that summer I think the
narrator is setting up the story for us to decide where the trouble really
began.

I know that Jem will haue a broken elbow. I think lem and the narrator will
get in trouble trying to make "Boo Radley come out."

Reviewing
So far in this text I know that the narrator's brother Jem, broke his arm and
this seems to be an important euent.

The Finch family has a long history in that town.

Evaluating
I think it is confusing so far I don't understand how the story about the
siblings fits with Andrew Jackson and the Creeks. It seems to be jumping
around.

ANNOTATING TEXTS

'While annotating rerrs, students mark the pages of the book, passage, or poem
as they read. Students note what they think is important, what they think a
passage means, and what ideas and questions that passage raises.

Some readers mark up the text extensively, while others mark only the parts
they consider most significant or problematic. lVhat is important is not how
students annotate or even how much they annotate, but that they annotate.
The mere act of marking the page as they read makes it more likely that
students will read closely and attentively.

When students read for meaning, their annotations should reflect their efforts
to understand what they are reading, as well as their reactions to the text-
including questions the reading raises, new ideas it suggests, and reactions
students have to it.

There is no right or wrong way to annotate. Each reader has a different style.
Here are just a few ways to annotate a text:
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Highlight or underline keywords and sentences.
. Bracket important passages.
. Connect related ideas with lines.
. Outline the main ideas in the margin.
. Circle words to be defined.
. Write brief comments and questions in the margin.
' Place an asterisk beside something unusual, special, or important.
' Label important events in the plot at the top of the page or with a "post-it,,

note.

Below are illustrations of two students' annotations while reading for meaning.
Notice what these readers marked in the text and wrote in the margins.

a

Wtat kind of bank?

I agree-a book needs

lust how young is this She is stupid for jttst
there

A talking rabbit-

A watch and clothing
maybe this is like one of
tlnse Hobl:it stories.

At least slte has some
curiosity. I LUas thinking
she was brain dead.

Fina Lly, sorne excite ntent.
Noru what is she gatng to
do?

Aliee was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister
a+ thq'b.A,qk, nnd of havirlg:nothing to do: once or twice,she
had pe.eped into the book rr-erisister:was reading,,but it had
oo pictures or conversations in,it; "and what is the use of a "
book, thought Alice, "without pictures or conversation?',

.So she was consideringia her oum mind (as well'a$ she
,eould. folthe hot,day made ler fte! ver,5r sleepy and qtqpid)
:w.hethql the. .pleasuxe of,making,a daisy.chain rr,Vould be
worth:thetrouble of getringup.arld pickiae the daisies,

atuddenly.a White'Rabbit with'piRk:eyes ran close
blrher. '

f,rgre w,as nothing s-o,very remarkable in'that; nor didAlice
':thinkso 

:ve.ry,much :out af th,e ordinag.y to. hear the Rabbit '
isay,tdlitsqlf, liohdearlohdearl I shall,be roo latelil fl^ften
,she thought it over afterwardsi.it,oceurred tCI her that she
CIughtto,have wonderedqt,this, but at the time it all
seemed;quitei nalural); but whgnthe Rabbit actually took a
Warc.h pui.ot its Waiqtgoat-pqCkej; aad looked at it, and
then hurriedron, Alice started to her,fuet,for it flashed i '

across,her mind that she had never.b.efqre seen a rabbit
with,e.ith€r awaistcoat-pocket or awatch tq take outof it, '

.and blifninB,yrrfh- ewiosityi she:rah across the fleld afrer it,
irnd fortunat-efy was just !n. 11*" ro-see if pop dornm a largq
Iabbi$hs; under the'hedge.'r ' '

In another moment dornrn went Alice after it, never once
considering how in the world she was to get out again.

Alice's Aduentures in Wonderland bv Lewis Carroll
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The following text by Charles Fraziet is annotated by advanced students in

response to the prompt.

Read the following passage from Cold Mountain carefully.Write an essay in
whichyou discuss the author's use of connotative (emotionally charged)

diction (word choice), imagery, concrete detail, and sentence structure to
create a certain effect on the reader. Be sure to state what the effect is and
how it is achieved.

Concrete details: slanted
house and three-Iegged
dog indicate that things
are out of balance, wrong.

Onomatopoetic
alliteration: the sibilent
"s" sounds in "sniffrng,"
"soundless," "snatched"
"slanted, "softly,"
"sycamore," etc. create a

sinister hissing sound
that helps to create the
ominous tone.

Connotation: all-black
windows prevent vision;
the house is "toadlike,"
nasty and unpleasant,
slimy, loathsome...

Things that should be
hot are cold; the fire Pit
isa"pock"asignof
disease or contagion...

Verbs "tlrrust" and "seized'
violent ones.

Diction: the dog comes
out of its "den' like a
wild animal and
"snatches" the bone like
a wolf. This is a wild
place with savage ctea-
tures in it,

Paradox of gun being
Parallel slrrtactical
structure reinforces
of gun's balance.

Infernal images of light
and dark-flames glinting
on the greasy floor

"Rind oflight" and
"cracked" door are
images of narrowness.

clues to

Junior is in the shadow;
Inman in the light-

is he reverting to

Inman "clubbed'athim-
the action ofa caveman-

bayonet used as candle-
stick an unusual/weird
way to shed light on
something-the
weapon is "stobbed"
into the floor-violent
diction

?

Blood is "bright"
another

Pool ofblood in the black
earth a powerfi:l image of
black and red

Several nights later Inman stood in front of
It,sat down:,intts swale,,and.the windowsw€re.dl
black. He softly called the thrcclsggcd dog from
outjt$den:and ofteted i16,pieie pork b"6ne'that hc,l1ad

c.+-{|$iin his pogket wrapped in sycamo$'leaveir,The 
.,,,

,dogpame $iffl ,, n asqt:ft silAtc-hcd the boa.e att.d:;,,,'

then disapptiared under' thg' front,p-oro$.

Inman followed the dog dolrm to the house and circled

arouhd to the rear. The big fiie was bqt a cold bJack,pgck on
the ground. He went to the back porch. His knapsack still
lay there in a pile. FIe looked through it, and everlthing was

there but forVease]l's old pistol. He thrust his arm into the'

woodstack and,seized the haversack and felt the butt of the
was Like-
the

I-gMat'q through the fabric. He drew it forth and it
a tonic to feel the weight of the pistol in his hand,
and the sound when he pulled back the hammer,

A rind of light shone under the smokehouse door and Inman
went and cracked the door and looked inside.Iunior stood

rubbing salt on a ham. A bayongt was stobbed into the dirt
floor. and its muz?le socket held a taper as neatly.as a silver

candlestick. The floor of the smokehouse was so packed and
greasy that the flame cast glints off it. Iunior bent over the

ham. He had his hat on and his face was dark in the shade of
its brim. Inman opened the door fully and stood in the light.

Junigr,raised tp'his,face and lsoked'a' him'b,rlt:s.eCmed qQt,,

to recognize him. Inman stepped to Junior and struck him

clubbed at him with the butt until he lay flat on his back.
,Th.ere.Wtls.,ho,movementoutofhimbutfor'th,9.!!i! 1

, dwhi r fi6,mihi6'aog'erarideutstQlhis.h-eafl.and:"
&eieo-neis,,of.his,eyqs:. It gathered,and;po'ol'co the'bl.q€k,,

earth of the smokehouse floor.

Frazier, Charles. Cold Mountain.NewYork; Vintage Books, i997, pp' 233-235'
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DISCUSSION METHODS

FISHBO\,VL DISCUSSIONS
In fishbowl discussions, the class is split into two circles, an inner circle and an
outer circle. The inner circle discusses a text, using either a teacher- or student-
generated prompt, and the teacher facilitates. The outer circle listens and takes
notes to assess the quality of understanding of a partner who is in the fishbowl,
to evaluate the inner circle's understanding, or to prepare to take up the discus-
sion when the circles switch places.

TIMED DISCUSSIONS
Timed discussions require that as students discuss a text, each speaker must
speak for a minimum amount of time without being redundant or rambling. In
this kind of speaking, students use thinking and communication skills that are

similar to those they use in spontaneous writing, and they find that, in order to
keep focused and speak for longer periods of time, they refer more closely to
the text. As their speaking time increases, students learn how to plan carefully
and to support their ideas.

READING CONFERENCES
Reading conferences allow students to practice and improve close reading
skills. Conferences can be held in groups of three to five students whether the
class is reading a common title or multiple titles. Students take notes on the
reading in preparation for the conference.

Teachers begin with open questions about the effect, meaning, or value of
the work. Teachers might then ask each student one pointed question to elicit
insights about such elements as style, tone, patterns, or inferences. These
specific questions should build upon or challenge statements made by the
group members. The more proficient the group, the more challenging the
questions. As the conference ends, students are given some time for their or.rm

questions about the work, while teachers note the quality and direction of
these questions.

BULLETIN BOARD
Although this strategy is primarily a way to get students to publish their reac-
tions to literature, it also helps build close reading skills. Students r,lrite one-
page responses to literature, responding to a prompt, a quote, or a
self-generated question. These responses need to show a reasonable approach
to answering the question, relying heavily on textual evidence. Other students
respond to these postings, either by starting a new thread or building on an
existing one. r,A/hile electronic discussions are neater and can handle more
threads and responses comfortably, this experience can be approximated by
using a bulletin board and simply posting responses on top of the original
posting.
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THREADED DISCUSSIONS
Students can also utilize the Internet to discuss readings and to respond to
prompts. However, threaded discussions, also known asWeb forums, discus-
sion forums, or discussion boards, are usually facilitated on aWeb page instead
of through e-mail. These discussions are typically archived automatically and
are also often formatted in an outline form. This allows some students to
peruse a "thread" of the discussion while the main conversation moves
forward.

Threaded discussion groups are usually prearranged by the instructor. They
allow students to read and post messages, thus exchanging ideas with instruc-
tors and with other students without the need for all participants to be online
at the same time. This type of discussion is useful for conducting an online
debate on a particular issue, for sharing ideas on topics related to a reading or
course, and for posting answers to prompts and queries.

LITERATURE CIRCLES
Literature circles as created by Harvey Daniels (From Literature Circles:Votce
and Chotce tn the Student-Centered Classroom by Harvey Daniels. Copyright @

1994. Reprinted with permission of Stenhouse Publishers.) offer text and
discussion options to students while providing an intimate setting to encourage
and enhance ornrnership of discussions. There are many benefits to readers of
all abilities as students choose their books and specific roles for discussions.

Students learn to take responsibility for the meaning of the text by taking an
integral part in the discussion. According to Daniels, there are 12 key ingredi-
ents of literature circles:

. Students choose their ornrn reading material.

. Small, temporary groups are formed based on book choice.

. Different groups read different books.
r Groups meet on a regular, predictable schedule.
. Students use written or draurn notes to guide both their reading and

discussion.
. Discussion topics come from the students.
o Group discussions aim to be open and natural.
. In newly formed groups, students play a rotating assortment of roles.
. The teacher serves as a facilitator.
. Evaluation is by teacher observation and student self-evaluation.
o I spirit of playfulness and fun pervades the room.
. New groups form around new reading choices.

The four basic roles for students participating in literature circles discussions

are as follows:

Discussion Director
o Creates questions
. Leads the meeting
. Seeks discussion from members
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Literary llluminator
Notes important passages / sections
Finds creative ways to present key parts

Connector
Finds connections between the book and the world (life, school, community,
other texts, events, etc.)

Illustrator
. Makes visual representation of sections of the text
. Illustrates ideas, feelings, and connections through sketches, cartoons,

diagrams, flow charts, etc.

Assessment Ideas
. Individual conferences to monitor understanding
. Student assessment of group members
. Teacher observation of group discussions and individual members
. Set criteria for roles and discussion evaluated by a rubric

Performances and Products
Any of the techniques on the following page may be used for assessing
students' understanding of reading.

a

a

a



blueprint
book cover

accordion book
advertisement
advertising campaign
alphabet book
analogy
anthem
animated movie
annotated bibliography
annotated illustration
annotated reference list
anthology
appliqu6
art gallery
artifact analysis
atlas
audio tape
autobiography
banner
bill of rights
biographical sketch
biography

diagram
dialogue of a character
diary
dictionary of terms
diorama
display
dolls
draft of a new law
drawing
dress up
e-mail easy reader book
editorial
embroidery
essay
exit interview
experiment
fables
fact file
fairy tale
family tree
field guide
film
film criticism
film strip
finger puppet
flag
flannel board
flip book
flip chart
floor plan
forum
game
game board
game book
globe
graphic organizer
graphs on a computer
greeting card
group discussion
haiku
hidden picture
"historical" document
history
homework
horoscope
"how-to" book
humor and jokes
hlpothesis development
idea web
illuminated manuscript
illustrated story
ink drawing
interview
interview simulation
invitation
issue based forum
jewelry
journal
kit of supplies
kite
Iab demonstration
Iab report
labeled diagram
large scale drawing
laws
learning center
learning packet

legal brief
legend
lesson
letter
letter of recommendation
letter to the editor
license plate
limerick
Iists
literary criticism
logo
lyrics
machine
magazine
magazine article
mandala
maze
meeting
menu
mobile
model
montage
motto
miniature
miniature room display
mind map
multimedia report
mural
museum display
with text
musical composition
musical instrument
myth
narrative
needlework
news report
newspaper
newspaper story
number system
obituary
oral defense oral report
origami
outline painting
pamphlet
panel presentation
paper dolls
paper mach6
petition
photography
photo album
photo essay
picture
picture book
play
poem
poetry collection
pop-up book
portfolio
position paper
poster
pottery
PowerPoint presentation
press conference
project cube
propaganda analysis
puppet
puzzle

questionnaire
questions
quilt square
quilt
quiz
radio program
reaction paper
rebus story
recipe book
recommendation
record cover
report
research on Internet
resume
riddle
road map
role play
role reversal
sales presentation
schedule
science fiction story
scrapbook
screen play
script
sculpture
self-evaluation
senior project and defense
shield
silk screen
simulation
simulation game
skit
slide show
slogan
soft sculpture
solution to a problem
song
speech

Close Reading l2l

spelling bee
spreadsheet
stamp story board
student file
summary
survey and report
syllogism analyzed
symposium
talk show program
tall tale
tape
television
terrarium
test
timeline
tools
transparencies
travel brochure
treatise
treasure map
Web page

book-make
book-write, i-llustrate
bookmark
brochure
bulletin board
business plan
cartoons
case study
catalogue
causal relationship

identified
chart
children's story
choral reading
choreography
clay model
clay sculpture
clothing
coat of arms collage
collected letters
collection
comparative observations
computer program
conclusion based on data
constructions
contour map
conundrum
cook book
cooking
costume
colloquium
commercial
comic strip
compare/contrast paper
comparison chart
court trial
creative story
crossword puzzle
critique
data base
debate
demonstration
design experiment
design product line

program
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Rhetoric

INTRODUCTION
In a coordinated English curriculum, teachers of all grade levels can help
students think logically and write persuasively by teaching the foundations of
rhetoric and the skills of argumentation. By first understanding the connection
between reading and writing, students may see the text as the finished writing
of an author, not simply as a book to be read. They could speculate, for
example, whyWilliam Faulknerwrote'A Rose for Emily" with suspended detail
and nonchronological ordering of events or why Abraham Lincoln wrote "Four
score and seven years ago" rather than "Eighty-seven years ago." When students
examine a text carefully, they are able to determine the intent of the writer. In
the study of rhetoric, the focus should be how a writer uses elements of
language-diction, detail, image, tone, syntax, logical ordering, juxtaposition,
or contrast, for example-to achieve a specific purpose.

Rhetoric is the art of using words to persuade in writing or speaking. All types of
writing-fiction, nonfiction, drama, and poetry-seek to persuade, and
rhetoricians study these genres for their persuasive qualities. In the classroom,
students study logic, the rational methods of ascertaining and preserving truth.
They learn how to e>cplore causal relationships, proving conclusions with sound
logic and clear reasoning. Students learn to deliberate issues carefully and to
avoid hasty writing on a visceral level. Students need to be able to analyze an
assertion, determine its validiry prepare an appropriate response, and commu-
nicate that spoken or written response with clarity. In this four-section chapter,
teachers will be introduced to the theory behind rhetoric, to material and activ-
ities related to analyzing rhetoric, to instruction and prompts geared toward
writing arguments, and to two Advanced Placement English Language and
Composition free-response questions: one that directs students to analyze
prose; and the other, to write an argument.

RHETORICAT THEORY
Argument is used here to designate the entire persuasive essay. Writing argu-
mentative essays is a complex process that addresses with a specific purpose a

targeted audience. The process requires reasoning, a kind of controlled thinking
in which the student comes to accept or reject an idea based on its validity and
truth. An error in reasoning, or a logicalfallacy,vnllweaken an argument and
diminish the credibility of the writer. Effective arguments involve key issues,

anticipated objections, gathered support, and logical reasoning to sway the
thinking of the audience. An effective argument is a well-constructed presenta-
tion of ideas that takes a stand about an issue-often called the thesis state-
ment or claim-artd supports that thesis statement with various evidence or
premises.In writing arguments, students will consciously structure their
writing, using logical lines of reasoning such as order of importance, chain of
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reasoning, cause and effect, rebuttal, concession/refutation, and process
analysis. Writers of arguments will also use the various modes of discourse to
support their claims with a combination of both logical (logos) and emotional
(pathos) evidence to establish their credibility as writers or their ethical appeal
(ethos). The argument's inference is the relationship between the premises and
a conclusion, tt:e final statement, which writers seek to prove as valid based on
their premises, which also are assumed valid.

ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENTATION
Purpose: Purpose is the specific reason or reasons for the writing. It conveys
what the readers have to gain by reading the essay. Purpose is the objective or
the goal that the writer wishes to establish.

Awriter's purpose might be to:

. Support a cause
o Promote a change
. Refute a theory
. Stimulate interest
. Win agreement
. Arouse sympathy
. Provoke anger

Audience: Tllre audience is the writer's targeted reader or readers. The relation-
ship between the writer and the audience is critical. Students should consider
the kind of information, Ianguage, and overall approach that will appeal to a
specific audience. Here are some questions students can ask themselves during
the prewriting stage of their argumentative essays:

Who exactly is the audience?

\Mhat do theyknow?

lVhat do they believe?

lVhat do they expect?

How will the audience disagree with me?

\Mhat will theywant me to address or answer?

How can I-or should I-use jargon?

Should I use language that is formal, factual, and objective-or familiar, anec-
dotal, and personal?

Appeals of Logic, Emotion, and Ethics

Types of Logical Appeak (lo gos)

Incorporate inductive reasoning.

Use deductive reasoning.

Create a syllogism.
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Cite traditional culture.

Cite commonly held beliefs.

Allude to history, religious texts, great literature, or mythology.
Manipulate the style.

Employ various modes of discourse for specific effects.
Provide testimony.

Draw analogies / create metaphors.

Order chronologically.

Provide evidence.

Classify evidence.

Cite authorities.

Quote research.

Use facts.

Theorize about cause and effect.

Argue from precedent.

Emottonal Appeals (pathos)
Use language that involves the senses.

Include a bias or prejudice.

Include an anecdote.

Include connotative language.

Explore euphemisms.

Use description.

Use figurative language.

Develop tone.

Experiment with informal language.

EthicalAppeal (ethos)
Showwritten voice in the argument.

Make the audience believe that the writer is trustworthy.
Demonstrate that the writer put in research time.
Support reasons with appropriate, logical evidence.
Present a carefully crafted and edited argument.
Demonstrate that the writer knows the audience and respects them.
Show concern about communicating with the audience.
convince the audience that the writer is reliable and knowledgeable.
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Logical Fallacies
Logical fallacies are errors in reasoning that render an argument invalid.

General guidelines for student writers

Do not claim too much. No writing will completely solve or even fully
address all problems involved in a complex topic.
Do not ouersimplify complex issues. You selected your topic because it is
controversial and multifaceted. If you reduce the argument to simplistic
terms and come up with an easy solution, you will lose your credibility and
diminishyour ethos.
Support your argument uith concrete euidence and specific proposals, not
with abstract generalizations and familiar sentiments. Always assume that
your audience is skeptical, expecting you to demonstrate your case reason-
ably, without bias or shallow development.

a

a

a

Common Logical Fallacies
. ad hominem fallacy: "to the individual," the target's person's characteristics

are attacked, instead of the argument

Example: Nick Jacobson is not a worthy candidate for vice president of the
senior class because he is short and frowns too much.

. ad populum fallacy: "to the crowd," a misconception that awidespread
occurrence of something is assumed to make an idea true or right

Example: The parents of Sylvia's friends allow their daughters to stay out until
2:00 a.m. on a school night, so Sylvia's parents should allow her to stay out until
2:00, as well.

. begging the question: taking for granted something that really needs proving

Example: "Free all political prisoners" begs the question of whether some of
those concerned have committed an actual crime, like blowing up the chem-
istry building in a political protest.*

. circular reasoning: trylng to prove one idea with another idea that is too
similar to the first idea; such an error logic moves backward in its attempt
to move forward

Example: Awriter is a person who writes.

. either/or reasoning: the tendency to see an issue as having only two sides

Example: The possession of firearms should be completely banned or
completely legal.

. hasty generalization: drawing a general and premature conclusion on the
basis of only one or two cases

Example: Dallas Police Chief Christopher Michaels suggested that all dogs be
muzzled because two Golden Retrievers have been disturbing the peace in Fritz Park.
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. non sequitur: "it does not follow" an inference or conclusion that does not
follow established premises or evidence

Example: "He is certainly sincere; he must be right." or "He's the most popular:
he should be president."*

. pedantry: a display of narrow-minded and trivial scholarship; an arbitrary
adherence to rules and forms

Example: Maryprides herself in knowing so much about grammar, but she
never earns high grades on essays because she cannot think of-let alone
organize - insightful ideas.

. post hoc, ergo propter hoc: "after this, therefore because of this," assuming
that an incident that precedes another is the cause of the second incident

Example: Antonietta worked on her written argument longer than she had for
any other essay; therefore, she felt she must earn an'A."

. propaganda: writing or images that seek to persuade through emotional
appeal rather than through logical proof; written or visual texts that
describe or depict using highly connotative words or images-favorable or
unfavorable -without 

justification

Example: Roger's infatuation with the model's ruby red lips, beautiful teeth,
sparkling eyes, and streaming hair made him believe that Optident is the best
toothpaste.

*Adaptation from pp. 268-270 from The Practical Stylist with Readings and
Handbook, Bth ed. by Sheridan Baker. Copy,right O t99B byAddison-Wesley
Educational Publishers Inc. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc.

Modes of Discourse**
Description'The traditional classification of discourse that depicts images
verbally in space and time and arranges those images in a logical pattern, such
as spatial or by association.

Narration: The classification of discourse that tells a story or relates an event. It
organizes the events or actions in time or relates them in space. Narration
generally tells what happened, when it happened, and where it happened.

Exposition: One of the traditional classifications of discourse that has as a func-
tion to inform or to instruct or to present ideas and general truths objectively.
Exposition can use incorporate any the following organizational patterns.

comparison: This traditional rhetorical strategy is based on the assumption
that a subject may be shornrn more clearly by pointing out ways it is similar
to something else. The two subjects may each be explained separately and
then their similarities are pointed out.
contrast: This traditional rhetorical strategy is based on the assumption
that a subject may be shown more clearly by pointing out ways in which it
is unlike another subject.

a

a
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cause and effect: One of the traditional rhetorical strategies, cause and
effect consists of arguing from the presence or absence of the cause to the
existence or nonexistence of the effect or result or, conversely, in arguing
from an effect to its probable causes.
classification: One of the traditional ways of thinking about a subject, clas-
sification identifies the subject as a part of a larger group with shared
features.
division: A traditional way of thinking about a subject that includes
breaking the subject into smaller segments.
definition: A traditional pattern of thought which places a subject into an
appropriate group and then differentiates the subject from the other
sections of the group. The first step limits the meaning of the subject; the
second step specifies its meaning. In prose, definitions are often extended
by illustrations and examples.

Argumentation: also persuasion This traditional form of discourse functions
by convincing or persuading an audience or by proving or refuting a point of
view or an issue. Argumentation uses induction, moving from observations
about particular things to generalizations, or deductiolz, moving from general-
izations to valid inferences about particulars, or some combination of the two
as its pattern of development.

**Adapted from Woodson, Linda. A Handbook of Modern Rhetorical Terms.

Urbana, Ill: Copyright O1979 by National Council of Teachers of English.

Classical Argumentative Scheme

Part I: Introductory Paragraph
. Catch interest
. Present the issue or topic with concrete image or anecdote
. Provide any relevant background information
. Define pertinent terms
. State claim (or thesis statement)

Part II: Concession and Refutation
A writer's credibility depends on expertise in the subject; hence, to ignore the
other side of the controversial issue is dangerous. The concession/refutation
first briefly recognizes and then at length argues against opposing uiewpoints,
perhaps by finding weaknesses within the opposing reasons, facts, testimony,
or logical development. In other words, it is the "yes...but" part of the argu-
ment. "Yes" is the concession; "but" is the refutation. Concession and refutation
allow writers to grant validity to or acknowledge opposing views; however, they
must demonstrate that their claims are more valid. Writers may choose to
concede and refute within introductory paragraphs or throughout body para-
graphs as they introduce each new premise. Ideas of concession often appear
as subordinated thoughts in dependent clauses of the syntax.

a

a

a

a
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Part III: Confirmation Paragraphs
The confirmation is the most important and the longest section of the argu-
ment for it provides the reasons and the euidence of a writer's claim. The confir-
mation section is the body of the essay that shows the logical development of
the argument. The confirmation should include not only logical reasons and
evidence but also emotional appeals to human needs or values. Furthermore,
writers should consciously incorporate the other modes of discourse to develop
the logic of their argument (see "Modes of Discourse").

Part IV: Conclud.ing Paragraph
. Wrap up the argument.
o Restate the claim.
. Provide a new appeal to needs or values.
. Enrich with additional commentary.
. Voice a final plea for readers to take action or to change thinking.
. Refrain from repeating any information.

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS
Note: The following graphic organizer*** is intended as a guide only. All parts of
the model above must be included in the essayif the student is to be successftrl
in his or her persuasion; however, the arrangement of the information within
boxes can appear in a variety of ways to meet the logical and structural needs of
each essay.

Title of Selection
Issue and Image
Background Information
Definition of Terms

Thesis Statement (claim)

Reasons and Evidence

Emotional Appeals

-
-

+

OpposingViewpoints +

-+

Reason l-Type of Evidence
Reason z-Type of Evidence
Reason 3-Type of Evidence

Need orValue 1

Need orValue 2

Need orValue 3

Opposing View 1 
-Concede/Refute

Opposing View 2 - Concede / Refu te
Opposing View 3 

-Concede/Refute

Restatement of Claim
Revisit Image
Urge Leader to Take Action

.............-_--..*
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***Adapted from Mc\Atrorter, Kathleen T. Successful CollegeWriting: Skills,

Strategies, Learning Sfyles. Boston, Mass: Bedford/St. Martin's, 2000.

Analyzing anArgument Using the Graphic Organizer
The following passage appeared as Question 2 of the 1982 AP English Language
and Composition Examination. It is a particularly apt sample for studying the
parts of an effectively written argument. Students will benefit from decon-
structing the argument, while simultaneously recognizing how the parts of the
argument work together to form the whole. After becoming familiar with the
graphic organizer, students may be instructed to carefully read Stevenson's veto
and then analyze it according to the components of the graphic organizer. The
graphic organizer showcases the what in the argument, while the annotation
showcases the how.

To the Honorable, the Members of the Senate of the Sixty-sixth General
Assembly:

I herewith return, without my approval, Senate Bill No. 93 entitled 'An Act
to Provide Protection to Insectivorous Birds by Restricting Cats." This is
the so-called "Cat 8i11." I veto and withhold my approval from this bill for
the following reasons:

Itwould impose fines on owners or keepers who perrnitted their cats to
run at large off their premises. It would permit any person to capture, or
call upon the police to pick up and imprison, cats at large. Itwould
permit the use of traps. The bill would have statewide application-on
farms, in villages, and in metropolitan centerc.

This legislation has been introduced in the past several sessions of the
Legislature, and it has, over the years, been the source of much
comment-not all of which has been in a serious vein. It may be that the
General Assembly has now seen fit to refer it to one who can view it with
a fresh outlook. \&lhatever the reasons for passage at this session, I cannot
helieve there is a widespread public demand for this law or that it could,
as a practical matter, be enforced.

Furthermore, I cannot agree that it should be the declared public policy
of Illinois that a cat visiting a neighbor's yard or crossing the highway is a
public nuisance. It is in the nature of cats to do a certain amount of
unescorted roaming. Many live with their ovrrners in apartments or other
restricted premises, and I doubt if we want to make their every brief foray
an opportunity for a small game hunt by zealous citizens-with traps or
otherwise. I am afraid this bill could only create discord, recrimination
and enmity^ Also consider the owner's dilemma: To escort a cat abroad on
a leash is against the nature of the cat, and to permit it to venture forth
for exercise unattended into a night of new dangers is against the nature
of the owner. Moreover, cats perform useful service, particular$ in rural
areas, in combating rodents-work they necessarily perform alone ald
without regard for property lines.
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Graphic Organization of Cat BillVeto

Title: Statement ofVeto of Senate Bill No.93

Introduction: Issue: Disposition of the Senate Bill 93, entitled, "An Act to Provide Protection
to lnsectivorous Birds by Restraining Cats (The'Cat Bill')."

Background Information: "Legislation has been introduced in the past several
sessions of the Legislature, and it has, over the years, been the source of much
comment-not all of which has been in a serious vein. . . . GeneralAssembly
has now seen fit to refer it to one who can view it with a fresh outlook."

Claim (Thesis): "I veto and withhold my approval from this bill.

Body
Paragraphs
(Reasons &
Euidence):

Reason One: "It would impose fines on owners or keepers who permitted their
cats to run at large off their premises."

Evidence for Reason One:
. Cannot agree that public poliry of Illinois would declare such activity a

public nuisance.
. "It is the nature of cats to do a certain amount of unescorted roaming."

Reason TWo: "It would permit any person to capture, or call upon the police to
pick up and imprison, cats at large."

Evidence for ReasonTWo: "Many [cats] live with their owners in apartments
or other restricted premises, and I doubt if we want to make their every

brief foray an opportunity for a small game hunt by zealous citizens-with
traps or otherwise."

a

Reason Three: "...this bill could only create discord, recrimination and enmity."

rc i4.-teresrte,g'in ]",iat.'
,aqst-ra-s{g.qr.neibii4 I well knovu but I believe,:this, is,t4litg,.#iidd;,:,iil
further but little the worthy cause to which its proponents give such
unselfish effort. The problem of cat versus bird is as old as time. If we
attempt to resolve it by legislation who knows but what we may be called

,up!ialtg:$ke;i1 ,,! wellintheug"-oldif i6-

$qigE b,-.irdr, c,ten:hird:v.eritgworm, ,m,y,:dfrfilignlrtllei$ rr.

and its local governing bodies already have enough to do without trying

rort[ese,,r@ii@!,,,4.ra te.oa ,rrm&rbj,'4gelme.
veto and withhold my approval from Senate Bill No. 93.

Respectfully,
Adlai E. Stevenson, Governor
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Evidence for Reason Three: "...Bill would have statewide application-on
farms, in villages, and in metropolitan centers."
o It would only create dilemma for cat owners and cats.
. "I cannot believe...that it could, as a practical matter, be enforced."
. Raises other larger, more complicated issues: "If we attempt to resolve [the

cat probleml by legislation who knows but what we may be called upon to
take sides as well in the age-old problems of dog versus cat, bird versus
bird, or even bird versus worm."

Appeals [Madel Used:

' Appeal to humor
. Appeal to intellect
. Appeal to animal lover's instinct
. Appeal to understanding of irony

Yes...but:
Interest in "protecting certain varieties of birds"
"Cats perform useful service, particularly in rural areas

Conclusion: Stevenson restates his claim, "For these reasons, and not because I love birds the
less or cats the more, I veto and withhold my approval from Senate Bill No. 93."

Stevenson's writing sample provides a rich field for student analysis of the close

connection between technique (rhetorical strategies) and purpose. Stevenson's

gentle use of satire, bordering on the absurd, is especially poignant here. His

veiled, mocking, tongue-in-cheek tone is cleverly crafted. Directing students to
the questions posed earlier in this chapter will help in their analysis of
Stevenson's technique and purpose. Students may also be asked to annotate or
may be guided through an annotation of this veto.

93 entitled "An Act to Provide Protection to

Counter
Arguments:

so- CLAIM

wl my
reasons:

police to pick up and imprison, cats at large. It would

Listing reasons- paraliel
structure delineates

centers.

of bill

f s"l"*rL"--"t *t,d-:*
\-**x:*-***rymx{-

tmiuersal
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slight concession

Arguesfrom precedent
(silly then, silly now)-
appeal to common sense

CONCESSlON

CI-4IM RESTATED

Reducing the idea to
absurd

Using a chain of reaso nin g
with tran sitional direaiu e s

Yes-but

Sarcastic diction

This Iegislation has be'en,ihtroduge,.d :in [h.e.ipa.q-t spveral
of,th-e:Legislature,, and it,has, overithe:years;r,-, :r,

heenttre:scurceof rnuehcomrnent.-=rr-otdof whiChr',..,

has6een,in.aserious' vein. It ma,y be'that the,Geneial'' r 
r

assemUty tras now seen,fit to refer it to one who can
viewit with a freshoutlook lAlhateverthe reasons for
passage at this session, I cannot believe there is a wide-
spread public demand'fol this law or thatit,could, as,a
praetical mattel,be enforced. ' r : ,i: :

Flrrthetmore, Ircannot agree that it should.be,lhe, '.,'..

declared nublr'c poliry rif Illinois that a.eat visitinrgra, .,.:,,,

nejghborls,yard oi erossing the higtiw, 4y is.& public.,,i,,,'-
nuirance;'It'is'in the:naltrre of cats to do & eBrt&lo.r:, r ,,:,r

arnount'of,unescarted roaming. Manlr live:with,theii.,,,:.r.
,o!vns1s ifl apartm'ents or other,resfficted pr€mise!,,4hd,,,
'I doubt if,we want to,meike their,ev.eflr,bfief foray':Ear:, ,' I

opportunity fqr a.smallgarn'e hunt by zealous citizens-
with taps.or,otherwise. I am afraid this billiould;ony:
.ereate discordi rreciiminationand enmitlt',Afu0,consi.der,'
the-owneris dilemrna:,To escort a,cat abroad on a leash
isagainst&e nature of the cat,,ahd'to:petml{itra, :. :,:',,.

'venture,,furth,for exereise unattended,into a night of
new'dangers is,againstthe nature of ,the o!voer..

1-V,I,q.[epv.qi,catsperfu rmusefu lservicerparti.qt]q{y,in-,1,,,
rural areas, in combating rodents-work they neces-
saqil]{perfona aloue,and without regard for property
lines.

,lAb are,all,interes.ted ih protecting certarn varietie& of.,rr'.

bird6,,That,qats destrqy. so$1e'birds; twefl kqpvrrr.@I,I,..t

, 
believe, this legislation wou!-d fu rther but llttl0. the.:.,,,.,'.,,'

w,orthy,eause toWhich.its pfoponents $ivg, sgch :,',:.':.r .r,
unselfish effort. The problem of cat versus bird is as old

. as time. rlf we' atternpt to resolve it: !y, legislation who
tirowi bu,i irt #e.may be called upon'to..take''.3lides,,as:

.w,e11 in iage=old,pro'ble g of rOog.veqsu,s cat, bir$
versus bird, or even bird versus worm. In my opinion,
Ithe..Siate oflllihois,and its,loeal governi4grbodies... . :.1 rrr.,

already have enough to do without trying to control
feline delinquency.

i For,these, reasons,, and not becaridol,iove bird s the le s s

or cats the more, I vel.o and withhold my approval from
Senate Bill No. 93.
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Students may be directed to focus on Stevenson's awareness of his audience, his
use of diction as it discloses his tone, and his use of parallel structure as it
strengthens his supportable evidence. The subtle but effective use of allusion
and his tongue-in-cheek admonishment of the Senate should also be noted.

Writing Prompt: In a well-organized essay, analyze the strategies or devices
(organization, diction, tone, use of detail) that make Governor Stevenson's

argument effective for his audience. Substantiate observations with specific
examples from the text.

PASSAGES FOR RHETORICAL ANALYSIS
The following passages are included to provide additional practice for students
in their exposure to and subsequent mastery of the skill of analyzing rhetorical
arguments and in identiflring and examining the effect of rhetorical techniques.
In analyzing texts, students commonly make the mistake of discussing what the
author's message is, rather than how the author delivers the message. So

teachers need to explain that analyzing language involves determining an
author's purpose, not interpreting an author's meaning. Not the what,butthe
how.Refer to the sections-"Close Reading" and "LiteraryAnalysis"-f6y 661s
information on how tone, diction, and close reading strategies will assist

students in their analysis of an author's language and, subsequently, in the
construction of their o\ rn arguments.

A Controversial Issue
Read the following selection carefully. Then write an essay in which you analyze
the rhetorical strategies Ruth Macklin uses to convey her attitude toward
human cloning. Pay particular attention to her claims, evidence, diction, and
organization.

Human Cloning? Don'tlust SayNo* byRuth Macklin

Last week's news that scientists had cloned a sheep sent academics and the
public into a panic at the prospect that humans might be next. That's an
understandable reaction. Cloning is a radical challenge to the most funda-

so it's not

and
While human cloning might not offer great benefits to humanity, no one has
yet made a persuasive case that it would do any reai harm, either.

Theologians contend that to clone a human would violate human dignity.
That would surely be true if a cloned individual were treated as a Iesser being,
with fewer rights or lower stature. But why suppose that cloned persons

wouldnt share the same rights and dignity as the rest of us? A leading lawyer-
ethicist has suggested that cloningwouldviolate the "right to genetic identity."
Where did he come up with such a right? It makes perfect sense to say that
adult persons have a right not to be cloned without their voluntarl, informed
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consent; But ifsuch consentisgiven;whose'1ii$htll logenede identitliw,ould,.,
be violated?

Many of the science-fiction seenados pfompted by the prospect of 1q6311' ,,

cl,oning turri out, !4)on reflection, to be absurdly,improbable; There's the feae

for instaneg that parents might ilone a child to have "spaft partsl incasethe
original child needs:anorgantmnsplant. Butparqnt$ ofidenttcal twirrs don't
view one child as an organ farm for the other. \i\hy should cloned children's
parents be any different?

Vast Difference. Another disturbing thought is that cloning will lead to efforts
to.breed individuals wi-thgenetic qualitiesrperceiwd as exeep.tisnal'(hath ,. .
geniusesrbasketball players). Such ideas are repulsive,'nolonly:because of &e
:!!uk factor1 but,also because'of the horrors:peqpetuated by the N s in&e' r l

name of eugqnice. Buttheres aVast differdnce between'lselective breedirig" as

piaaicedbytotalitaiianregimes (ulheietheurge to propagate certain ffiesr,of

benig4 forms alreadllpracticed in democratic soeieties'{where, say,lawvers ' :

freely chooge,to marry:other lawyers). Banki stoeke.dwi*r theftoze.Il sperm of
geniusesalreadyexist.Thelrhavenltcreated a nl4slerrae.e beeause,anlyflliw.,,
number ofwomenhavewanted to inrpregnate themqelves iii &iE wall.Why,

I thinkit will be different if hu-r.nan cloningbecornesavailable?'

So who.rarilllkelytake advantageof clonin$ Perhaps argrieving'couple.who,se

child is,dying, This might,seem psyeholagicq&y tl^dsted. ,But a tloned ehild
bornto such dubious,parents staodsno gleater orlesser eharice,of being,''
loved, or rejected, or being warped than a child normally conceived. lnfertile
couples are also likely to seek out cloning. That such couples have other

,op-dons (i4vitro fertilieationoradoption) is an.argqnentfor denyQg

them the rigftto clone; Or,consider an exq@elaised !y {ge Richatd, "' '' 
'-

Posner: a couple inwhichthe husband has sourg tragie ganetic'defect.

,Currentbr;.it'{ris couplewants,,ageneticall}rrelated child;the.yhave fournot,':''
altogether.pleasant optioas,T,hey can r,egroduce natqally and- risk pas.sitg on
the disoase to tkre child, They can go tora sperm bqrrk artd'take a chgnce:on
unknor,vn genes. They can try in vitro fertilization and dispose of any afilicted

emtrvo.--*thou$ that,migfut be objecticaable, to'o. Q1,thb11 eah,get,a rnale-, 1 .

.relative of the fattrer to donate sperm, if sueh a relattve,exists, lhis is-one.case
'*dlere even people qnnerved by cloning might see it,as ho,t thewotstoplion',,

'Eren if human'cloning offers,no obvious benefits;to hlpar tF w'fuyliari,ifl In ,

a dernocratic,society, rwe donrt qsuatr}y pass larte outlawing'sprnething beforel'
there is:acfual orpqobable evidenqe of harm. Amoratoriu:n onfuf,ther , . ,:,

researchintohurnan cloiring:rnightmakesense, in ord-er to considerealirthr '

the grave questions it raises. ffthe moratoriuln is then liflted; hqr&an cloniog
should rOmairr a research acflviry for an extended period. And if it is ever

attempted itshould-.and'no doubt will-;take place,onlywift s61sft{ ,', .i ,

,serutinyand,layers o{Iegal.oversight. Mostiryrporrantl$ hunran clo,ning '', ' .,

shor{d be govemed by the Sarne lpws ttrat now protect human riglrts.1 A1wot1-d

not'safeforclonedhumtrnswotdd.heaworldnotsa&forthe'restofius.",,, ,",.

. Copyright.O19g?. t/.S. Neus&lltrrld Report, L. P Reprinted &,ith permisslon.
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"Human Cloning? Dont /ust Say No" lends itself nicely to the graphic organizer
and to annotation. Students may note the effect of a well-placed rhetorical
question, a technique used quite effectively in the above passage. Students may
also be drarnm to Ms. Macklin's varied sources, the magnitude of her evidence,
and her concession/refutation strategies.

Comparison and ContrastTfuth and Cooper
The two speeches below were prompted by a comment spoken by a male
attendee at a national conference in Ohio, in December 1851, against the idea
of equal rights for women. The attendee based his argument on the notion that
a woman was too weak to perform her share of manual labor and that she was
innately the physical, mental, and moral inferior to man. Analyze both
responses in terms of their structure, use of language, and rhetorical tech-
niques. Students may use the graphic organizer and/or annotation (either indi-
vidually or in small groups) to facilitate their analysis and fulIunderstanding of
the speeches.

SpeechOne

AintI altrornan?
SojournerTruth,

.@Il clii|41sa,'where, there is so much racket, there must be.something
out'bf kilterr l think,that thij*.tthe negroes of the'southand thewo.men at
Ul"'. Uorft all talking.about ,rigbts'i the white men will :be' in, a fix ,pretry
,soqn. But:whatsall this here,talking about? , , ',

,That man,over therq,says women need to,be helped into ca$iages.'arld

fi,$ed ov:9{ ditehes, and.tohave the best,placeweryriylgrq. NobodyEver ,

he,lps mq inlo,earriages o.r.ove-f rnud.puddlesi or gives me anrr best plaie;,
And,ainr,t t,n w-oman? Look at mef Look at my arm!,I have ploughed and
pJanled.,q5rd-gathqred into barnq, and no man c_ould headrnel And aiat I
,&wor118R? I could work aS'much and eat as much as aman-*when I'
eould gq{ it--and bear the }ash as well! A4d ainrt I a w,oman? I have borne
thitteen childreq and $een.mostsold offto olaver1a, and when |,ctiedaut
wilh,my,]nother's griet,n6nshlu{ }gsus heard me!:And:ainlt I awarnan? .

Then they talk about this,thing in the head; whatrs thislhey aall ir?
'[Intellect, someone ,,,.ytrfspers.J Tha.t's it, honey. \,Vhat's,that got to do with ,

worn€nro fights or negro's rigtrts? If my,cup wo.n'thold but apin!, arrd '

yours holds a,qqruI,,w-ouJdnlt you b'e,mean Rot,to let me,have $ry little'
hhlf.measure &dl?

,[hen thatlittleman in'blaekthere, he says womencanlt have,as much , ,

rights as men leause,ehiis,t wasn't a,woman!Where did yoqrChristicorue
ti:am?,From God and a wo-rnan! I{an had nothing,to do'with Him, If the,

fust woman God ever made:was strong enough to turn t-he w.orld,upside
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Students may consider the following questions after reading and analyzir:rg

these speeches:

. What does each speech reveal about the speaker?

. lVhich speech is more effective?\Mhy?

. Are the rhetorical techniques more similar than different?

. What may account for the differences in the language of the two speeches?

Analysis of the SojournerTtuth Passage

One methodfor analyzing a persuasive or argumentative speech or essay is the
SMELL strategy.

dprrr,rrl.a]1 alone;,these,,wor,neni together oughtto be'ab!e to,turn it,baek
sld,get,itrigfotsidegp agairrl And nol,v the-\.ris.asking,to do it, the men
beiter'let'them, Obii ged to y-e u for hearing rae;: and rn'ow old :soiourner

ainit got nothing more to say.

Truth, Sojourner. Aftican-Ameriran l.iterature:Voicesin aTradiriott. Orlando: Holl, Rinehart andWinston. lnc.'1992.

Atott forty yeers laler in ,lB92, Allqa C-ooper ie,,sponds'to the saiae' , ', . '

'e$mgaga,en address,before:an audience of'wo111sn' :' :: :r

Let women's claims be as broad in the concrete as in the abstract. We

'take' our'slirnd on the sol,iauriWaf.hqmani,ry,the,oneness, ofillfe, and the
'funatunilness and,inigqtieeiof alt speqial favoritism, whetherofs-€5,, r;'..''

rabe,,coul$r-..y,:qr.co,ndition.,If one,link'of the,chain is'brbke&.fhechain i6

bl'.Qkeg-,,A,'bildge,is,aq stto.ngjr,lhan its-w,eakesrparL,aqd'ii.causoi$'not'".,'
worthief arlit$ we4kest slsmqot Least,of all cah'uroman's.causeraffgrd ..

to decry the weak. We want, then, as toilers for the universal triumph
of justice and human rights, to go to our homes from the Congress
ile.m:andiRg :an,entrance not through q:-gatet1ra)f for, ou1sel,.ygqr our {ace,,,
ow!ex,. orloir. qect, but a,grand highw,a5r for. h11m-an!$r 'The e olQred,, ,, i 

, , ,

Weinanfu' l' thatlwgmenseause.ispng and universat,andftat not tiII
the image of God whether in parian or ebony, is sacred and inviolable;
aot'tillrace,'tolori sex, and con{ltion ar€'seetr as aceidenls, and not the
stibsianee:oflifui,nottill the universal title of httrnanity:to'life, Iibertyi and
to the pursuit of happiness is conceded to be inalienable to all; not till
theniswornans bause,wbn-not the,w,hiterwomart's; northei,blacki:'
worlran$, nor the red woman'S, but thetcause of every,mau,and woman

, nrhohas wtithedisilently under a mightv ttrong-rWomer/swrongs,are thus
indiSsolubty'linked:with all und;efetrded'woe, and the acquirement' of her

It-ights?r ! mea4.the flnal triurrrphaf,all right,over migh,t,ltrdsupremacy

,p,f the:m.oral.for.cesof rEason,'andjustice and love,in the govefiunent of,:.

'Itoaks;,Bcll.,-alaat l.A\ilrjma.tit bldik waiixenaftd'fettli,nit t :Bostqqi.Solith Eirid,Ptess.; 1981, l
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The acronyrn SMELL helps students remember the five questions.

l. \Mhat is the sender-receiver relationship? \tVho are the images and language
meant to attract? Describe the speaker of the text.

2. VVhat is the message? Summarize the statements made in the text.
3. VVhat is the desired effect?

4. What logic is operating? How does it (or its absence) affect the message?

Consider the logic of the images as well as the words.
5. \.rr'hat does the language of the text describe? How does it affect the

meaning and effectiveness of the writing? Consider the language of the
images as well as the words.

An example of using the SMELL strategy to ar,alyze Sojourner Truth's speech follows.

Sender-receiver relationship: Sojourner Truth, a freed slave, abolitionist, and
women's rights activist is addressing a women's rights convention in Akron,
Ohio, in 1851. She is responding to a man in the audience who had argued that
women are too frail and weak to have equal rights with men and that they need
to be taken care of by men. Realizing that she was addressing a hostile audience
and that only a few people would agree with her, Truth had to choose her words
carefully.

Effect Perhaps the desired effect was to refute the opposition which had
claimed that women are weak and frail, that they need to be taken care of, that
they are not as intelligent as men, and that they should not have as many rights
as men because Christ was not a woman. Additionally, Sojourner wanted her
audience to see her not merely as a black woman, but as a woman.

Logic: Truth's logic seems to consist of four parts.

Although she, too, is a woman, men do not help her into carriages, over mud-
puddles, or give her the best places. She was pointing out the flaw in the man's
logic. On the one hand he claimed that women should be helped and taken
care of, but what about Sojourner Truth? She is evidently exempt from those
entitlements reserved for her gender.

To the assertion that women are weak and frail, Truth points to her ornm

strength by asking the audience to turn their eyes toward her and to look at her

M message
E emotional strategies
L logical strategies
L language

Message: Her main message seems to be that Negroes and women should share
equal rights with men. She also seems to suggest that black women should
receive the same care and consideration as white women.
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muscular arm while she describes the hard labor she has performed-as much
as a man-and the suffering she has endured throughout her life at the hands
of men.

In response to the white man's assumption that Negroes and women are intel-
lectually inferior to white men, Tluth dismisses this argument by asking what
intellect has to do with basic human rights. She uses imagery and metaphorical
language (cups holding differing amounts) to emphasize her point.

If my cup won't hold but a pint, and yours holds a quart, wouldn't you be

mean not to let me haue my little half-measure full?

Responding to the man who claimed that women should not have as many
rights as men because Christ was not a woman, Sojourner argues that Christ
came from God and a woman, and that man had nothing to do with him.
Therefore, should not woman, from whom Christ came, share equal rights with
her offspring?

Language: Truth uses loaded words and phrases that appeal to the emotions by
referring to Christ, motherhood, and grief, and asking the audience to look at
her and consider the hardships she has endured. Truth's use of nonstandard
language may make her message more effective due to its "plain folks" appeal
that identifies her with common people and universal common needs. Perhaps
it stirs within them a sense of empathy and identification with the dilemma she

presents. Her skillful repetition of the phrase "Aint I aWoman?" is an effective
use of persuasive language aimed at gaining a sympathetic response from as

many people in the audience as possible.

Chief Speckled Snake Replies
This speech was delivered at a council of Indian chiefs, assembled to have
President lackson's talk read to them.

BrotherslWe have heard the talk of our great father; it is very kind. He

says he.troveslhis red children. Bratherol$hen,ttre:w.hite,mqnrfirst came,to
these shores, the Muscogees gave him land, and kindled him a fire to
make him comfortable; and when the pale faces of the south (the Spanish

in Florida).rlrade war. onhim, their young men'drewthq,tornahawk ood,, ,,

protected his head from the scalping knife.

Butwhen the white manhad warmed,himself befoie fie,Indians fire'andi
filled himself with the Indiads homily, he.becarye.Very large;, he,stopp,ed,,

,not for.the lxountain tops, and hiq feet eovered the plains and the,valley-s
His hands grasped the eastern and western sea.

Then he became our great father. He loved his red children; but said, "You
,must move a littg'fartttef,lestl should by acciden! treadronyou." With
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one foot he pushed the red man over the Oconee, and with the other he

trampled dornm the graves of his fathers.

But our great father still loved his children, and he soon made them
another talk. He said much; but it all meant nothing, but "move a little
farther; you are too near me." I have heard a great many talks from our
great father, and they all began and ended the same.

Brothers!'Nhen he made us a talk on a former occasion, he said, "Get a

little farther; go beyond the Oconee and the Oakmulgee; there is a
pleasant country." He also said, "It shall be yours forever."

Now he says, "The land you live on is not yours; go beyond the
Mississippi; there is game; there you may remain while the grass grows or
the water runs."

BrotherslWill not our $eat father come there also? He loves his red chil-
dren, and his tongue is not forked.

FromThe Studies Institute

Note: Students should be able to identiff the use of concession/refutation as a

persuasive device. The use of contrast and the juxtaposition of kind words
followed by acts of brutality and subterfuge is a pattern that is used throughout
the speech. Metaphorical language describes the enormity of the white man's
acts of betrayal. Anecdotes refute the claim and premise of Jackson's speech by
providing contrary evidence. In all of the situations, the white man says one
thing but does another. Note the repeated use of "talks" and "says." Finally,
students should be able to identify how the whole speech and pattern of the
argument build to the concluding paragraph. The use of the words "our great
father" and "He loves his red children" is ironic at the end, since the listener
now understands the nature of his "love" and how unlike a father he is. The
final line, "He loves his red children, and his tongue is not forked," is a
wonderful coup de grace as it inverts the truth for effect. A powerful rhetorical
device, it matches the inversion of the white man's talk to action.

Students can analyze the argument by using the Graphic Organizer (see p. 129)

or the Checklist for the Argumentative Essay (see p. 152). This activity should be
done in groups and followed by a whole-group discussion of the features of
Chief Speckled Snake's speech. The writing prompt may be used as a culmi-
nating activity. In addition, this speech is similar in structure to Mark Anthony's
eulogy at Iulius Caesar's funeral, which uses refutation and repetition, "But
Brutus says he was ambitious, and Brutus is an honorable man' Uulius Caesar

III, ii, 84). Dramatization, especially at the middle grade level, would be a very
effective way for students to understand the nuances and power of the rhetor-
ical devices used.

Writing prompt:Usirtgyour notes from the Graphic Organizer and/or Checklist
for the Argumentative Essay, write a well-developed essay in which you discuss

how Chief Speckled Snake's speech uses repetition, refutation, diction, tone,
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and other rhetorical strategies to erode the image of the white man that
President Iackson presented.

Students might read or listen to one or more of the following argumentative
speeches and makeVenn diagrams comparing and contrasting them with
Truth's "Ain't I aWoman?" speech.

. Frederick Douglass (1865): "Untie His Hands"

. Susan B. Anthony (1873): "On aWoman's Right toVote"

. Chief loseph (1877): "IWill Fight No More Forever"
o Martin Luther King, fr. (1963): "I Have a Dream"

Teachers could ask students to imagine that they are one of the authors plan-
ning one of the above speeches. Thinking about possible objections that might
be raised, students could make charts listing the objections in a column on the
left side of the page, and the facts that refute those objections on the right.

Students could use the SMELL strategy or the Graphic Organizer to analyze
one or more of the famous persuasive speeches listed above.

Comparison and Contrast Creon and King Henry

Passage One
The following excerpt fuomOedipus the Kingis translated by Robert Fagles. In
it, Creon tries to defend his honor against Oedipus' accusation of treason. First,
arralyze Creon's argument using the Graphic Organizer.

Not,at.all;:,1.'- .ti:.ii' , i.i,,.r-....:,.i:., ,;,: j.r:.;-:,,iri ,.,,....,..r,,',1't."t-"'-

Not if you see things calmty, rationally,
as I do. Look at it this way first:
who in his right mind would rather rule
and live in anxiety than sleep in peace?

Piq{tli..d#r$i{.h,b,,egj,qyd,,t .g ort'ty,,;..,.,.:11,

Not I, I'm not the man to yearn for kingship,
not with a kings power in my hands. \A/ho would?

Now, as it is, you offer me all I need,
not a fear in the world. But if I wore the crown . . .

&.etqdlb,q..-.q",1-Iyr. qsl{ii*},erioi,:Pt,,,..,,. 
..

'hryP.r{Iyi.ta!l,q-ji,,,il';tj,r..,1,,..'.r.$,., ,.,,.....,, ,.., ,,.,.,

How could kingship
please me more than influence, power
without a qualm? I'm not that deluded yet,

to reach for anything but privilege outright,
profit free and clear.
Now all men sing my praises, all salute me,
now all who request your favors curry mine.
I am their best hope: success rests in me.
:W-tryr 116a1r,t 4!kLrottr,.ar$l-bo-i}, ,
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PassageTwo
Now consider the following passage that appeared in Question 1 of the 1990
Advanced Placement English Literature and Composition Examination. In the
following soliloquy from Shakespeare's Henry U Part II, King Henry laments his
inability to sleep. Analyze the soliloquy in terms of its overall structure and its
rhetorical strategies. Use the graphic organizer for analyzing an argument.

A man of sense, someone who sees things clearly
would never resort to treason.
No, I have no lust for conspiracy in me,
nor could I ever suffer one who does.

Do you want prooff Go to Delphi yourself,
examine the olacle and see if I've reported
the message word-for-word. This too:
if you detect that I and the clairvoyant
have plotted anything in ccmmon, arrest me,
execute me. Not on the strength of one vote,
two in this case, mine as well as yours.
But don't convict me on sheer unverified surmise.
How r,trong it is to take the good for bad,
purely at random, or take the bad for good.
But reject a friend, a kinsman? I would as soon
tear out the life within us, priceless life itself.
You'll learn this well, without fail, in time.
Time alone can bring the just man to light-
the criminal ycru can spot in one short day.

"Oed\rus the King" by Sophocles, frorl lhrre Tlrcban Playsb_v Sophocles, translated by Robert Fagles, copy-
right O1982 bv Robert Fagles. Llsed by permisssion ofViking Penguin, ;r division of Penguin Purnam, Inc.

KiAg Henry: How r4any thousand of my poorest subjects
Are at this hcur asleep! O sleep! O gentle'sleep,!

Naturels softnurse, howhave I frighted thee, ,

That thou no more wilt weigh my eyelids doum,
And steep my senses in forgetfulness?

Upon'uneasy pallets stretching'thqe,
And hushd with buzqing night-flies to thy qlumber,

Than inthe perfumd ehamLrers of the great,
Under the canopies of costl:1l sta.te,

And lulld with sound of s$/€etest'm,elody?

O thou dr.rll god, whyliest thouwith the vile :

In loathsome beds, and leavfst the kingly couch
A watch.case or a common'larum.bell?
Wiltthouupon the high and giddymast
Seal up the ship-boy's eyes, and rsckhis brains :

In cradle of the rude imperious $urge,
And is the visitation of the winds,
lVho take theruffian billows bythe top,
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Note: This soliloquy provides a perfect opportunity for the study or reinforce-
ment of the power of figurative language in the creation of image. Note the
sprtactical pattern of the sentences/questions; the elliptical rhetorical ques-

tion, punctuated with either a period or an exclamation point; the repeated use

of an apostrophe; and the descriptive allusions.

Writing prompt: After a careful analysis of this soliloquy, write a well-developed
essay in which you discuss how King Henry's soliloquy provides irrefutable
support for Creon's argument to Oedipus. In your essay, comment on the use of
rhetorical strategies, the structure of each argument, and the use of allusion,
diction, and tone.

Comparison and ContrasfiAntigone and M. L. King, |r.
Carefully read the following two excerpts. The first is taken from Sophocles'
play, Antigone.In it Antigone explains her actions defuing Creon's edict that
prohibited anyTheban citizen from burying Eteocles, her brother. The second
is Martin Luther King, Ir.'s famous "Letter from Birmingham City Iail." King
chose to go to jail rather than to obey a court order to end civil rights demon-
strations. Analyze both arguments in terms of their structure, their considera-
tion of audience, and their use of rhetorical techniques. The graphic organizer
would facilitate understanding and create concrete areas of focus for writing a

comparison and contrast essay. The teacher could also ask students to answer

the following question in a persuasive essay: Might bothAntigone and Martin
Luther King, Ir. be considered tragic heroes, according to the Aristotelian defi-
nition of the tragic hero?

Curling theirmonstrous heads and haagingthem
trVithdeaf.:'nirigrctamodr. in,the,slibpe,fy, elouds, . .,

That with the hurly death itself awakes?

Canst thou; O ptutialnt 91eep, give thyxepose .

'To the wetsea:boy in'an,,houJ so,rudei ,

Andin -theroalme$and most stillest night,.,,. ,. .

1Alith- all applianees and,means to boot,,,'
Denllitto aKng?Theni'happylow; lie down!,' ,

Uneasy lies rlieihead th4t wears a.cxowll.
* huts
** llot impartial

Shakespeare, Willilr11. Henlr IV Parl ll.

dqtlgone:'Of eourse I did' it'1r,*'urd, ZeuS; notin the least,
who made this proclamation-not to me.

Nor'didthatJustiee,dwell,ingwiththegods, )''
beneaththe,earJh, ordain Suchlaws for'rnen,''' I ":
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Writing prompt:ln a well-developed essay, compare and contrast the stance
Antigone takes as she rebels against Creon's edict with the stance Martin Luther
King, Ir. assumes as he tries to explain his behavior from a jail cell in
Birmingham in 1968. How are their arguments similar or different in terms of
rhetorical strategies, structure, kinds of evidence used to support their claims,
consideration of audience, and use of diction and tone? Again, the use of the
organizer along with annotation will provide critical entry into these two
dynamic pieces.

Additional Classroom Activities
A teacher can select ideas that are appropriate for a particular grade level from
the following list of suggestions.

public- schoolq.,ilis rathet strimge.andparadoxfeqt,!o:find us epnsciousllr
bre,aki,4g lewsr o. ngmay.we[ask;,:liHow ean you advocate breaking sorne

law't aud.o-b-e11iAg:others?.llThe':aaswel'ie,fo.und irr g,factthattrtere ar-e ,,

two' ypes of'lawe; There are just law .and there.are unJust:laws,rl would
be the flrst to advocate obeying just laws. One has not only a legal but a

moral responsibility to obey just laws. Conversely, one has a moral
,responllbi to,dispbeyu$ust l@lwould,agree with SaintAug,ustine
rftat'll$nunjUstlawiq,qet:laivd*1.11,.,..i.1,.,1,,.,,:,:,r,,,r..,-..,:r, ,,, .:

m;*rr;;ii&.t*u&.;;c*ti**; i.n*'io&.0*e'deter*irru,, ,

when a law is just or unjust? A just law is a man-made code that squares
with the moral law or the law of God. An unjust law is a mode that is out
of harmony with the moral law. To put it in the terms of Saint Thomas
Aquinas, an unjust law is a human law that is not rooted in eternal and
natulal law.&y law'ftat uplifu 'human personality is just. Any lailr that'
,degtaderi liurnan-' p'ersCInalityj,s-rlirilu$t,, i;,

You spoke of ,_oq1 a,e1iyl$4 $ir_mingham as extreme. 
: : :

But as I continued to think about the matter, I gradually gained a bit of
satisfaction from being considered an extremist....Was not Mafiin Luther
an extremist-"Here I stand; I can do none other, so help me God." Was
not John Bunyan an extremist- "I will stay in jail to the end of my days
b,efore{ rriakei:erb-utelerVrof.:i1lv,.co.science." Was not Abrahar,rrlineoln an
extremist-"This nation cannot survive half slave and half free." Was not
Thomas Jefferson an extremist-'We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that un e;,;re,|$$,.. ...".,:,,,,,..t,,,,t .- ,,",,
So the question is not whether we will be extremist but what kind of
e,4t4mist ltwO,be:y !l,wra.,be;.€xtr,eml!I,$'bi',',1iii!lwo,Ue-extrein-
ist xl1b+6tWi11v;e-be extremists for thq,rprese,rve!,i.ci4 of hjustice;-or, ,

will we be extremists for the cause of justice?...

Reprinted by arrangement with the Estate of Martin Luther King,.lr., c/o Writers House as agent for the propri-
,eior..C0iry.Jigh|M4rlitrl,_ut]ibiKilgl963;.copyr;gture.tldltedrl'ggreilrIretta,EabttKi{ig.', :. l
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Analyze a Passage
Read the following humorous passage. It is obvious that the ltriter has observed
children carefully and that she has been able to capture the strange ways chil-
dren often behave.

How to Eat Like a Child

Peas: N4ash and flatten into thin sheet on piate. Press the back of the fork
into the peas. Hold fork vertically, prongs up, and lick ofl the peas.

Mashed potat{Des: Pat masired potatoes flat on top. Dig several littie
depressions. Think of tire r: as ponds or pools. F'ill the pools with grar,y.

With your fork, sculpt rivers betv,reen pools and watch the gravy flow
between thern. Decorate with peas. Do not eat

Alterna,tiue method: Make :r large hole in center: of mashed potatoes. Pour
in ketchup. Stir unlil potatues turn pink. Eat as you would peas.

Animal crackers: Eat each in this order'-legs, head, bodli

Sandwich: l,eaive the crusts. If your mother savs you have to eat them
because that's the best par,:, stuff the crusts into your pants pocket or
between the cushions of the couch.

Spaghetti: Wind too many strands on the fork and make sure at least two
strands dangle dov'rn. Openyour mouth wide and stuffin spaghetti; suck
noisily to inhale the dangling strands. Clean plate, askfor seconds, and
eat onlyhalf. \A/hen carryingyour plate to the kitchen, hold it tilted so
that the remaining spaghetti slides offand onto the floor.

Ice-cream cone: Ask for a double scoop. Knock the top scoop offwhile
walking out the door of theiice-cream parlor. Cry. Lick the remaining
scoop slowty so that ice cream melts dol,rrn the outside of the cone and
over your hand Stop licking when the ice cream is even with the top of
the cone. Be sure it is absolutely even. Eat a hole in the bottom of the
cone and suck the rest of the ice cream out the bottom. lVhen only the
cone remains with ice cream coating the inside, leave on car dashboard.

Cooked carrots; On way to mouth, drop in lap, Snurggle to garbage in napkin.

Spinach Divide into little piles. Rearange into new piles. After five or six
maneuvers, sit back and sayyou are full.

Chocolate-chip cookies: Half-sit, half-lie on the bed, propped up by a
pillow. Read a book. Place cookies next to yorl on the sheet so that
crumbs get in the bed. As you eat the cookies, remove each chocolate
chip and place it on your stomach. When all the cookies are consumed,
eat the chips one by one, allowing two per page.

Milk shake: Bite off one end of the paper covering the straw Blow
through straw to shoot paper across table. Place straw in shake and suck.
When the shake just reaches your mouth, place a finger over the top of
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The following are writing activities related to the preceding passage.
. Imagine that you are a 4-year-old child out for dinner with your family at

a restaurant. Write a humorous account of the event and title your compo-
sition, "How to Behave in a Restaurant."

. From the perspective of a S-year-old, give humorous advice to one of your
friends on how to make your mother crabby or bug your little brother.

. You have decided to give advice to your classmates who are in the same
second grade class as you are. Summarize the techniques involved in how
to drive a grade two teacher crary.

. Persuade your parents that you should receive an increase in your weekly
allowance or that you should be allowed to stay up an hour past your
current bedtime. Write from the point of view of a7-yearold child.

An aly ze Adu ertkin g Ap p e ak
If students are to reason clearly and argue persuasively, they will need a variety
of skills, so they should encounter a variety of texts. Advertisements provide
readily available, varied, and relevant texts in which students can identi$z
assumptions and fallacies; distinguish between statements of fact, opinion, and
belief; and separate appeals to emotion from appeals to logic.

Analyses of advertisements also provides two benefits for students. It trains
them to become intelligent and informed consumers, and because ads are
primarily persuasive texts, analyses of ads help students recognize the tech-
niques used by propagandists and others who rely on irrational appeals.

thel..$trr1dl+&Tpressure lkeep.dre:shake,inihe.straw,,Lift straw out of ]

shake, put bottom end in mouth, release finger, and swallow. Do this until
d,s,0$at,yoq'eanlt.9tek.thmqghiti'Aik$r ano1hen,.,..

Open it the same way, but this time shoot the paper at the waitress when
she isn't looking. Sip your shake casually-you are just minding your own
,b,Ustfi0SS*u,ntilther iq abou! an lnch of,shakerreiii,ainir{1g;'Then,blbw,,:: ,

through the straw until bubbles rise to the top of the glass. \.{/hen your

' ffi e-t,says-'..he.lS:had.just-hboutehough;get,as.tsmAchaohe.,t,

Chewing gum: Remove from mouth and stretch into spaghetti-like strand.
Swing like a lasso. Put back in mouth. Pulling out one end and gripping
the other end between teeth, have your gum meet your friend's gum and
press them together. Think that you have done something really disgusting.

'

n $er-i;peii,,@rbfflb&d 1tr;Te'tly,our,',,.,]'1,,.
:rnatliqilyoui.hln$e.d your mind, you dontwadi.it, !q,tqr; 6nsheis,::'-ir:.rr
harassed and not payrng attention to what she is doing, pick up the
naked apple and hand it to her.

,S.einift.rftii!+i:r,V-l1lreronef-tenghrfly,ill:aii fo.r-emphqsis.,wh.ileyourtallil., .,,'. ,,:
Pretend to conduct orchestra. Then place four fries in your mouth at once
and chew. Turn to your sister, open your mouth, and stick out your tongue
coated with potatoes. Close mouth and swallow Smile.

Cop),right @ 1977 by Delia Ephron. New introducdon O 200I by Detia Ephron. Illusuation @ 1978 by Edward
Koren. Reprinted by permission of HarperCollins Publishers, lnc.
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Summarize, Paraphrase, and Abstract a Passage

These three reading and writing exercises are similar. Both the summary and para-

phrase require that students understand the contents of a passage and record

them in their or,rm words. The abstract or pr6cis is a concise summary of the facts

in an article, but it may also reflect the attitudes and emphasis of the original.

In any case, students must first read the text carefully and then extract the
major points, usually in the order in which they are presented. The emphasis is

on objectivity. Regardless of how students may feel about the argument, they
must first indicate that they understand the scope of the issue. In developing
their own arguments, students will find that the summary allows them to refer
to points to which they intend to respond.

Analyze aVariety of Documents
Students are given-or they may choose as a class-a subject of inquiry. Then
they gather a variety of documents related to that subject. These documents
can include such items as political cartoons, editorials, charts, essays, and
maps. Students then evaluate these sources and the information contained in
them as they form an opinion based on this evidence. The opinion serves as

either the thesis for an argumentative essay or the proposition for a debate. The
Advanced Placement United States History and the Advanced Placement
European History Examinations provide useful models for such activities.

Compare "Pro" a.nd "Con" Newspaper Editorials
Students search editorial or opinion pages of appropriate daily newspapers for
articles that present differing views on the same topic. Students work in collab-
orative groups to create an outline that compares the arguments. After discus-
sion, have the group decide on an assertion that supports or negates the
argument. This statement should be brief and fairly general and should contain
the word "because" tX will not prevent Y because it...).

Analyze and Respond to Editorials
This exercise is much like the preceding activity except that only one article is

used. Students analyze the article by paraphrasing the argument and by listing
the details through which the writer supports the argument. Students then
either indicate agreement with the details or provide an opposing opinion.
Finally, students write a brief response, following precisely the same format as

that of the original editorial.

AnalyzeText
At first, some students have difficulty managing the concepts of assertion,

evidence, and commentary. All three must be present for any argument to
progress. At the beginning of a lesson, allow students to color code or highlight
each ofthe three concepts.

. AssertioTz = yellow. This is a qualitative statement supporting or negating a

thesis or resolution: e.g., "Wearing uniforms allows for no self-expression."
. Euidence = blue. This is cited material found within texts, speeches, or any

published material: e.g., "The Constitution allows for freedom of expres-

sion' (quote the Constitution).
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Commentary - green. This allows the student to become creative. The
writer must demonstrate his or her reasoning for applying the quotation to
the assertion: e.g., "I'm a citizen of the United States, and all benefits of citi-
zenship belong to me. Therefore, I'm allowed to express myself as I wish. In
this example, my choice of clothing expresses my individual freedom."

For the argument to become complete, each subset must comprise the three
concepts listed above. As the students move from the general resolution, "The
school board should establish a uniform dress code for all students," each
subpoint used in support must deal with the three concepts. The students can
move from paragraph to paragraph using the highlighters. Any subargument
paragraphs should contain all three colors. This technique works well in a
collaborative session as students exchange papers.

Suggested Prose Selections for Rhetorical Analysis
Ionathan Edwards "Sinners in the Hands of an Angr), God"
Thomas Paine "Common Sense"

Thomas The tion

Virginia
"The Crisis"

De
Patrick

George Washington
Abraham Lincoln

Frederick Douglass

RalphWaldo Emerson
Henry David Thoreau

Susan B. Anthony
W E. B. Du Bois
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
E. B. \.A/hite

Harry S. Truman
Dwight D. Eisenhower
MalcolmX
Martin Luther King,Ir.
Zora Neale Hurston
Iohn F. Kennedy

AmyTan
Harvey
Ronald
Jesse Jackson
Sandra Cisneros
Toni Morrison

Farewell Address
"The Gettysburg Address"
The House Divided Speech

Narratiue of the Life of Frederick Douglass
American Society

Walden
"Women's Right toVote"
'Advice to a Black Schoolgirl"
First Inaugural Address
"Freedom"

.,N, Protect
"Stride Freedom"
"How It Feels to Be Colored Me"
Inaugural Address
"In Praise of Robert Frost"
Speech at the

Speech vention
"Stawinto Gold: The Metamorphosis of the Everyday''
"Thoughts on the African-American Novel"
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ACTIVITIES FOR WRITING ARGUMENTS

Write anArgument
Read the following excerpt from Oedipus the King.Then in a well-developed
paragraph agree or disagree with this statement:

...Time alone can proue a just man just,
though you can know a bad man in a day.

Prepare Letters to the Editor
Have students read letters to the editor in local newspapers and decide on
elements that are effective or ineffective. Choose a topic of current local
interest and have all students write about the same issue. Let the class choose
one or two examples to be sent to the local newspaper.

Write Proposals and. Formal Letters
In these activities, the student has the responsibility to present himself or
herself to an unknovrm audience.

Examples:
. First letter to a pen pal in a foreign country

' Job applications
. College applications and an essay
. Proposals for future actions

The activities require students to prepare autobiographical statements,
describe and detail their abilities, or plan for the future.

Prepare an Election Speech

This activity achieves some of the same goals as the preceding activity;

Write SpecificAppeals to Emotion, Ethics, or Logic
Any appeal requires the student to determine the best method or "hoolC'to
achieve the desired goal. This activity requires the student to research the task,
comprehend the target audience, select the best method of appeal, plan a
verbal or visual message or both, and implement the appeal.

Suggested Poetry Selections,for Rhetorical r-{naly-sis'', '., , 'r, ,

CIaudeMcKay, '{IflAfeMustDierl , ' 'r ,:

John Donne ' 'Avalediction.Forbidding Mourning"
Langston Hughes "Preference"

Emily Dickinson 1Beeause I Could Not Stop.fpl Bs6$f'. ,' ',r'1,, 
,

Emily Dickinson "Tell All the Truth"
SaraTeasdale'..1.Barter,i......'.....,.;'.i'

WilliamShakespeare,,,''lMy.Mistressf,.EyestueNoth,llgLiketheSln"
DyianThomas , 11Do Not Go Gentle,IntqThatrGo:qd,Ni$S|, ..,,
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however, this task requires students not only to plan a proposal but also to
practice the skills of making a presentation to an audience. The teacher can
choose to make this a written or an oral presentation.

WritingArguments with Rowling's Harry Potter andThe Sorcerer's Stone
. The Ministryof Magrc does notwant the Muggles (non-wizards) to learn

that there are real witches and wizards around. They think the Muggles
would always be asking for magical solutions to their problems and the
ministry does not want to be bothered. Do you agree with the Ministry of
Magic or would it be better if the Muggles knew? In groups, students could
write the pros and cons of each position. Then two people from each group
could debate the issue in front of the entire class. Each side could present
five reasons in support of their argument.

. Imagine that Hagrid has been caught with his illegal dragon, and write a

speech called "The Heart of Hagrid" tr,rlng to convince the headmaster that
Hagrid should not be forced to leave his groundskeeper's position at
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.

. Quidditch is a wizard sport that is played while fl),rng on a broomstick.
Using details from Harry's first Quidditch match, write an argument to
support the thesis that Quidditch is the greatest, most exciting, action-
packed sport ever invented. Provide four or more details from the story to
support your thesis, and then write your concluding paragraph.

. If you could choose to be in any Hogwarts house (dormitory), Gryffindor,
Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw, or Slytherin, which would you choose and why?
Write a persuasive essay answering this question.

AnAPWriting Prompt
The excerpt below appeared in Question 3 of the 1995 Advanced Placement
English Language and Composition Examination and comes from a 1979 essay
by expatriate African American writer James Baldwin. Read the paragraph care-
fully and then write an essay that defends, challenges, or qualifies Baldwin's
ideas about the importance of language as a "key to identity" and to social
acceptance. You may also cite evidence froni your observation, experience, or
reading to dt,velop your position.

It goes wi,thout s4yrng, then, flratlangqage is also a political instru.ixent,',
mean$,.4rd p:oof of power. It is the most vivid and erucial'ke11to ldertitlrl It.
reveah tleprivate identity and connects onewittr, or divorees one from,,the
larger, puHlc, or communal identity. There have beeni and are, tirnesr'aqd
places, when to speak a c0-rtain language could be dangerous, even futaL Oc
one rnaJI strleak the same language{ but in such away that onet antecedents
are revealed,or [one.hopes) hidden, This,i.s true in France,.4ndls absoluiefur-
true in England: The range iand reignl of accents on that damp little iEland :.

make England coherent for the English and totally incomprehensible for
everyone else. To open ),our mouth in England is (if I mayuse black English)
to':':?ut:your'businessinthe streetli:You have.co-nfessgd,,yourparent$; your
y-outh, your school, your salary, your self-esteem; and, alesi y,our,frrture, ', ,

Baldwir, Ialnes, r. :
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Checklist for the Argumentative Essay
ELEMENT QUESTIONS

1. The issue . \A{hat is disputed?

2. The claim . Is the claim stated or implied?
. Is it a claim of fact, value, or policy?
. Does the writer give reasons for making

the claim?

3. The support . What facts, statistics, expert opinions,
examples, and personal experiences are
presented?

. Are appeals made to needs, values, or
both?

4. The writer's purpose . What is the writer's purpose for writing
the argument?

. Why does the writer want to convince
the audience to accept the claim?

. lVhat does the writer stand to gain if the
claim is accepted?

5. The intended audience . lVhere might the argument be
published?

. To whom do the reasons, evidence, and
emotional appeals, examples, and
comparisons seem targeted?

6. Definitions . Are key terms in the writer's claim
clearly defined, especially terms that
have ambiguous meanings?

7. The writer's credibility . Is the writer qualified, fair to the
opposition, and knowledgeable?

. Does the author establish a common
ground with readers?

B. The strength of the argument:
reasons and evidence

o Does the writer supply several reasons
to back up the claim?

. Is the evidence relevant, accurate,
current, and typical?

. Are the cited authorities reliable
experts?

. Are fallacies or unfair emotional appeals
used?

9. Opposing viewpoints . Does the writer address opposing
viewpoints clearly, fairly, and
completely?

. Does the writer acknowledge,
accommodate, or refute opposing
viewpoints with logic and relevant
evidence?

. Does the writer use emotional appeals
appropriately?

. Has the writer used any logical fallacies?

10. The conclusion . Does the writer conclude the argument
effectively?
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AP PROMPTS AND WRITING SAMPLES
The following 1999 Advanced Placement English Language and Composition
prompts show what is required of students when they take the AP Exam.
Through practice with actual AP prompts, students will build skill levels and
confidence. The first free response is Q2 and requires the students to analyze
rhetoric. The second free response is Q3, to which students responded by
writing an argument. The student samples included are typed exactly as the
students wrote them, and the essays appear with their permission. Included,
then, are two free-response prompts, their rubrics, Chief Reader comments,
two average student samples, and two excellent student samples.

1999 Question 2
Advanced Placement English Language and Composition Exam

(Suggested time-4A minutes. This questian coldnts one-thi:rd af the total
essay seotioin score.)

The passage below (on this page and on the fbllowing page) is ftom the
opening of an essay, t'On Seeing England for the First Time," by ]a.maica
Kiqcaid. Kincaid grewup on the Caribbean islandof Antigua before it ,

became independent from England in 19Bl; Read the entire passage eare-
fully. Then write an essay analyzing the rhetorical strategies Kincaid
employs to convey her attitude toward England.

When I saw England for the first time, I was a child in school sitting at a
deCk The Engiand I was looking at was laid out on a map gently, beauti-
fully, delicately, a verSr special jewel; it lay on a bed of sky blue*the back-
ground of the map----:its yeliowform mysterious; because though it
looked like a'legof mutton, it could not reallylook like anlthing so

fumiliar as a leg of ,mutton because it was England--with shadings of
piok and green, unlike any shadings of pink and greenl had seen before,
squiggly veins of red running in, every direction. England was a,speeial

The peoplewho got to wear England,were Engltsh people. Theywore it'
well and theywore i! everywhere: in jungles, in deserts, on'plains, ontop
of the highest mountains, on all the oceans, on all the seas;'in places
where theywere notwelcome, in places theyshould nothave been.When
gryteaeher had pianed this map up on the blackbsard, she said; 'lThis is
Eng1and"-and she said it with authority, seriousness, and adoration, and
:we all sat up; It was as if she had said, "This is lerusalern, the place you
will go to when you die but on114 if you have been good." We understood
then--we were meaRt to understand then*thatEngland was to be our
source of myth arrd the source from which we got oursense of realiqr, our
sense of what u/as meaningful, our.sense of what was meaningless,*and
much about our orqm lives and much about the verv idea of us headed
that last list.
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At the time I was a child sitting at my desk seeing England for the first
time, I was already very familiar with the greatttess ol it. Each morning
before I left for school, I ate a breaKast of half a grapefruit, an egg, bread
and butter and a slice of cheese, and a cup of cocoa; or half a grapefruit, a

bowl of oat porridge, bread and butter and a slice of cheese, and a cup of
cocoa. The carr of cocoa was often left on the table in front of me. It had

r,rryitten on it ttre name of the company, the year the company was estab-

lished, and the words "Made in England." Those words, "Made in
England," were written on the box the oats came in too. Theywould also

have been r,tritten on the box the shoes I was wearing came in; a bolt of
gray linen cloth lying on the shelf of a store from which my mother had
bought three yards to make the uniform that I was wearing had written
along its edge those three words. The shoes I wore were made in England;
so were my socks and cotton undergarments and the satin ribbons I wore
tied at the end oi two plaits of my hair. My father, who might have sat

next to me a[ breakfast, was a ca.rpenter and cabinet maker. The shoes he

wore to work would have been made in England, as were his khaki shirt
and trousers, tmderpants, and undershirt, his socks and brorvn felt hat.
Felt was nor rhe proper marerial from which a hat that was expected to
provide shade from the hot sun should be made, but my lather must have

seen and admired a picture of an Englishman rvearing such a hat in
England, and this picture that he saw must have been so compelling that
it caused him to wear the wrong hat for a hot climaLe most of his long Iife.

And this hat-a brown felt hat-becanre so central to his character that
it was the first thing he put on in the morning as he stepped out of bed
and the last thing he took ofl belore he steppecl back into bed at night. As

we sat at breakfast a car might go by.The car, a Hillman or a Zephyr, was

made in England. The very idea of the meal itself, breakfast, and its
substantial quality and quantity was an idea from England; we somehow
knew that in England they began the day with this meal called breakfast
and a proper breakfast was a big breakfasr. No one I knew liked eating so

much food so early in the day; it made us feel sleepy, tired. But this break-
fast business was Made in England like almost everylhing else that
surrounded us, the exceptions being the sea, the sky, and the air we
breathed.

At the time I saw [his map-seeing England for the lirst time-l did not
say to myself, "Ah, so that's what it looks like," because there was no
longing in me to put a shape to those three words that ran through every
part of my life, no matter how small; for me to have had such a longing
would have meant that I lived in a certain atmosphere, an atmosphere in
which those three words were felt as a burden. But I did not live in such
an atmosphere. My father's brown felt hat would develop a hole in its
crown, the lining would separate from the hat itself, and six weeks before
he thought that he could not be seen wearing it-he was a very vain
man-he wotald order another hat from England. And my mother taught
me to eat my fbod in the English way: the knife in the right hand, the fork
in the left, my elbows held still close to my side, the food carefully
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Scoring Guide English Language Question 2
The score you assign each essay should reflect your judgment of its quality as a
whole. You should reward uriters for what they do well in response to the ques-
tion. Remember that students had 40 minutes to read and write. The essays

should thus be thought of as comparable to essays produced in final exams, not
judged by standards appropriate for out-of-class writing assignments.

AII essays, even those scored B and 9, are likely to exhibit occasional flaws in
analysis or in prose sryle and mechanics; such lapses should enter into your
holistic judgment of the essay's quality. In no case should an essay with many
distracting errors in grammar and mechanics be scored higher than2.

9 Essays earning a score of 9 meet all the criteria for B papers and, in addi-
tion, are especially full or apt in their analysis or demonstrate particularly
impressive stylistic control.

B Essays earning a score of B effectively analyze the rhetorical strategies
Kincaid employs to convey her attitude about England. They refer to the
passage directly or indirectly and explain convincingly how specific strate-
gies such as choice of detail, development of persona, creation of tone, and
use of figurative language contribute to an understanding of the writer's
attitude. Their prose demonstrates an ability to control a wide range of the
elements of effective writing but is not flawless.

7 Essays earning a score of 7 fit the description of 6 essays but employ more
complete analysis or more mature prose style.

6 Essays earning a score of 6 adequately analyze how the rhetorical strategies
Kincaid employs in her narrative reveal her attitude about England. They
refer to the passage directly or indirectly, and they recognize Kincaid's

,b'gtgqeq{onrny,fork and,fheCI,brought,up,to.myitrouth: \1/fie11fosd :, -, ',,

'finall]r master.edJi:l $/erhetrd her, saying,to a:friendll'Did you:see how.,
.niee,IY,shercatt,eat?" But'I.kneru then 1h61.] snj,oy.sd,my tqg0'more.,wheIr]..
ate,it:withrrny.bare hands, and { continuedto:'do m:when'she.wEr$ori .:,:. , , .

Iooking. And when my teacher showed us the map, she asked us to study
it.earefdlyr:,b€causdno,testwe'would eyer take wguld be eomplete', :,, .'

without this statement, "Draw a map of England."

I did not know then that the statement, "Draw a map of England" was
,s,Oinething@lvorse thanr6,dgcl6rdtion'of,lfar, { ln factia flat:out decla.
ration of war would have put me on alert, and again in fact, there was no
aeed for.War':-l had long 4go been conquercd 'I'did rrblkirow theA that. ,

tt!i3.s,1'&temen! was,part of a,proiess thatwould result in my erasure, not
my physical erasure, but my erasure all the sarne. I did not know then
that this statement was meant to make me feel in awe and small when-
ever.Iheafd tkword "England"; awe at itsexistenee,,srnall bbcausel Was.

not from it. I did not know very much of anything then-certainly not
lyhat,l blessingit W-as that I was urrable to'dialiamap ot'fnglarrd' ,',' '

correctly.

Copyright @ 1992 byJamaica Kincaid, reprinted wi*r the permission of \^filie, Ai*en & Srone. Inc.
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attitude and how it is conveyed by strategies such as choice of detail, devel-

opment of persona, creation of tone, and use of flgurative language. A few
lapses in diction or syntax may be present, but generally the prose of 6
essays conveys ideas clearly.

5 Essays earning a score of 5 analyze Kincaid's rhetorical techniques, but the
development of those techniques or the understanding of Kincaid's attitude
is limited. They may treat techniques superficially or develop ideas about
Kincaid's attitude inconsistently. A few lapses in diction or syntax may
appear, but usually the prose in these essays conveys the writers' ideas
adequately.

4 Essays earning a score of 4 inadequately respond to the question's tasks.

They may misrepresent Kincaid's attitude or analyze rhetorical strategies
inaccurately or with little understanding of how strategies reveal her atti-
tude. The prose of 4 essays may convey the writers' ideas adequately but
may suggest immature control over organization, diction, or syntax.

3 Essays earning a score of 3 meet the criteria for the score of 4 but are less

perceptive about how rhetorical strategies convey attitude or are less

consistent in controlling elements of writing.
2 Essays earning a score of 2 demonstrate little success in analyzing how

rhetorical strategies convey Kincaid's attitude about England. These essays

may pay little attention to rhetorical features and generalize about, or seri-
ously misread, attitude or tone. They may simply paraphrase or comment
on the passage without analyzing strategies. The prose of 2 papers often
reveals consistent weaknesses in writing, such as a lack of development or
organization, grammatical problems, or a lack of control.

1 Essays earning a score of 1 meet the criteria for the score of 2 but are espe-

cially simplistic in their discussion or weak in controlling elements of
language.

0 Indicates an on-topic response that receives no credit, such as one that
merely repeats the prompt.
Indicates a blank response or one that is completely off topic.

Chief Reader Comments 1999 Question 2

Jamaica Kincaid's reflection on her attitude toward England as a child growing
up in the Caribbean island of Antigua was a long narrative, and students were
asked to examine how the story Kincaid tells exposes her feelings toward
Antigua's colonial status. The task is complex because Kincaid's attitude is itself
complex, a combination of awe and ire, as the writer confronts both herself as a

child and as an adult looking back through the child's eyes. Students appeared
to have little trouble with the length of the passage; it is a compelling and inter-
esting narrative that propels readers through it. And most students caught the
most telling details of the story-the descriptions of dress and food and educa-
tion-that Kincaid used to explore her anger and disaffection, as well as her
attraction. Even many of the poorest responses had much to say about
Kincaid's attitude. The best responses indicated that complexity of feeling and
discussed Kincaid's rhetorical strategies of repetition, metaphor, and persona,

among others, to demonstrate how her rhetoric allowed readers to understand
her adult perspective toward England. Less successful essays misrepresented
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the duality of Kincaid's attitude, summarized rather than analyzed, or failed to
explain in detail rhetorical strategies that contributed to the attitude. Because
of the complexity and open-endedness of the question, there were few formu-
laic, patterned responses.

1999, Q2 Student Sample, scored a 6
In the passage from the essay "On Seeing England for the First Time," the
author, Jamaica Kincaid employs different strategies to convey her attitude
toward England. Her underlying meanings, repetition, and realizations are only
some of the strategies Kincaid uses to relay her feelings on England.

The first strategy a reader will come upon in the essay is Kincaids use of under-
lying meaning. The title itself "On Seeing England for the FirstTime," is obvi-
ously not meant to only be understood superficially, but also with deeper
meaning.lVhen the author discusses "seeing England" she is also explaining that
she is finally understanding what Englands true intentions are. Kincaid is able to
see that England is no better that Antigua, it just considers itself superior.

Another strategy Kincaid employs is repetition. She repeats the phrase "made in
England" countless times throughout the passage. Through her repeating of the
phrase, the reader can determine that "made in England" is not so important in
the eyes of Kincaid.

Lastly, Kincaid's stating of her realizations at the end of the passage clearly state
her thoughts on England. Realizing that she "had long ago been conquered,"
Kincaid's "erasure" is felt by the reader. Her and her whole islands broken moral
is described by her statement "awe at its existence, small because I was not
from it."

Jamaica Kincaid's saddness and anger toward England is made apparent by her
feelings of England's false superiority. Using rhetorical strategies, Kincaid
succeeds in conveying her negative attitude toward the "very special jewel" she
never wants to wear.

1999, Q2 Student Sample, scored a I
Elton Iohn's second-to-last album, Made tn England, described the island
nation from the perspective of someone born and raised in the UK. In Jamaica
Kincaid's "On Seeing England for the First Time," the first-person narrator had
not yet visited the country yet has been so profoundly influenced by it that she
develops some every strong opinions and attitudes towards England. Through
her stylistic shifts, use of detail, and straightforward structure, Kincaid
expresses her negative attitude.

The passage shifts in its style several times. In the introductory paragraph, the
speaker is an elementary school student in class, confronted with a map of
England. Within the paragraph, however, one can see the progression of time-
the speaker's "squiggly veins of red" become "our sense of what was meaning-
less." The intermingling of the two narrative voices-a young child and a
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mature adult-reflects the author's long-held opinions of England. The shifts
from schoolroom, where the child spends most of her time, with descriptions of
her closest memories of meals and parents, show the entirety with which
England enveloped her-and the way she rejected it.

Kincaid expresses her deep rooted distaste for England by using highly specific
details to illustrate vivid memories. The mutton-like England of the map and
the remembrances of other minor details such as the articles of clothing of her
father serve to demonstrate how England denominated her entire life. England
had established colonies "in jungles, in deserts, on plains, on top of the highest
mountains" and had imposed a common culture throughout. The details of
what she ate for breakfast: "half a grapefruit, a bowl of oat porridge, bread and
butter and a slice of cheese... " show her intolerance for a nation that had
superimposed non-native foods and customs onto a tropical island in the
Caribbean. The improper use of a felt hat in the heat was dictated by England.
Kincaid's inner rebellion of the influence of England was manifests itself in
eating with a bare hands when "she [her mother] wasn't looking." The vivid
details spawn a vivid dislike for England, which has brought her whole life
under its control.

Kincaid also uses simple structure to convey her direct dislike for England. The
sentences are all very direct, and the author minimizes the use of complex
literary devices. Very plainly are the readers told, "I was unable to draw a map
of England correctly"- a final expression of her inability to reconcile her differ-
ences with the country. Detail after detail expresses the author's yearning to
escape England's influence. This yearning even leads to disobedience of her
mother in eating style and criticism of her father's vanity. There are no compli-
cated schemes to subvert England, only a visceral distrust and discontent with
the creation of England's domination. She does not rebel openly because, quite
simply, she "had long ago been conquered." Her simplicity leads to her not
recognizing her "erasure" as a result of England's pernicious destruction.

The English once ruled an empire on which the sun never set-an empire that
produced Elton John's joyful refrain, "I was made in England." Yet England's
empire also trampled indigenous cultures in establishing a uniform system
worldwide. Iamaica Kincaid rebels in the face of this, but not until much after
this section of the essay. For her, it does not matter how "nicely she can eat,"
but rather that this process would "result in my erasure." Kincaid's employrnent
of shifts, as well as detail and structure, show her malevolent attitude toward
the mother country, an attitude of feeling "in awe and small" throughout her
early years.
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Scoring Guide English Language Question 3
The score you assign each essay should reflect your judgment of its quality as a
whole. You should reward writers for what they do well in response to the ques-
tion. Remember that students had 40 minutes to read and write. The essays

should thus be thought of as comparable to essays produced in final exams, not
judged by standards appropriate for out-of-class writing assignments.

All essays, even those scored B and 9, are likely to exhibit occasional flaws in
analysis or in prose sryle and mechanics; such lapses should enter into your
holistic judgment of the essay's quality. In no case should an essay with many
distracting errors in grammar and mechanics be scored higher than 2.

9 Essays earning a score of 9 meet all the criteria for B papers and, in addi-
tion, are especially sophisticated in their argument or demonstrate particu-
larly impressive stylistic control.

B Essays earning a score of B effectively evaluate Teiresias's assertion about
goodness and pride as the only crime. They present a well-developed argu-
ment in support of their position by using appropriate examples from the
writers'reading, knowledge, or experience. The prose of B essays demon-
strates an ability to control a wide range of the elements of effective writing
but is not flawless.

7 Essays earning a score of 7 fit the description of 6 essays but are distin-
guished by more complete or more purposeful evaluation of the assertion
and more persuasive arguments or stronger prose style.

6 Essays earning a score of 6 adequately evaluate Teiresias's assertion and
take a position on his claim. They present arguments that are generally
sound and use appropriate examples, but they are less developed or less
cogent than essays earning higher scores. A few lapses in diction or syntax
may be present, but for the most part the prose of 6 essays conveys the
writers' ideas clearly.

1999 Question 3
Advanced Placement English Language and Composition Exam

(Suggested time-40 minutes. This question counts one-third of the total
essay section score.)

lnrfu ,f qlloryilgercqrptfro*:AmiEonei;hy:thetlas$icbtr,Gree&'plalf iriht:
Sophocles, the wise Teiresias observes

Think; all men make mistakes,
But a good man yields when he
Knows his course is wrong,
And repairs the evil:The only
Crime is pride.

Take some time to think about the implications of the quotation. Then
write a carefully reasoned essay that explores the validity of the assertion,
using examples from your reading, observation, or experience to develop
your position.
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5 Essays earning a score of 5 understand the task. They take a position on
Teiresias's claim and evaluate the validity of the assertion. Their arguments
are generally clear but are limited, inconsistent, or unevenly developed. A
few lapses in diction or syntax may be evident, but for the most part, the
prose of 5 essays conveys the writers' ideas clearly.

4 Essays earning a score of 4 inadequately respond to the question's tasks.

They may misunderstand, misrepresent, or oversimplify the assertion
advanced byTeiresias. They may use examples that are inappropriate or
insufficient to develop their ornm position. The prose of 4 essays usually
conveys the writers' ideas but may suggest immature control over organiza-
tion, syntax, or diction.

3 Essays earning a score of 3 meet the criteria for the score of 4 but are less

persuasive in evaluating and defending a position or less consistent in
controlling elements of writing.

2 Essays earning a score of 2 achieve little success in evaluating Teiresias's

assertion. These essays may misread the passage or substitute a simpler
task, not developing an argument but merely summarizing or tangentially
responding to the question with unrelated or inappropriate examples. The
prose of2 essays often reveals consistent weaknesses such as a lack of
organization, faulty syntax, or poor diction.

1 Essays earning the score of 1 meet the criteria for the score of 2 but in addi-
tion are especially simplistic in their arguments or weak in controlling
language.

0 Indicates an on-topic response that receives no credit, such as one that
merely repeats the prompt.
Indicates a blank response or one that is completely off topic.

Chief Reader Comments, 1999 Question 3
The argument question ttris year took as its prompt a quotation fromAntigone
in which Teiresias describes the difference between good and evil men,
commenting that the only crime is pride. Students were asked to 1) explore the
validity of Teiresias' assertion and2) create an argument that develops a posi-
tion on Teiresias' claim. Students are familiar with the form of the argument
question, which asks them to provide evidence for their own arguments and to
use the passage as a springboard to their o'rrm response. Students had little
trouble interpreting Teiresias's meaning, and most responses thoughtfully
considered the implications of the claim. The question demonstrates how
useful it is to have students read and discuss a wide variety of texts and genres
in theirAP class. The classical Greek playwas a fine prompt for the arguments
made, and students' success in this question hinged upon their ability to apply
it to literature or to life in organized, rhetorically persuasive ways. The range of
examples was impressive, from Plato to Clinton, and from a wide variety of
literary works. Excellent papers demonstrated an ability to sustain an argu-
ment, to make examples relevant, and to think through complexities. Less

adept essays recapitulated the argument from the passage or used examples in
undeveloped or unrelated ways.
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1999, Q3 Student Sample, scored a 6
The statement by the playwright Sophocles I believe to be extremelyvalid.
\Mhile everybody makes mistakes, the person who has too much pride to admit
that he is wrong only causes further damage. I have found this to be true in my
reading, such as Frankenstein and MacBeth, as well as my own personal obser-
vations.

Both Frankenstein and MacBeth are literary characters who "make mistakes"
and follow through with the "crime of pride." victor Frankenstein makes the
mistake of unleashing an uncontrolled creature into the world who ends up
killing most of visitor's family. Instead of admitting his mistake, his pride inter-
feres when he fears that people will think he is insane. As a result, the innocent
Iustine Moritz is falsely executed for killingVictor's brotherWilliam, and the
creature poses a potential threat to whoever he encounters. In the same way,
MacBeth makes the mistake of being persuaded to kill King Duncan. Instead of
confessing his wrongdoing, he continues to kill others, including Banquo to
cover his tracks. As evidenced by these two characters, the crime of pride
prevents them from repairing the evil they cause and leads to further damage.

In my onm observations, however, I have seen incidents where people admit
their mistakes to prevent disaster. For example, I recently saw a news story of a
baby car seat manufacturer who was recalling a certain model of car seat due to
a potentially dangerous flaw in the assembly process. The manufacturer had to
admit that a mistake had been made in order to prevent possible infant
injuries. A more prideful manufacturer may have been unwilling to admit that
mistake, in the hope that the problem wasn't serious enough to cause harm.

In my o',,rm e>rperiences, I have learned that it is beneficial to admit mistakes in
order to preserve friendships. At times "all men make mistakes," and at some
point everyone is going to say something hurtful to another person. A simple
apology can do a lot to repair hurt feelings and may ultimately preserve a
friendship. If someone is too prideful to admit that a remark or action is inap-
propriate, a friendship may be ruined due to feelings of resentment.

I completely agree that the statement from Antigone is a very valid one.
Literature such as Frankenstein and MacBeth help to support this truth.
Personal observations and experiences also contribute to the validity of the
statement, in that it is always beneficial to try to account for and repair wrong
doings.

1999, Q3 Student Sample, scored a 9
Teiresias, a seer who is renor,rmed for his wisdom and foresight inAntigone,
asserts that while everyone makes mistakes, the only real crime is being too
prideful to correct them. This statement has its merits, but it does not address
the effects peoples'mistakes have on others. If a man makes a mistake that
results in the injury of another, but being a good man, he corrects the mistake,
hasnt he still committed a crime against another?
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About a month ago, ayoung child fell off a Metro subway platform in
Washington, D.C. and was killed by an oncoming subway train because the
train was unable to stop in time. The Metropolitan Transit Authoriry expressed
its condolences to the grief-stricken mother. The death, as well as a marked
increase in overall Metro ridership in the past couple of years, lead Metro to
enact an expensive overhaul of all of its trains and to outfit them with new
brakes and steering mechanisms. The improvements, which are expected to
take two years to complete, will also include refurbishing the deteriorated
upholstery and carpeting. Metro acted promptly to correct the mistake of
allowing decrepit trains to continue running the subway system. The new
braking system will hopefully prevent any other accidental fataiities and the
rejuvenated trains will more efficiently deal with the recent crowding on rush-
hour trains, but Metro has not absolved itself from guilt. It may be doing all it
can to prevent another accident, but it did not prevent that unfortunate death
last month. Metro's crime is not that it had too much pride to admit its subway
trains needed renovation to continue operating safely and efficiently; Metro's
crime is that its undiagnosed mistake caused an unnecessary death.

Teiresias is correct when he claims that pride is a crime. To not fix a mistake
once it is identified because one is worried about public opinion is wrong.
Computer companies produce software with occasional operational glitches, or
"bugs." Even though all software is extensively tested and retested before it is
released to the general populace, unusual or awkward procedures or unantici-
pated application incompatibility are bugs that computer software companies
must fix. Mathmatica is one computer program that has lots of bugs. It is a
complicated program with a user manual nearly a thousand pages thick. If the
company that produced Mathmatica was embarrassed that it had produced a

flawed product when bugs were found, it might be loath to correct such errors
and notify the public. However, Mathmatica is not guilty of the crime of pride
and regularly posts "patches" for bugs it identifies and corrects.

The statement "all men make mistakes and a good man...repairs the evil" is a
true statement. Willingly ignoring your mistakes because of pride can hurt
others. However, when Teiresias says "the only crime is pride," he is wrong. The
person is still responsible for the injury done to others before the mistake is
identified and corrected.
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Writing Tactics

INTRODUCTION
One of the most demanding tasks facing all English teachers is to nurture in
their students the strong writing skills necessary for success on the AP
Examinations and in college-level study. The chief faculty consultant for the
1999 Literature Examination states that these skills include:

. Organization that is appropriate to the design of the essay
o I clearly conceived and well-supported thesis
. Balance between generalization and specific detail
. Precision in diction
. Effective syntax
o I comfortable facility with conventional American English grammar,

spelling, and punctuation

The activities in this section provide teachers with many different approaches to this
crucial task and are appropriate for students at various levels of writing proficiency.

TIMED WRITINGS
Teachers have traditionally used the timed, in-class essay examination as a way
of measuring students' understanding of class material following the completion
of a unit. English teachers, in particular, have recognized the value of this form
of assessment in measuring other composition skills such as argumentation
and analysis. Timed writing assignments allow teachers to help students practice
critical thinking, improve their organization, and write with greater economy
and coherence.

Students must become aware of the special nature of timed writing assign-
ments and should focus their attention on the fundamentals of composition-
a central idea, support backed by evidence, and a clear, coherent order. Also,
teachers, when evaluating timed writing papers, need to be aware of the effect
that time constraints have on the writing process and give students credit for
what they do well rather than penalize them for minor errors.

Some guidelines for students writing under timed conditions are:

Take a few minutes to plan your essay. Write an outline, a mind map, a list
of ideas and strategies-whatever it takes to get you organized.
Follow the directions exactly. Respond to the prompt as written; do not give

a personal spin to it unless this spin is obviously relevant.
Do not spend a lot of time on the introduction. A few sentences that focus
the reader will suffice. Write a thesis that argues a point, takes a stand on
the issue, and addresses each task set by the prompt. Your introduction
should not simply rephrase the question you are answering or the topic to
which you are responding.

a

a

a
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a Spend most of your time on the body of the essay. Be sure that each para-
graph has a unifying topic sentence. Support your points with specific
evidence from the text. If you are writing an open-book essay, use direct
quotations. Integrate or embed the quotations smoothly; do not just plop
them on the page in haste. Try to give the reader some context for the cita-
tion before you quote it.
The conclusion should provide a sense of closure to the essayr but it
certainly should not simply repeat the content of the introduction. Indeed,
one good original sentence that truly completes the essay is far more desir-
able than a dull recap of your major ideas.

o

DEVELOPING THE THESIS
\A{hether responding to a prompt for a timed writing or developing a full essay
under more relaxed writing conditions, the writer must spend some time
generating ideas, mulling over his or her subject, jotting dor,rm thoughts, and
exploring any insights he or she may have.

The key elements in any writing situation include the subject to be discussed,
the sources of available information, the purpose, the audience, and
constraints such as length, design, and time limit.

An effective thesis (main focus, central idea) shorild be a generalization, not a
fact, which is limited to the intent or scope of the assignment. In timed writing,
such as in the English AP Exams, students must look to the prompt for guid-
ance in developing their thesis. In fact, understanding the prompt itself is
essential before a student even begins to plan any sort ofresponse.

As a response to a specific prompt, thesis development should be a three-part
process. First, the u,,riter must define or identify the task set by the prompt.
Then, he or she must consider what needs to be addressed in the response.
Finally, the wtiter must decide how best to respond. The successful thesis in an
AP essay response simultaneously identifies those details while grasping the
complexities of the prompt. The successful thesis will synthesize the relation-
ship between specific details and abstract ideas.

Prior to, and in conjunction with, lessons on writing good thesis sentences,
students must spend time not just reading, but actually decoding essay
prompts. Even the best-written essay will not be effective if the student has
failed to understand the requirements of the prompt. AP English prompts, in
fact, are often two- and even three-pronged in nature. Therefore, it is not
unusual for the prompt dealing with prose analysis, for instance, to require the
student not only to respond to the passage on several levels, but also to read
the passage carefully in order to unravel several layers of meaning within its
lines. After such analysis, the students must revisit the prompt to see just what
they are being asked to do with this multifaceted piece of prose or poetry.

Consider the prompt and passage from the 2000 AP English Language and
Composition Examination. Following it is an analysis using the three-part
process to develop a thesis in response to the prompt.
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In,the:followlng,paisage frOnt her,autobiagrapl\4 OneWfiter's,Beginnrng$, .

Eud,oraWel4r recalls earllr ,'expgriences of read,ing and boolcs th*t htid lqter '

in*iihcton,her crafi as awriter af fic,tion.In awell;orga.rtized,esw, analyae,

how&blty'slangwage conueys the intenstty and ualue of these gxy7rt7ry€es.

I never knew anyone whod grown up in Iackson without being afraid of
Mrs-,Calloway, our librarian. She ran the Lio-.rary, abso,lutely by'tlsrqelf,: ,'

{rorn,the desk:wh0re she satwith h-er:baek,ts the books and facingt}rq , ', '
stairs;rher,dr4goneye onlhe front dooE where'who knewwhat'kiltd'of, ,,,1',

peis6n mighl come infrorn the public? sllENCEinro-ig'blaek lelters was

on signstacked up ever@ere. She herself spoke in herinormally-

, iommandhg, voice; everyword c-ould he heard all oVerthe' Library, aboVe,,

a sieadV.seething sound eorning from her electric fan;,!t'was ths 0$y fall 
.t

''in the.Library and.stood,onher des-k, turned di.reetllr onto her stre ng,r..,

face. .:.. . . . t..r,|,. ,'

As you came in from the bright outside, if you were a girl, she sent her

sligng e,yes do'wn- the'stairway to test you: if:she tould 'see thraugh,your,: ':

'skirtthe:sentYou.$traight hia&home; |oucould just pul.on anottref ' '
petlcoatdyou wanred'abook that badly from the publiclibr@,I was',, :

willin$'I,woulddoanythingto.read, ,,, , ,, , , , , ',, ,, ,.. , :,: ,r

.Mv nrother was.not afraid of Mrs. ea[ow4y. She wished meto have mY : .

: qurn library card to check out bqoks fof 'myself, $h.e toqk me:in {a intro-, ,::
r dUcerme a$d Iisaw I,had met a,witCh. "Eudola is AineryearS dld and haS,..,,:

, my permission, to read any trook she wrants ffom'the shelves, children or

:radtrlt,"'Mothersard,l'WiththeexceptionofElsieDinst*ore*;'l,s-he.adde-d. ''

ILate-r sheexpl-ained to rne fhat she?J,made this,rule.b,eearrse Elsie thg.,' '',., ,,

hereine, being,made by hei' father to practiae'too:loqg ahd hard at the

,lpianor fainted and fell,off the'p-ianoistool "You re too impress'iopable;' ",r'
dear," she told me. "You'd read that and the very fust thing youd do, youd

i,fan'off thq piano stOol,l' l lrnpfese ionablqfr was a'ne-rt\lrwQfd.,I never:hear'it ,

, yet rarithout the image that eornes with if of fa[i_ng]straight Qff thg piah.o,l,;.

stool.

, Mrs. Calloway made her ownirules,about books. You co-uld no't,take.Iiaek,

a book to the Library on the same day you'd taken it out; it made no

'differenee tg,her thatyourd read everyword in it a-nd needed another to
: stafi. bu could take.iout two'tiooks at a'iinie:and two:only;"this applied as

', Iong,as )rou were'a'child and also for the rest of'your 1ife,,to'my'mothgrr',as:

sever,ely as,,o *s,5o,,two try two, I,read librarybogks as,fasled I:COul$,gOr,

..',nrshin8.the&hornein'tt.rebaskerotm1rbicy.ql'aFromtheminuteI
I reaChed our house, I started to read. EVery book{ ssize-d',on, ftqi1!:B;unry
Erawn,attd, ffts Sisfgr Sq,e::,at Camp Rest^a"Whi[e to Twen$','Thauaa:ttd . , ' ,', ,

| 'Leagu,es tJnder thc s,ea; stood for the devouing wi$h to:read treinB ,. ', .,.

instantly granted. I knew this was bliss, kneW it at the time'.ThstCI isnlt r", ' ,'

-nearly.sOimpoftant; it comes in its,oyrn"til6e;I wa$ted to readimrnp{i:.'r
ately. The only fear was that of books coming to an end.

My mother was very sharing of this feeling of insatiabiliry. Now I think of
':her as readtng so much of the time while doingrsomething else,Inmy- '
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mind's eye The Origin of Species is lying on the shelf in the pantry under a
light dusting of flour-my mother was a bread maker; shed pick it up, sit
by the kitchen window and find her place, with one eye on the oven. I
remember her picking up The Man in Lower Tbnwhile my hair got dry

remember Mother reading the new issue of Time magazine while taking
the part of the Wolf in a game of "Little Red Riding Hood" with the chil-

the right time,long enough to answer-in
eat you with, my dear," and go back to her

place in the war news.

(1983)

*Elsie Dinsmore was the long-suffering 1'oung heroine in a popular series of children's books witten by Martha
Finley and fust published in 1868.

Welry Eudora. Copyright @ 2000 College Entrance Examination Board and Educational Testing Service. A]1

rights reserved.

Understanding this passage requires students to concentrate on Ms. Welty's
Ianguage, which conveys the intensity and value of these experiences. The
passage itself, however, seems to be a description of the public librarian as

"Gorgon of the Stacks." Although the librarian was certainly a moving force in
Welty's early reading experiences, students must be able to separate Welty's
somewhat amusing description (as simply description) from the task of investi-
gation of the language and how the language itself conveys the information
with which to answer the prompt.

The thesis should not be thought of strictly as a single sentence at the end of the
introductory paragraph. Instead, the thesis has two purposes. First, it expresses

a central idea that states the focus that controls the essay. This idea is then
followed by a more directive statement that is really the organizer of the entire
essay. It tells just how the student writer intends to show or develop the control-
ling idea of his or her essay. For example, in theWelty prompt, students must
respond to the overlying question concerning the intensity and value of early
experiences of reading and books and their later impact on her r,triter's craft.

Application of theThree-Part Process of Thesis Development
. Define or identiff the TASK: analyze how language conveys the intensity

and value of her experiences.
. ConsiderWHAT needs to be addressed: the prompt directs the student to

discuss Welty's language. In particular, students are asked to pay special
attention to how her language (diction, tone, syntax, and imagery) conveys

her message.
. Decide HOWbest to respond to the prompt: the "how" of a prompt refers

to the author's strategies. After identifyrng and thinking through these

strategies, the student can proceed to develop a framework or organization
for his or her response.
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The following paragraphs demonstrate two students' introductory paragraphs
in response to theWelty prompt. The controlling ideas of the paragraphs are

clearly stated and meaningful; in addition, these student writers show that they
have moved beyond rigid, formulaic writing techniques and are able to employ
original strategies that showcase their original voices and distinctive styles.

One student's opening:

It's like a hunger, a hunger so inherent that necessity overrides will and
pleasure. My mouth waters and my heart pounds as I raise the camera to
my eye. The driving need for the pictures that I take is my desire to freeze
the artistic moment, just as I suspect EudoraWelty's only need was to lose
herself in the fictional words. It is this hunger, this need that fuels the love
and inspires the desire to create that dominates the language Welty has

used in this piece.

Note how effectively the student purposefully connects personal narrative to
the task.

Another responded:

Welty learned by reading, having progressed beyond the playroom picture
books, and it was her love of books at an early age that foreshadowed her
career as a fiction writer. Her tone is one of reverence-reverence towards
books, reading, and most of all, the "Library" capitalized to emphasize its
holiness. She describes the "dragon eye[d]" librarian at length, a tribute to
Mrs. Calloway's persistence in guarding the fruit of knowledge from
overindulgence by the library patrons. Knowledge was a treasure, and the
dragon guarding this treasure limited its enjoyment to "two books at a time
and only tvvo," a restriction that only spurredWelty to return again and
again. Welty's language clearly conveys her intense love of reading and the
high value she places upon it.

In contrast to the former student response, this introduction takes a more
direct approach to the task. Both introductions demonstrate understanding
and mastery.

TWIST
T tone
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Some students may find that the acronyrn TWIST may be helpful when they are

asked to create a thesis in response to a prompt that refers to a selection of
prose or poetry. In such a case, the student is encouraged to consider the
following aspects of the piece under investigation. What is the author's tone?
\Alhat particular word choice may be indicative of the author's feelings? Is there
any specific imagery or use of detail that indicates the author's attitude or
evokes a particular reaction from the reader? Does the author demonstrate any
characteristic style that may help with interpretation? And, finally, what theme
does the author present in his or her passage or poem?

Application of the TWIST Process to the Passage

Tone is the attitude of the author or speaker toward the subject.

Welty takes an amused, nostalgic backward look at the roots of her intellectual
life in this whimsical, eccentric passage. She shows her admiration for, and
appreciation of, having had a mother who was an unusually passionate reader
and who served as her guardian and guide into the scary world of the dim,
hushed Iibrary. She gives the reader a sense of the awe and apprehension the
author felt as a child when she entered, not the library but the "Library" a

place of majesty and mystery a fairy tale world peopled with witches and
dragons. And finally, the author's intense love of reading, formed early, is clearly
evident as she describes her "devouring" wish to read and the "insatiable"
desire for books that she shared with her mother, daring even the larger-than-
life, frightening Sphinx of a librarian in order to pursue the world of the imagi-
nation.

Word choice or diction are terms referring to the specific words or clusters of
words in the selection that are loaded with connotation, associations, or
emotional impact.

The language thatWelty uses to describe her feelings for reading is intense. She
"rushes" home and leaps upon the books she has "seized" from the library grat-
ifyrng her "devouring wish to read," and feeling "bliss" when she enters the
world of fiction. Her "insatiable" appetite for reading must be fulfilled "immedi-
ately," as must her mother's, who cannot wait for leisure time to read books but
intersperses reading with her daily activities.

Imagery is a term referring to sense impressions created by the writer: images
may be those of sound, touch, smell, taste, or sight" Detail refers to facts or
objects.

The image ofWelty's mother reading Time magazine while playrng at "Little Red

Riding Hood" with her children reinforces the fairy-tale motif that runs through
this passage. It is most appropriate that the mother, whose "insatiabld' appetite
for reading causes her to read while baking, curling hair, and playrng games

with her children, should say, as she looks up from her periodical, "The better
to eat you with, my dear" taking, in the pretend game, the part of the voracious
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Big BadWolf. In fact, both Eudora and her mother "wolf" dor,vn imaginative
fiction. The fantasy images introduced byWelty with the "dragon eye" of Mrs.

Calloway and the image of the "steady seething sound" coming from her fan
like hissing steam from the dragon's den continue throughout the passage. The
librarian is a "witch," and Eudora herself, like the fictional character Elsie
Dinsmore, with whom the little reader identifies and about whom she is
forbidden to read, is a "heroine." The cavelike library, fit lair for a dragonish
denizen such as Mrs. Calloway, seems "dim inside" after the bright light of the
outside world. The librarian turns from a hot, harried woman with a sweaty,
"streaming face" into the guardian at the threshold, forbidding entrance into
the Eden of the imagination, and whetting Eudora's avid desire for the
forbidden fruit of books even further. Indeed, through these images, the reader
begins to see the books as rich treasure suited to heroic endeavor.

Style is a term referring to the author's characteristic use of language and the
tools of a writer: figurative language, point of view, literary techniques, etc.

Welty employs a variety of characteristic stylistic devices. She writes with an
adult's understanding of her childhood experience, using a point of view that
lends itself to humorous self-reflection. Her use of capital letters for emphasis,

as in the ubiquitous "SILENCE" signs in the Library; her lavish employment of
the colon and semicolon to link related, complex ideas; her use of hyperbole ("I
would do anlthing to read") and irony, all contribute to her characteristic way
of writing.

Theme concerns the meaning of the passage, the insight, both particular and
universal, that an author has to offer about life itself and has to do with the
overall effect or impact of a piece of writing. It is the core of the work, its reason

for being.

Sample Thesis Statements Derived from TWIST Analysis

A wide variety of thematic statements might be derived from the Welty passage

and the reader's TWIST analysis of it. Some samples follow.

Welty makes the world of books seem
of mystery and adventure.

from the strict, stern, rule-bound

the ofuse

to

a

fantasy,

and
to

is "bliss" and the of reading to life that is

who childhood
the

fruit.seembooks

treasure.any
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After the student writer has read the passage and thought about it using the
TWIST structure, proving a thesis is an approachable process: using evidence
from each part of the acronlrn, the lrriter constructs an essay grounded in the
text itself and linked to a thematic idea.

For another example, consider the following excerpt from "The Knife" by
Richard Selzer.

One holds the knife as one holds the bow of a cello or a tulip-by the
stem. Not pahned nor gripped nor grasped, but lightly, with the tips of the
fingers. The knife is not for pressing. It is for drawing across the field of
skin. Like a slender fish, it waits, at the ready then, go! It darts, followed
by a fine wake of red. The flesh parts, falling away to yellow globules of
fat. Even now, after so many times, I still marvel at its power-cold,
gleaming, silent. More, I am still struck with a kind of dread that it is I in
whose hand the blade travels, that my hand is its vehicle, that yet again
this terrible steel-bellied thing and I have conspired for a most unnatural
purpose, the laying open of the body of a human being.

A stillness settles in my heart and is carried to my hand. It is the quietude
of resolve layered over fear. And it is this resolve that lowers us, my knife
and me, deeper and deeper into the person beneath. It is an entry into
the body that is nothing like a caress; still, it is among the gentlest of acts.
Then stroke and stroke again, and we are joined by other instruments,
hemostats and forceps, until the wound blooms with strange flowers
whose looped handles fall to the sides in steely array.

There is sound, the tight click of clamps fixing teeth into severed blood
vessels, the snuffle and gargle of the suction machine clearing the field of
blood for the next stroke, the litany of monosyllables with which one
prays his way down and in: clamp, sponge, suture, tie, cut. And there is
color. The green of the cloth, the white of the sponges, the red and yellow
of the body. Beneath the fat lies the fascia, the tough fibrous sheet
encasing the muscles. It must be sliced and the red beef of the muscles
separated. Now there are retractors to hold apart the wound. Hands move
together, part, weave. We are fully engaged, like children absorbed in a
game or the craftsmen of some place like Damascus...

You turn aside to wash your gloves. It is a ritual cleansing. One enters this
temple doubly washed. Here is man as microcosm, representing in all his
parts the earth, perhaps the universe.

I must confess that the priestliness of my profession has ever been
impressed on me. In the beginning there are vows, taken with all soiem-
nity. Then there is the endless harsh novitiate of training, much fatigue,
much sacrifice. At last one emerges as celebrant, standing close to the
truth lying curtained in the Ark of the body. Not surplice and cassock, but
mask and gowrl are your regaiia. You hold no chalice, but a knife. There is
no wine, no wafer. There are only the facts of blood and flesh.
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Seltzer. Reprinted by permission of

Application of theTWIST Process to the Passage

Tone
Tone should be expressed in emotion or opinion words. In "The Knife," the
speaker is writing about surgery as a profession and reveals a complex attitude
toward his work comprised of wonder, courage, fascination, trepidation, rever-
ence, dread, excitement, and awe. The writer's use of diction, imagery and
detail leads the reader toward a determination of tone. For example, the
speaker's comparison of surgery to the priesthood makes the reader connect a

priest's feelings of reverence and awe towards his vocation to Selzer's similar
feelings for surgery. His metaphor comparing the surgeon to a "traveler in a
dangerous country" leads the analytical reader toward a tone of excitement,
trepidation, and courage, those feelings that might be expected of such a trav-
eler. The other comparisons Selzer makes are equally revealing in terms of tone.

Word Choice or Diction
When the speaker of the passage refers to the knife as "cold, gleaming, silent,"
there is a kind of dread that settles in the reader's mind, as well as in that of the
speaker, because of all of the possible associations of these words when clus-
tered together. Instruments in a dental office, morgues, strange silvery robots
gliding silently from ominous spacecraft: all these and many other frightening
things might be described in a similar way. When Selzer refers to the surgeon's

eyes and ears as "shuttered" as he makes his descent into the body, the reader

feels that there is self-protection going on here, that just as a householder
"battens down the hatches" in preparation for a storm, the surgeon is

protecting himself from his own emotions as he cuts into a human body. This
passage is filled with such revealing instances of diction, and the alert reader
will find clues to meaning and tone everywhere in the wtiter's emotionally
loaded language.
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Imagery andDetail
\.{/hen the author refers to the "tight click of clamps" or the "snufflle and gargle

of the suction machine," he creates in the mind of the reader a sense impres-
sion that, again, may be a clue to tone and/or meaning in the passage. In this
case, the reader gets an uncomfortable, smothered feeling, listening to the
strange noises in the operating room itself.

Style
In this case, Selzer uses first person point of view to give the reader an interior
view of the body through the surgeon's eyes. Later, he will shift his point of view
to that of the patient to allow his reader a glimpse of the opposite perspective
and to show that he feels the surgeon should be able to see the experience of
surgery through the patient's eyes as well as through his or,rrn. In addition,
Selzer employs a variety of literary devices such as assonance, consonance, and
alliteration to enhance both the sound and the sense of his description.

Theme
In "The Knife," Selzer's words and images suggest thematic statements like this:
A surgeon's task is dangerous but thrillins; like an ancient hero, he must defeat
death wtth only a knife as his weapon.

In his essay, "The Knife," Richard Selzer feels that the field of surgery is a
limitless frontier containing countless wonders; however, like any explorer,
he also fears the unknornm dangers of his task and must summon all his
courage to reach his objective.

In the essay, "The Knife," Richard Selzer moves the physician to the level of
the muses by transcending the blood and gore of the operating room and
presenting his profession not as a well-honed skill but as a masterpiece of art.

PoetryAnalysis Using the TWIST Acronym
Prompt: Carefully read the following poem by Howard Nemerov. Then write an
essay in which you explain how the author uses language to create both a literal
and a symbolic level of meaning.

Lobsters

Here at the Super Duper, in a glass tank
Supplied by a rill of cold fresh water
Running down a glass washboard at one end
And siphoned off at the other, and so

Perpetually renewed, a herd of lobster

Sample Thesis Statements Derived from TWIST Analysis
In Richard Selzer's essay "The Knife," the author expresses his sense of
wonder and excitement about his profession through images of exploration.
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Is made available to the customer
V/ho may choose whichever one he wants
To carry home and drop into boiling water
And serve with a sauce of melted butter.

Meanwhile, the beauty of strangeness marks
These creatures, who move (when they do)
With a slow, vague wavering of claws,
The somnambulist's effortless clambering
As he crawls over the shell of a dream
Resembling himself. Their velvet colors,
Mud red, bruise purple, cadaver green
Speckled with black, their camouflage at home,
Make them conspicuous here in the strong
Day-imitating light, the incommensurable
Philosophers and at the same time victims
Herded together in the marketplace, asleep
Except for certain tentative gestures
Of their antennae, or their imperial claws
Pegged shut with a whittled stick at the wrist.

We inlanders, bulring our needful food,

And archaic in a carapace of horn,
Thinking: There's something underneath the world.
The flame beneath the pot that boils the water.

Nemerov, Howard. 'Lobsters" in l he Premier Book of Mn.jor Poels. ed. Anita Doro. New York: Fawcetl
Columbine/ Ballentine Books, 1970.

Tone

The speaker's tone is complex, shifting from a reflective, thoughtful, musing
attitude at the beginning of the poem to a playfully gruesome acknowledge-
ment of the irony of the food chain, and finally resolving itself in an ominous,
disturbed perception of the relationship between the lobsters' precarious,
oblivious condition and the limits of human existence and perception.

Word Choice
The author describes the lobsters as "victims," "herded" together; their gestures

are "tentative," their "imperial" claws impotent. They are "somnambulists" or
"spiders." The observer's mind goes "cold" and "archaic" when contemplating
these creatures and their ancient relationship to human development. The
potential purchasers of the lobsters are "inlanders," fundamentally other than
and indifferent to the ocean creatures. The author begins the poem ironically,
naming the supermarket the "Super Duper," a nonsensical, jingling, childish
name to reflect the jolly horror of shopping for lobsters.
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Imagery and Detail
The observer enters a "blind abyss," and sees a "swirl of sand," thus moving into
the primeval world to which T. S. Eliot's Prufrock longs to return, lamenting: "I
should have been a pair of ragged claws/scuttling across the floors of silent
seas." The lobsters' colors are "velvet colors," "mud red, bruise purple, cadaver
green, speckled with black," colors steeped in the deep, disturbing hues of
death. The image of the "strong/day-imitating light" in combination with the
term "philosophers" brings to the reader's mind the image of Plato's "Allegory of
the Cave," that frightening thought-experiment in which Plato sees humankind
chained, staring at flickering shadows on a wall, barred from enlightenment
and understanding.

Style
The author uses allusion when he says of the lobsters that they "spin not," a
reference to the lilies of the field who "toil not, neither do they spin, yet
Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed as these." This line provides a subtle
recognition of both the strange, alien beauty of the sea creatures and their
inherent worth as living beings. Antithesis and paradox characterize the
author's style as he explores the weird relationship between the lobsters and
their human observers and consumers.

Theme
On one level, human beings seem no better than executioners when they pen
up beautiful living creatures (beautiful, even if a bit slow on the uptake) and
then buy them, take them home, and drop them into boiling water in order to
eat them. On another, people, like the lobsters, can be oblivious, blind, vague,
and unaware of their or,vn limited life spans and imminent danger in the face of
fate, time, and circumstance.

The student reader analyzes the poem using the T\MST structure as an aid,
then uses the insights gleaned from the examination of the poem in the thesis
statement and the proof.

WRITING AN ESSAY
Students will find that a carefully thought-out thesis facilitates the writing of
their essays. Under timed conditions, students spend the majority of their plan-
ning time constructing a strong thesis and writing a short introduction.

Most writing under timed conditions should be devoted to the body of the
essay. Students need to support their points with specific evidence from the
text. In the AP English essay prompts, students are directed to look for or at
specific elements within the reading passage from which to develop and
support their thesis. For example, a prompt may ask students to address the
author's shifting attitude within a poem or piece of prose, paying particular
attention to diction, s),rntax, and tone within the piece of writing. Or, perhaps,
two passages (or poems) may be presented with the prompt, directing students
to compare and contrast one with the other and then make some sort of judg-
ment about the success of one versus the other.
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Practice in writing body paragraphs can sometimes be accomplished as group
work, wherein each member of a group is responsible for building the ideas
within a paragraph. At other times, teachers may ask for an introduction and a
thesis with body paragraphs just outlined, or with only one body paragraph
written out and the others outlined. Not everywriting assignment has to
culminate in a full-blo$,n essay to be turned in and laboriously graded by the
English teacher. Indeed, students must be given a variety of approaches and
opportunities for brainstorming and quickly organizing their ideas. One effec-
tive way of practicing this skill is by critically analyzing the directives of a
prompt and then planning the paragraphs that will explain and support the
thesis or claim writers have presented in the introduction.

Different writing situations and different prompts require a variety of
approaches from the student writer. For instance, they need to know which
pattern of organization, or mode, will best fit their writing task. They may
develop their body paragraphs using primarily examples and illustrations,
narration and anecdote, description, analogy, comparison and contrast, or
another strategy.

Another important aspect of successful essay development is paragraphing.
Sentences and paragraphs must flow from one to another without discernible
bumps, gaps, or shifts. This can best be done when students learn to strengthen
ties between old information and new; therefore, ideas must be clearly linked.
Readers expect to learn a paragraph's main point in a topic sentence early in
the paragraph. Then, whatever development for this topic sentence is used, the
details, facts, and examples presented should all tie into the topic sentence.
Repeating key words, using parallel structure, maintaining consistency and
providing transitions are all skills that students can practice to enhance the
paragraphs within their essays.

Beginntngwriters may find the three-fold transition sentence helpful for
establishing coherence in their essays. The three-fold transition sentence does

the following:

. Refers subtly to the idea discussed in the previous paragraph

. Refers briefly to the overall thesis idea

. Refers more specifically to any new ideas to be discussed in the next para-
graph; for example:

Thesis: ThroughoutJaneEyre by Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre uses her domi-
nant personality traits of passion, independence, and faith in God to make
important decisions with confidence.

T?ansition Sentence #7

Tane's sometimes concealed but ardent passion deflnes many decisions in her life.
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Transitton Sentence #2

In addition to being passionate, Tane is a very independent person who insists
on distinguishing her views from others in order to make intelligent decisions.

Transition Sentence #3
Over and above ]ane's passion and independence, faith in God leads Iane along
the right path, grants her the gift of unconditional lovc, and wisely influences
her decisions.

Conclusion: Passion, independence, and faith in God enable |ane to trust
herself to make the right decision.

Composing a Conclusion
The conclusion of an essay should echo the main idea, without dully repeating
it. For students preparing for timed AP English essay writing, conclusions are of
particular importance. AP English essay readers will readily agree that a poor
introduction can be counteracted by a strong finish, but a poor conclusion
cannot be overlooked by the readers.

In addition to echoing the main idea, students might choose to summarize the
essay's most salient points, pose a question for further study offer advice, or
even propose a course of action. Of course, there are many ways to r.trite a
conclusion, but the effectiveness of choosing any one way over another
depends on the appropriateness of the finale to what has preceded it. Some
students find conclusions troublesome. t.l\trat they often realize is that the
trouble is not in their conclusion, but in the essays themselves. This discern-
ment should develop with time and practice. Frequently, writers do not know
when to end because they are not sure about their overall purpose in the first
place. Of course, this goes back to planning the introduction and creating a
clearly defined controlling idea and thesis. With guidance from teachers
throughout middle school and high school, as well as ample opportunities for
practice, students will become better at critiquing their ovrrn writing and recog-
nizing their weaknesses and strong points. Although the conclusion should
echo what has been said at the beginning, it should be an echo, not a repeti-
tion. The most satist/ing essay is one in which the conclusion provides an
interesting way of wrapping up ideas introduced in the beginning and devel-
oped throughout.

Novice writers may benefit most from practicing paragraph development
before writing multiparagraph compositions, especially at the beginning of
the school year. The student's focus would be on writing a strong, clear, organ-
izing topic sentence and developing it with detail, analysis, interpretation, and
explanation. Each of the modes of discourse may be practiced in this way, as in
the following example, which is based on the novel Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone.
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Expository-Process
Explain how the Sorting Hat selects new students for the four houses of
Hogwarts.

Expository- Compare and Contrast
Compare and contrast Harry with Dudley Dursley or RonWeasley.

Persuasive
Write a note conuincing the Dursleys to let Harry haue his own room.

Descriptive
How does the author ofHarry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone use tmagery to
create a sense of mystery in her description of Hogwarts?

Write a paragraph descrtbing Diagon Alley and its shops and eating establishments.

How does the author use detail to make the reader like, rather than fear; the
character of Hagrid?

Narrative
Write a new chapter in which Harry and his ftiends haue further aduentures. Try
to imitate the author's characteristic style, including her word choice and
sentence structure.

Narrative-Personal
Write a diary entry in whtchyou take on Hermione's persona. From her point of
uiew, describe the fi,rst few days she spent at Hogwarts.

EssayForm
In AP and advanced-level writing classes, teachers should encourage students
to break out of formulaic molds of essay development. For many novice writers,
a tightty organized structure is a trustworthy way to begin. Once students have

learned the basic tenets of essay uniting, however, teachers should encourage
them to develop their or,rrn "sryle" for presenting ideas. Indeed, many essays

may be comprised of five paragraphs, but many others may have only two and
some may have eight. AP English teachers, in fact most college English compo-
sition instructors, do not prescribe a specific number of paragraphs in order for
an essay to be deemed successful. The most commendable AP English essay

responses usually demonstrate that the students have moved beyond the
mechanical strictures of the five-paragraph essay.

AP English teachers do not prescribe a specifie number of paragraphs or
a regimented formula of writing in order for an essay to he deemed
successful. It is important that students be allowed a wide latitude of
forms in order to develop an originalwriting structure, style, andvoice.
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STUD ENT SELF. EVALUATION
The following three activities help students develop self-evaluation skills.

1. PAMDISS: AWay to Reflect wponYour Own Prose
This is a handy self-eualuation guide to help students critique their own writing.
It is more inclusiue than many other self-assessmen,ts.It requires students to
reflect thoughtfully, not just upon what they haue turitten, but ttport why they
haue chosen to Lurtte it that tuay.

Directions to Students:Writers spend time thinking about their ornm writing.
PAMDISS gives you the power to justi{z how you wrote your piece. In complete
sentences, zrnswer each of the following sets of questions/prompts thoughtfully.

PURPOSE: lVhat was your purpose? lVhat did you want your readers to
understand or think about after reading what you have written?
AUDIENCE:WhaI assumptions have you consciously made about your
readers' experience with and knowledge of this topic?
MODE (exposition, argumentation, narration, or description): Briefly
explain how you used one secondary mode in addition to your primary
mode and how this strategy was especially useful and effective. If you used
only one mode in your essay, explain why this strategy was the better
choice.
DICTION: List two specific word choices you made to conveyyour attitude
toward your subject or to make a subtle point. lVhat other word choices
had you considered in these instances?

IMAGES/CONCRETE DEThILS: Select one sentence that illustrates your
effective use of imagery. Briefly explain why you think your use of concrete
details is effective in this part of your writing.
SYNIA)C Identify one or more sentences that illustrate howyou deliberately
manipulated either the sentence structure, rhythm, or length. Then, briefly
explain your reason for doing so.

STRUCTURE: Briefly explain whyyou constructed the piece of writing the
way you did. \lvhy did you start your essay the way you did? What internal
logic is there to the way the ideas in your body paragraphs move from one
to the next? \A/hy did you end your essay the way you did? Did you wish to
surprise, perplex, or provoke your audience in some part of your essay's
structure?

PAMDISS is an advanced strategy that is most often used in high school
students' reflections about their writing. The form that follows might be a viable
alternative for younger students.

a

a

a

a

a

a
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2. FORM FOR SELF-EVALUATION AND REWSION: THE FOUR BASES OF
EFFECTIVEWRITING

Title of your pa

Your nqma.

Base 1: Unity and Support
. Write the thesis statement of your paper.
. Briefly list the evidence you use to support the thesis.
. Check to make sure that the topic sentences of your paragraphs are formed

from these pieces of evidence.
. Make a one-sentence assessment of how well you supported your thesis.

Base 2: Clarity
. Choose two sentences that seem a bit awkward or unclear.
. Rewrite each sentence to make it more understandable or better written.

Base 3: Coherence
. Describe the strategy or organizational pattern you used to structure your

information or major points (list of items or chronological order, abstract to
concrete organization, comparison and contrast, cause and effect, or
another strategy).

. Check to make sure that each sentence is connected to the previous one by
a linking idea or transitional expression. Check to make sure that para-
graphs seem to flow naturally into one another.

Base 4: Sentence Skrrrs
. List the different kinds of sentences you have used to provide variety and

interest in your paper. You might begin by listing how many simple,
compound, complex, or compound-complex sentences you have used.
Other kinds of sentences include loose or periodic, cumulative, and
balanced sentences. Did you use any interesting syntax techniques such as

chiasmus or polysyndeton? If so, make a list of these techniques. If not, try
using one in your revision.

. Evaluate the beginnings of your sentences and change them if they are too
similar.

C
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3. The rubric, or scortng guid,e, which follows assists a student who wants to eualuate a persuasiue

essay.

Gradations of QualitY

Criteria 4 2J i

The claim I make a claim and I make a claim but My claim is
explain why it is dont explain why buried, confused,
controversial. it is controversial. and/or unclear.

I dont state what
my argument or
claim is.

Reasons in
support ofthe
claim

I give clear and
accurate reasons
in support of my
claim.

I give reasons in
support of my
claim, but I over-
look other impor-
tant reasons.

I give one or two
weak reasons that
dont support my
claim and/or irrel-
evant or confusing
reasons.

I dont give
reasons in support
of my claim.

Reasons against
the claim

I discuss the
reasons against
my claim and
explain why it is
valid anyway.

I discuss the
reasons against
my claim, but
neglect some or
dont explain why
the claim still
stands.

I say that there are I dont acknowl-
reasons against edge or discuss the
the claim, but I reasons against
don't discuss the claim.
them.

Organization Mywritinghas a
compelling
opening, an
informative
middle, and a satis-
fuing conclusion.

My writing has a
beginning, a
middle, and an
end.

My organization is Mywriting is
rough but work- aimless and
able. I may some- disorganized.
times get offtopic.

Voice and tone It sounds like I
care about my
argument.I tell
how I think and
feel about it.

Mytone is OK, but Mywritingis Mywritingis too
my paper could bland or preten- formal or too
have been written tious. There is informal. It
by anyone. I need either no hint of a sounds like I dont
to tell how I think real person in it, or like the topic of
and feel. it sounds like I'm the essay.

faking it.

Word choice The words that I
use are striking
but natural,
varied, and vivid.

I make some fine
and some routine
word choices.

The words that I
use are often dull
or uninspired or
sound like I'm
trylng too hard to
lmpress.

I use the same
words over and
over. Some words
maybe confusing.

Sentencenuenry yJ#3"ffi&f"
and of varying
lengths.

I have well-
constructed
sentences. My
essay marches
along but doesn't
dance.

My sentences are
often awkward,
run-ons, or frag-
ments.

Many run-on
sentences and
sentence frag-
ments make my
essay hard to read.

Conventions I use correct
grammar, punctu-
ation, and
spelling.

I have a few errors
to fix, but I gener-
ally use correct
conventions.

I have enough
errors rn my essay
to distract a
reader.

Numerous errors
make my paper
hard to read.

Note: The strength of this type of rubric is that it moves the teacher away from score assessment
and into skill assessment.
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PEER EDITING
Peer editing is an evaluation technique used to train a student to become a reli-
able respondent to other students' work. It provides a realistic context in which
to learn to identify errors in text.

Most students flnd it easier to detect errors in the work of others rather than in
their ornrn papers. Once the student editor becomes skilled at detecting errors in
others' work, he or she will find it easier to do so in his or her oum writing.

Peer editors are NOT expected to be "English Teacher for a Day." They are legiti-
mate members of the paper's audience but, better yet, they also have struggled
with the same assignment.

Peer editors are expected to provide an honest, detailed response to the paper
they read. The editor may not know the name of a particular error or may not
be able to propose a remedy for the error. If something is troublesome, just
circle that portion, or note, "Something wrong here."

The peer editor should not worry about grammar and spelling. Instead, peer
editors should indicate what they like, ask questions where theywant more
details, seek clarification if they are confused, and respond to content wherever
they have ideas to add.

Peer editors should not concern themselves with the eventually grading of the
writing assignment. Editors edit. By helping other writers, they are improving
their or,rm writing skills and assisting the other writers.

The writer, of course, is the or,nmer of the paper and can decide which, if any, of
the peer editors'suggestions to use.

Questions to ConsiderWhen Evaluating a Paper
1. lVhat is the author's topic? Restate it in your ornm words.
2. Does any single sentence in the essay state or suggest the above topic? If so,

list it.
3. Is the topic as limited in scope as it needs to be? If not, help the author

revise it.
4. Has the author provided adequate detail to support his or her topic?

Summarize the support the author provides.
5. Consider the kinds of patterns a writer might use to arrange an essay. lVhat

kind of pattern(s) does the author use in this writing sample? Is this the
best type of pattern to use with the material the author provides in this
essay?lVhy or why not?

6. Does the idea from one paragraph flow logically to the next?

7. What seems to be the purpose of this writing?
B. Does the writer succeed in this purpose?lVhat does the author do to

succeed?lVhat more should the author do to achieve his or her purpose?

9. lVho is the intended audience? Describe this audience in terms of age,

education, values, and interests.
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10. Describe the author as he or she is projected in this piece of writing (consid-

ering matters such as age, education, values, interests, and trustworthiness).

ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHERS

Teacher-Made Scoring Guides and Rubrics
Scoring guides or rubrics can be very helpful to teachers who want to give

frequent writing assignments and specific, guided feedback to their students. In
many cases, this commentary can be supplied to students in the form of
rubrics, which allow teachers the flexibility of designing specific criteria for
each assignment and the convenience of a range of comments that are focused
and meaningful.

Rubrics can save teachers both time and aggravation, as students
supplied with a scoring-guide evaluation have an immediate and specific
answer to the question, "Why didnt I get a perfect score?"

Rubrics allow teachers to standardize their responses to student papers,
scoring from the same criteria on each essay and making the grading
process far less subjective and much more reliable. Scoring guides help
teachers to clariff their expectations for their students, their students'
parents, and for themselves. If students want to know how to improve their
writing, a rubric can help them know exactly how and what to work on.

Rubrics and scoring guides can be as simple or as complex as the teacher
wishes them to be. Some important considerations when designing rubrics
include the following:

While designing the rubric, consult the assignment sheet, project guide-
lines, or prompt that was given to the students when they first were
assigned the task that is now being scored. Assess what was assigned.
Choose broad categories of assessment such as organization, ideas,
content, word choice, sentence structure and variety, mechanics, introduc-
tions and conclusions, transitions, voice, and style; then specifrcally
describe the various degrees of competence a student may display in each
area. Some teachers may choose to assign a certain number of points or a
letter grade to each level; others may prefer simply to indicate the student's
performance level by highlighting the characteristics that best describe the
student's paper or project.
Read through a stack of student papers and list characteristics that stand
out at each end of the spectrum of quality. Use some of these characteris-
tics to design the rubric for that assignment.
Consider making up the rubric as you create the assignment, and
consider gving students the rubric before theywrite so that theywill
knowwhat the target is.
Rubrics can be helpfnl at all grade levels. Often, the students themselves
can suggest meaningful criteria for the evaluation of their essays.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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The following pages contain some teacher-made rubrics and scoring guides.

Some are generic; the user can plug in a few specifics about a certain type of
assignment and be ready to assess student essays immediately. Others are

keyed to a particular prompt. The examples represent ways in which teachers

might assess a large volume of student writing in a short amount of time while
still giving specific and meaningful commentary to the student about what was

done well and what was done less well in a piece of student writing.

The following scoring guide is deriued from the criteria used for the reading of
the Aduanced Placement English Examinations and adapted for classroom use.

Teachers may wish to use this scoring guide as a basis for writing their own
rubrics.

Teacher-Designed AP English-Tlpe Rubrics
Rubrics used for assessing the free responses on AP English Exams are always

prefaced with reminders to the readers. These directions include such things as

telling readers that scores should reflect their judgment of the essay as a whole
and reminding them to reward the student writers for what they do well. They
must remember that students had only 40 minutes to read and write. Thus, the

essays should be thought of as comparable to essays produced in final exams,

not judged by standards appropriate for out-of-class writing assignments' They

also remind readers that even essays deserving an B or 9 will not be without
flaws.

The following is a four-step breakdornm of how teachers can construct nine-
point rubrics or scoring guides similar to those used by the ETS and the College

Board to assess AP English free responses. Teachers can adapt this guideline in
order to create a number of rubrics for assessing a variety of writing assign-

ments.

Step One: The teacher should consider exactly the prompt and the directions
within the prompt. This should be the focus of the rubric.

First, the teacher has to decide what qualifications are necessary for the essay

to receive an upper one-half score. These responses must demonstrate that the

student understands both the prompt and the text. Likewise, lower one-half
responses show the student writer does not understand the prompt or the text,

or possibly misunderstands both.
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Step Tko: The teacher must now develop descriptors for each number of the
rubric. The following are simply suggestions that might be included at each
level of assessment.

9 Not perfect, but eloquent and keenly perceptive
B Keenly perceptive and well-wryitten
7 Yery good insight and skillfully written
6 Several good insights and adequately written

5 Ambiguous evidence of comprehension of the text or of the task

4 Shows inadequate writing and/or serious deficits or misinterpretations
3 Major problems with understanding, inadequate writing
2 Unacceptably brief, serious misunderstanding, poorly written
I Especially inexact, brief, vacuous, unsuccessfully written
0 No more than a reference to the task

Blank response, or completely off topic

Step Three: This step is up to individual teacher discretion. A score may be
raised one point for fluency and expression. A score may be lowered one point
when language /'writing problems seriously interfere with communication.
Rubrics that are used byAP English free-response readers remind the readers
that, if an essay is fraught with too many distracting errors in grammar and
mechanics it cannot be scored higher than a 2.

Step 4: Finally, this AP English free-response rubric format can be converted to
fit the teacher's (or school's) own grading system. The important thing is that
the teacher use this rubric consistently so that students will learn what is
expected of their writing.

A graphic organizer of the same rubric follows.



Scoring Impromptu Essays

Guiding principle: Reward students for what they do well. Do not run a

subtraction process to penalize each error, slip, or omission.

FIRST

DECISION

Upper-half papers show
the writer understands
BOTH

A. The prompt and
B. The text.

Lower-half papers show
the writer does not
understand:

THIRD DECISION
Score may be raised one point for
fluency and expression.
Score may be lowered one point
when language problems seriously
interfere with communication.
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Optional
FOURTH

DECISION

Create a conversion to fit
your grading system and
use it consistently

SECOND

DECISION
Develop
Descriptors
(such as)

Not perfect, but eloquent
and keenly perceptive

Several good insights

Ambiguous evidence of
comprehension of the text
or of the task

Shows serious deficits or
misinterpretations

Major thinking problems,
gross inaccuracies

Unacceptably brief, serious
misunderstanding,
poorlywritten

Especially inexact, brief,
vacuous, and/or mechanically
unsound

No more than a reference to
the task

Blank response, or completely
offtopic

Keenly perceptive

Very good insight

I

4

J

2

1

0

B

7

6

5

A. The prompt or
B. The text or
C. Probably BOTH.
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The rubric which follows seeks only to identifu the strengths and weaknesses of the student's writing,
not to assign a numerical score or grade to the piece of writing. This type of eualuation can be a
powerful way to improue student writing.

Diagnostic Writing Rubric

Writer's Choice Thinking

Writer's choice of
voice, audience,
form, and purpose

Development
of ideas

Organization

Clarity ard logic
details

Content

Supporting
sentences

Sentence
Structure

Language Mechanics

Spelling,
punctuation,
capitalization,
paragraphing

Varietyandquality Effective
varietY,
figurative language,
dialogue

EXEMPI^A.RY

Skillfir-llyuses Synthesizes
variety ofvoices complex ideas

Sophisticated sense Sophisticated
ofaudience evaluation ofideas

Clearly and
artfully ordered

Organization
enhances meaning

Sophisticated inte-
gration of sources

Rich and
substantive

Stimulates new
responses

No errors in
structure or usage

Sophisticated use
of title

Variety enhmces
style and effect

Sophisticated
patterns

Artful use of
dialogue/quotations

Elegant sentences

Rich, effective
vocabulary

Sophisticated
figurative language

Very few or
no errols

Use of
mechanics
furthers
meaning

Breaks
rules
artfully

Sees complexities
and implications

Sophisticated
choice of form

COMMENDABLE

Generates original
insights

Keen insight

Powerful and
consistent voice

Slmthesizes
ideas

Clearly
focused

skilltul
transitions

Skilltul develop-
ment of ideas

Effective intro.
and conclusion

Clear sense of Careful evalua-
audience tion ofdata

Ambitious purpose Evidence of
achieved original thinking

Effective choice of Displays insight
form

EFFECTIVE

Effective/"telling" Someuseofsoph- Generallyuses
details isticated structures rich language

interesting and
meaningful

Effective integration Few errors in
of sources structure or usage

Effective title Effective use of
s]antax

Appropriate variety Effective, furthers
meaning

Effective figurative
language

Effective use of
dialogue/quotations

Few errors

Capitalization
and punctuation
correct

Effective
paragraphs

Effective voice Attempts slnthesis Generally focused Many details

Purpose stated
and achieved

Appropriate use
of form

Evidence of
analysis

Some insighr

Consistent
point ofview

Adequate
introduction
ard conclusion

Details support
focus

lnformation
is correct

Adequate
integration of
sources

Adequate title

Some sentence
variety

Attempts
sophisticated
patterns

Errors do not
interfere with
meaning

Acceptable
vocabulary

Attempts
sophisticated
language

Generally correct
usage

Some figurative
Ianguage

Errors
dont interfere with
meaning

Spelling
generally correct

Simple
punctuation

Sense ofaudience Evidence of
evaluation

APPROACHES EFFECTIVE

Inappropriate or Lacks original
stilted voice ideas

Some sense of
audience

Some awareness
of purpose

Awkward use
of form

Recognizes
important
data

Attempts
analysis

Correct
analysis

Little insight

Focus lirnited/
too broad

Awkwardly
organized

Needs additional
transitions

Awkward
introduction
or conclusion

Some enors
in usage

Too wordy

Frequent
errors
distract

Errors in
spelling,
punctuation, or
capitalization

Insufficientdetail Littlesentence
variety

Some details dont Relies on a few
support focus simple patterns

Simple
vocabulary

lnformation
is incorrect

Attempts
integration
of sources

Errors interfere
with meaning

Repetitive
structure
awkward syntax
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Mo dificatio n of Adu anced
Placement Examination
Questions to Meet
Classroom Objectiues

Teachers familiar with AP English Examinations realize that the types of ques-
tions presented in the examinations are often useful for instruction, writing
assignments, and tests in AP classes. APVertical Team for English members may
wish to peruse examinations from previous years to determine AP performance
standards and to construct their ovrm classroom activities and examinations.

Teachers can use AP Examination questions to meet their classroom objectives
in several ways. First, teachers should familiarize themselves with examination
questions used in previous years to become aware of what college-level
students are required to do. In addition, they should determine how examina-
tion questions might be adapted for their or,rm English classes. Through the
teachers' modification of AP Examination questions, students will be encour-
aged to analyze literature and to write compositions that are appropriate for
their various levels of achievement.

Open-ended questions readily lend themselves to modification because
teachers can revise both the topic and the literature to levels suitable for their
students' abilities. The two questions that ask students to analyze literature
may require more extensive modifications. Teachers can choose to adapt only a
small part of the original question to make the topic appropriate for their
students. They can also substitute more suitable passages from literature while
maintaining the themes used in the original examination questions. Teachers
may wish to replace both the literature and examination questions with new
selections. Finally, teachers can select terminology (e.g., diction, slrltax, point
of view etc.) found on AP English Examinations and use that terminology when
constructing new written response topics.

MODIFICATION OF FREE.RESPONSE
QUESTIONS

Modification of Close Reading Question
TWo AP Examination questions have been modified so that portions of the orig-
inal question are still present. Although this type of modification is carried out
most easily with the "open-ended" topics, the two questions from former AP
Exams deal with a passage in which close reading is required.

The first question is from AP English Language and Composition Examination

Question 2 (1996).
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Read carefully the following autobiographical narrative hy Gary gsl6u 
,

Then, in a well-rrritten,essay,,analyqe, sotue nf the walrs in ulrleh Sota..
recreat€s the e4perience of.his guil{y6-year-old self. You might eonsfder
such devices as contrast, repetition, pacing, dietion, and imagery,

, I knewenough about he-ll to stop me fram stealing.
. I was hotry in almost every bone; Some.days I.reeqg:
nized the shadows of,flngels flopping on the backyard
g{ass, and other days I heard faraway messages in the

5 plumbing that howled underneath the housawhen I, .

' ' .crawled ttrere,Iooking for something to do: .' , ,

,But,boredom made me,sin. Once, at the German
, . rnarket, I stogd befqre a rack of pies, rpy sweet tooth

glearuing and the juice of guilt wetting my underarms.
.10'I gazed at the nine ki4ds of pie; pecan artd apple being

' ' my favorites, although cherry looked good, and:my.dear,
fat.faced ehocolate was ah,r,rays,a good bet. I nearll4 wept,: trying to decide which to steal and,,forgettirrg the

. flo.wery dust priests'give off, the shadow of angels imd
15 the p.ra:cimrty of God howling in,the,p-lumbingunder

: ,neath th€ house, sneaked a pie behind my coffeelid
': :,Frisbee andwalked to the door; grinning to thebald

groce: whose forehead shone with a window of light. ,

"No one'sa'n1" I muttered to myseffi the pie ]ike a
.2Q, discus in my hand; and,hurried actross the,stfeet.,where.
, . I sat on somecneb larrnt. The sun wavered betweenthe
.' branchesofa,yellowish,sycamore.Asquirrelnailed . l

.. itself high on.thetrunk,,where it forked.into,tlyo large ,,

.' hark-scaAbed limbs. Iust,as.I,was goingto workrny., .

25 cleanest:finger'into the,p,.ien a neighbor came outtothe
, , porch for his rnail. He-,lqoked at me, and I gol up and,
' headed for home. I raced on skinny legs to my block; ,

.but slowed to a quick.w.alk,when I eouldnt wait any. : .

longer. I held the pie,to ury,nose and,,breathed:in jts
30 sweetness. I licked'some of the'crustand clo$ed mv,

eyes asl took a small bite.
' Inrnlr frontyardr Lleaned:against acar fender and

,' .'panicked about stealingthe apple pie.I knewan apple '

, get Eve in deep treuble with snakes because Sister-.,
35- Marie had shor,rm us a fllm aboutAdarn and Eve being '

c,a$t into the desert;, and what seared me more than
' .falling from grace was heirrg thirsty for the.rest of ryy'Iife. But €v-en that didnlt stop me from clar,ving a ehunk, '

front the pie tin andpushi4g.it inte the eavern of my ,

40 mouth.'The slopwas sweet and gold-colored in the'
, afternoon suh. Ilaid more piebes orrrny tongue, wet

finger-dripping pieces, until I was finished and feh like
' ' . crying because it was about the best thing I had'eVe_r '
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,.1 .,,,.:'1tdBte& 13dli,xedri$t1hefe.and.' i11tjrifi;ttS.ixth'.$$iu,,,,f,:.,:t,..,,,,r,.,,
45 in my tiny body of two hundred bones and three or four

,..1..',r,,.,,;sti0.syji.nger$io.,ir,thpgress,dadtoll ,my.,to.ng1tC*vpt' 11',;,,1,,,r,,r',,:,,1,,

the corners of my mouth. A burp perfumed the air.
I felt bad not sharing with Cross-Eyed Iohnny- a

50 neighbor kid. He stood over my shoulder and asked,

teeth were bathed with the jam-like filling. Tears

blurred my eyes as I remembered the grocer's forehead.

I remembered the other pies on the rack, the warm air
55 of the fan above the door and the car that honked as I

crossed the street without looking.
"Get away," I had answered Cross-Eyed Iohnny. He

,1.,,i1idii.!iGd, rif$,iei..r, ,,;,,t;;;;;;;;':';'

dor.,rm my throat. He swallowed and said in a whisper,
60 "Your hands are dirry" then returned home to climb his

'rr....,r.iddf;di:d ia,e.'aair&e bii $ga.f:.r r'€il i..
while, he jumped offand hobbled away because the fall
had hurt him.

I sat on the curb. The pie tin glared at me and rolled
65 away when the wind picked up. My face was sticky with

guilt.A car honked, and the driver knew. Mrs. Hancock
stood on her larrrrn, hands on hip, and she knew. My

..:i:..rlfnr:to$;t$! lgo!:tA.imyrce ptor,naqh..iau!r.1rnouth,i1, .,
70 tired of chewing, and flung my Frisbee across the street,

its shadow like the shadow of an angel fleeing bad deeds.

I retrieved it, jogging slowly. I flung it again until I was

bored and thirsty.
:,,1..,1.1',.,1.i$61-i66d.h6iiidtq,diihkrlilatei.;alid'.he'1p,q1y,,g_iStd.f glue

t,r?.5.;h.-ottl,ii,,!iii !O:teird'bo:a.r.d .9!,.,';''l::,,;.1

rBr4t4hldrbo.trlq' ,*nc.th,e,wat9,r:$
, ,,Iuetrip, :pic.,wittirtherki ,Bt!flin$r$$.,
::,ri.,,,heatiaad,tr d.fl.les;rfdecide'd.toi0rawlimdexneatb,rouf, .,'

house and lie in the cool shadows listening to the howling

.-,S0...iioill1.d; fF.1dn .!ti*i fGbd'?:'Wag:Lt,Fiither;rsp.ea&:"::::': . .

ing from death, or Uncle with his last shiny dime? I
listened, ear pressed to a cold pipe, and heard a howl

fi .Jikgtne,..S$Ilay'.un'.tj'.l .rii1'.irrogl.d' then.eta$.lqg:o''.,

85 off my pants and squint in the harsh light. I looked and

saw the glare of a pie tin on a hot day. I knew sin was

what you took and didn't give back.

Cary Soto, "The Pie" fuotm A Summor Life, O 1990 Universiry Press of New Engtand by permission of the

University Press of Nbw England.
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PROMPT MODIFICATIONS
Think about a time you did something wrong. Discuss your reactions,
including the similarities and differences to what Gary Soto experienced

Analyze some of the ways in which Soto recreates the experience of his guilty
6-year-old self. Consider devices such as repetition and imagery in your
response.

Write about a time you did something wrong and felt guilt as a result.

The following piece, "The Company Man," is by the columnist Ellen Goodman.
Read the passage and then write an essay analyzing the rhetorical techniques
Goodman uses to convey her attitude toward Phil.

He worked himself to death, finally and precisely, at
3:00 a.m. Sunday morning.

The obituary didnt say that, of course. It said that he
died of a coronary thrombosis-I think that was it-

5 but everyone among his friends and acquaintances knew
it instantly. He was a perfect Type A, a workaholic, a
classic, they said to each other and shook their heads

-and thought for five or ten minutes about the way
they lived.

10 This man who worked himself to death finally and
precisely at 3:00 a.m. Sunday morning-on his day
off-was fifty-one years old and a vice-president. He
was, however, one of six vice-presidents, and one of
three who might conceivably-if the president died or

15 retired soon enough-have moved to the top spot. Phil
knew that.

He worked six days a week, five of them until eight
or nine at night, during a time when his own company
had begun the four-day week for everyone but the

20 executives. He worked like the Important People. He
had no outside "extracurricular interests," unless, of
course, you think about a monthly golf game that way.
To Phil, it was work. He always ate egg salad sand-
wiches at his desk. He was, of course, overweight, by

25 20 or 25 pounds. He thought it was okay, though,
because he didnt smoke.

On Saturdays, Phil wore a sports jacket to the office
instead of a suit, because it was the weekend.
He had a lot of people working for him, maybe sixry

30 and most of them liked him most of the time. Three of
them will be seriously considered for his job. The obitu-
ary didn't mention that.

But it did list his "survivors" quite accurately. He is
survived by his wife, Helen, forty-eight years old, a
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s5;pod,#,orn :.of m,pamcular 1ir\titab,le;ekilisr,w&6",:,"::
worked in an office before marrylng and mothering. She

had, according to her daughter, given up trylng !o
t .:l,.csmpetel',tndft his rk.y,eafs o8o-;:When'thqlhildten, ",' 'r' 

r

; re,snmli,A-iomllany fiiend.,said;':'1.I:kn ':muth 
r:

40 you will miss him." And she answered, "I already
have."

"Missing him alt these years," she must have given
:',t p,artd$erq-elfiwhiei edtoo.tmueh-fo1..th!.r,,,,,,

1.,.'*la ,,st"'1.1.q'.o"tg6".*9iiiaten',d 
".,,'o 

i.,..,,,,,;..,,,t1,,,,.,,'1.,, ,

,afl"'u,ti,tas3 g},.d'estb, :ldeattyb!la"edr"'".'.',,'':

children is a hard-'rvorking executive in a manufacturing
.tl.:,fi,@:dod,South In the day and a halffufo!p'!f1q,:',,,, ., :::,

funeral, he went around. the neighborhood researching
his father, asking the neighbors what he was like. They

rS,Ot*&,embu*i*4j1d"'..-.'.,,.,'.,,,,;r,,,.',.,..ir. t,:,.

,,::.,,'t,rt*;;;g*a. f.."aslii;:t ;,is.tw,$$:m.g',,-,!n'd,"-..',,
;r,r,,l,,ngW.}v:,ryrati ,, he livgs,$e&t:h.el,,moth,gra,qd..thd,yate,. 1r

close, but whenever she was alone with her father, in a

,u l?ij.ltrng 
somewhere, they had nothing to to each

:,''1,1,@yiirl$gebt!$1y,e.a!yrlnbo.y;arhighq&gotiSrraduete:,
,'3.$6g,'6ab$e+rt.&c..l.a touptred.qy.e51r1ike.ialo1..q,ftis.:,,,,',.,

friends, aoing enough oddlobs to stay in grass and
food. He was the one who tried to grab at his father,

60 and tried to mean enough to him to keep the man at
:i'...''&g&dgd..',.. ht1$a1U 5.rri*,,Et Ov,e.tttr.e.1ii,,qt@,., -,-:,

years, Phil stayed up nights worrying aboutthe boy.

,i"'... .i{ ltb .'ehee spid,. rlMy{e1het1.anfi ..oplV,,b,oatd !,... t,,

here."
65 At the funeral, the sixty-year-old company president

told the forty-eight-year-old widow that the fifty-one-

:i,.ii i.;.gia..$C.g'eeiga rl.qrno,1,ny,ana.

,t.li W,a#ii.iipl$ssla 4,woutd,6ii :hatd.t9.;igptaae;rcr.,
,;i:.. ,pi..n;in thry$iish!.. qg:a '.rt:

ll?rO,r,WrO:q-ld. a4 1 atli.'She,wo.*1,4.4.,€.-e3.

,.,,,1r,hm:t0l$tr6i$t-eri.,.out,thelfiaan-c.qi;:theqtoqkoptionq
and all that.

.;.r'.il. glgh,l.3qd l*Iuput I'i...
,.l.,r,r&.a5i-it{.liS, ce :,wdS..'1.y4grri,9il:abo{tiL:yBil e,i;qar! e($aiuiqVgt iAug'.,,,
,l.,..t., 4 a,rnin** ril,3r.tinegp,t,l,.,;,l't,,:,:

So when he finatly worked himseH to death, at

,ril,,.tr!rati$ery.. 'd..m:sundrymornilg;96..o4q:w-a$,r,eat!i',,
surprised.

:.$,qr:t,i* r0q'i . q'
-,'r,.*.ildU.dnti liii' ;:,ffi;uitirei ro urse,. wi!h..q.arg. and;,;

taste, to make inquiries about his replacement. One of
,-i'$

Copyrigh t O I 979, Washingron Post Writer's Group. Repri nted with permission'
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PROMPT MODIFICATIONS
Read the passage and write an essay showing how diction and point of view
convey Ms. Goodman's attitude toward "The Company Man."

After reading the passage with your teacher, write an essay gling the reasons
that contributed to the early death of Phil, "The Company Man."

After reading lines l-28 from "The Company Man," create a humorous diary
entry using the dead man's point of view. You are writing from "beyond the
grave" and are explaining what you have learned about working too hard at
your job. Remember to be witty and creative.

MODIFICATION OF OPEN-ENDED TOPIC
The following is from the AP English Literature and Composition Examination

Question 3 (1997).

Novels and plays often include scenes of weddings, funerals, parties, and other
social occasions. Such scenes may reveal the values of the characters and the
society in which they live.

Select a novel or play that includes such a scene and, in a focused essay, discuss
the contribution the scene makes to the meaning of the work as a whole. You
may choose a work from the list below or another novel or play of literary merit.

The Age of Innocence
The Awakening
The Birthday Party
Bless Me, Ultima
Ceremony
The Color Purple
Daisy Mtller
The Dead
DeltaWedding
Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant
The Glass Menagerie
The Great Gatsby

Hamlet
Inuisible Man
Jane Eyre

Julius Caesar
The Joy Luck Club
The Member of theWedding
Mrs. Dalloway
MuchAdo About Nothing
Our Tbwn
Pride and Prejudice
Romeo and Juliet
The Shipping News
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The Sound and the Fury
Sula
Thtngs Fall Apart
Wuthering Heights

PROMPT MODIFICATIONS FOR PRE-AP
Choose a novel, play, or short story in which a particular episode or scene

helps you understand a major or minor character. In an essay discuss this
understanding.

Think of a scene from a story you have studied in class that reveals the truth
behind a character's struggles or problems in life. Explain the situation and how
that situation lead to the truth being revealed.

MODIFICATION OF BOTH TOPIC AND LITERATURE SETECTION
AP English Literature and Composition Examination Question 2 (1989) has

been modified in two ways. First, the literature used in the examination has

been retained and the original topic has been modified. Second, new literature
has been selected and the topic has been modified as well. Note that the litera-
ture chosen corresponds thematically.

Read the following poem carefully. Then write a well-organized essay in which
you analyze how the poem's organization, diction, and figurative language
prepare the reader for the speaker's concluding response. In a well-organized
essay, discuss the events leading to the speaker's epiphany.

Playing golf on Cape Ann in October,
I saw something to remember.

Ripe apples were caught like red fish in the nets
of their branches. The maples
were colored like apples,

and part

seemed swaying vases full sky' sky
was dramatic with great stragglingV's
of geese streaming south, mare's-tails above them.
Their trumpeting made us look up and around.
The course sloped into salt marshes,
and this seemed to cause the abundance of birds.

As if out of the Bible
or science fiction,
a cloud appeared, a cloud ofdots
like iron filings which a magnet
underneath the paper undulates.
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PROMPT MODIFICATIONS FOR PRE-AP
Read the following poem carefully. Then, using quotations from the poem to
support your views, describe the poet's feelings for the migrating wild geese.

It dartingly darkened in spots,
paled, pulsed, compressed, distended, yet
held an identity firm: a flock
of starlings, as much one thing as a rock.
One will moved above the trees
the liquid and hesitant drift.

Come nearer, it became less marvellous,
more legible, and merely huge.
"I never saw so many birds!" my friend exclairned.
We returned our eyes to the game.
Later, as Lot's wife must have done,
in a pause of walking, not thinking
of calling dor,rm a consequence,
Ilazily looked around.

The rise of the fairway above us was tinted,
so evenly tinted I might not have noticed
but that at the rim of the delicate shadow
the starlings were thicker and outlined the flock
as an inkstain in drying pronounces its edges.

The gradual rise of green was vastly covered;
I had thought nothing in nature could be so broad but grass.

And as

I watched, one bird,
prompted by accident or will to lead,
ceased resting; and, lifting in a casual billow
the flock ascended as a lady's scarf,
transparent, of gra-v, might be twitched
by one corner, drawn upward and then,
decided against, negligently tossed toward a chair:
the southward cloud withdrew into the air.

Long had it been since my heart
had been lifted as it was b), the lifting of that great scarf.

" Ihe Great Scarf of Birds." Front Teleplutne Poles qnd Other Poems by lohn Updike. Copyright @1963 by lohn
Updike. Reprinted by permission ofAlfred A. Knopf, inc.
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Read the following poem carefully. Think about the changes that occur in
autumn and write a composition in which you describe the changes that come
about in the fall.

told the wild geese

d
told

Morton

You seek the lushy marge
Of some far, southland lake.

Pursued by sullen snows,
In squadrons strong and free

You etch upon the clouds
Symbols of victory.

*marshy

Poems for Giris, Book
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It was time to fly-
Summer sun was on their wings,

Winter in their cry.

Rachel Fietd. "somethingTold rheWild Geese. from rhe Rachel Field Papers. RadcliffeArcllives, Radcliffe
[nstilute, Han'ard University..

MODIFICATION OF MULTIPTE.CHOICE
QUESTIONS
The AP English Examinations contain a multiple-choice component; however,
it is difficult to modify these questions so that they are suitable for students at
Pre-AP levels. To help students become familiar with the multiple-choice
section of the examination, teachers may want to construct test items of a
similar style based on literature the students are reading at their particular
levels. Test questions constructed with three incorrect responses, along with the
one correct response, give students a better chance of success than do five
response choices. Also, teachers probably will not want to adjust the scores for
guessing and will give the students credit for the total number of questions
answered correctly rather than deduct a quarter of a point for each wrong
answer. (Note that the multiple-choice sections of the AP Literature and
Language Examinations consist of four distractors and one correct response
and that one-quarter of a point is deducted for an incorrect answer.)

A passage and test items from the AP English Language and Composition
Examination (1987) follow:

Instructions to students: Read the following passage carefully before you
choose your answers.

The vacant ice looked tired, though it shouldn't have. They told him it had
been put dor,rrn only ten minutes ago following a basketball game, and ten
minutes after the hockey match it would be taken up again to make room
for something else. But it looked not expectant but resigned, like the
mirror simulating ice in the Xmas store window, not before the miniature
fir trees and reindeer and cozy lamplit cottage were arranged upon it, but
after they had been dismantled and cleared away.

Then it was filled with motion, speed. To the innocent, who had never
seen it before, it seemed discorded and inconsequent, bizarce and para-
doxical like the frantic darting of the weightless bugs which run on the
surface of stagnant pools. Then it would treak, .oul"r." through a kind of
kaleidoscopic whirl like a child's toy, into a pattern, a design almost beau-
tiful, as if an inspired choreographer had drilled a willing and patient and
hardworking troupe of dancers-a pattern, design which was trying to
tell him something, say something to him urgent and important and true
in that second before, already bulging with the motion and the speed, it
began to disintegrate and dissolve.
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Then he learned to find the puck and follow it. Then the individual
players would emerge. Theywould not emerge like the sweating bare-

handed behemoths from the troglodlte mass of football, but instead as

Richard with
snakes,

fluid and fast
something of

and
the of

Geoffrion like an agile ruthless precocious boy who maybe couldnt do

anl,thing else but then he didn't need to; and others-the veteran
Laprade, still with the know-how and the grace. But he had time too now
or rather time had him, and what remained was no longer expendable
that recklessly, heedlessly, successfully; not enough of it left now to buy
fresh passion and fresh triumph with.

Excitement: men in rapid hard close physical conflict, not just with bare
hands, but armed with the knifeblades of skates and the hard fast deft
sticks which could break bones when used right. He had noticed how
many women were among the spectators, and for just a moment he
thought that perhaps this was why-that here actual male blood could
floW not from the crude impact of a heavier fist but from the rapid and
delicate stroke of weapons, which like the European rapier or the Frontier
pistol, reduced mere size and bralvn to its proper perspective to the
passion and the will. But only for a moment because he, the innocent,
didnt like that idea either. It was the excitement of speed and grace, with

puck for catalyst, to give it reason, meaning.

The following items are from the AP English Language and Composition
Examination (1987). (An asterisk indicates the correct answer.)

(1) The passage describes the responses of
(A) an enthusiastic fan
(B) a cynical observer
(C) an unwilling participant

* (D) a first-time spectator
(E) a sports broadcaster

(2) In the passage, one goal of the speaker is to
(A) report events as objectively as possible
(B) display knowledge of a difficult subject

* (C) discover meaning in apparent confusion
(D) understand the basic humanity of the participants
(E) confirm previous prejudices

(3) In the first paragraph, the ice is described with adjectives that seem
to

(A) emphasize its texture
(B) emphasize its aesthetic quality
(C) give it personality
(D) make it seem dangerous
(E) give it a heroic dimension
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MODIFICATION FOR PRE.AP
Students in the early Pre-AP years should be able to read the passage and
answer some questions from the examination with only a few modifications of
vocabulary. The boldface words given below have been modified from original
examination items.

(l) The passage describes the responses of
(A) an enthusiastic fan
(B) an unhappy observer
(C) an unwilling participant

* (D) a first-time spectator
(E) a sports broadcaster

(2) ln the passage, one goal of the speaker is to
(A) report events as objectively as possible
(B) display knowledge of a difficult subject

* (C) discover meaning in apparent confusion
(D) understand the nature of the participants
(E) confirm previous prejudices

(3) In the first paragraph, the ice is described with adjectives that seem to
(A) emphasize its texture
(B) emphasize its beauty

* (C) give it personality
(D) make it seem dangerous
(E) give it a heroic dimension

It is possible for teachers to use a portion of an AP Examination to construct
items for students at intermediate levels. In the example that follows, only the
first paragraph has been taken from an English Language and Composition
Examination, and a question has been constructed from the shortened passage.
The original examination question has been revised so that the vocabulary level
is more appropriate, and one incorrect response has been eliminated. The item
then becomes workable for students at intermediate levels.

The vacant ice looked tired, though it shouldnt have. They told him it had
been put dor,rm only ten minutes ago following a basketball game, and ten
minutes after the hockey match it would be taken up again to make room
for something else. But it looked not expectant but resigned, like the
mirror simulating ice in the Xmas store window not before the miniature
fir trees and reindeer and cozy lamplit cottage were affanged upon it, but
after they had been dismantled and cleared away.

(l) In the first paragraph the speaker describes the ice with adjectives that
(A) emphasize its beauty
(B) make it appear dangerous

. (C) give it personality
(D) make it seem heroic
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(2) The words "it looked not expectant but resigned, like the mirror
simulating ice in the Xmas store window" contain a figure of speech
called
(A) pun

* (B) simile
(C) metaphor
(D) oxymoron

(3) The mood of the passage is BEST expressed in the words* (A) "The vacant ice looked tired, though it shouldn't have"
(B) "They told him it had been put down only ten minutes ago"
(C) "the mirror simulating ice in the Xmas store window"
(D) "miniature fir trees and reindeer and cozy lamplit cottage"

MODIFICATION FOR PRE.AP
Because the literature used in the multiple-choice section of an AP English
Examination may be inappropriate for some beginning students, the teacher
should choose literature that is more suitable.

(1) The setting of the poem is BEST established with the words
* (A) "Christmas Day" and "Dawson Trail"

(B) "Christmas Day" and "the stars o'erhead"
(C) "Dawson Trail" and "beneath the snow"
(D) "the stars o'erhead" and "beneath the snow"

On a Christmas Daywe were mushing our
way over the Dawson Trail.

Talk of your cold!Through the parka's fold
it stabbed like a driven nail.

If our eyes we d close, then the lashes froze
till sometimes we couldn't see;

It wasn't much fun, but the only one to
whimper was Sam McGee.

And that very night as we lay packed tight
in our robes beneath the snow

And the dogs were fed, and the stars
o'erhead were dancing heel and toe,

He turned to me, and, "Cap," says

he, "I'll cash in this trip, I guess;

And if I do, I'm asking thal you won't
refuse my last request."

Seruice, Robert. Excerpt from "The Cremation of Sam Mccee." Vanguard. eds. Pooley, et al. Glenview, Ill.: Scott
Foresman and Company, 1967. Used by permission of Estate of Robert Service c/ o M. Wm. Krasilovsky Agent.
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(2) Sam McGee's words, "I'll cash in this trip, I guess," mean that he
(A) plans to earn a lot of money because of their travel
(B) realizes he will soon cash his pay check at a bank
C) wants to stop traveling in the cold with the narrator

* (D) supposes he will not live because of the extreme cold

(3) The words "through the parka's fold it stabbed like a driven nail"
contain an example of
(A) irony

* (B) simile
(C) metaphor
(D) alliteration

SAMPLE MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS
The following excerpt frclm "The Outlaw" and the 10 questions that follow will
be the basis for discussing correct and incorrect multiple-choice questions.

was
him, thrown another and broken his collar bone, and my parents, as

they knew what the sight of her idle in her stall was doing to me, never let
a day go by without giving lurid details, every,thing from splints and
stitches to the undertaker, of the painful and untimely end in store for me
should I ever take it into nry fool young head to try to ride her

"I've got troubles enough without having you laid up with broken bones
and doctor bills. She's a slv one, mind, and no good's ever come of her."

"Besides, you're only turned thirteen, and a growrl man, a regular cowboy
at that, would think twice before tackling her. Another year and then we'll
see. You'll both be that much older. In the meantime nobody expects it of
you."

In the meantime, though, she was captive, pining her heart away. Week
after week she stamped and pawed, nosed the hay out of her manger
contemptuously, flung her head and poured out wild, despairing neighs
into the prairie winds andblizzards streaming past. It was mostly, of
course, for my benefit. She had sized me up, evidently, as soft-hearted as
well as faint-hearted, and decided there was just a chance that I might
weaken and go riding. Her neighs, just as she intended they should,
tormented and shamed me.

She was a good horse, but a reprobate [reprobate-immoral, unprinci-
pled characterl. That was how we came to own her. At the auction sale
where she was put up, her reputation as a killer spread among the crowd,
and my father got her cheap. He was such a practical, level-headed man,
and she was so obviously a poor investment, that I suspect it was because
of me he bought her. As I stood at his side in the front row of the crowd
and watched them lead her out, poised, dramatic, radiant, some of the
sudden desire that overwhelmed me must have leaped from my face and
melted him.
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Answer questions 1-10 based upon the story you have just read.

(1) The word "lurid" [paragraph I] is similar in meaning to the word
(A) lengthy

* (B) gruesome
(C) numerous
(D) threatening

(2) The narrator thinks that the mare "flung her head and poured out wild,
despairing neighs" [paragraph 4] to

* (A) tempt him to ride her
(B) show how tormented she is
(C) prove she is a reprobate
(D) show how wild she is

(3) The statement "She had sized me up, evidently, as soft-hearted as well
as faint-hearted" [paragraph 4] suggests that the horse is
(A) unpredictable
(B) temperamental

* (C) clever
(D) cranky

(4) In paragraph 5, the word "reprobate" is used to describe the horse's
(A) cost
(B) training
(C) strength

* (D) personality

'itnyway, she's a bargain," he defended himself that evening at the supper
table. "I can always sell her and at least get back what I paid. But first I
want to see what a taste of good hard work will do."

He tried it. His intention was to work her on the land a month or two, just
until she was tamed dor.r,n to make an all-round, serviceable saddle
horse, but after a painful week of half-days on the plow he let her keep
her stall. She was too hard on his nerves, he said, straining ahead and
pulling twice her share. She was too hard on his self-respect, actually, the
slender limbs, the imperious head.

For she was a very lovely reprobate. Twenty years of struggle with the land
had made him a determined, often hard man, but he couldn't bring
himself to break her spirit with the plow.

From The l-amp at Noon c.nd Ather Srories by Sinclair Ross. Used by permission, McClelland and Stewart Ltd.
The Canadian Publishers.
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(5) \tVhich of the following statements BEST CONTRADICTS the idea that
the narrator's father is a "practical, level-headed man'?
(A) He intends to break the mare with the plow even though she is

a thoroughbred.
* (B) He buys the mare for the child even though the mare is not suitable

for riding.
(C) He warns his child to stay away from the mare because she is

dangerous.
(D) He gets the mare cheaply because she has the reputation of being a

reprobate.

(6) The narrator's attitude toward the mare can be described as one of
* (A) admiration

(B) disappointment
(C) confusion
(D) annoyance

(7) Which of the following statements BEST expresses the irony in the
relationship between the narrator's father and the horse?
(A) \tVhen the man buys the mare, she is "so obviously a poor

investment."
(B) Following the purchase of the mare, the man wants to give her "a

taste of good hard work."
(C) In an effort to tame the mare, the man decides "to work her on the

land a month or two."
* (D) Even though the man became determined, often hard, "he couldnt

bring himself to break her spirit."

(B) The sentences that begin paragraphs l, 5, and B serve to create
* (A) contrast

(B) understatement
(C) motivation
(D) suspense

(9) The final paragraph of the short story suggests that the MOST important
reason for the farmer's reluctance to break the mare is that
(A) she is such a strong and willful creature

* (B) he recognizes that her pride is similar to his own
(C) he realizes that she is far too stubborn to tame
(D) she is too high-strung to be a good plow-horse

(10) The point of view used in this short story is that of
* (A) first person

(B) third person
(C) objective
(D) omniscient
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Questions l-9 were taken from the Grade 12 Diploma Examination English 33
Part B: Reading (Multiple Choice) ]anuary 1984 Nberta Educationl and have
been reproduced with the permission of the Minister of Education, Province of
Alberta, Canada, 1994.

SAMPLE MULTIPLE. CHOICE ITEMS CONTAINING COMMONLY
MADE ERRORS
The items listed below contain errors that examination writers commonly
make. The questions have been designed so they are similar to the previous 10

sample items that have also been provided.

Ridiculous choice (kangaroo). In the context of the following sentence, the word
"farmer" [response D] could not possibly be the correct answer.

(1) The word "lurid" [paragraph 1] is similar in meaning to the word
(A) lengthy

* (B) gruesome
(C) numerous
(D) farmer

Wordy stem or instructional aside. The first sentence below is giving unneces-
sary information about horses. The stem should be shortened.

(2) Some horses seem to be devious and cunning, and able to outsmart a
person who is not alert to their ways. An example is when the narrator
thinks that the mare "flung her head and poured out wild, despairing
neighs" [paragraph 4] to

* (A) tempt him to ride her
(B) show how tormented she is
(C) prove she is a reprobate
(D) showhowwild she is

Unnecessary repetition in choices. The four responses below contain words ("the

horse is") that can be put into the stem, thus avoiding repetition.

(3) The statement "she had sized me up, evidently, as soft-hearted as well
as faint-hearted" [paragraph 4] suggests that
(A) the horse is unpredictable
(B) the horse is temperamental

* (C) the horse is clever
(D) the horse is cranky

Incomplete stem.When the reader comes to the end of the stem, the task should
be clear. This is not the case when the stem consists of only a single word.

(4) "Reprobate" [paragraph 5]
* (A) describes the horse's personality

(B) is not a good word to describe a horse
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(C) means beautiful but dangerous
(D) is what the narrator thought of his father

Inappropriate choices. Responses C and D should be avoided whenever
possible. They are often included by teachers merely because the instructor
cannot create enough responses that fit the question.

(5) Which of the following statements BEST CONTRADICTS the idea that
the narrator's father is a "practical, level-headed man" [paragraph 5]?

(A) He intends to break the mare with the plow even though she is a
thoroughbred.

* (B) He buys the mare for the child even though the mare is not suitable
for riding.

(C) AII of the above
(D) None of the above

Grammatical clue to correct answer. Articles may contain clues to the corect
response. Place the appropriate article in each of the following responses to
eliminate the problem.

(6) The narrator's attitude toward the mare can be described as an
* (A) admiring one

(B) disappointing one
(C) confusing one
(D) annoying one

Answer clue because of length. The longest (or sometimes the shortest) answer
may be the best choice. Try to make the four responses below approximately
the same length.

(7) The sentences that begin paragraphs 1, 5, and B serve to create
* (A) an effective example of contrast

(B) understatement
(C) motivation
(D) suspense

Nonparallel response.If the fust two responses contain a response and a quota-
tion, make the last two responses parallel by including a response and a quotation.

(B) \tVhich of the following statements BEST expresses the irony in
the relationship between the narrator's father and the horse?
(A) In an effort to tame the mare, the man decides "to work her on the

Iand a month or two."
* (B) Even though the man became determined, often hard, "he couldn't

bring himself to break her spirit."
(C) A cow would have been a better buy than a horse.
(D) Race horses are often temperamental and high-strung.
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Three-one split.If three of the responses begin with the same letter, the correct
answer is almost certainly one of those three responses. Revise the item so that
the fourth response also begins with the same letter. A second possibility is to
make two of the responses begin with the same letter and the other two with
another letter.

(9) The statement "She had sized me up, evidently, as soft-hearted as well
as faint-hearted" [paragraph 4] suggests that the horse is
(A) unpredictable
(B) confused

* (C) clever
(D) cranky

Another We of three-one split.Word the following question so that naro of the
responses deal with numbers (first person, third person) and the other two deal
with terms (e.9., omniscient, objective, selective omniscient, etc.).

(10) The point of view used in this short story is that of* (A) first person
(B) second person
(C) third person
(D) objective

Choices in illogical order.The responses below should be arranged either by
Iength (shortest to longest, longest to shortest) or in alphabetical order
according to the first letter.

(11) In paragraph five, the word "reprobate" is used to describe the horse's
* (A) personality

(B) training
(C) cost
(D) strength

Numerical choices in illogical order. Arrange the responses below in ascending
or descending order. Random order makes the student look for "tricks" to the
question.

(12) How many people has the outlaw killed or injured?
(A) 10

(B) 0* (c)2
(D) 1
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SUMIVIARY OF GUIDELINES FORWRITING SOUND MULTIPLE.
CHOICE QUESTIONS
Competency in the discipline or skill being tested is mandatory for writing
sound questions.

. Clearly state questions in the stem.

. Have a single clear answer (key).

. Include options that are uniform and logically ordered.

. Use plausible distractors.

. Avoid repeating the same words in several options. Tiy to move repeated
words to the stem.

. Never use both "None of the above" and "All of the above" as options.

. Use the Roman numeral format only when necessary.

. Pitch the difficulty of the item to the intended population and the purpose
of the test.

. Write items clearly, concisely, and accurately.

. Randomize answer key positions.

. Avoid extraneous clues.

. Avoid options that logically overlap.

. Use the negative format only if the question seems to require it.

. Use charts, tables, graphs, diagrams, or pictures whenever helpful.

. Include units with numbers.

. Items in a set should depend on introductory information but not on each
other. Test-takers should have to read the stimulus materials before
answering any questions.

VERTICAL ALIGNMENT OF MULTIPLE.
CHOICE QUESTIONS
The passage from Cormac McCarthy's The Crossing appeared in the 1999

English Literature and Composition Exam as a close reading. Teachers of grades
6-12 studied the passage and created multiple-choice items which are appro-
priate for their students. This AP Vertical Team for English activity can be used
as a method of articulation to explore the different levels of the students' abili-
ties, to demystify the Advanced Placement Program, and to supply an addi-
tional method to ensure understanding.

In the following passage from Cormac McCarthy's novel The Crossing (1994),

the narrator describes a dramatic experience. Read the passage carefully. Then,
in a well-organized essay, show how McCarthy's techniques convey the impact
of the experience on the main character.

the tall escarpments'z of the Pilares the dar,rm was not
far to come. He reined the horse in a grassy swale and
stood dovrm and dropped the reins. His trousers were

5 stiff with blood. He cradled the wolf in his arms and
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., 1,,rrr1ow.ergd h.ei, t6 6*Urouud aiillunfolded,, the sheet. She
i:,,.,,i !v stiff.and.eo,ld,and het fu was brist1v wlth the,,,,,

blood dried upon it. He walked the horse back to the
creek and left it standing to water and scouted the

10 banks for wood with which ro make a fire. Coyotes
were yapping along the hills to the sourh and they
were calling from the dark shapes of the rimlands
above him where their cries seemed to have no origin
other than the night itself.

15 He got the fue going and lifted the wolf from the
f sUeet :ffi'took,the shee't.to.&dcreeiand ciouched i$.: I,

the dark and washed the blood out of it and brought it
back and he cut forked sticks from a mountain hack-
berry and drove them into the ground with a rock and

20 hung the sheet on a trestlepole where it steamed in
the firelight like a burning scrim standing in a wilder-

- -;qgssrWh€leeel,ebIal4sof,*ome'Q4ered,paqsjon,had ., 
i,

been carried off by rival sects or perhaps had simply

..l;... oriilthe'....1ightgt,rhe,ftar,o.1their,o ,gs ' ,,r,'

!S$[ed t'1i4anketirtrout:his,shoulders and;sd,shiviir-,,,.
ing in the cold and waiting for the dar,rm that he could
find the place where he would bury the wolf. After a

-..,@itrg,thehcrsecame up fro-ry the creekttiailingthril ..1 ,

. t :*efieid.thiough&crleavesandrstoqd at1he,edge',of'' i

30 the fire.
.-', 

:,.a,.. 
.He "" r' as,teep.wi14. hip-&ndg p alrn irp.b efd q,e hirn, :'

Iike some dozing penitent. \A/hen he woke it was still
,.,l.dark.'The:flrO hqddied t6,a few,low flames::segfiing',,

over the coals. He took offhis hat and fanned the fire
3s with it and coaxed it back and fed,h;;;J;";i g",h"r"a.
.,,' ,;ile:Iobked orjhe,horsg.but,,coul,4notseeit, .I : , ,.' , ,

The coyotes were still calling all along the stone
ramparts of the Pilares and it was graying faintly in
the east. He squatted over the wolf and touched her

4O :'fun.lJe to-uched fu c.o.ld, and perfec.t.1g. elh,The afe',
turned to the flue gave back no light and he closed it

, r,. with,his thumb and sat,by, h.br€ndfut his hand'upon I r,
:''"',,her.bloodied hrehqad a4d-closed, his owr,qyes that.

he could see her running in the mountains, running

{5. rnrthe.s.tar,light W.lie,relttre gqasswas,wet and the,sun's r l

coming as yet had not undone the rich matrix of

I 1rhaie and dove and-6roundvole.all.liftly'empaneled, , , '

. on the air for her delight, all nations of the possible
50 world ordained by God of which she was one among

and not separate from. Where she ran the cries of the

..,,eoyotes,,ct@ed,shutas if a.door had clbs,ed upo4 themr
:r :,,,.artd,al[,was.feaf,and,rna'rveLrHe took up hDr stiff head.,
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MUXTIPLE- CHOICE MODIFICATIONS
Vertically aligned multiple-choice questions based on the 1999 AP Literature
Free Response Exam (Question 2 The Crossing) follow. These items deal with
ten important skills tested onAP English Examinations: diction, tone, infer-
ence, vocabulary in context, syntax, main idea/purpose, function, grammar,
figures of speech, and point of view. The items are arranged in order of diffi-
culty and reflect a progression in levels of maturity for Pre-AP students, grades

six through twelve.

Modifications for Pre-AP
The first group of questions, appropriate for students in the early Pre-AP years,

is based on lines 31-53 from the passage.

Diction
The word "seething" (line 33) provides an example of

* (A) diction
(B) rhythm
(C) point of view
(D) figure of speech

Tone
In lines 39-47 the tone can best be described as

(A) sentimental
(B) hateful
(C) serious

* (D) caring
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Inference
The reader can infer that the boy is concerned about nature by the way he

(A) falls asleep peacefully in the great outdoors
(B) looks for his horse until he finds it

* (C) touches the wolf very carefully
(D) listens to the coyotes

Vocabularyin Context
The word "groundvole" (line 48) refers to a

(A) clean cloth
(B) dead wolf

* (C) small animal
(D) flightless bird

Slmtax
The words "The eye turned to the fire gave back no light and he closed it with
his thumb and sat by her and put his hand upon her bloodied forehead and
closed his own eyes that he could see her running..." [lines 40-44] serve to show

* (A) the boy's contemplation of the wolf's beauty
(B) the boy's concern about the lives of all creatures
(C) how the boy has buried the wolf in a careful way
(D) how the boy has been upset by the death of the wolf

Main ldea/Purpose
The purpose of the boy's envisioning the wolf running in the mountains (lines

40-53) is to

(A) keep him from falling asleep
* (B) reveal the beauty of the wolf

(C) illustrate the boy's mental state
(D) cheer him up because he is depressed

Function
The function of the lines "graying faintly in the east" (lines 38-39) is to show
that the

(A) sun is setting
* (B) sun is rising

(C) moon is setting
(D) moon is rising

Grammar
The words "He looked for the horse" (lines 35-36) is an example of a/an

* (A) independent clause
(B) dependent clause
(C) independent phrase
(D) dependent phrase
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Figures ofSpeech
The words "with his hands palm up before him like some dozing penitent"
(lines 31-32) is an example of

* (A) simile
(B) metaphor
(C) alliteration
(D) personification

Point of View
The point of view of the passage is

(A) first person
(B) second person

* (C) third person
(D) fourth person

These next questions, which are a bit more diffrcult, are based on lines 1-30
from the passage.

Diction
The word "yapping" (line 11) provides an

* (A) effective use of diction
(B) accurate point of view
(C) incomplete figure of speech
(D) ineffective use of personification

Tone
In paragraph one the tone can best be described as

(A) dreamy and fanciful
* (B) sensitive and caring

(C) hateful and disgusting
(D) serious and objective

Inference
The reader can infer that the boy cares about nature by the way he

(A) ties his horse up to drink
(B) cuts dor,rrn wood for the fire

* (C) takes care of the wolf
(D) waits peacefully for dawn

Vocabularyin Context
The meaning of the word "scrim" (line 21) is a

* (A) durable cloth
(B) tool the boy uses
(C) smoldering torch
(D) burning tree branch
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Syntil(
The author's purpose in using a compound-complex sentence (lines 15-24) is to

(A) show the steps the boy takes to assist in the healing of the wolf
(B) outline the steps the boy goes through to protect himself from danger

* (C) show the steps the boy takes to bury the dead wolf
(D) outline the steps the boy goes through to prepare his resting place

Main ldea/Purpose
The boy builds the fire mainly to

* (A) keep warm
(B) cook his dinner
(D) cremate the wolf's body
(D) ward off feelings of danger

Function
The function of the long sentence in lines 15-24 is to reveal the boy's

(A) goals
(B) wishes
(C) emotions

* (D) activities

Grammar
The words "where it steamed in the firelight like a burning scrim" (lines 20-21)
provide an example of a

(A) nominative clause
* (B) dependent clause

(C) relative clause
(D) main clause

Figures ofSpeech
The words "like a burning scrim" (line 21) provide an example of

* (A) simile
(B) metaphor
(C) onomatopoeia
(D) personification

Point ofView
The point of view found in the first paragraph is

(A) first person
(B) objective

* (C) third person
(D) omniscient
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The next group of questions, which are somewhat more challenging, are based

on lines 1-30 in the passage.

Diction
The author's choice of words in the first paragraph can best be described as

(A) plain
* (B) eloquent

(C) colloquial
(D) Ponderous

Tone
The tone of lines 20-24 can be identified as

(A) mocking
(B) malicious
(C) mischievous

* (D) melancholic

Inference
It may be inferred from the first paragraph that in the near future the boy will

(A) desert the wolf and leave it for dead
(B) return home safely to care for the wolf
(C) cook the wolf and eat it out of necessity

* (D) protect the wolf's body from natural forces

Vocabulary in Context
The meaning of the word "origin' (line 13) is

(A) birth
* (B) cause

(C) existence
(D) parentage

Syntax
In paragraph one, the author uses long, elaborate sentences for the purpose of

(A) providing a nostalgic tone
(B) producing a serious effect
(C) using emotion as a primary emphasis

* (D) giving a sense of the boy's struggles

Main Idea/Purpose
The author's main purpose in the first paragraph is to

(A) persuade and inform
* (B) entertain and describe

(C) inform and entertain
(D) narrate and persuade
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Function
The words "above him where their cries seemed to have no origin other than
the night itself" (lines 13-14) serve to

(A) convey the death of a friend
(B) give a sense of extreme coldness

* (C) provide a feeling of extreme isolation
(D) portray the loneliness of wild animals

Grammar
The word "it" (line 17) refers to the

(A) fire
(B) wolf
(C) wood

* (D) sheet

Figures ofSpeech
The words "it streamed in the firelight like a burning scrim standing in a wilder-
ness" (lines 2A-22) contain examples of

*

(A) simile and metaphor
(B) consonance and metaphor
(C) simile and alliteration
(D) alliteration and consonance

Point ofView
The point of view of the first paragraph of the passage is

* (A) third person limited omniscient
(B) first person with the narrator as a major character
(C) third person omniscient
(D) first person with the narrator as a minor character

This group of questions, even more challenging, is based on the entire passage.

Diction
In a connotative sense, the adjective "graying" (line 38) refers to

(A) dark storm clouds
* (B) the break of day

(C) the Pilares' color
(D) a cloudy sunset
(E) time of day
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Tone
With the words "The eye turned . . . in the night before her" (lines 40-47), the

speaker's attitude shifts from
* (A) despondent to nostalgic

(B) angry to exhilarated
(C) indifferent to committed
(D) depressed to cheerful
(E) feartul to light-spirited

Inference
The words "where she ran the cries of the coyotes clapped shut as if a door had

closed upon them and all was fear and marvel" (lines 52-54) imply that

(A) when the wolf walked by, the coyotes gave obeisance
(B) when the wolf walked by, the coyotes surrounded her

* (C) the presence of the wolf intimidated the coyotes
(D) the coyotes were frightened away by the wolf
(E) the coyotes were rendered mute by the wolf

Vocabularyin Context
The word "penitent" (line 32) is best interpreted to mean

(A) a thief who goes uncaught
(B) an unscrupulous undertaker
(C) an unrepentant sinner

* (D) a person who repents of sin
(E) a minister or priest

Syntax
The type of subordinate clause used in lines 55-56 is

* (A) noun
(B) adverb
(C) adjective
(D) complex
(E) compound

Main Idea/Purpose
The primary purpose of the passage is to

(A) depict the tendencies of coyotes in the Pilares
(B) portray the omniscient power of God over worldly beings
(C) depict the gruesome and poignant death of a wolf

* (D) describe the unifying element of nature in all living creatures
(E) outline the relationship between man and wild animals
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Function
The words "the sun's coming as yet had not undone the rich matrix of creatures
passed in the night before her" (lines 45-47) serve to

(A) show that the woods have a diverse population of animals
(B) warn of the imminent rising of the sun

* (C) intertwine the woods and the creatures that reside there
(D) give religious overtones to the description
(E) describe the events associated with the passing of the night

Grammar
The primary effect of the final two sentences of the passage (lines 57-64) is to

(A) emphasize the solemnity and finality of death
(B) explain the rain's influence on shapes in nature
(C) explain the wolf's hierarchyin the animal kingdom
(D) illustrate that the wolf is an efficient hunter that does not often lose

* (E) demonstrate the transcendental idea of the wolf's place in
creation

Figures ofSpeech
In the words "where she ran the cries of the coyotes clapped shut as if a door
had closed upon therrt'' (lines 5I-52), the speaker employs all of the following
except

(A) simile
(B) imagery
(C) alliteration
(D) figurative diction

* (E) colloquial diction

Point ofView
The narrator's perspective in the passage as a whole is that of

(A) an eyewitness
(B) a detached third party
(C) an animal rights activist

* (D) an involved partywith the main character
(E) a commentator on effective survival strategies

The most difficult level of questions, which follows, is also based on the entire
passage.

Diction
The shift in diction between the first two paragraphs and the final paragraph
can best be described as

(A) simple to complex
(B) lyrical to dramatic
(C) narrative to mysterious
(D) didactic to transcendental
(E) religious to philosophical
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Tone
The tone of the passage as a whole shifts from

(A) hopeful to gloomy
(B) somber to whimsical

* (C) reverential to elegiac
(D) prosaic to melancholic
(E) compassionate to scornful

Inference
It may be inferred from the passage beginning with "He got the fire" (line 15) to
the words "burning scrim" (line 21) that the main character

(A) lacks respect for the wolf
(B) thinks of the wolf's painful death
(C) shows remorse for the wolf's death

* (D) feels the sacredness of the wolf's death
(E) dislikes the surroundings in which he finds himself

Vocabularyin Context
The connotation of the word "celebrants" (line 22) can best be interpreted to
mean that one is

(A) undertaking an act of honor
(B) performing an act of rejoicing

* (C) practicing a religious act
(D) following a solemn desire
(E) returning from a religious ceremony

Syntax
\.Mhen the syntax changes from short to longer sentences, this dichotomy in
sentence structure best serves to

* (A) emphasize moments of recollections as well as awareness
(B) show reverence towards the wolf's life as well as death
(C) s).nnbolize that the wolf's death is physical as well as spiritual
(D) infer that the wolf's death is prosaic as well as elegiac
(E) depict mournfulness toward the wolf as well as nostalgia

Main Idea/Purpose
The main purpose of the passage is to

(A) describe the life of the wolf and the effect it has had on the boy
(B) show the mourning of the boy after he loses the wolf
(C) show the boy's enlightenment regarding the beauty of the afterlife
(D) convey the sentiments of the boy towards the wolf

* (E) demonstrate the boy's understanding of life, death, and nature
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Function
The words "The eye turned to the fire gave back no light and he closed it" (lines
40-41) primarily serve to

(A) indicate the emptiness of life after death* (B) signiff the wolf's lost soul
(C) parallel the natural world to the supernatural
(D) reveal the wolf's loss of life
(E) intertwine the boy's spiritual imagination and the wolf's freedom

Grammar
The flrst paragraph of the passage is mainly characterized by

(A) gerund phrases
(B) simple predicates
(C) infinitive phrases
(D) participial phrases

* (E) compound predicates

Figures ofSpeech
The simile "it steamed in the firelight like a burning scrim" (Iines 20-21) serves to

(A) enhance the power of the fire in the night
* (B) enrich the scene with a religious implication

(C) reveal the night as mystical and mysterious
(D) show the scene as being completely peaceful
(E) demonstrate the scene as sanctimonious

Point of View
The point of view in the passage as a whole shifts from the objective
nonparticipant to the

(A) second person participant
(B) nonparticipant third person

* (C) omniscient nonparticipant
(D) omniscient participant
(E) nonparticipant stream of consciousness
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